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The Forum On
Northern Protected Areas and Wilderness
Yukon College, Whitehorse, Yukon
November 4,5,6,1993
was presented by:
Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society - Yukon Chapter,
Yukon College, Outdoor and Environmental Studies Program
Yukon Conservation Society
The Forum Was Held To:
*
Explore ways to complete a protected areas network by the year
2000,
*

Identify possible solutions to issues in northern protected areas
and wilderness management,
*
Search for ethical approaches to the care of ecosystems,
*
Foster an appreciation of how traditional knowledge and comanagement can contribute to caring for our protected areas,
*
Encourage dialogue between environmental organizations,
government, First Nations and industry on northern protected
areas and wilderness,
*
Allow northerners to learn from neighbours in Alaska, the
Northwest Territories, British Columbia, Yukon and further afield.

"It has always been part of basic human experience to live in a culture of
wilderness. There has been no wilderness without some kind of human
presence for several hundred thousand years. Nature is not a place to
visit, it is home - and within that home territory there are more familiar
and less familiar places."
Gary Snyder, naturalist and poet, 1990
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Note to Reader
The Forum on Northern Protected Areas and Wilderness was a unique event in
that it was the first major conference on protected areas, wilderness, and
associated ethical considerations to be organized and hosted in the North by
northerners. While participation by southern environmental groups, management professionals, and various other experts was actively encouraged, The
Forum retained a distinctive "grassroots" flavour. It was an important opportunity for northerners to speak out about issues of great concern to them.
To attempt to capture this flavour in the presentations and the range of
perspectives expressed, these proceedings include a broad mix of contributions. First Nations people, teachers, students, wilderness advocates, wildlife and parks professionals, and academics are all represented in this collection of speeches, comments, stories, papers, and reports. As such, it represents a compilation rich in its diversity of perspective and style of presentation. To preserve this diversity, editing was kept to a minimum; we felt
it important that people express themselves in their own way.
These proceedings are organized, for the most part, according to the
format of The Forum program. The complex inter-weaving of themes made
it difficult to group presentations in any other way.
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Introduction
Forum Retrospectives
Protected Areas and Wilderness in the North
Juri Peepre, Chair CPAWS-Yukon;
Yukon Endangered Spaces Coordinator for World Wildlife Fund

For centuries the North has captured the imaginations of people from
far away. For those who have always lived here, this land holds a
different meaning: one of family connections, seasonal rounds, spirit
of place, and ancient stories still resonating truth about life. Whether
we imagine the north as wild or as home, it is changing fast.
Some people use conservation science to argue for protection of
our landscapes and many speak of protecting the land to sustain
northern peoples. Most agree that in the north we must act now to
make a difference. We face many environmental problems, but still
have an unparalleled opportunity to protect the integrity of arctic and
sub-arctic ecosystems, our "home place."
The protected areas we have are magnificent, but even with land
claims agreements, we may fall short of truly protecting at least one
example of each natural region. The Hon. John Fraser, former
Speaker of the House of Commons, suggested during the Forum that
". . . we are beyond the need to discuss whether or not we should
create new parks and protected areas. The issue we must address is
how. Each of us have a moral obligation to find solutions."
Perhaps our greatest challenge lies in how we care for wild
species and spaces outside of core protected areas. How will we
foster sustainable living in the north? How will we make ethical
decisions based on our understanding of science, varied cultural
perspectives and respect for life?
Common Goals and a New Vision
There is common ground between western notions of protected areas
and First Nations perspectives on protecting and sustaining ancestral
homelands. Yet, we still need to seek improved understanding of
both shared and differing values. The way we achieve common goals
may sometimes differ, but through open dialogue in forums such as
this we can move forward.
In Canada, the Endangered Spaces project changed the way many
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people think about protected areas. This campaign, led by the World
Wildlife fund, aims to set aside a representative part of each natural
region by the year 2,000.
A bold and essential new paradigm for the conservation of
continental biodiversity is well articulated in the Wildlands Project.
This grass-roots movement of environmental advocates and
conservation biologists seeks to protect and re-establish wildlands
with all their native species, region by region, across the continent.
This idea is not really new, it has been understood by many
aboriginal people for a long time. The Wildlands Project mission
statement declares:
As a new millennium begins, society approaches a watershed for wildlife. . . . The environment of North America is at risk and an audacious
plan is needed for its survival. . ., to stem the disappearance of wildlife
and wilderness, we must allow the recovery of whole ecosystems and
landscapes in every region of North America. . . . It rests on the spirit
of social responsibility. . . .
In the North, where much of the land is still in a natural state,
we find this vision compelling. The meaning of northern protection
as spoken by many First Nations members, as well as other environmental advocates, is not protection of examples or remnants of wild
nature alone, but protection of complete functioning ecosystems,
entire traditional territories, protection of all that is required to
sustain wild nature. Mary Jane Johnson, Kluane First Nation, said
that,
each one of us can not only look at little tiny areas in this world as
being protected. We should look at this whole world that we live on as
being a protected area, and it's only through that kind of thinking all as
one people, that we are going to have a land maybe seventy-five years
from now that our grandchildren, our great grandchildren, will have to
live on.
Representative protected areas, as articulated by the Endangered
Spaces goals, are a critical and achievable core requirement for the
protection of biodiversity, not the complete solution. The Wildlands
Project and the Endangered Spaces campaign, combined with the aspirations of First Nations to protect their traditional lands, go hand in
hand towards conserving the variety of life and wild nature.
Consensus Among Forum Participants
Yukoners are debating the meaning of protected areas, but the Forum
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demonstrated strong consensus on several key issues. The Forum
provided insights into cultural perspectives on protected areas, ethics
and environmental management. Common notions about wilderness
were challenged and in some cases found inadequate. The farreaching social and economic benefits of preserving northern
wildlands were demonstrated beyond doubt, but it is wilderness as
home where we are compelled to focus much of our attention.
Yukoners and other northerners support the completion of a
network of protected areas. Yet protected areas must be set in the
context of a remarkable cultural diversity, and differing approaches
to the meaning of protection. Conserving biodiversity and the ecological integrity outside of protected areas is also necessary to sustain
food harvesting and a way of life. Caring for the northern ecosystems
is both a local and global responsibility.
Northern Progress
In the Yukon, the Land Claims Agreement, the Yukon Conservation
Strategy, the Environment Act, and other initiatives prepare the way
for sustainable use of the land. Yukon First Nations have negotiated
several exceptional protected areas through land claims, such as
Ivvavik and Vuntut National Parks and the Nisutlin Delta National
Wildlife Management Area. First Nations now negotiating land
claims seek to establish further large protected areas in unrepresented
ecoregions.
In the Northwest Territories, Auyuittuq, Nahanni, Ellesmere
Island, Aulavik and Wood Buffalo National Parks (and Reserves)
have been established. Other proposed parks are at Wager Bay and
Bluenose. Katannilik Territorial Park on Baffin Island is the largest
territorial reserve, accomplished through close cooperation with local
people. Other territorial park proposals include DoDo Canyon north
of Nahanni Park, and Bloody Falls on the Coppermine River. In all,
more than 200 (mostly small) sites are candidate territorial parks.
Progress on designating new protected areas across the Canadian
north is slow, but land claims agreements have been essential in
achieving most of those areas now protected.
In Alaska, remarkable progress was made with the Alaska
National Interest Lands Conservation Act, protecting some 35 per
cent of the state. Yet temperate coastal forests and marine ecosystems
remain threatened and some proposed wilderness areas have not
designated. An uncertain future remains for critical wildlife habitat,
in particular the Porcupine Caribou herd calving grounds, known as
the 1002 Lands.
7

Across the North, the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy
will help resolve many conservation challenges. Several other
national and circumpolar initiatives, sponsored by both government
and non-government organizations, will help complete the protected
areas agenda and support resource use policies that will help
conserve the north's biodiversity.
Protected Areas in the Yukon
The Yukon has 23 ecoregions, 6 of which have representative protected areas, namely the three national parks. Protected areas partially
represent an additional two ecoregions. The three National Park
Reserves in the Yukon are Kluane, Ivvavik and the recent Vuntut
Park. Aside from a possible expansion of Kluane, it is unlikely that
there will be more national parks established in the Yukon. Territorial
parks and other forms of protection will help finish the system.
There is one territorial park at Herschel Island on the Beaufort
Sea and two ecological reserves, at Coal River Hotsprings and
Fishing Branch River. Chilkoot Trail National Historic Site, and the
newly created Tatshenshini/Alsek Wilderness Park, are in British
Columbia, but are also culturally and ecologically connected to the
Yukon and Alaska.
A territorial park in the Tombstone Mountains is being
negotiated with the Dawson First Nation. A National Wildlife
Management Area will be established on the Nisutlin River Delta,
and a Special Management Area serves as a wide buffer around
Vuntut Park.
Several other forms of specially managed areas may give some
measure of protection, particularly if established through land claims
agreements. For example, the Thirty Mile Section of the Yukon River
is a designated Canadian Heritage River, while the Bonnet Plume and
the Yukon portion of the Tatshenshini Rivers are nominated Heritage
Rivers.
The future integrity of Heritage Rivers is an issue. CPAWSYukon launched a lawsuit challenging the federal government's view
that regulation of mining exploration in Heritage Rivers deserves no
special care.
Although more protected areas in the Yukon may be established
through the land claims process, land claims may not result in
completion of a fully representative protected areas network. Three
of the four land claims already settled include significant protected
area provisions. Lack of government enthusiasm for more protected
areas may limit the possibility of achieving large ecologically viable
8

protected areas through negotiations with the ten remaining First
Nations.
Biodiversity and Protected Areas
Dr. Wade Davis challenged us with a sweeping view of the global
biological diversity crisis. In his reference to the "end of the wild,"
he said, "diversity is far more than the foundation of stability, it is a
fundamental truth that indicates the way things are supposed to be."
In showing how the Amazon and British Columbia are part of
the same endangered planet, he said that, "in an increasingly complex and fragmented world we need these ancient forests, alive and intact." Dr. Davis reminded us that we still have the opportunity to do
things differently here, to make choices that, "will stand apart for all
generations and for all time as symbols of the geography of hope."
Yukon government policy still supports completing a protected
areas system based on conserving biodiversity in representative
examples of each ecoregion. Environmental organizations advocate
taking the policy one step further. They recommend that protected
areas excluded from industrial development should be the core for
protection of biodiversity in each ecoregion.
The Forum participants agreed that protected areas alone will not
be sufficient to conserve the North's diversity. Critical wildlife habitat
and corridors, cultural heritage sites, and other special or spiritual
places also require protection over and above representative parks.
Economic Benefits of Protected Areas
A broad spectrum of protection tools widens the scope of potential
community benefits from protected areas. CPAWS-Yukon commissioned a special study for the Forum, on the economic benefits of territorial protected areas. Barbara Campbell's research shows that completion of a territorial protected areas network in the Yukon will have
a major positive economic impact on communities and the territory
as a whole. Although the underlying goals for establishing protected
areas are for ecological, cultural, and spiritual reasons, it is important
that we communicate to decision makers the breadth of positive economic benefits.
Robin Reilly from the Northwest Territories also spoke of
territorial parks as economic generators. He suggested that in the
NWT, conservation interests may be secondary to economic benefits,
the creation of community jobs, and access to amenities. In the first
year of a park operation near the community of Lake Harbour,
substantial economic benefits resulted from staff positions,
9

construction and the guiding industry.
Stanley Njootli and Jim Johnson described how parks can benefit
local economies and lifestyles as well as protecting representative
landscapes. Ivvavik National Park and the surrounding Special
Management Area are part of the Old Crow bioregion. The protection
of caribou habitat, ratting grounds (muskrat trapping), fish and
waterfowl habitat will ensure sustained economic benefits for the
community of Old Crow.
Sustainable food harvesting in protected areas is an essential
choice from the perspective of First Nations. Yukon environmental
organizations understand this view. Aboriginal cultural values must
be an integral part of managing northern protected areas.
Co-Management of Protected Areas
Forum participants said that native and non-native people must work
together to realize the benefits of protecting the land. The comanagement arrangements already underway in the north Yukon are
in themselves a tangible benefit of protected areas.
John Bailey outlined the conservation accomplishments in the
Western Arctic, as achieved through co-management provisions in
the Inuvialuit Final Agreement. Elsewhere, challenges remain in
translating the idea of co-management into an effective shared
decision-making tool. Co-management is difficult when one party
controls the allocation of financial resources.
Mike Murtha of BC Parks outlined the co-management initiative
with the Nisga'a people at Nisga'a Lava bed Memorial Park. He
observed that, in the 1970s "we just did not talk to native people at
all, in fact we did not talk to the public either. We were ready to
designate that park in 1971-72, but the Nisga'a people ... said no."
Then in the early 1990s during a meeting with the Nisga'a chief,
". . . we had our eyes opened wide. They wanted a park and they
wanted to co-manage it. As far as they were concerned this was the
first meeting of the joint management committee."
Barney Smith, Yukon Renewable Resources Department and
Rosemary Kushniruk, Champagne and Aishihik First Nations, led
one of the most productive forum workshops, producing 56
recommendations on how
to implement
co-management
arrangements.
Traditional Knowledge and Sacred Sites
Although progress has been gradual, planners and managers in the
Yukon now acknowledge the "new ethics" of protected areas in First
10

Nations traditional territories. Understanding and respecting elders'
knowledge, native place names, the meaning of stories and legends,
and the importance of ensuring the continuity of aboriginal
knowledge are all essential to successful protected area management.
The use of the word wilderness is questioned by many First
Nations people. A more acceptable phrase might be protecting "our
land." Chief Joe Johnson, of the Kluane First Nation said,
I don't mind calling the area a protected area. I don't know where the
word wilderness is coming from. Why is it wilderness when I feel
comfortable'when I go back there? What segment of the population call
this area wilderness when it's not to me and my people.
Protected area planning has provided many unprecedented
opportunities for First Nations in the Yukon and in the Inuvialuit
lands in the north Yukon, to document and interpret the oral history,
place names and stories of the land and people. Yet many speakers
said that gathering oral history before it is too late should be a much
higher priority, especially in the context of protected areas. Broader
and more balanced public education will be one important result of
these initiatives.
The Forum showed growing interest in merging scientific and
traditional or anecdotal ecological information to help make
decisions, for example in co-managing protected areas. This approach
benefits communities by ensuring the continuity of local knowledge.
It also endorses the validity of community perspectives in decisions
and results in a better sense of ownership and control of management
decisions.
Louise Profeit-LeBlanc spoke of sacred places. She reminded
forum participants of the landscape many of us can not see, the land
brought to life by aboriginal oral tradition, place names and ancient
spirits:
There was a sacredness in the manner in which my ancestors
approached life. This lifestyle and understanding knew of the
interconnectedness of all things....this land has been traversed for
countless millennium and the land speaks in a language which is only
totally understood by the aged.
It is only when one receives this oral history that prominent
mountains become transformed into a living entity, a giant beaver's
den, a frog's cave or a porcupine's lodge. Places which seem lifeless
to us now, once were spirited and alive with activity."
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Protected Areas and the Law
Real protection can only be achieved now through the National Parks
Act and land claims. But the National Parks Act may be "used u p "
as a vehicle for more new parks in the Yukon. The Yukon Parks Act
does not protect much, since it allows for development where it is
deemed fit by the Minister. As pointed out by Laurie Henderson in
her analysis of Yukon legislation, the Environment Act has some
potential to protect wilderness but applies to less than 1% of Yukon
lands. National Wildlife Areas can be strong designations if
appropriate regulations are embedded through land claims. The
Heritage Rivers alternative has been tried, but is not suitable as a
core protected area designation, unless land claims agreements
specify such protection. Other designations such as Habitat Protection
Areas are useful as buffers around core protected areas.
Stewart Elgie of the Sierra Legal Defence Fund outlined how
federal law has been applied and tested in National Parks,
particularly Wood Buffalo and Banff National Parks. He noted that
provisions for legal wilderness designations in national parks had not
yet been applied. Of particular interest to the north, he further noted
that there may be a fiduciary duty on the part of Federal Government
to manage federal lands adjacent to national parks in a manner that
protects ecological integrity inside the park boundary.
Land transfers for territorial protected areas remain a question.
First Nations, quite rightly, do not want the federal government to
transfer land for protected areas to the territorial government prior
to land claims agreements. The federal government has appeared
reluctant to transfer subsurface rights in candidate territorial parks,
because of potential, as yet unproven, mineral development.
Implementing a territorial protected areas system in this context has
proven to be slow at best, although the land claims process has
resulted in some progress.
Protected Areas and Industry
Forum participants did not accept the often repeated idea that
completion of the protected areas system will block development and
a healthy economy in the North. Land use conflicts in the Yukon
focus on mining exploration and development and to a lesser but
increasing extent, forestry. Often, it is the new roads used to explore
for or access natural resources that are the issue. Environmental
impacts on wildlife habitat, large mammal populations, water quality,
and existing or potential protected areas are at the centre of the
debate.
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Participants did not believe that industrial development inside
of protected areas will create anything but uncertainty and conflict.
Such development invariably neutralizes many of the potential
benefits from protected areas. Excluding development from protected
areas will help achieve a genuine balance between conservation and
industry.
Completion of a territorial protected areas system will mean
industry can invest with greater certainty and reduced potential for
land use conflict. Wilderness tourism operators can also then invest
in areas with greater confidence of being able to market a wilderness
experience.
The regulatory framework for mineral exploration and
development in the Yukon dates from the turn of the century.
Activities on mining claims are not subject to land use permitting or
any other form of environmental assessment, until such time as a
water license is needed, or a mine development plan is submitted. In
the absence of improved legislation, candidate protected areas may
be degraded before the full impacts of mineral exploration are
assessed.
Stewart Elgie of the Sierra Legal Defence Fund reviewed current
thinking on compensation issues. He showed how the focus has been
on how much compensation, rather than the more fundamental
questions of, should we compensate and under what conditions?
Elgie said,
The idea of providing certainty in the investment community looks only
to the issue of legitimate economic expectations. It does not look at other
legitimate expectations within our society. It assumes that economic and
investment expectations are the main and perhaps the only expectations
that we ought to be concerned about.
For example, we should consider the expectation people in the
Yukon have about a place on public lands where they can fish or hike,
or where they can trap. Should not their expectations be also
compensated when public lands and public waters are turned into
mines, or turned into clear-cut areas? Their expectations about the use
of those lands have been frustrated too.
We have to think about who we should compensate and when we
should compensate. The real issue is, what is fair?
Managing Protected Areas We have
Case studies on Kluane National Park Reserve and Chilkoot National
Historic Site showed that managers are making efforts to manage
parks using an ecosystems approach. Parks Canada policy compels
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managers to assess land uses outside park boundaries that may
impact on the park ecosystem. Special habitat protection, such as
around Vuntut Park, and recognition of wildlife migration routes
outside parks may help realize this objective. Managing land uses
around Kluane National Park in a manner that is compatible with
protection objectives has proven more difficult. Uncontrolled mining
exploration, demands for road access and the adjacent wolf kill are
current issues. Inappropriate development in or next to parks may
handicap any effort to manage parks as ecologically intact core
protected areas within the greater ecosystem.
Dave Neufeld, Parks Canada historian, also outlined the
challenges of managing for change at historic sites. Lack of resources,
institutional barriers, and shifting policies were cited as obstacles to
managing our protected areas.
People living near national parks or territorial protected areas
often suggest that "outside" conservation views interfere with local
aspirations. Forum participants said that broader territorial or
national conservation interests must be acknowledged and balanced
fairly with local interests. Since land claims result in most of our
protected areas, some are concerned that third party interests, such
as environmental non-government organizations, will be shut out of
meaningful participation in management planning.
Completing the Protected Areas Network
Even though many Canadians imagine the north as a distinct place,
it is not homogenous. As is the case elsewhere, this diversity means
that each protected area will be established within a unique set of
biological and cultural conditions. The Yukon, NWT, Alaska, and
northern British Columbia have very different approaches to
protected areas.
Kris Kennett, BC Parks Northern Region, outlined their ambitious
Protected Areas Strategy that seeks to double the land in parks. The
BC model is based on establishing a large viable representative
protected area in each ecosection of the province. Remarkable
progress has been made, particularly in remote parts of the province.
Land claims may change the nature of these efforts, but BC Parks
appears to embrace the challenges and opportunities of comanagement.
Kevin McNamee, Wildlands Director for the Canadian Nature
Federation emphasized that we need to embrace the full range of
protection options. Robin Reilly, of the Northwest Territories
suggested that a relatively large number of small territorial parks will
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lead the way in completing the protected areas system. Other
participants from the NWT said that protection of key wildlife habitat
outside the few national parks will be accomplished by other means
such as wildlife management areas.
Will land claims be sufficient to complete a viable protected areas
network? First Nations spokespeople said that the land claims
process should be used to'establish protected areas, and that land
claims will strengthen protected areas. Lawrence Joe, Champagne and
Aishihik First Nations councillor, said
it is important to remember that within northern areas, ... there is
aboriginal title intact. It has not been extinguished in any manner. This
is an issue that must be addressed up front, this is not a burden, but it
can facilitate the process of having protected areas. So the message I
leave you with is, that within northern areas where our title is intact, the
most effective way to establish a park or protected area, is as a part of
land claim legislation.
Yet protected areas are not the focus of most land claims in the
Yukon: support varies for protected areas and they are ancillary to
the negotiations. Other strong social and economic needs may take
precedence.
Environmental organizations advocating protected areas in the
Yukon are not at the negotiating table, nor do they have a third party
advisory role such as is being tried in British Columbia. While there
may be legitimate reasons for the structure of the Yukon negotiations,
it makes it very difficult for NGOs to advance arguments for
additional protected areas. There is certainly room for environmental
organizations to assist First Nations with research or advocacy for
protected areas. Others suggest that in areas not covered by land
claims, NGOs should use the existing protected area legislation to its
full potential.
Forum participants argued for the need to make land allocation
policies and decisions in full public view. The integrity and
independence of the various territorial advisory councils is also
important. Governments must balance the recommendations of local
resource use advisory bodies with territorial conservation objectives.
George Smith, Conservation Director for CPAWS, focused on the
need to improve public and political support for protected areas. He
said that non-government organizations should build alliances. NGOs
have to understand the needs of others in pursuing protected areas
goals. He emphasized the importance of lobbying, of establishing
multi-stakeholder forums to resolve issues, and urged NGOs to meet
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frequently with government.
Whether they are established through land claims or not, each
new protected area proposal will be squeezed by the resistance of
government to create new areas and efforts by resource industries to
secure future development prospects. The conclusion of land claims
and the devolution of powers to the Yukon government may make
it difficult to achieve more large representative protected areas.
While the challenges are clear, forum participants were optimistic
that in Yukon we still have a chance to protect nature with all its
variety of life and associated rich cultural traditions.
Recommendations
The recommendations highlighted here are adapted from workshop
moderator and rapporteur notes, the final plenary panel discussion,
and papers submitted by speakers. See specific plenary presentations
and workshops for detailed recommendations in each topic area. The
recommendations may apply to governments, to First Nations, and
non-government environmental organizations. These are not formal
resolutions, nor do they necessarily reflect a consensus by all Forum
delegates.
The North
Continue to use the land claims process as one of the key tools
in completing a northern protected areas network. Use existing
legislation more effectively to designate protected areas outside
of land claims settlement areas.
Adopt a more flexible approach to designation and management
of protected areas. Respect the diversity of First Nations
perspectives on protected areas.
Embrace traditional ecological knowledge as an integral part of
all research, planning and management work related to protected
areas.
Give the collection of oral history and traditional ecological
knowledge a high priority in inventory and research work
related to protected areas.
Consider the language of protected areas and wilderness in a
multi-cultural context. Many First Nations people, lacking a
word for wilderness in their native tongue, do not endorse the
western notion of wilderness. Many view wilderness as home.
Consider the phrase "our land" as more accurately reflecting a
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First Nations perspective on wild nature.
Implement co-management arrangements to care for protected
areas. Consider the principles of successful co-management
learned from experience in the Western Arctic and elsewhere.
Ensure adequate financial resources to implement comanagement arrangements.
Consider completion of a protected areas network in the North
as one integral part of the conservation of biodiversity. Achieve
protection of biodiversity outside of protected areas by using
principles of conservation biology and sustainable use to guide
all human activities on the land. Conserve wildlife habitat,
migration corridors and species populations outside of protected
areas.
Conduct further research on the economic and social benefits of
protected areas. Communicate the economic benefits of
completing a protected areas system in the North.
Provide the means for northern communities to nominate, plan
and participate in the management of protected areas. Plan for
community economic and social benefits as part of each
protected area plan.
Consider the full life cycle costs and benefits of proposed
developments or resource extraction activities, particularly where
they overlap with areas of interest for protection. Consider the
long term environmental and social benefits and costs of each
candidate protected area. Avoid relying on traditional short term
economic evaluation and accounting methods in assessing
candidate protected areas.
Make land allocation policies and decisions in full public view
with genuine public participation. Develop improved methods
for regional land use planning and resolving land use conflicts.
Improve public and political support for protected areas: build
alliances with all stakeholders, enhance public education efforts,
meet with politicians more frequently, do a better job of understanding the needs of other interests.
Work towards improved communications between First Nations
and non-government environmental organizations. When asked,
NGOs could provide research, public education and planning
assistance to First Nations in work related to protected areas.
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The Yukon
Complete a representative Territorial Parks System as part of an
overall protected areas strategy in the Yukon. Use all suitable
types of protected area designations to complete a territory-wide
network of protected areas. Continue to work through the land
claims process to identify and establish Territorial Parks and
other types of protection. Consider the completion of the
Territorial Parks System Plan as one component of the protected
areas network, a component that focuses on representation of the
Yukon's diverse ecoregions and protection of special natural or
cultural features.
Use the principles of conservation biology and ecological
integrity, in combination with traditional ecological knowledge,
to guide the location, size and boundaries of protected areas.
Complete an inventory of potential ecological reserves in the
Yukon. Allow for public identification and nomination of sites,
and develop a roster of ecological reserve candidates. Designate
candidate ecological reserves by the Year 2,000.
Change the existing parks policy that now allows industrial
development in Territorial Parks, to a policy that explicitly
prohibits industrial development such as mining, forestry or
hydro-electric projects in parks. Require Orders-in-Council, with
full public review, prior to any zoning changes that affect
Wildland or Special Feature Zones in parks.
Revise the Park Act to exclude resource extraction and industrial
development from natural Environment Parks and Ecological
Reserves. Make park boundary designations and changes only
through an Act of the Legislature.
Procure transfer of surface and sub-surface lands from the Federal
Government for each proposed territorial park and ecological
reserve, to allow protection of representative parks and
ecological reserves in perpetuity.
Complete an ecoregion-based inventory of Areas of Interest for
protection. This inventory should serve as the basis for an ongoing protected area selection process for representativeness and
conservation of biodiversity.
Allow for public nomination of Areas of Interest, leading to
Natural Environment Parks. Maintain a register of nominated
areas.
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Set long term targets for the protected areas network based on
scientific benchmarks and the conservation of biological
diversity, not an agency consideration of what is "politically
reasonable."
Use the Environment Act to create separate Wilderness Areas
where representative protected areas are not feasible under the
Park Act. Use the Environment Act to fill in the gaps of
representative protected areas, manage the areas within the Parks
Department mandate. Write regulations for Wilderness Areas to
exclude resource development and limit motorized access.
Manage Canadian Heritage Rivers to protect their natural and cultural
values. Do not consider Canadian Heritage Rivers as core
representative protected areas, unless the area within their boundaries
is withdrawn from mineral and placer claim staking. As they stand,
CHR designations are a useful cooperative management arrangement,
but designated rivers can not be called protected according to
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) criteria.
Revise existing mining legislation and land use regulations to allow for
full environmental screening of mineral exploration activities on mining
claims.

Governments of Canada, Northwest Territories and Yukon,
New Parks North, March 1994.
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Science, Ethics and Ecosystems
Bob Jickling
Academic Studies, Yukon College

Many critics of wildlife policies now realize that dwelling excessively
on the imprecision of conventional practice and the science of wildlife
management frequently misses the point. John Fraser, echoing the
views of many other speakers at the Forum on Northern Protected Areas
and Wilderness, emphatically pointed out that decisions about how we
use and care for the environment are "fundamentally about ethics."
We can expect that, as the relatively young field of environmental
ethics continues to emerge, public expectations for thoughtful attention to values and ethical considerations will grow.
An example of this tendency is found in the recently drafted Yukon
Wolf Conservation and Management Plan. Throughout this plan, the

authors acknowledge the centrality of values and the importance of
workshops and presentations about environmental ethics are a first
response to recommendations of The Plan calling for research in
environmental ethics.
Because of the new, emerging, and sometimes divergent nature of
environmental ethics, planning a research program or a forum of this
type is a challenging task. We are exploring new territory. Part of
this task is to examine the nature of "ethics" itself. Another part is to
explore relationships between ethics, science, and traditional
knowledge. While we frequently have a reasonable grasp of what
science can do, the boundaries of this discipline are seldom explored.
What are the limits of scientific inquiry? Where does science end
and ethics begin? How do these fields of inquiry compliment each
other? How can traditional knowledge help to broaden our
understanding of both science and ethics. And, how can research
such as the pursuit of these questions be applied to the care of
ecosystems. The ethics presentations at The Forum represent the
beginning of the journey to explore these questions in the north.
While a number of speakers agreed that science can and does play
a role in environmental decision making, Louise Profeit-LeBlanc,
Norma Kassi, and others showed us that this is not the only way to
talk about the environment. Kassi's story about hunting as a child
near Old Crow, and being told to be quiet as she was "going into the
animals' home," speaks volumes about words like "respect," "care,"
and "responsibility" so frequently purged from the language of
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scientific decision making.
Scott Gilbert also acknowledged that there are important ways of
knowing other than through Western Science but used this
observation to illustrate the inevitable cultural foundations upon
which science rests. While both he and Susan Bratton acknowledge
that more ecosystemic approaches to scientific inquiry are essential
they both warn against relying on an "objective" science. Gilbert
points out that who gets to determine the questions to be
investigated, who funds the research, and who decides what gets
published, can profoundly influence the nature of the science
conducted. And, Bratton suggests that scientists can sometimes
project opinions through the use of technical language and are
occasionally prone to government coercion.
Interestingly, Kassi's presentation also raised the issue about who
determines what research questions should be asked. Like Gilbert
she was also concerned about whether there were things that we
should not do to animals or ecosystems. This was clearly a sensitive
issue as much lively debate ensued.
As we face environmental challenges, we will need to discuss those
things that we value but frequently don't want to talk about, or don't
even know how to talk about. Dr. Eugene Hargrove, founding editor
of the journal Environmental Ethics, elaborated on this point. Our
difficulty, he suggested, is a result of conscious effort, beginning near
the turn of the century, to make language more value neutral.
Hargrove suggests that in a somewhat Orwellian way, we have
tried to simplify language; "why use two words when one would
do?" We can simply add "un-" or "non-"to terms like "consumptive
use" to convey opposite meanings and reduce the volume of words.
However, he warned, when we do so we forfeit the ability to talk
about those important subjective values which give quality and
meaning to our lives. Rather than having simply non-consumptive
interests in wildlife (in opposition to consumptive interests), we
really have spiritual, cultural, and aesthetic interests. This point was
reiterated throughout The Forum by speakers and participants alike.
Jane Vincent shed further light on our difficulties. She pointed out
that the many Canadian environment professionals and decision
makers surveyed in her study, recognize the importance of ethical
dimensions to decision making. However, she found that many of
them are uncomfortable with the term "environmental ethics" and
unsure about its application to real issues. Vincent reported that this
may be in part due to the technical and analytical training received
by resource managers which does not lead to moral or ethical
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sensitivity.
Other impediments to ethically considerate decision making were
reported by both Vincent and Dave Mossop. They reported that
professionals are influenced by hierarchical management structures;
"organizations impose ideological conformity on professionals
working within them." They also noted a reluctance on the part of
the public and professionals to deal with ethical aspects of issues and
pointed to the need for some measure of protection for those with
moral qualms about particular activities.
Larry DuGuay, speaking about the implementation of
environmental policies, noted that legislation and policy documents
frequently acknowledge the broad value system shared by our
communities. The Yukon's Environment Act, he noted, speaks to both
anthropocentric and inherent values. To ensure the integrity of these
presumptions, and to enable the inevitable shifts. This Act also
incorporates provisions for public participation in the development
of management strategies and processes for government
accountability. Nevertheless, rapporteur Tony Penikett warned that
the existence of legislation and policy does not ensure its fair
implementation.
Educators acknowledged that they did not have easy answers to
the many problems posed by inclusion of environmental ethics in
schools. Florian Lemphers and his colleagues examined some of the
practical difficulties associated with selecting appropriate activities
for investigation and then converting discussion into action.
While discussions were at times difficult and contentious, Jane
Vincent's optimistic conclusion should serve us all well. "There is,"
she claimed, "an increased realization that we must consider the
ethics behind science, and consider questions about what is ethically
appropriate when making wildlife and environmental management
decisions." With this thought in mind, perhaps we can look forward
to more research in this area and, ultimately, better practices.
Summary of Obstacles
For conference participants the topic, "environmental ethics," was
of enormous interest. These sessions were well attended and
stimulated much discussion and some passions. While we frequently
have a reasonable grasp of what science can do, the limits of this
discipline are seldom explored. The Forum provided a rare
opportunity to discus ethics and their relationships with science and
judgment. For this reason alone, the workshops on environmental
ethics were worthwhile; important ideas were brought out of hiding,
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examined and challenged.
However, willingness to discuss ethics is quite different from
effectively and convincingly "doing" ethics. Many forum participants
appeared to be entering new and somewhat unfamiliar territory,
grappling with a new range of ideas and vocabulary. While
participants at The Forum were eager to pursue their understanding
of ethics the obstacles they sometimes experienced may be due, in
part, to the conditions inherent in their professional contexts. A
number of The Forum speakers and participants provided possible
explanations. A number of possible needs and recommendations
have emerged from these observations.
Obstacles to Environmental Ethics
•difficulty in recognizing and understanding knowledge gained by
means other than western science,
•difficulty, amongst environmental professionals, in accepting ideas
that differ from their own,
•ideological conformity imposed on professionals working within
resource agencies,
•hierarchical management structures which impose bureaucratic and
management oriented values upon environmental professionals,
•unease amongst environmental professionals about the tern
"environmental ethics," and the application of ethics to real issues,
•technical and analytical training received by resource managers
which does not lead to moral or ethical sensitivity,
•limitations in educational breadth resulting in a shortfall of
philosophical and historical "tools" required to engage effectively in
in-depth discussions about ethics,
•lack of a shared lexicon that can enable informed discussion and
shared understanding of ethical dimensions of wildlife and
wilderness issues,
•conscious efforts, beginning near the turn of the century, to make
the language of daily discourse more "objective," more value neutral,
Recommendations
•Encourage professionals to recognize the existence of disparate
views, seek to understand them, and engage in reasoned discussion
about them.
•Recognize, state, and justify the ethical assumptions which underlie
scientific research and management decisions; the value positions of
individuals and groups making decisions should be openly recorded
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and discussed.
•Encourage the process of "ethical thinking" within professional
agencies and in the general public.
•Encourage the use of language which reflects a true range of social
values in discussion, policy formation, and reporting.
•When developing environmental policies and management
strategies, incorporate provisions for public participation and
government accountability to allow for the inevitable shifts in social
values.
•Develop professional societies for wildlife professionals, and others,
to offer some measure of solidarity, protection and guidance in
matters concerning the ethics of their practice.
•Provide opportunities for professionals to express alternative views
and provide protection for conscientious objectors.
•Develop a practical guide, or code, to assist practitioners in the
application of ethics to decision making.
•Develop a system for reviewing ethical concerns that arise when
scientists manipulate ecosystems (i.e. medical ethics review process).
•Include study of the value dimensions of decision making and
environmental ethics, in the education and ongoing development of
wildlife and environmental professionals.
•Encourage education at all levels to enable people to think about
values, the nature of competing claims, and to evaluate the relative
merits of these claims.
•Encourage journals to assume increased responsibility for
evaluating the ethical dimensions of research selected for publication.
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Public Lecture
The Idea of the Wild and Spirit of Place
Ethnobotanist,

Dr. Wade Davis
Anthropologist, Author and Lecturer

These are exerpts from the public lecture sponsored by the Arctic
Environmental Strategy. We thank Lone Pine Publishing of Edmonton for
permission to reprint these passages from Shadows in the Sun by Wade
Davis. Dr. Davis shows us that wild nature is deeply rooted in the
Canadian imagination. Protecting wild nature is a global challenge: the
Yukon and the rest of the Circumpolar North are not detached from the
planet. While the Canadian North may be remote from the ecological crisis
in the jungles of South America, we bear the same responsibility to care
for our home as have the Brazilians to protect the Amazon tropical forests.

Breaking Trail
Imagine yourself on the edge of a high plateau in the late afternoon
sun. Before your eyes, down the snowmelt gulleys and past the
tangled spruce, beyond the rivers, lakes and jagged peaks, lie
uninhabited valleys larger than entire countries. Imagine moving
across the tundra, a cornucopia of colour and sound, of whistles and
birdcalls, of rust and ginger splashed onto a canvas that stretches to
the horizon—and there, forests of mountains wrapped in icefields,
seething masses of rock and snow in an ocean of clouds. In every
direction space yields to the infinite.
To the east lies Spatsizi, land of the Red Goat, the largest and
most remote wilderness park in British Columbia and the birthplace
of the Stikine River. To the west, beyond the soaring uplands of the
Klastine Plateau, is Edziza, sacred mountain of the Tahltan Indians,
a towering dormant volcano veiled perpetually in cloud and capped
with an icefield six miles across. Overhead, raptors scrape the sky
and in the distance the goat trailsg lead off the plateau and into the
forest. There are signs of the wild everywhere—a flush of ptarmigan,
the twisted scat of wolves, fireweed crushed by the weight of grizzly.
In all this land there is nothing of human scale, except for a thin
highway that runs north-south up the valley bottom, and by the
roadside, a cluster of buildings which seen from this height, appear
toylike and fragile.
If you ever drive north to the Yukon on the dirt surface of the
Stewart-Cassiar Highway, you will almost certainly stop at this ram25

shackle collection of cabins known as the Tatogga Lake Triangle
Resort. About a thousand miles north of Vancouver, it will be the
first sign of gas you've seen in four hours, the first decent shelter in
six. Unlike most places encountered on the way North—heaps of galvanized metal, trailers bolted together on a pad of gravel, souvenir
stands where books sell by the pound—Tatogga Lake is built of
wood, logs mostly, propped u p with enough moose antlers to give
a person an appetite.
There will probably be a caravan of RVs backed up at gas
pumps, a couple of parked semis, helicopters coming and going
overhead slinging loads of gear destined for the spikecamps of the
gold prospectors. There's an illuminated EXXON sign where people
from Florida who are afraid of bears ask to park at night and a
meadow where Betsy Robin, a welder from Detroit, used to rest her
mobile whore house each spring as she made her way north to the
pipeline. Inside the main lodge, pelts and traps drape the walls, and
bush pilots, truckers, trappers, native guides and tourists gather
around a stone fireplace beneath the watchful gaze of a signed
portrait of Loretta Lynn.
To know a people, British writer Lawrence Durrell once said, you
need only a little patience, a quiet moment, and a place where you
might listen to the whispered messages of their land. Landscape, he
thought, held the key to character. He wrote that you could depopulate France and resettle it with Tartars, and within a few generations
find, to your astonishment, that the national characteristics had reemerged: the restless, metaphysical curiosity, the passionate individualism, the affection for good living. It is what he called the invisible constant of a place. Canadian writer Margaret Atwood understood this when she wrote that if you had to choose three words to
distill the essence of Britain, America and Canada, the words would
be island, frontier and survival. She was getting at something that
travellers have always understood. Just as landscape defines a
people, culture springs from a spirit of place. Quebec songwriter
Gilles Vigneault expressed the muted Canadian patriotism perfectly
when he wrote "my country is not a country, it is the winter."
Space, land and winter—these are the overwhelming realities of
Canada. Tiresome though they can be, the numbers tell an impressive
story. A country 4,500 miles across, spanning six time zones and
encompassing 4 million square miles of the earth. A country that has
more lakes than people, a nation that could swallow all of Britain in
British Columbia, a land where winter determines the mood of the
entire year.
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Yet the American preoccupation with self, and the Canadian
obsession with America, conceal the most compelling feature of
Canada's geography. Demographers are forever pointing out that
80% of Canada's population resides within a hundred miles of the
American border, that Newfoundland lies closer to Dublin than to
Vancouver, that Calgary is nearer to Mexico City than to Halifax. But
turn the map on its side and you'll see the real story. The distance
from the American border to the northern tip of Canada is more than
3,000 miles, a greater distance than between New York and Los Angeles. Within that immense space lies a forest six times the size of
France, and an expanse of tundra larger than Western Europe with
fewer people in it than you might find in the Rose Bowl. The territories of the North, a homeland to the natives, mostly unknown land
to the rest of us, make up 40% of Canada, and lie perpetually bound
by permafrost. This depth is what makes Canada so enticing—the
idea that at the border you can start walking north and disappear
into a land that rolls on to some impossibly distant shore. Perhaps
only the Sahara and parts of the Amazon also evoke this feeling—the
sense that a journey, once initiated, need never end. Yet those are
completely exotic landscapes. The Canadian north holds a certain
familiarity—the memory of winter, the character of the fauna and
flora—that reminds Europeans and Americans of things long forgotten in their own homelands.
The weight of the North hovers in the imagination of every
Canadian child. The strongest memories of my youth in Quebec are
of ice-storms roaring out of the Arctic, snapping elms and maples at
the base. I remember boys playing hockey on the St. Lawrence River,
slapshots disappearing over the ice-flows, the black spire of the
Catholic church dissolving in the winter winds that turned sky and
land into an infinite whiteness, all without contour or relief. This is
something that all Canadians know, the feel of the wild even in the
heart of the city. In Vancouver, where I live, salmon spawn in the
neighbourhood creeks and black bears descend from the coastal
mountains to feast on them. There are bald eagles in the city parks
and ravens tumbling through the air each spring.
Perhaps the best way to understand the role of landscape in the
Canadian imagination, and indeed the difference between the
American and Canadian ethos, is to look at the writings of two men,
Henry David Thoreau and Frederick Phillip Grove. Thoreau's prose
is beautiful, his message eternal, yet he could write about the wilderness as he did only because he never experienced anything truly wild
in his life. Grove, by contrast, was wholly absorbed by the drama of
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living in the wild. His classic, Over Prairie Trails, tells of the trips he
made one winter between the school where he taught and his family,
who lived 34 miles across the Manitoba prairie.
Each of Grove's accounts, each journey, is unique. There is
movement as dream, the poetry of silence as runners pass over soft
snow. There is the terror of winter storms, the temperatures dropping
so low the leather halters snap and human breath freezes instantly
with a crackling sound like the voices of stars. Grove tells of
wondrous passages through daylight into the shadow of a winter
moon, of marsh fogs fading to reveal the northern lights. He tells of
desperate journeys with injured children and dying women across
landscapes shaped by snow and wind where the carcasses of dead
animals form dark outlines on the prairie. For Grove, nature is not an
entity, but a condition, something to be endured rather than
heralded.
Unlike the supremely self-conscious Thoreau, Grove wrote as a
form of meditation, his stories intended only for the eyes and ears of
his wife and child, to be read aloud by the evening fire during the
weeks of his absence.
Grove experienced Canada not as a wilderness but as a remote
and wild, vibrantly beautiful homeland. To him it was a neighbourhood, albeit an odd one, where caribou outnumbered people, but a
neighbourhood nevertheless where man, woman and nature had long
ago come to terms with each other; those terms involved a set of
relationships to the land that demanded the luxury of space. Within
that vast territory of the spirit, in the solitude of the prairie, he
discovered what it meant to be of this place.
For Canada's Native peoples, this sense of place, this topography
of the spirit, at one time informed every aspect of existence. I once
met in the Yukon an elderly Sekani man who was completely confounded by a missionary's notion of heaven. He couldn't believe anyone could be expected to give up smoking, drinking, swearing, carousing and all the things that made life worth living in order to go to
a place where they didn't allow animals. "No caribou?" he would say
in complete astonishment. He couldn't conceive of a world without
wild things.
In northern British Columbia, some years ago, I worked in a
hunting camp with Alex Jack, an old Gitksan man, wrangling horses
and repairing fences, guiding the odd hunter in search of moose or
goat. Each day I would ask Alex to tell me the stories of the old days,
the myths or tales of his people and his land. Though he happily told
of his youth, of the daily hunting forays that brought meat to the
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village and the winter trading runs by dog sled to the coast, Alex
never said a word about the legends.
He preferred to speak of survival, of winters when the winds
blew so hard the caribou froze, dogs died, people were reduced to
eating spruce bark, and parents had to choose which of their young
would live and which would be abandoned to die. I remember once
when we passed an encampment where his Bear Lake people had
settled for several years. Alex didn't describe it as a place where they
had lived. "Here," he said with the carefully chosen words of one
speaking a foreign language, "is where we survived."
Months later, long after I had given up on hearing the origin
myths, I paddled out to salvage a moose carcass that a trophy hunter
had abandoned in the bush. When I returned two days later with a
canoe full of meat, Alex was waiting for me at the dock. As we
walked back across the pineflat with our loads, he said very quietly
that he remembered a story. That night I began to record a long
series of We-gyet Creator tales.
Some nights later I asked Alex how long it took to complete the
cycle of tales. He replied that he had asked his father that very
question. To find out, they had strapped on their snowshoes and
walked the length of Bear Lake, a distance of some 15 miles, telling
the story as they went along. They reached the far end and had
returned all the way home and the story, as Alex recalled, "wasn't
half way done."
Thirteen years have passed since that season in the forest, and
though I now live in the valley with Alex for part of each year, I
have yet to comprehend the landscape that he knows so well. I do
understand something of the medicine power, and I know what happened on the night that We-gyet flung his arrows past the moon. I
know of the day when the Meat Mother spread her robe between the
peaks and tossed the animals skyward, each to land in their favoured
habitat. I cannot walk with the mountain goats without remembering
the story of the child who rescued the people from their greed, and
each time I see the northern lights I think of the warriors fallen in
battle, their blood staining the sky and the sighs of their widows
whistling in the darkness. Bear droppings on a trail, aspen leaves
spinning in the breeze, hawks dipping and diving with the wind—all
these sights are now reminders of ancient tales of balance and
honour, of laughter and tears in a land where the Old Ways were
once revered and the children nursed on the magic of the white
winds.
Canada has not been kind to its Native Peoples. Yet their spirit
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still lingers, now intermingled with the lives of the newcomers: the
wranglers and guides in the mountains of the west, the fishermen
and women working the nets in the saltchuck off the coast of Nova
Scotia, the trappers who disappear with the frost into the forests of
Saskatchewan, the prospectors scratching for gold from Labrador to
the Yukon, the men and women of Newfoundland who have died on
the ice hunting seals. They live on the trails of the Rockies, in the
Gaspe, by the lakes and streams of Ontario's woodlands and across
the limitless tundra—ordinary Canadians, drawn together in a land- :
scape whose very indifference breeds tolerance and respect. They
have little in common save some random mutation in their family
past that coded for stubbornness—and a deep conviction that Canada
is a paradise that cannot be improved upon.
When you get to Tatogga, or the cliffs of Cape Breton, or the
Alberta badlands, pause long enough to find an open ridge where the
sky seems to shelter the earth, or a valley where horses shake manes
that quiver like sheets of distant rain. Watch for pollen in the wind,
an eagle circling, ice forming on a summer lake. When you find a
place where the clouds and mist envelop the peaks, creating that
special illusion of depth that grants meaning to all travel, tip your hat
to those who have come before you, breaking trail.

In the Forests of A m a z o n i a
Joseph Conrad wrote that the jungle was less a forest than a primeval
mob, a remnant of an ancient era when vegetation rioted and consumed
the earth. He referred to a time still known to our fathers and mothers, a
time when the tropical rainforests of the earth stood immense, inviolable,
a mantle of green stretching across entire continents. Today, sadly, that
era is no more. In many parts of the tropics the clouds are of smoke, the
scents are of grease and lube oil, and the sounds one hears are of
machinery, the buzz ofchainsaws and the cacophony of enormous reptilian
earthmovers hissing and moaning with exertion. It is a violent overture,
like the opening notes of an opera about war, a war between men and the
land, a wrenching terminal struggle to make the latter conform to the
whims and designs of the former. The residue of war now colours the
landscape of Borneo and Sumatra, Zaire and Madagascar, Costa Rica,
Gabon, Indonesia and a hundred other lands once covered in forest. Now
the conflict has spread into the heart of the Amazon and it is there that
the ultimate fate of the world's tropical rainforests will be decided.

Even for those of us from Canada, a country where landscape sweeps
over the imagination and defines the essence of the national soul, it
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is difficult to grasp the size of the Amazon. A marvelous tale is told
of the travels of Francisco Orellana, the first European to traverse the
length of the Amazon. In 1541, having crossed the Andes in search
of the mythical land of El Dorado, Gonzalo Pizarro dispatched Orellana on a desperate search for food. Orellana sailed down the Rio
Napo, a swift river in eastern Ecuador, and it is said that when he
finally reached the confluence of the Rio Ucayali, as the upper
Amazon is known in Peru, he went temporarily insane. Coming as
he did from the parched landscape of Spain, he could not conceive
that a river on God's earth could be so enormous. Little did he know
what awaited him two thousand miles downstream where the river
becomes a sea and the riverbanks, such as they are, lie a hundred
miles apart.
This story, apocryphal or not, tells of the central dilemma that
confronts all travellers on their first visit to the Amazon. It is the
issue of scale and the impossibility of imagining rainforests of such
magnitude. In the Amazon there are three million square miles of
forested lands, a vast expanse of biological wealth the size of the
continental USA, and somewhat larger than the face of a full moon.
The river itself is over 4,200 miles long, just longer than the Nile and
far more extensive.
The biological diversity of these tropical rainforests is staggering.
A square mile of Amazonian forest may be home to as many as
23,000 distinct forms of life. Brazil alone harbours more primate
species and, in sheer numbers, more terrestrial vertebrate animals
than any other nation. There are more species of fish in the Rio
Negro than in all of Europe, more species of birds in Colombia than
in any other country. If all of New England has perhaps 1,200 plant
species, the Amazon has more than 80,000. While an acre of woodland in British Columbia might have six species of trees, the same
area in the Amazon could contain over 300 tree species. One researcher working in the tropical rainforests of Borneo reported from ten
two-acre plots over 700 species of trees, as many as are found in all
of North America.
Forests have two major strategies for preserving the nutrient load
of the ecosystem. In the temperate zone, with the periodicity of the
seasons and the resultant accumulation of rich organic debris, the
biological wealth is in the soil itself. The tropical ecosystem is
completely different. With constant high humidity and annual temperatures hovering around 80°F (27°C), bacteria and micro-organisms
break down plant matter virtually as soon as the leaves hit the forest
floor. Ninety percent of the root tips in a tropical forest may be found
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in the top 4 inches (10 cm) of earth. Vital nutrients are immediately
recycled into the vegetation. The biological wealth of this ecosystem
is the living forest itself, an exceedingly complex mosaic of thousands
of interacting and interdependent living organisms. It is a castle of
immense biological sophistication built quite literally on a foundation
of sand.
Removing this canopy sets in motion a chain reaction of
biological destruction of cataclysmic consequences. Temperatures
increase dramatically, relative humidity
falls, rates of
evapotranspiration drop precipitously, and the mycorrhizal mats that
interlace the roots of forest trees, enhancing their ability to absorb
nutrients, dry up and die. With the cushion of vegetation gone,
torrential rains create erosion which leads to further loss of nutrients
and chemical changes in the soil itself. In certain deforested areas of
the Amazon the precipitation of iron oxides in leached exposed soils
has resulted in the deposition of miles upon miles of lateritic clays,
a rock hard pavement of red earth from which not a weed will grow.
What percentage of the Amazon has suffered deforestation is a
matter of debate. Estimates range from as low as 10% to a shocking
25%. The primary concern today is not the absolute amount of land
that has been cleared but rather the rate at which deforestation is
proceeding. Some maintain that 50 acres are cut every minute. Each
day as many as 75,000 acres may be disappearing. Most authorities
concur that each year over 76,000 square kilometers (over 29,000
square miles)—a stretch of virgin rainforest three times the size of
Belgium—is destroyed.
The effects of this deforestation will be felt continentally and
globally. Since fully half of the precipitation in the Amazon is
generated from evapotranspiration, we can expect rainfall in the basin
to be reduced by as much as 50%. Worldwide clearing operations
that burn the remnants of tropical forests put 52 trillion kilograms
(115 trillion pounds) of carbon dioxide into the air each year, an
amount roughly equal to 35% of all industrial emissions. The result
is the Greenhouse Effect, a warming of the earth's atmosphere which,
even by the most conservative estimates, promises unprecedented
climate change, including the possibility of an increase in sea level of
as much as two metres, a rise that would inundate entire countries.
Perhaps most tragically, the destruction of the earth's tropical
rainforests is resulting in the massive loss of biological diversity.
Although extinction is a global problem, tropical rainforests are
particularly susceptible as species tend to occur in low densities with
restricted ranges. The impact in certain regions of the earth has
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already been devastating. In Madagascar, where over 90% of the
species are found nowhere else in the world, only 7% of the original
forest remains. The Atlantic forests of Brazil, another centre of high
endemism, have been reduced to less than 2% of their original extent.
Human activity is not only impacting individual species, but changing the actual conditions of life itself. Acid rain, global warming, the
depletion of the ozone, the accumulation of synthetic compounds into
the environment—these are conditions that represent changes in the
actual chemistry of the biosphere.
The elimination of life, of course, is nothing new in the history
of the earth. Mass extinctions marked the end of the Permian, Triassic
and Cretaceous, and other crises occurred in the Late Devonian and
at the end of the Eocene. Shortly after the arrival of man in South
America 15,000 years ago, 45 of 120 genera of mammals became
extinct. In general, however, over the last 600 million years speciation
has outpaced extinction and the diversity of life has steadily
increased.
What has changed in a disturbing way in the last fifty years is
the rate of disappearance. Species extinction when compensated by
speciation is a normal phenomenon. Massive, sudden species extinctions, and the consequent biological impoverishment, is not. The
current wave of extinction is unprecedented in the last 60 million
years, both in abruptness and probably in the total number of species
that are being lost. During the demise of the dinosaurs, for example,
an extinction occurred roughly every 1,000 years. Between the years
1600 and 1900, perhaps 75 species were driven extinct due to the
activities of humans. Since 1960—within our lifetimes—extinction has
claimed, at a conservative estimate, upwards of 1,000 species per
year. E. O. Wilson believes that within the last 25 years of this
century, one million species may disappear. That figure represents a
loss of one species every 13 minutes, 110 each day, 40,000 over the
course of a single year.
Does this loss of biodiversity matter? Biologists may scoff at this
question, but providing an answer that makes sense to both the
public and policy makers is, in fact, a critical challenge. It is and
always will be difficult to argue that the value of a single species is
worth more than a particular development project. Stanford biologist
Paul Ehrlich explains the ecological significance of species diversity
with a metaphor. Imagine, he writes, that as you are entering an
airplane you notice a workman popping out rivets. The workman
explains that the rivets can be sold for $2 and thus subsidize cheaper
airfares. When questioned about the wisdom of the procedure, he
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responds that it has to be safe, as no wings have fallen off despite
many rounds of de-riveting. This, in effect, is what we are doing to
the biosphere through the erosion of biodiversity.
The value of a species, as Tom Lovejoy of the Smithsonian Institution has pointed out, is not simply that it may one day yield a
pharmaceutical drug—though this may occur. The real issue is that
there is not a single species that we can claim to understand. Our
knowledge is embarrassingly rudimentary. The common fruit fly, for
example, is without doubt the most studied organism on earth.
Working out its genetics and basic biology has consumed literally
millions of dollars of research funds. Yet to date we still cannot
explain many of the most fundamental elements of its life cycle.
Whaf s more, a species that has no use today, may, as our own
knowledge increases, yield astonishing insights. Who, for example,
in the 19th century could have realized the value of the humble penicillium mold?
Consider the potential of every form of life. A single bacterium,
E. O. Wilson reminds us, possesses about 10 million bits of genetic
information, a fungus one billion, an insect from one to ten billion
depending on the species. If the information in just one ant were
translated into a code of English letters and printed in letters of
standard size, the string of letters would stretch a thousand miles.
One handful of earth contains information that would just about fill
all 15 editions of the Encyclopedia Britannica. This is the true resonance of nature. Each incident of extinction represents far more than
the disappearance of a form of life; it is the wanton loss of an evolutionary possibility and its irrevocable severance from the stream of
divine desire.
Most of the species doomed for extinction have yet to be
described by science. Estimates of the total number of species range
from 3 million to 100 million. Incredibly, despite two hundred years
of scientific research, we do not know the true number of species on
the earth, even to the nearest order of magnitude. Though
approximately 1.5 million species have been taxonomically classified,
most forms of life do not even have a scientific name. Virtually every
time botanists or entomologists go into the tropical rainforests, they
bring back species new to science.
Given this bounty, and the risk to the integrity of the biosphere
incumbent in the destruction of biological diversity, what do we gain
from the massive exploitation of the tropical rainforests? In 1974,
Volkswagen acquired 10,000 sq. kilometres (3,800 square miles) of
Brazilian rainforest, applied Agent Orange from the air and then
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torched the land, creating the largest deliberately set man-made fire
in recorded history. The most optimistic estimates of agronomists
working at the site suggested that cattle might be able to graze on the
land for 12-14 years. Each animal cut loose upon the land required
2.2 acres of converted forest to yield a few dozen pounds of meat.
A single Brazil nut tree left standing in the forest produces one
ton of protein-rich seeds each year. Incredibly, there is today no place
in the Amazon where forest land converted to pasture before 1980 is
still supporting cattle. Growing cattle is one way of utilizing the land,
but when one considers the true potential of the rainforest, it appears
to be rather like using a Van Gogh to kindle a campfire. It gets the
job done, but at such a cost.
The result of this wanton destruction is extinction, not only of
plants and animals but of human societies that have, over the course
of thousands of years, developed an intimate knowledge of the forest
and the natural products it contains. Largely responsible for deforestation are development programs initiated by governmental and
international agencies struggling to deal with problems of massive
debt and chronic population growth, poverty, unemployment and
starvation. Each year the population increases by 90 million, much of
it concentrated in the regions that contain the remaining tracts of
tropical rainforest. Efforts to preserve even remnants of these forests
will inevitably fail if conservation initiatives conflict with a people's
fundamental struggle to survive. The ideal strategy is to learn from
those who know the forest best. By turning to indigenous peoples,
and by studying their use of plants, it is possible to demonstrate that
the long-term income-generating potential of the standing forest
equals or exceeds the short-term gain resulting from its destruction.
Among the Mebengokre-Kayapo of central Brazil, for example,
ethnobotanists have documented an indigenous system of integrated
land management of remarkable sophistication. The biological use of
insects, the manipulation of semi-domesticated plants, and the deliberate encouragement or transplanting of wild trees and medicinal
plants along trailsides and in fields are all elements of a complex
sustainable agro-forestry system that stands in marked contrast to the
crude and destructive patterns of modern land use in the tropics.
T h e End of the Wild
If there is a lesson that I have drawn from my travels it is that diversity
is far more than the foundation of stability, it is an article of faith, a
fundamental truth that indicates the way things are supposed to be. If
diversity is a source of wonder, its opposite—the ubiquitous condensation
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to monoculture that I have witnessed in all parts of the world—is a source
of dismay.

I visited two places that in a different, more sensitive world would
surely be enshrined as memorials to the victims of the ecological
catastrophes that occurred there. The first locality was the site of the
last great nesting flock of passenger pigeons, a small stretch of woodland on the banks of the Green River near Mammoth Cave, Ohio.
This story of extinction is well known. Yet until I stood in that cold,
dark forest, I had never sensed the full weight of the disaster, the
scale and horror of it.
At one time passenger pigeons accounted for 40% of the entire
bird population of North America. In 1813, James Audubon was
travelling in a wagon from his home on the Ohio River to Louisville,
some sixty miles away, when a flock of passenger pigeons filled the
sky so that the "light of noonday sun was obscured as by an eclipse."
He reached Louisville at sunset and the birds still came. He estimated
that the flock contained over 1 billion birds, and it was but one of
several columns of pigeons that blackened the sky that day.
It is difficult now to imagine the ravages of man that over the
course of half a century destroyed this creature. Throughout the 19th
century, pigeon meat was a mainstay of the American diet and merchants in the eastern cities sold as many as 18,000 birds a day. Pigeon
hunting was a full time job for thousands of men.
By 1896, a mere 50 years after the first serious impact of man,
there were only some 250,000 birds left. In April of that year, the
birds came together for one last nesting flock in the forest outside of
Bowling Green, Ohio. The telegraph wires hummed with the news
and the hunters converged. In a final orgy of slaughter over 200,000
pigeons were killed, 40,000 mutilated, 100,000 chicks destroyed. A
mere 5,000 birds survived. The entire kill was to be shipped east but
there was a derailment on the line and the dead birds rotted in their
crates. On March 24, 1900 the last passenger pigeon in the wild was
shot by a young boy. On September 1, 1914, as the Battle of the
Marne consumed the flower of European youth, the last passenger
pigeon died in captivity.
When I left the scene of this final and impossible slaughter, I
travelled west to Sioux City, Iowa to speak at Buena Vista College.
There I was fortunate to visit a remnant patch of tall grass prairie, a
180-acre preserve that represents one of the largest remaining vestiges
of an ecosystem that once carpeted North America from southern
Canada to Texas. Again it was winter, and the cold wind blew
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through the cornflowers and the dozens of species of grass.
I tried to imagine buffalo moving through the grass, the physics
of waves as millions of animals crossed that prairie. As late as 1871
buffalo outnumbered people in North America. In that year one
could stand on a bluff in the Dakotas and see nothing but buffalo in
every direction for thirty miles. Herds were so large that it took days
for them to pass a single point.
The destruction of the buffalo resulted from a campaign of biological terrorism unparalleled in the history of the Americas. U.S.
government policy was explicit. As General Philip Sheridan wrote at
the time, "The buffalo hunters have done in the past two years more
to settle the vexed Indian Question than the regular army has
accomplished in the last 30 years. They are destroying the Indians'
commissary. Send them powder and lead, and let them kill until they
have exterminated the buffalo."
I thought of this history as I stood in that tall grass prairie near
Sioux City. What disturbed me the most was to realize how effortlessly we have removed ourselves from this ecological tragedy.
Today the people of Iowa, good and decent folk, live contentedly in
a landscape of cornfields that is claustrophobic in its monotony. For
them the time of the tall grass prairie, like the time of the buffalo, is
as distant from their immediate lives as the fall of Rome. Yet the
destruction occurred but a century ago, well within the lifetime of
their grandfathers.
This capacity to forget, this fluidity of memory, is a frightening
human trait. We are living in the midst of an ecological catastrophe
every bit as tragic as that of the slaughter of the buffalo and the
passenger pigeon. Our government policies are equally blind, our
economic rationales equally compelling. Until just recently, forestry
policy in British Columbia explicitly called for the complete eradication of the old growth forests. The rotation cycle, the rate at
which the forests were to be cut across the province, and thus the
foundation of sustained yield forestry, was based on the assumption
that all of these forests would be eliminated and replaced with tree
farms. In other words, consideration of the intrinsic value of these
ancient rainforests had no place in the calculus of forestry planning.
Like the buffalo and the passenger pigeon, these magnificent forests
were considered expendable.
But while the passenger pigeons are extinct, and the buffalo
reduced to a curiosity, these forests still stand. They are as rare and
spectacular as any natural feature on the face of the earth, as biologically significant as any terrestrial ecosystem that has ever existed. If,
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knowing this, we still allow them to fall, what will it say about us as
a people? What will be the legacy of our times?
The truth is, in an increasingly complex and fragmented world
we need these ancient forests, alive and intact. For the children of the
Nisga'a they are an image of the dawn of time, a memory of an era
when raven emerged from the shadow of the cedar and young boys
went in search of spirits at the North end of the world. For my own
two young girls these forests echo with a shallow history, but one
that is nevertheless rich in the struggles of their great grandparents,
men and women who travelled halfway around the world to live in
this place. Today all peoples in this land are drawn together by a
single thread of destiny. We live at the edge of the clearcut, our
hands will determine the fate of these forests. If we do nothing, they
will be lost within our lifetimes and we will be left to explain our
inaction. If we preserve these ancient forests they will stand apart for
all generations and for all time as symbols of the geography of hope.
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Plenary Session: The Challenge
Elders Prayer
Mrs Marge ]ackson, Kluane First Nation

Opening Remarks
Juri Peepre, CPAWS-Yukon
Welcome to the Forum on Northern Protected Areas and Wilderness.
We are delighted to host the more than two hundred people who
have come from communities throughout the Yukon, and from BC,
NWT, Alaska, Alberta, Newfoundland and other parts of Canada.
Participants include First Nations representatives, parks professionals,
wildlife biologists, teachers, students, national and local environmental organizations, industry representatives, tourism operators,
and members of the public.
We look forward to two days of lively discussion, interesting
presentations from across the North and, in particular, your thoughts
on what we all need to do to advance the protection of our northern
landscapes.
In 1991, the House of Commons recommended that the federal
government work with provinces and territories to complete a
protected areas network that represents each of Canada's natural
regions and conserves critical wildlife habitat. In 1992, federal,
provincial and territorial Ministers responsible for the Environment,
Parks and Wildlife agreed to work towards completing the protected
areas network in Canada. In February of 1993, then speaker of the
House of Commons, the Hon. John Fraser, convened a national forum
on wildlands. The forum focused on action needed to complete the
protected areas system in Canada. On the international front, Canada
was one of the first nations to sign the Biodiversity Convention.
More than 500,000 Canadians have signed the Wilderness
Charter, and all provinces and territories support the national
Endangered Spaces campaign, commenced in 1989 and led by the
World Wildlife Fund. First Nations across Canada and around the
globe have been initiators or partners in establishing many new
protected areas. In September of 1993, the 5th World Wilderness
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Congress, held in Tromso, Norway, focused on northern wilderness
issues. The congress addressed aboriginal people's views on the
conservation of arctic lands, as well as international strategies to
protect vulnerable polar regions.
This Forum follows the excellent work already begun all across
the country on completing the national protected areas network. It
was inspired by the Hon. John Fraser's Forum on Wildlands held in
Ottawa. Many of us have attended conferences on the North held in
the south, but usually we have been members of the audience, listening to experts talking about the North. We thought it was time that
northerners organized a forum, for northerners, on northern protected areas and wilderness. First Nations have expressed their views
on protection through the land claims process. We hope this Forum
will help further the dialogue between all northerners and our
southern partners. Conserving the biodiversity and magnificent landscapes of the North is a pressing challenge, one that we can not
afford to leave for a later time.

Bob Jickling, Academic Studies, Yukon College
Welcome to the Forum. I would like to add a special thanks to those
students that have come. I know we have a large number of you
from Yukon College, but others that I know of, have come from
Alaska and Ontario. We value your contributions and appreciate
your efforts to get here.
In organizing this forum we recognized that there is a broad
diversity of opinions about what constitutes: a protected area, a park
a wilderness area, and a wildlife population. And, there is a range of
opinion about how we should care for, and care about, them. With
this in mind we have attempted to reach into our community; we've
sought advice, and encouraged participation by many sectors. We
especially look forward to working with the First Nations people
who are attending. In this way we hope to encourage the kind of
conversation which will help us to understand the nature of shared
meanings, shared values, and to better understand the nature of our
differences.
We have also tried to strike a balance between speakers from the
Yukon, speakers from the rest of the North, and speakers from places
to the south. In northern communities, and in other places for that
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matter, we can easily become consumed by our own interests and our
own claims; we can become stale and in need of fresh ideas. We can
also easily forget that not only do we have claims and interests, but
that we also have responsibilities to others. By extending the dialogue
beyond our borders we can gain new perspectives, new images of
ourselves. We won't answer questions like, "How will we complete
a protected area network?" or "How should we care for ecosystems—
just in the Yukon, or just in the North, or will we be able to simply
import answers from the 'outside?'" We will only come to grips with
these questions when people in the North take part in conversations
with thoughtful people wherever they may be from.
We have noticed that many critics of parks, and wildlife policies
now realize that controversies surrounding policy choices are
frequently and fundamentally about values - beliefs about what is
right and good. Managers, and others, can increasingly expect to be
held accountable for the ethical dimensions of their decisions.
Further, as the relatively young field of environmental ethics
continues to emerge, public expectations for thoughtful attention to
values and ethical considerations will grow. We hope that by introducing this topic, as a theme running through the Forum, that many
of you will seek common meaning and be challenged to think further
about the role that environmental ethics can play as we seek better
ways to care for, and care about, ecosystems and wilderness.
Thank you for the support and encouragement provided by so
many of you, the encouragement that has made this forum possible.
We hope that you have a rewarding, stimulating, and challenging
experience.
Ed Schultz, Council for Yukon Indians
On behalf of the eight thousand indigenous people of the Yukon and
the representative fourteen Yukon First Nations, I kindly extend to
you a warm and heart-felt welcome to the traditional lands of the
Teslin Tlingit, the Tagish, Northern and Southern Tutchone, Tanana,
Kaska, Han and Gwitchin peoples. Our representation of them today
is through the Council for Yukon Indians ( CYI).
CYI is the central voice for Yukon indigenous people on a variety
of political issues, such as: land claims and constitutional development, health care and social development, education, training, economic development, justice, policing, housing, fish and wildlife,
environmental protection and of course land and resource manage41

ment. CYI, in addition, provides technical and management assistance
to the First Nations in all of these areas.
In May of 1993, CYI and four First Nations completed and signed
the Umbrella Final Agreement. They also concluded and signed four
First Nations final agreements with complementary self-government
arrangements. These agreements are the arrangements made between
those First Nations on the use and development of lands within the
traditional lands of those First Nations signing.
Examples of some of the things that have been achieved through
those agreements in regard to parks and special management areas
include the well-publicised Vuntut National Park, the Nisutlin River
Delta National Wildlife Area, the establishment of wildlife habitat
protection areas in the Mayo area, the establishment of the Old Crow
Flats special management area and an ecological reserve in the North.
In addition these agreements laid out provisions enabling Yukon First
Nations beneficiaries to continue such traditional pursuits such as
hunting, fishing and trapping, within the Kluane National Park,
McCarther Game Preserve and other special management areas.
Through these examples it is evident that First Nations and government can achieve successful agreement on competing uses of protected areas.
This forum is a beginning in establishing an understanding between First Nations, governments, industry, conservation and environmental organizations, on the future development, establishment and
management of protected lands within Yukon. The results of this
forum can only help facilitate the achievement of similar agreements
on the future establishment of protected lands.
In regards to First Nations and contrary to the popular belief,
CYI and First Nations are not against the utilization of natural
resources at all costs. However, we do believe that our natural
resources must be capitalized on by ensuring the least amount of
disruption to our traditional lifestyles and with the least amount of
negative impact on our environment. With these principles, CYI and
First Nations are dedicated to the concept of joint management and
building partnerships with regard to ensuring that future generations
of all Yukoners can behold and enjoy the diverse makeup of this
great territory.
CYI and First Nations have, throughout the past, conveyed these
principles through many different forums. Nearly one year ago, in
December of 1992, I had the pleasure of meeting the Speaker of the
House, the Honourable John Fraser, at his Forum on Wildlands in
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Ottawa. At that time, I conveyed, on behalf of a small number of
delegates concerned with the role of aboriginal people with regard to
wild lands, some of the following recommendations.
One of the first and foremost recommendations was that the
creation of new parks or protected lands should not be construed to
obstruct or prejudice established processes of negotiations between
First Nations and governments, either under treaty or aboriginal land
claims. First Nations communities should be afforded the ability to
participate in the establishment of protected lands, at the conceptual
stage of discussions. Any established protected lands must be recognized and respect the traditional and cultural values of those affected
First Nations. First Nations people, as an integral part of an ecosystem, must be allowed to continue their traditional livelihoods of
hunting, fishing and trapping.
These were just some of the main points raised at that time. In
addition, CYI and First Nations over the last twenty years, have built
into their land claims agreements, similar principles which all Yukon
aboriginal people feel, and reflect the spiritual, cultural and traditional needs of their people.
These agreements laid out processes of land use planning and
management, fish and wildlife management, heritage resource protection, water and forestry utilization and so forth, all of which
advocated the utilization of lands and resources with the principles
of conservation and sustainable development.
In conclusion, I would just like to say that even though we are
a large group of people, of individuals, representing different organizations with different needs and mandates, I sincerely believe that
there is some common ground for us to begin working towards
developing a path or plan on how we can achieve a network of
protected lands throughout this country. More specifically, I refer to
our contribution to that plan here in Yukon. I look forward over the
next two days discussing these matters and concerns with of all of
you here and I thank you very much. Massi cho!
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Science, Ethics and the Care of Ecosystems
Eugene Hargrove
Editor, of the journal Environmental Ethics, and author of Foundations of
Environmental Ethics

Caring for ecosystems requires close attention to both the scientific
and ethical aspects of environmental problems. To be sure, there is
much that we really do not know in ecological science, and when we
have to make a particular decision about a particular ecosystem, the
science can frequently be as problematic as the value issues. 1 Nevertheless, most people are much more comfortable dealing with science
than they are with ethics and values—and for a very simple reason.
Most environmental professionals are trained in ecosystem science in
preparation for their environmental work, and most try to keep u p
with new research as it becomes available. In contrast, they receive
little or no training in ethics and values, and, as a result, are illprepared to understand or apply research in environmental ethics in
their work.
When knowledge of a particular kind is lacking, one solution is
to consult a specialist. Environmental ethics, however, is not really
something that can be handled by bringing in an ethicist in the way
that one might bring in an environmental economist. Environmental
ethics is not the special domain and responsibility of specialists.
Rather, it is the domain and responsibility of everyone from the
environmental policy maker to the ordinary citizen. As a result,
environmental ethics plays, or should play, a role in all aspects of
environmental decision making. It is not an afterthought tacked on
after a decision for all practical purposes has been made.
Although philosophers have produced quite a few theories about
environmental ethics, especially since 1986, there is a large gap
between theory and practice. No one who works with environmental
problems is currently applying any of these theories on a regular
basis. Getting beyond this impasse requires considerable interaction
between those who make theories and those who make decisions. If
we are ever to have an environmental ethic acceptable to everyone
within a particular geopolitical area, ethical theories must be applied
in real-life situations and then modified theoretically in light of the
practical results. Moral change usually takes place at the level of
practice. It is, at most, clarified at the level of theory. In isolation
from practice, philosophers are ill-equipped to produce a theory that
everyone will be willing to follow. Ultimately, the form environmental ethics takes in any particular place on this planet will be
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determined by those who use it rather than those who theorize about
it. Debates among philosophers about environmental ethics will
remain inconclusive until environmental professionals and concerned
citizens choose the theories or parts of theories that best serve their
needs when caring for ecosystems.
In sifting through these theories, it is important to remember that
most current theory is focused on taking care of that which is not
human—including that which might actually be harmful to the prudential interests of human beings. Despite the wide variety of
theories developed over the past two thousand years in Western
society, traditional ethics—against which environmental ethics is
considered to be juxtaposed—has always been focused on the idea
that the point of ethics is to protect human life, health, and welfare.
If all we wanted out of an environmental ethic was to protect
humans and their interests, we would not need environmental ethics
at all because traditional ethics, with its centuries of human-oriented
theory, would be more than adequate. Such concerns, and only those
concerns, are what traditional ethics is all about. In contrast, the
purpose of environmental ethics is to put traditional ethics into a
larger perspective: to examine what the right action should be when
we value other things than ourselves—living and nonliving—and go
beyond narrowly-conceived human interests. Environmental ethics is
not simply a rejection of traditional ethics. It is an adjustment to
traditional ethics to include a large number of non-traditional concerns.2 This focus on the nonhuman, however, can lead to misunderstandings that make environmental ethics appear very esoteric and
impractical. Environmental ethics is centered on the nonhuman
because concern for the nonhuman is its primary theoretical issue.
This focus, nevertheless, has to be less pronounced at the level of
actual practice where traditional concerns must also play a major
role. Failure to recognize the differences of emphasis on traditional
ethics required at the levels of theory and practice is one of the
reasons that many people have had difficulty finding the existing
environmental ethics literature useful.
Another reason that environmental ethics research is not used
extensively is that scientific community has generally taken a very
narrow and negative view of ethics and values in the twentieth century. In accordance with the logical positivism of the early part of
this century, most scientists are now trained to think of science as a
value-free activity. They are taught that values are subjective, biased,
emotional, and even irrational and have no place in their professional
work. It is this anti-value indoctrination that is the single most
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serious inhibition to the application of environmental ethics in public
policy decision making today. Because of this bias against values, it
is more difficult for contemporary policy makers to deal with the
value aspects of environmental problems in this century than it
would have been for their counterparts in the nineteenth century.
With respect to our ability to deal with value issues in public policy,
we have regressed rather than progressed.
Iain Douglas-Hamilton provides a good example of this problem
in his book Among the Elephants. Douglas-Hamilton was a graduate
student from Oxford who went to Tanzania to study an ecological
problem in a national park called Manyara. The problem was that the
elephants were on the verge of destroying all of the trees in the park.
The difficulties involved in finding a solution to this problem became
clear to Douglas-Hamilton at his first meeting with the scientists of
the Serengeti Research Institute. He writes:

The scientists all felt that the research organization should not advise on
policy, but should only suggest management techniques once a policy
had been decided upon by the National Parks. They preferred to restrict
their role to predictions of trends under whatever management option
was chosen. This was an example of scientists not wanting to abandon
their tidy objective world where all that mattered was facts and how
they could be interpreted as trends, or paths of causation, or interacting
systems. Scientifically there was no objective reason either for or against
the shooting of the elephants that were doing the damage. Here was an
issue that could only be decided in relation to aesthetic, economic, or
political considerations; in ecological terms the Seronera tree damage
was insignificant. The very desire to preserve the animals was a
subjective statement of faith in the animals' intrinsic worth. It was a
feeling possessed by most of the scientists there, who regarded the
wildebeest migration with the same awe that others feel for the Mona
Lisa, but they would not admit this statement into their arguments
because it could not be backed up by facts; the right and wrong of
aesthetics being imponderables not open to scientific analysis. At the
end of the meeting there was a consensus of opinion on only one fact,
that there was an urgent need for research before taking any hasty
action.3

Douglas Hamilton eventually did come up with some "value-free"
facts that justified protecting the elephants. He undertook a study of
the fossil remains of acacia tree forests and concluded first, that it
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was natural for the elephants to destroy the trees and second, that
somehow the tree always came back cyclicly. This conclusion, presented as a fact, satisfied his fellow scientists because they now had an
appropriate scientific, factual reason not to shoot the elephants. It was
only at this point, with a factual justification put in place, that value
considerations, in this case aesthetic value, could be considered. To
take into account the aesthetic preferences of tourists in the park, a
nearby forest was purchased so that the elephants could spread their
damage more thinly over a larger area. In addition, trees popular
with tourists, in which cheetahs lay during the day, were wrapped
in chicken wire to protect them from the elephants.
This example is characteristic of the way in which value considerations are officially avoided altogether. An unstated value preference for one element of a system over another (for example, a
preference for elephants over trees) triggers a search for a scientific
rationale—hypothesis or quantifiable test result—that can be substituted as the reason for the decision, avoiding any charge of subjectivity
or bias. Value considerations are then publicly introduced, if they are
introduced at all, only in taking into account the arbitrary, subjective,
emotional preferences of citizens (for example, those of the tourists
in Manyara), which are tolerated if attending to them is easy and
makes no difference (for example, putting chicken wire on a few
trees). This substitution of "facts" for the values that actually
determine a decision or policy, however, is not without its costs and
perils. In order to appear "value-free," decision-makers distort the
decision-making process and make meaningful debate about the decision impossible by hiding the key value considerations behind irrelevant facts and hypotheses. If the reason for protecting the elephants
in Manyara is their intrinsic value, then it should be debated. A
debate about an arbitrarily-introduced hypothesis about the cyclic
destruction of trees by elephants is no debate at all. The result is
policy and decision making governed by value considerations that
are never publicly admitted or subjected to critical examination.
To be sure, values are frequently introduced into the debate by
hiring an environmental economist to do a cost-benefit analysis based
on a survey of consumer preferences with regard to how much a
person is willing to pay to keep elephants or wolves, etc., alive. These
economic values are considered to be objective, rather than subjective,
because they are quantified. Nevertheless, they almost never cover
the entire value dimension of an environmental problem, since many
values do not convert well into economic terms. For example, the
intrinsic value of elephants and other creatures usually are not taken
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into account when doing cost-benefit surveys. When an effort is made
to do so, the result is frequently counterintuitive to those filling out
the survey forms. As Holmes Rolston, III puts it:

The respondent has no idea how to do any calculations; yet on the basis
of his guesstimates, economists do metric calculations, overly refining
what are really raw data. All this number crunching creates the illusion
of mathematical exactitude covering up what were, to begin with, iffy
replies in a cramped hypothetical context.4

To counter the confusion produced by this kind of economic
evaluation, environmental professionals and concerned citizens need
to express their environmental values forcefully in other ways. Unfortunately, however, because most have come to think of values as subjective, biased, irrational expressions of emotion, they are increasingly
reluctant to talk in value terms at all. Presentations about rain forest
preservation, for example, are almost inevitably filled with beautiful
pictures. Yet, when the speakers present reasons for preserving rain
forests, the aesthetic value, the beauty of rain forests, is left unmentioned in favor of the claim that something as yet unnoticed in those
systems might be a cure for cancer (or, in a more sophisticated version of this argument, AIDS). They present possible instrumental
values in place of the intrinsic values that, in most cases, actually
motivate them to be concerned about such ecosystems.
The reluctance of environmentally-concerned professionals and
citizens to use the words intrinsic value is especially problematic
because they are at the same time more than willing to speak eloquently, but vaguely, about the so-called "rights" of nature—a form
of intrinsic value that, after much debate, is now considered
theoretically unsupportable in technical environmental ethics literature. Concluding that such "rights" talk is a sign that environmentalists are attempting to find a way to value nature or parts of
nature for its own sake, environmental ethicists have expended much
effort at developing an appropriate theory of intrinsic value. This
effort, however, has been met with a curious a reluctance to use the
word. Both environmental professionals and ordinary citizens seem
to want to value nature intrinsically, but are no longer willing to say
so, since the traditional vocabulary for expressing this type of valuing
is now considered quaint and old-fashioned and is on the verge of
disappearing from ordinary language.
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In George Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four, the totalitarian
government of Big Brother was trying to develop a simplified
language, called "Newspeak," in which a wide range of ethical and
political concepts could not be expressed, so as to make it impossible
for people to think certain kinds of thoughts. The situation that most
environmentally-concerned people find themselves in today is very
similar to the state of linguistic dysfunction that Big Brother was
trying to achieve. In the book, the project is enthusiastically described
by Syme, a philologist working on the Newspeak dictionary:

We're getting the language into final shape. . . . You think, I dare say,
that our chief job is inventing new words. But not a bit! We're
destroying words—scores of them, hundreds of them every day. We're
cutting the language down to the bone. . . .5

Using value language explicitly as an example, Syme continues:

It's a beautiful thing, the destruction of words. Of course the great
wastage is in the verbs and the adjectives, but there are hundreds of
nouns that have to be gotten rid of as well. It isn't only synonyms. After
all, what justification is there for a word which is simply the opposite
of some other word? A word contains its opposite in its self. Take
"good," for instance. If you have a word like "good," what need is there
for a world like "bad"? "Ungood" will do just as well—better, because
it's an exact opposite, which the other is not. Or again, if you want a
stronger version of "good," what sense is there in having a whole string
of vague useless words like "excellent" and "splendid" and all the rest
of them? "Plusgood" covers the meaning, or "doubleplusgood" if you
want something stronger still. Of course we use those forms already, but
in the final version of Newspeak there'll be nothing else. In the end the
whole notion of goodness and badness will be covered by only six
words—in reality, only one.6

In the appendix on Newspeak, George Orwell notes that

Its vocabulary was so constructed as to give exact and often very subtle
expression to every meaning that a Party member could properly wish
to express, while excluding all other meanings and also the possibility
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of arriving at them by indirect methods. This was done partly by the
invention of new words, but chiefly by eliminating undesirable words
and by stripping such words as remained of unorthodox meanings, and
so far as possible of all secondary meanings whatever. To give a simple
example. The word free still existed in Newspeak, but it could only be
used in such statements as "This dog is free from lice" or "This field is
free from weeds." It could not be used in its old sense of "politically
free" or "intellectually free," since political and intellectual freedom no
longer existed even as concepts, and were therefore of necessity
nameless. . . . Newspeak was designated not to extend but to diminish
the range of thought, and this purpose was indirectly assisted by cutting
the choice of words down to a minimum.7

According to Orwell, if someone had tried to translate Thomas
Jefferson's "Declaration of Independence" into Newspeak, it would
have been impossible to do so "while keeping to the sense of the original. The nearest one could come to doing so would be to swallow
the whole passage up in the single word crimethink. A full translation
could only be an ideological translation, whereby Jefferson's words
would be changed into a panegyric on absolute government." 8
Although the current confusion among policy-makers and ordinary citizens about values is not the result of a conscious project to
rewrite language, a project comparable to Newspeak was unintentionally undertaken by a group of philosophers in the late nineteenth
century, the utilitarian ethicists, and brought to fruition by two other
groups of philosophers in the early twentieth century, the pragmatists
and the logical positivists. The general public is for the most part not
familiar with the philosophical positions involved. Nevertheless,
these positions have trickled down out of philosophical literature and
now form the basis of a disturbingly new world view: modern economics. This development is disturbing precisely because those who
now see the world in this way are not aware that it is a philosophical
perspective. Rather they believe that they are seeing the world in an
aphilosophical, value-free factual manner.
The first of these positions, utilitarianism, is based on the idea
that good can and should be defined as pleasure. The utilitarians, in
endorsing this definition, turned ethical theory on its head by forgetting Aristotle's warning, made repeatedly in his Nicomachean
Ethics, that good cannot be defined as pleasure because it is obvious
that people frequently take pleasure in bad things. This new definition, as it has trickled down, replaces standards of good or bad with
arbitrary individual standards that can change dramatically
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depending on mood — just as Aristotle predicted.
The second position, American pragmatism, as it has trickled
down, is the source of the discomfort that most people today feel
about intrinsic value terminology. The pragmatists were instrumentalists who focused their attention on use or instrumental value.
Although pragmatists in many respects have made an important contribution to the history of philosophy, they became obsessively
concerned with refuting a particular version of intrinsic value,
specifically the view of G. E. Moore in his book Principia Ethica,
which they then presented as a refutation of all forms of intrinsic
value.9 Moore conceived of intrinsic value as something that would
be valuable independent of all relationships with other things in the
world. The pragmatists argued, perhaps rightly, against such a conception on epistemological grounds. There is, nevertheless, a more
general conception of intrinsic value, according to which something
is intrinsically valuable if it is judged to be good for its own sake and
is therefore conceived of as an end, not merely as a means to an end.
The pragmatists have argued that there is no need for such intrinsic
value because they can account for everything in terms of instrumental value. The issue, however, is not simply whether they can do
so, but rather it is appropriate to do so. The instrumental approach
of pragmatism got its start in environmental policy-making through
the influence of Gifford Pinchott, who founded the U.S. Forest Service during the time of Theodore Roosevelt, upon a narrow conception of use, which has been only slightly expanded into a conception
of multiple-use today. It is this narrow conception of all value as
instrumental value that led Aldo Leopold, an employee of the forest
service for much of his career, to call for a biotic right to exist for
nature in "The Land Ethic."10
The dangers involved in valuing nature in exclusively instrumental terms become apparent whenever park managers find that
increased traffic is damaging the natural features that they are
supposed to preserve. Believing that the (aesthetic) value of these
objects is their use, they usually try to increase the value of their
parks by increasing the number of visitors. These tourists "use" the
aesthetic objects of the parks by exposing their sense organs to them,
instrumentally triggering feelings of pleasure, which are then held to
be valuable for their own sake. When increased visitation begins to
damage these parks, however, the managers are faced with a
dilemma. On the one hand, if they stop visitation, then the aesthetic
objects will no longer have any value, since their value is supposed
to be derived only from the instrumental triggering of the feelings of
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pleasure in visitors. On the other hand, if they permit visitation to
continue, they are then committing themselves to the aesthetic
consumption of the principal elements of the parks. In art museums,
where this instrumental conception of value has never taken hold,
and art objects are still considered to be intrinsically valuable, objects
that are being damaged are simply taken off display and replaced by
copies. This option, unfortunately, is usually not available to park
managers, who hold that all value is instrumental. As a result, they
end up trying to find a way to muddle through by limiting visitation
so as to permit as much instrumental value extraction as possible
over the longest period of time. This instrumental value approach
permits them to slow the consumption of the natural features of their
parks, but does not require them stop it.
This narrow conception of value overlooks the fact that people
frequently value natural objects even when they have no expectation
that they will ever directly expose their sense organs to them for an
instrumentally triggered jolt of pleasure. For example, even though
few people the United States today plan to visit the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge, there are huge amounts of support for protecting it.
Most people are content to value it through photographs and pictures, through their imagination, by reading books about it, and by
watching documentaries on public television. They do not engage in
these activities to get feelings of pleasure. They do so because they
value such places for their own sake and are glad that they are part
of world they live in, however far away these places may be from
them and however unlikely it may be that they will ever personally
visit them.
The third position, logical positivism, is based on the claim that
only scientific statements have meaning. In accordance with this
view, religious and ethical statements have no meaning at all because
they are not scientifically verifiable. The positivists of the early
twentieth century argued that ethical and religious statements were
simply arbitrary expressions of emotion. They held that meaningful
discussion about values was impossible because they were simply
feelings that people happened to have at particular moments.
Differences in value perspectives were said to be at most differences
in upbringing. Like utilitarianism before it, positivism reduces values
to the arbitrary, subjective, irrational feelings of individuals
independent of their social context. It is the low regard for value, that
it is nothing but meaningless emotion, that is the basis for so-called
value-free policy and decision making. By defining values as feelings,
value studies can become factual studies about how people feel.
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Counting the numbers of people who feel one way or the other
permits quantification, which is then presented as objective value
information. This redefinition of value as feeling is the basis for the
claim that economics is scientific, rather humanistic. 11
In addition to borrowing key elements of logical positivism, economics has also borrowed from utilitarianism and pragmatism. It has
taken over the early utilitarian conception of the greatest good for the
greatest number, defining good in terms of desires and cravings for
consumer goods. So conceived, the primary question in economics
becomes how much people are willing to pay in order to satisfy their
cravings for consumption and product ownership, which instrumentally trigger feelings of pleasure. The focus of utilitarianism on
instrumental value has been further strengthened by the simplified
pragmatic value system, which reduces all value to use, defined in
economic terms as consumption.
Economics is supposed to be the study of the rational choices of
individuals made self-interestedly or selfishly on the margin — in the
context of moderate scarcity. Because these choices are arbitrary,
subjechve, and emotional, they do not have to be defended. Each
respondent in an economic survey simply introspects to see how he
or she feels and reports to the economist on that feeling. These
feelings are sorted and counted, and the largest number of similar
cravings and desires is declared to be an "objective" public policy
choice.
The transformation of these subjechve individual preferences into
an objechve collective preference is controversial. Mark Sagoff, in his
book The Economy of the Earth, argues that idenhfying consumer preferences, what we want to sahsfy our cravings and desires, with
citizen preferences, what we want to achieve a good society, as if
they are the same thing, involves a category mistake.

Private and public preferences. . . belong to different logical categories.
Public "preferences" involve not desires and wants but opinions or
views. They state what a person believes is right for the community or
group as a whole. These opinions or beliefs may be true or false, and we
may meaningfully ask that person for the reasons that he or she holds
them. But an analyst who asks how much citizens would pay to satisfy
opinions that they advocate through political association commits a
category mistake. The analyst asks of beliefs about objective facts a
question that is appropriate only to subjective interests and desires.12
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As Sagoff notes, what one craves as a personal or consumer preference does not necessarily have anything to do with a person's
preferences as a citizen. Although most consumers prefer fast food
packaging, they might nevertheless vote to eliminate it in their
community because of the need to reduce the amount of money spent
on sanitary landfills or because space for landfills is no longer
available. In such situations, citizens who vote to eliminate the
packaging can consistently still continue prefer it as consumers while
rejecting it as citizens. In such cases, the felt consumer preferences
measured by the economists effectively have nothing to do with the
reasoned citizen preferences that form the basis for the public policy.
The values involved in consumer preferences require no justification. When asked why someone prefers this or that, the answer
need only be that that is how he or she feels. Citizen preferences, in
contrast, are another matter. When asked why someone prefers this
or citizen preference, he or she is expected to give reasons, state
beliefs, present arguments. The difference between these two kinds
of preferences also involve different conceptions of value. In terms of
personal preferences, values are matters of feeling or emotion, as the
positivists claimed. In terms of citizen preferences, however, values
are social ideas that have evolved into their present form over time.
These values are not a matter of personal preference. They are the
values that reflect what we stand for as a society. They are dependent
on a history of ideas, not personal preference. People hold these
values in common because they are members of a particular society,
not because they happen to feel this way or that at a given moment.
Although these values can be changed, they usually change over long
periods of time, and such change is not directly dependent on the
conscious decisions of specific individuals at any particular moment.
When values are mentioned in environmental laws, they do not
refer to the values generated by individual consumer preferences.
Almost invariably they are social values that a given society holds in
common as part of its heritage. Such societal values are regularly
included in environmental laws in the United States, and have
become increasingly prominent in the text of those laws in recent
years. The Wilderness Act of 1964, for example, which is supposed
"to assure than increasing population, accompanied by expanding
settlement and growing mechanization, does not occupy and modify
all areas within the United States and its possessions, includes four
values in its definition of wilderness: scientific, educational, scenic,
or historical value.13 The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
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states that its purpose is to impede "the profound influences of
population growth, high-density urbanization, industrial expansion,
resource exploitation, and new and advancing technological expansion." The fourth specific aim of the law is to "preserve important
historic, cultural, natural aspects of our natural heritage." Although
the word value is not used, the reference is historic, cultural, and
natural value. Likewise, in the second aim of the law, the assurance
that everyone will have "estherically and culturally pleasing
surroundings" refers to aesthetic and cultural value. 14 Finally, the
Endangered Species Act of 1973 states in the first sentence of the law
that extinctions are being caused by "economic growth and development untempered by adequate concern and conservation" and states,
in the third sentence, that endangered species are to be protected
because they are "of esthetic, ecological, educational, historical,
recreational, and scientific value to the Nation and its people." 15 Note
that the purpose of the Endangered species Act is not directly to
protect endangered species, but rather to protect and promote certain
common values by means of protecting endangered species.
Noticeably missing from the list of values in the Endangered
Species Act is economic value. This omission demonstrates unambiguously that Congress intended the values listed in the law to inhibit
or limit the promotion of economic value, a point only implicit in
earlier environmental laws, where the central focal point is not quite
so clearly the promotion of common values. There is, however, a
large gap between Congress' intention and the reality of how this
environmental law and the others are actually carried out. In practice,
the common values listed are not promoted as a limit to the promotion of economic value. Rather they are translated into economic
values and treated as if they are weak economic values, in this way
ignoring the spirit and intent of these laws. This translation is usually
carried out by economists who shadow price these values, turning
aesthetic value, for example, into travel costs, how much tourists
spend on gasoline, restaurants, hotels, and souvenirs. With such
translations, environmental laws, which, as Sagoff has often noted,
are ethical laws about common values, are subverted into economic
laws, permitting the promotion of a kind of value that is not explicitly or implicitly included in the aims of those laws. Although this
translation is undertaken as a matter of expediency, because no one
has been trained to carry out these laws as they are written, it is
probably illegal nonetheless, and, even if it is not for some technical
reason, it cannot possibly produce results of the kind intended by
Congress — for the common values listed in those laws, once trans-
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formed into weak economic values, fare poorly in cost-benefit
analysis. They do poorly precisely because travel costs, for example,
really have nothing to do with what we mean when we say something is aesthetically beautiful or has intrinsic value. A value of one
kind has simply been put in the place of a value of a completely
different kind and used in policy and decision making as if it is
identical.
Concerning the Yukon — specifically the Yukon Environment
Act of 199115 — there is both good news and bad. The good news is
that this act lists a set of values to be promoted. Four values are to
be promoted: economic, cultural, aesthetic, and spiritual. The bad
news is that, unlike the environmental laws in the United States,
economic value is included in the list and is listed first.
Viewed in one way, the presence of economic value in the list
may not matter, given that economic value, though omitted in the
laws in the United States, still remains the principle value promoted,
since the values listed laws in those laws, as just noted, are first
converted into economic values whenever they are explicitly
addressed. Nevertheless, the presence of economic value in the
Yukon Environment Act could be used to advantage in a way not
possible in the United States if a practical way could be found to
reduce the influence of economic value to merely one of four values
to be promoted. If all four values could be emphasized equally,
whenever it is appropriate to do so, then the other three—cultural,
aesthetic, and spiritual valuer—would serve as a limit on economic
value, much the way the values in the environmental laws in the
United States were intended to function by Congress.
If, however, the practice followed in the United States continues
to be followed in the Yukon and cultural, aesthetic, and spiritual
values are routinely converted into economic value, then the Yukon
Environmental Act will gradually become an economic environmental
law more than the environmental laws of the United States, since
economic value will not only be the first value promoted but also the
form in which all other values are conceived. Although three of the
four values in the law will technically remain "non-economic" values,
in practice they will be treated as if they are (weak) economic values.
The dangers of this possibility can be seen in the Yukon Wolf
Conservation and Management Plan. Although the plan includes a
section on the intrinsic value of wolves, the section, titled "The Nonconsumptive Use of Wolves," is written in such a way that the
cultural, aesthetic, and spiritual values of wolves have already been
explicitly converted into economic terminology. 17 The aim of this
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section is to "meet the demands of non-consumptive users,"18
straightforward economic jargon.
It is frequently said by critics of environmental ethics they are
forced to use economic terminology because environmental ethics is
filled with such unusable jargon as for example, the term intrinsic
value. Such a criticism would have some validity if "non-consumptive
use" was a workable substitute for "intrinsic value." To the contrary,
to flesh out the alternative phraseology adequately, the title of this
section should be expanded to read: "The Non-economic, Non-instrumental, Non-consumptive Non-use of Wolves"—substituting non-use
for use (rejecting the nonsensical claim of naive pragmatism that
nothing is of value except when it is used), since the wolves are not
actually being used. Surely, this negative jargon is not preferable to
the reestablishment of the traditional value term, intrinsic value. It
would probably be appropriate to laugh at the cumbersome, awkward and, indeed, incomprehensible manner in which such simple,
straightforward, traditional value terms have been displaced, if the
long-term consequences of such substitutions were not so horrendous. Although they were probably not aware of it, the inventors of
these "non-terms" have created a terminological transformation that
is quietly fulfilling the aims of the Newspeak project in Orwell's
Nineteen Eight-Four. Just as Newspeak reduces moral language to one
word, good, with all other values covered by the word, ungood,
environmental language has now been reduced to single terms, with
all other possibilities covered indiscriminately by the same term
modified by the prefix non-: economic and non-economic, instrumental and non-instrumental, consumptive and non-consumptive. In
each case, the opposites vaguely cover an immense range of possibilities and offer no positive characterization of those possibilities.
The common element of all non-economic things—for example, aesthetic value, scientific value, recreational value, etc.,—is simply, and
obviously, that they are not economic.
It is this aspect of the logic of economic terminology that makes
it so difficult for environmental professionals to think positively in
non-economic terms. If this kind of thinking is not challenged effectively, all non-economic terms will gradually lose their meaning,
eventually eliminating the need for "non-words" all together. For
example, if aesthetic value is defined as travel costs long enough, the
need for translation will eventually become unnecessary as the economic definition replaces the non-economic definition. In the end, the
term non-economic will become as superfluous as non-use already is
today, and non-economic values will be nothing more weak economic
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values that have lost their traditional meanings. At that point, the
original meanings will be as untranslatable as value terms were to
become when abolished by Newspeak in Nineteen Eighty-Four.
Closely associated with the effort to simplify language and
conceptual thought in Nineteen Eighty-Four was a parallel effort to
destroy cultural heritage by distorting and rewriting history. The
economic approach also relies heavily on such distortion so as to
overcome and displace fundamental traditions, values, and beliefs.
This kind of distortion, whether intentional or unintentional, can be
found in the intrinsic value section of the Yukon Wolf Conservation
and Management Plan where the authors write of the wish of
Canadians to view photograph wildlife and to preserve it as part of
natural ecosystems as if it is a new phenomenon.

This is a new attitude towards wildlife which recognizes and respects
that animals have a right to exist, often called their "inherent" or
"existence" values.19

This statement turns the actual history of the matter on its head. As
I have shown elsewhere, the "new" attitude is much older than the
economic apparatus that is being used to explain it. The interest in
preserving natural systems in an undisturbed state was fully formed
by the middle of the nineteenth century. It arose out of a complex
interplay of developments in landscape painting, landscape gardening, nature poetry, and natural history science. The wish to take pictures of natural landscapes is a product of four centuries of representational experimentation in art culminating in luminism in North
America. The interest in preserving species was directly related to
three centuries, of biological classification activities and arose
specifically out of concern about species extinction after the discovery
of fossil mammoths in North America and dinosaurs in Europe at the
beginning of the nineteenth century. James Bradbury expressed
concern about the possible extinction of the buffalo on the Upper
Missouri in his account of his journeys up the river, published in
1812. The concern was not originally formulated in terms of a right
to exist, but rather in terms of intrinsic value, by people who came
to value animals and landscapes for their own sake. The idea that
such things might have rights did not come into fashion until after
public policy specialists and ordinary highly educated people, influenced by the pragmatists' attack on intrinsic value, had lost their
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ability to think in terms of it. Inherent value, there, is simply a
synonym for intrinsic value, used by some philosophers when they
realized that intrinsic value was no longer an acceptable term. Existence value is an economic term, invented by economists to replace
rights and intrinsic value language, which treats the desire to
preserve species and natural systems as if it is an ahistorical, subjective, arbitrary preference of twentieth-century non-consumptive
economic consumers (assuming that a non-consumptive consumer is
not an oxymoron). To the contrary, the economist's so-called existence
value is a product of a particular type of thinking — representation
thinking — that is the most basic kind of thought in the modern period. In science, it produced an emphasis on models that facilitated
theoretical developments in physics and chemistry. In philosophy, it
promoted questions about the relationship of sensation and objects
in the external world that produced the problem of existence of the
external world and such philosophical movements as German idealism, solipsism, and in this century phenomenology. In art, it produced the representational experiment that led to the appreciation of
artistic, but realistic, representations of actual places, to the
appreciation of nature photography, and finally, through this painting and photography, the appreciation of natural places undisturbed
and the desire that they continue to exist. The so-called "new" attitude toward nature can be accounted for in terms the existence value
terminology of economics only if these centuries of cultural heritage
— the "old" — are ignored and treated as if they never happened.
If environmental policy and decision-making is to be improved
in the Yukon, it must be transformed into something beyond
simplified economic approach currently in use. As a first step,
environmental professionals and concerned citizens have to begin
treating the Yukon's cultural, aesthetic, and spiritual values positively
as the equals of economic value. The practice of translating them into
weak economic values for the purpose of cost-benefit analysis has to
be discontinued. This task will not be easy, for it means rediscovering
the cultural heritage that made the twentieth century an environmental century and reinventing the value terminology that was
pointlessly abandoned at the end of the nineteenth century. It is a
task that will require a massive research effort on the part of
scientists and humanists and a massive educational effort at all levels
from primary school to adult education that is sensitive to the
cultural traditions and values of Euro-Canadians and First Nation
peoples. If the values that the Yukon Environmental Act is supposed
to promote cannot be articulated in their own right, and the cultural
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history that produced environmental thought continues to be forgotten, then that law cannot be carried out as it was written.
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Completing A Protected Areas System in the
Yukon and Canada
Monte Hummel
President, World Wildlife Fund of Canada
and editor of Endangered Spaces
I would like to start by very briefly telling you about the World
Wildlife Fund. There are a lot of conservation organizations out there
and it is very important to declare who we are right from the start.
This is the quite famous logo of World Wildlife Fund, the Panda
logo. We are told that one out of two Canadians recognize that logo
and knows that the WWF stands for World Wildlife Fund and not
the World Wrestling Federation. We are represented in 28 countries
around the world now, and I am the president of the Canadian
organization. We have about six million members worldwide. As I
mentioned last night, through good luck, good management or just
sheer growth we have become the largest non-government conservation organization in the world. We raise about three hundred and
fifty million dollars a year for conservation projects on every
continent.
Since our founding in 1961,1 am told that the whole worldwide
network of WWF has raised almost a billion dollars for over ten
thousand projects in a hundred and forty countries. So we are big
stuff; we sound like we are the Mercedes-Benz or the Cadillac of the
conservation movement. I can tell you, in comparison to the job that
we are trying to tackle, we are just a drop in the bucket. All of those
hundreds of millions of dollars, even our annual budget worldwide,
would only buy you a half dozen F18 jet fighters and, keep in mind,
that Canada ordered 138. So, we are big by some standards but small
by others.
The overall goal of WWF is to stop and to eventually reverse the
accelerating degradation of our planet's natural environment. And to
help build a future where humans live in harmony with nature. We
do this by conserving biological diversity which is really just a fancy
word for the variety of life on earth. We try to do that at the genetic
level, the species level and most important, at the ecosystem level.
Conservationists these days try to save systems not just species. We
do it by ensuring the sustainable use of renewable, natural resources,
now and in the future, for the benefit of all life on earth including
humans. We do it by advocating the reduction of pollution and the
wasteful exploitation and consumption of resources and energy.
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That is an exact statement of WWF's world-wide mission statement for the nineties. The question is, how do we take these nice
sounding general goals and make them meaningful and specific for
practical programs that actually make a difference on the ground?
Here in Canada, one of the ways we try to do this is through a
program called the Endangered Spaces Program. Before I tell you
about the program, it is important to ask the question, why should
we be interested in establishing protected areas, and is it that we are
saving or conserving endangered spaces? There are a number of reasons and one is that a number of us feel that we have a moral
responsibility to care for other passengers on this planet. We can not
do that unless we do conserve some spaces as well as species.
The rate of loss of species is absolutely astounding. A very
conservative number would be that we are losing between five and
ten per day and experts expect that to go to five to ten per hour by
the turn of the century. These are understatements; they are not
dramatic overstatements by rabid environmentalists. They are very
conservative numbers.
We have a tremendous opportunity in Canada to do things differently than anywhere else in the world, to actually save a representative piece of the natural tapestry of our country. Many people
do not need a lot of practical reasons for conserving wildlife and
endangered spaces. They feel that these things have an inherent right
to exist in their own right. I imagine that the environmental ethics
folks will push us into this a little bit. There is the spiritual, artistic
and aesthetic value of living things. It is part of what it means to be
a Canadian, native or non-native, to know that there is a part of our
country remaining in a natural and wild state.
We have positioned our agenda solidly in cooperation with
aboriginal peoples. George Erasmus, when he was National Chief of
the Assembly of First Nations, contributed a chapter to our book,
offering an aboriginal view point on protected spaces. The Assembly
of First Nations was present when we launched the campaign in
1989. I remember the representative saying "It was all one great big
park before you guys got here."
There are a number of practical reasons for conserving genetic
diversity, biodiversity and spaces. There is a genetic reservoir out
there; about forty percent of our pharmaceutical chemicals still come
from wild plant derivatives. There are tourism dollars, some parks
not only pay for themselves, but net out. Tourism has become the
first largest industry in many, many jurisdictions in Canada and
provides hundreds of millions of dollars to the economy. And
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protected areas serve a research and education function, if nothing
else, to measure the changes. We have benchmarks against which to
measure the changes that we are making in the rest of the landscape.
And finally we believe there is some real urgency to this task in
Canada. We do have a unique opportunity, but we are not going to
have it forever. If we are going to conserve a representative piece of
our landscape, and leave it in a natural state, we have got to get
down to it soon and get the job done quickly.
The goal of the Endangered Spaces Campaign is to establish a
network of protected areas representing all of the natural regions of
Canada and adding u p to at least 12% of our lands and waters, by
the year 2000.1 would like to draw your attention to the first part of
this goal, establish a network of protected areas representing all the
natural regions of Canada. We have 434 natural regions as determined by the provinces and territories. Our goal is to pick a chunk
of every one of those natural regions that is big enough and represents the natural features of that particular natural region, to set it
aside with no logging, no mining, no hydro electric development,
and to let it change at the hands of nature.
It is important to clarify this goal, because it has been misunderstood. We are after a representation goal, not just a stark percentage. You can see that if we established a big park in arctic
Canada, or if Yukon established a huge protected area, in one natural
region, it may well occupy 12% of the area of Yukon or of Canada,
but it does not spread across the biological differences and regions
of our landscape. We have never suggested that 12% is the ceiling,
that it was the upper limit, we said at least 12%. We have never
suggested that every province and territory should try to protect
exactly 12% and we never said that it should be 12% of every region.
We just said that at the end of the day it should add up to at least
12% of the lands and waters of Canada. The key is representation,
establishing these protected areas so that they represent what I call
the biological tapestry of our country.
We have emphasized that although we have a definite and
unswerving goal, we have a flexible tool kit for achieving it. There
are many, many possible classifications of protected areas in Canada.
Some are ecological reserves, some are wilderness areas, some are
provincial parks, some are territorial parks, some are national parks,
some are aboriginal lands, some are tribal parks, which brings me to
the second point. We do not care who owns the land. We do not
even care who manages it; that is irrelevant. We look at it from
Mother Nature's stand point, is it large enough? Is it managed in
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such a way that it does the job of representing that natural region in
a way that allows that landscape to change at the hands of nature?
We are very flexible on how to achieve our goal and are eager and
have worked out partnerships with everyone we can to try and
accomplish it.
Another point is that it is a science-based program. It is driven
by conservation biology, by what God gave us in this country. It is
not driven by a political agenda. We have established definitions in
cooperation with a group called the Canadian Council on Ecological
Areas that represents all jurisdictions in Canada. These definitions,
if you want to say, How do you decide? Is it just on the World
Wildlife Fund's say-so when a region has been represented or not?
It is not that simple or arbitrary; we have worked out our definitions
and our science in cooperation with all the jurisdictions of Canada.
This is a quote by our international president. Prince Philip
spends about a third of his time now working for World Wildlife
Fund, and he brings out this point, the unique opportunity, "Canada
is one of the few places in the world where a representative sample
of ecosystems can still be set aside." These natural regions, if you can
imagine them being depicted on a map, are like jigsaw pieces that fit
together.
Starting on the West Coast, a sea otter is an endangered species
in Canada, particularly with the Valdez oil spill. In Alberta, the
mountains, foothills and grasslands, probably our most endangered
wildlife habitat in Canada, is our natural grasslands. On the Prairies
we have about 700 volunteers and farmers working with WWF to
protect the Burrowing Owl, a threatened species that lives in badger
holes and the dens of Richardson ground squirrels.
Tallgrass prairie of Manitoba is another threatened habitat. Those
of you who heard Wade Davies talk last night, he mentioned this.
Less than 1% of the original extent of tallgrass prairie remains in
Canada. In southern Ontario we have flora and fauna more typical
of the Carolinas in the United States, so we call it Carolinian flora
and fauna of Canada—90% gone.
In Quebec we have a brave population of Beluga Whales hanging
on in the St Lawrence River Basin, probably the most polluted river
basin in our country. Acadia old growth forest in Nova Scotia is well
over 95% removed in terms of its original extent. This has led to the
severe endangerment, if not extinction, of species such as the cougar,
which used to live in the eastern part of Canada as well as the West.
And finally, we must consider the oceans off eastern Canada,
because we are talking about conservation of both lands and waters.
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The Right whale is one of the most endangered whale species in the
Atlantic.
So how are we doing in terms of recruiting public support? Well,
we surprised even ourselves. The book Endangered Spaces, which was
mentioned when I was introduced, has become a bestseller five times
over in Canada. Our Canadian Wilderness Charter, which emphasizes
aboriginal ties and motivations for protecting spaces has now
gathered over 500,000 signatures, making it one of the largest petitions in Canadian history. We have individuals out there raising
money as wilderness crusaders, bicycling and walking and raising
money and recruiting signatures. We have over 260 groups officially
endorsed and cooperating in the campaign. That is largest coalition
of interests ever pulled together around an environmental concern in
Canada.
We have strong support from the business community, including
endorsement from the Canadian Chamber of Commerce. And finally,
as a result of all of this interest and public support, garnered since
1989, we have a commitment from every government in Canada including the Yukon Territorial Government, to the Endangered Spaces
goal. This jurisdiction is committed to completing a network of protected areas representing all of its natural regions by the year 2000.
How are we doing? Only 7 1/2 % or so, 32 of the 434 natural
regions in Canada are represented by a protected area. 52 are judged
to be moderately represented, that is 12%. 25% or about 1/4 are
judged to be partially represented and most interesting, over 1/2,
52%, have little or no representation with protected areas. Yet the
governments of this country have committed to accomplishing this
goal by the year 2000. You can see that we are trying to scrunch a
whole lot of conservation accomplishment into the next few years.
One of the controversial things we do each year is issuing a
progress report and assigning grades to the various jurisdictions. I
am sure that your eyes may be drawn to the Yukon grade. There it
is, a D+ for last year (1993). I met with the Minister yesterday, and
needless to say, the grade came up during the course of our discussion, and I understand that the Minister may be addressing this
tonight in his speech to the banquet. Before he tells you that our
mark is unfair, I want to have my say.
I did not come here to bash anybody, including the Yukon
Government; it is the same for everybody. We ask a number of questions as the basis of the mark. The Yukon got good marks for specific
accomplishments, certainly for Vuntut. This is based on performance
over the last year. Yukon got a good mark for science-based criteria,
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for judging when the natural regions are represented. Yukon got hurt
because there is no action plan or critical path to accomplish this by
the year 2000, although the Minister assures me that the government
is still committed to that. And Yukon got hurt because of a multiple
use policy for parks, allowing for industrial development in protected
areas. That is, of course, for Yukoners to decide what activities you
want or do not want going on in protected areas. Our criteria say no
logging, no mining, no hydro-electric development.
In the Yukon's twenty-one natural regions, you can see that, so
far, three are judged to be adequately represented. As it turns out all
of them have national parks in them. I want to emphasis that that is
not the only way to represent natural regions. Yukon national parks
— one of the really outstanding accomplishments on protected areas
over the last year — are located in the St. Elias Mountains natural
region (Kluane), the northern mountains and coastal plain (Ivvavik),
and the Old Crow Basin (Vuntut). There is partial representation in
four ecoregions, while in fifteen regions there is little or no
representation. We have got a way to go in the Yukon.
The action steps were suggested by Yukoners over the next year
with respect to protected areas. I want to emphasis that these came
forward from this part of the country, not from some head office in
Toronto. These are the steps against which we will be measuring
progress in this particular jurisdiction over the next year. There is an
interesting debate going on over every one of those right now in this
Territory, some of which we discussed with the Minister yesterday.
I would like to finish with three major points that I think are
particularly relevant to this part of the country. The first is that I
want to pay a very sincere tribute to the First Nations for your contributions so far to the protected areas agenda in this country. In my
opinion, First Nations deserve more recognition for this throughout
the country than you have received so far.
Canadians, particularly in the South, do not realize that the major
accomplishments made recently in the North with respect to protected areas have been a direct result of the initiative and negotiating
skills of First Nations through land claim agreements. I am often
asked by people in the South, how are we going to establish all of
these protected areas when we have land claims going on in the
North? My answer is, we are establishing these areas through and
because there are land claims agreements in the North. Examples, of
course, are North Baffin, EUesmere and Auyuittuq through the
Tungavik Federation of Nunavut in the Eastern Arctic, North Yukon
(Ivvavik) going back a ways, and Banks Island through the Inuvi67

aluit, and finally Vuntut and the adjacent special management area
through the negotiations of the Vuntut Gwitchin.
These are the most outstanding tangible accomplishments with
respect to protected areas in Canada. In this country WWF has used
our policy on protected areas and aboriginal interests in Canada as
our basis for the submission to the Royal Commission on Aboriginal
Peoples where we have supported self-government as a vehicle for
conservation. In my experience, conservationists and First Nations do
not always have to agree on goals and tactics. However, what is
needed and is more important, is respect for alternate positions so
mutual gains can be realized. I think we have been able to do this in
respect to the Porcupine Caribou herd and a number of other issues.
We may not always travel in the same canoe; I spent a big part
of my life in a canoe. I used to be a professional guide but we share
the same waterway and I believe that we can arrive at the same
destination.
Second point, I believe that respect for alternate viewpoints must
be extended to the different regions of Canada, especially now that
our political situation appears to becoming more regional and more
Balkanized. There is a real danger in this country that the conservation cause will fly apart, because of regional differences, or because
of a urban versus rural split, or a North versus South split. Speaking
personally, I was raised in the bush in a hydro camp in northern
Ontario. So I know how it feels to have outsiders or big city
organizations coming to town, pulling strings, threatening jobs, or
trying to tell you what to do.
I know that the animal rights movement has had a devastating
effect on many northern communities. This unfortunately has led to
a suspicion and distrust of virtually all southern-based wildlife
conservation groups. That is really too bad, because we are not all the
same. Many of us have a sincere interest in working in partnership
with northern interests.
From personal experience, I am very aware that as we sit here,
and as you look at this conference, there are people out there on the
land and in the communities who are simply trying to make a decent
life for themselves. They deserve at least that and much more.
So we conference-goers must remember that what we say can
and often does affect other peoples lives in a very practical way.
Therefore, I believe that the key to our cultural and regional
differences is again mutual respect. Sure, I have come to this
conference to provide this sort of lead, keynote talk, but in return,
and I have come at your invitation, I owe you the respect of a
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listener, of someone who has come to learn from you and to better
understand your perspective.
Based on my travels, and I have had the privilege to travel into
every nook and cranny of this country, I can tell you it's amazing
what a little mutual respect might accomplish in Canada. That respect should extend into the resource community and I regret that
there are not more of them here today.
Third and finally, having sounded so friendly towards everyone,
let me conclude by saying that now is no time to compromise in
defence of Mother Nature. None of us can be so friendly that we further sell out our natural birthright. It has been said that the 90s will
be regarded by elders and historians as the decade when the earth
spoke back. Surely our planet is not asking to be further destroyed.
True, here in Canada we have compromised more in the South
already than in the North. I hope that Yukoners will learn from the
mistakes others made elsewhere and I really hope that you will not
repeat them. I hope you will find your own way to protect a representative chunk of every one of your twenty-one natural regions in
this magnificent territory. You still have that chance, but believe me,
you will not have that chance for ever. I hope you will grasp the
opportunity, not only for the sake of wildlife with whom we share
the land, but for cultural and spiritual reasons, for those everyday
lives out there on the land, for long term benefits and for future
generations. I hope you d o choose all of this but, at the end of the
day, it is your choice. If my organization can help, let me know and
we will do our best to work with you. Thank-you.
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The Challenge: Northern Perspectives
Sacred Sites: What is Our Common
Understanding?
Louise Profeit LeBlanc
Native Heritage Advisor, Yukon Heritage Branch
The topic that I've been asked to address is "sacred sites." In
attempting to determine our common understanding of this topic, it
is important for you to realize that I will be addressing the subject
from a First Nation perspective. The knowledge that I will be sharing
with you is primarily from an unwritten source, namely the Elders
with whom I have had the privilege of working throughout my life.
I consider this source of knowledge a privilege and it is an honour
to be able to bring that to this conference this weekend. It is my hope
that through this presentation some of the goals and objectives of the
forum will be addressed but the focus of this talk will be trying to
identify possible solutions for ethical approaches in order to foster
greater appreciation of traditional knowledge of this country. I would
also like to encourage more dialogue in this area and would entertain
questions if time permits.
One of the memorable times of my childhood, which has stayed
with me and I now find myself, as a grandmother, passing on to my
grandson, was of a time when I was in the bush with my own grandmother. We were setting snares for rabbits at the time. Being the very
sociable person that I am and not realizing the proper protocol for
such an outing, I began chattering along the trail. My grandmother,
being raised in the bush, turned to me and in a soft voice, no louder
than a whisper, silenced me by saying, "Shh! You must be quiet in
the bush. Other beings live here. You must respect their territory. We
are going into the rabbits' country now. This is their home. If they
hear you they will get scared and run away! Shh!"
She silenced me with her index finger over her lips. "Walk
quietly and try not to break any sticks on the ground. Bear can hear
us too." This last comment reminded me of the rule in which the
little ones were not permitted to cry in the bush. "Don't let them
cry," said my Gramma. "The bear might think that's her baby and
come looking for it in our camp." This warning led to many a long
day of having to have my brother straddled on my hip to keep him
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from crying!
What my grandmother was in fact teaching me at this tender age
were the rules of a hunter/gatherer society. In this societal structure
you were taught to respect that which gives you life. This respect
was in fact reverence for every living thing around you. This was the
law of the land. Years later similar instruction sprung forth from
another relative, an old woman who was given the responsibility by
my grandmother to continue teaching me after her death. "You
young fellas think you so smart. But you're not that smart. Maybe
you know how to read books and you know how to write, but you
forget something. You forget the most important thing. You guys
forget to pray. You think you are going to make the right decision,
when you never think about who made this land, who made you.
You never give thanks for that!" She then went on to give me an
example using her husband's experience with a grizzly bear to
emphasize the point.
"You think my husband, he could kill bear with just an axe if he
don't call on that power? That's what he did that time grizzly bear
charge him. That time he had his gun at brush camp. He just cut
wood with that axe. How you think the people make it this far? They
gotta ask for it. You gotta pray. Make it good!"
This wise mentor of mine was in fact telling and warning me of
the sacredness of all things. She was reminding me of my own
smallness as a human being. Reminding me of this insignificance in
the midst of all the greater powers around me. There was a
sacredness in the manner in which my ancestors approached life.
This lifestyle and understanding that knew of the interconnectedness
of all things. It required humility to appreciate this broader picture
and was absolutely essential for survival.
Many legends depict this ideology and philosophy and
beautifully illustrate the harmony which existed. Perhaps the best
way to demonstrate this relationship would be to share a legend with
you. (Story of starvation and how the sacrifice of a good woman
brings luck to an old couple.)
There is much evidence that Yukon First Nation's People
believed in an existence after death. Spirit houses and the extreme
respect for care of the dead and their burial grounds portray a strong
reverence for life itself. There were many times during my childhood
that the Elders would gather up the young to clean up the graveyard.
It was a special occasion and was usually followed up with a picnic.
The other practise which never ceases to amaze me is that most of
the Elders know who is buried where and even know the cause and
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date of death.
In 1989 this point was made evident by an Elder who was the
Cultural Heritage Resource Specialist on an historic site inventory
project along the Dempster corridor. After much search by the
archeologist and myself, it was the old man who finally found the
graves we were looking for. One was his mother's and the other was
a small child's grave. The Elder immediately removed his cap and
greeted the small gravesite by saying "Hello baby." Upon seeing the
archeologist taking pictures and measurements, the old man
commented, "Gee, you don't even say hello to her!" He laughed as
he said this, but I could not but notice the look of dismay and pity
he had for those of us who are ignorant. Later on the same project he
exclaimed with tears in his eyes that during the construction of the
highway, there had been decimation of other graves; that of his aunt
and one other person.
"They said they moved them graves, but I don't think so. They
just say that. They try to fool me. They just move them fences, that
all. I check it that time with my feet, it don't sound like coffin down
there to me." And pointing to the archeologist he said, "You, you
archeoly. You could dig and find out for me, hey? We gonna find
them right here, I think!" And he pointed to the spot where he
figured the original gravesites were. In the native culture the living
have a responsibility to care for the dead and this old gentleman, was
still trying, after 30 years to rectify something that he knew was not
right. Unfortunately he didn't understand the new ethics which
forbids archeologists to exhume graves. He was trying to keep
"sacred" the meaning of life and protect the integrity of his loved
ones. Where one is buried is a sacred spot as it contains the remains
of a life; life which has to be respected by other human beings,
particularly the graves of medicine men, as it was thought that their
powers still remained, long after they were gone.
There are literally hundreds of graves scattered throughout the
territory in many unmarked but in some cases marked, and fenced-in
gravesites. Many of these sites are only known to those that
accompanied the deceased on their last leg of their life journey;
perhaps the parents who had held their tiny babies, sick of foreign
diseases, to their breasts. Those who were feeble and weak and who
could not be cured by traditional medicines. Yukon First Nations
People travelled the entire country and of course would die on route,
and were interred along the trail.
Another incident which occurred out of ignorance was a
irreverent action which resulted in a campground being constructed
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and toilets placed four feet from several fenced graves. A First Nation
informant also added that in fact some tourists were tenting on the
actual graves themselves, in another area! This was of course the
result of a lack of consultation when the campground locations were
being decided upon. It might interest you to know that the best
campground sites in the territory were formerly Aboriginal fishing
sites and camping spots. Many arrow heads have been picked up
along these shores and probably many brush houses disassembled
and burned for campfire wood. Remnants of a former society, a
former existence by First Nations People are abounding in the Yukon.
This land has been traversed for countless millennium and the land
speaks in a language which is only totally understood by the aged.
These people who have had myths and legends passed down to them
by their Elders speaking of a time which occurred before time.
Speaking of their history and how the land was created. It is only
when one receives this oral history that prominent mountains become
transformed into a living entity, a giant beaver's den, a frog's cave or
a porcupine's lodge. Places which seem lifeless to us now, once were
spirited and alive with activity. Places where the people struggled to
construct caribou corrals, where fish traps were erected, and moose
snares set; places where the people met and gathered to celebrate the
life and passing of their loved ones or trade goods with newcomers
to this land. These places made sacred by the spilling of animals
blood for the continued existence of the people. Reminders of the
cycle, the respect of all living things and obedience to the laws for
survival. These stories which depicted a strong people who worked
hard to exist. Those who followed game trails in pursuit of food,
sought protection from the extreme temperatures of winter, buried
their loved ones, held healing ceremonies and sought vision at sacred
hot springs, climbed mountains and witnessed the majesty of their
creator's creation, gathered berries in the fall, trapped in the dead of
winter, and set nets and traps in the rivers leaping with salmon
heading home to their birthplace, to their sacred beginnings. This
land was made sacred by this balance and this ever enduring
reciprocity: the giving and the taking.
And how do people regard these places today? It could be said
that for the most part many people working in the Yukon, in jobs
related to the land are ignorant. But despite this ignorance there are
natural repercussions or unexplainable phenomena which occur when
the laws of the land are transgressed. A perfect example of this
occurred during the construction of the Dempster Highway. The First
Nation guide warned the foreman that it would not be wise to cut
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into a mountain which was in direct line of their survey. This
mountain which was of mythological importance and was formerly
the home of a giant beaver, who had roamed the country hunting for
human beings. Apparently the surveyors laughed at the old man's
warning and proceeded to cut into the mountain.
"I tell them. They don't believe me I guess. When I come back
from Dawson they already make road there. It rained like hell for the
rest of the summer! I guess that giant beaver he don't like it when
they bother his house!"
This same gentleman still had to re-remind a professional person
who was about to take a picture of an ochre deposit, that she was to
make an offering before doing so. "Even you only want to take a
picture, you gotta pay otherwise if s going to be bad luck. Make it
bad weather." The ochre deposit was the place where the giant
beaver was killed and the red ochre was his blood. We obeyed his
warning and placed matches and a cigarette in the earth before
taking our photographs of this special site. For the remainder of the
field trip we had glorious weather!
Mineral deposits were precious places for First Nations People
of the past. For a people who had to depend on sources of obsidian
and copper for making knives and ochre for painting and preserving
their snowshoes and clothing, knowing where these places were, was
important for their very survival. The spirit and integrity of these
sites were respected and honoured.
Which brings me to the final segment of this presentation which
will refer in more detail to native place names, many of which denote
special and perhaps sacred spots for First Nations People of the
Yukon. As the secretariat for Yukon Geographical Names Board, I
have had the opportunity and privilege of becoming increasingly
aware of the many interesting and descriptive names which were
formerly used by First Nations People. To date there has been a
steady flow of name change applications coming in from these
communities making strong suggestions that the Aboriginal names
be reinstated to ensure the history of the Yukon be kept intact. These
names of course have not been written down in the past as we did
not have a written language. Instead they were stored in the
memories of the people who lived in the areas and were passed
down from generation to generation until today, when just the
remnants of the oral history remains. These names are very diverse.
Some describe the feature; what it may have resembled; what
mythological creature existed there, what game lived in abundance
there or what land use activity was practised amongst the people in
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the region. Included in this pool were also names bestowed on those
sacred places which were places of power. These places were of
spiritual significance to the local people and were associated with
certain types of power. One of these places is the hot springs in the
MacArthur Range, Sedzuan Me Dhow. Strict observances were in effect
around this site, as it was a healing place. A person would be forbidden to cut down any trees or destroy any living plants in the vicinity
and were to leave the place as they found it. The only time one could
take the water with them was if the person was seriously ill.
There were a number of these places, places where the people
gathered, practised ceremonies, shared dances and songs, and sought
healing from medicinal spring waters or from certain types of plants.
To go into these regions without knowledge of the correct protocol
could be dangerous. Payment to the land before harvesting plants for
medicine was common practice. Women on their menses were discouraged from approaching this area as they could affect the power
of the springs. We would be wise to investigate this special protocol
and determine what expectations are necessary prior to venturing
into these regions. This of course can only be done by thorough
consultation with the local people of the region, namely the Elders.
There is another sacred spot to the Tlingit people which is
situated on Nisutlin River. It is called "Xut Uwalaxu Ye" or "The
Place Where a Grizzly Bear Starved to Death. According to legend a
man was canoeing down the river and sighted a grizzly as he
rounded a bend. The bear was digging up roots. Although the
paddler hit the side of his boat to scare the bear away, he didn't
respond. Paddling further upstream this hunter landed his boat and
walked back to the place where he sighted the bear. He found the
bear had died. Upon cutting open his stomach and checking the
contents he discovered that the bear had eaten stone berries and roots
which had hardened and killed him. The people still give this spot
the respect which it has accorded by what occurred here.
Ethel Lake, which is near the Stewart Valley, was formerly
known as "Kwan Man" or Fire Lake. This describes an activity that
took place at the site. The people used to light torches of dried
grasses to attract fish from the lake at night. It was also a well
renowned potlatch site and fishing camp. The legend says this spot
is the place where men would prove their manhood by drinking
vessels of grease and seeing who was most capable of keeping it
down! While walking in the area one will find stone cut trees as well
as many which were taken down by steel axes in the ages to follow.
Graves were also located in the region. Again this place holds history
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for the people—ancient history which is part of the sacred knowledge
of the Elders.
A mountain resembling a wolverine head, a river named after
the sounds it makes, or resembles a human movement. For instance,
sneaking-down is the translation for Nisutlin. All become places of
power because of their association with those elements which are
much larger than us as human beings. Many of these names were
associated with the food which existed in abundance in the region.
For example, Bede Luge, a Kaska place name, describes a lake which
held an extreme abundance of fish which the people depended upon
seasonally for winter food. In a hunter/gatherer society, knowing
these names and where they existed became very important to their
survival. "Aatagweix I Aayi" or Lily Pad.
Pond was probably a good moose hunting spot and names such
as "Cha San Chua" would tell you that you were near a copper source
(copper water). "Skots Goh" describes a giant eagle's nest. This is
where he killed human beings and which later became an ochre
deposit. The Ibex Valley was another region which was upheld in
honour and reverence as "Kakwant 'Anagru" describes the people
chasing animals into snares. What guaranteed life was not to be
treated or approached lightly. Wherever people died in large
numbers were also approached cautiously by the people as not to
upset or disturb the spirits which might still linger there. One such
site is at Tatchum Creek Hills. "Eyan hue" in the Ross River region is
another example. "Eyani" means enemy and "hue" means lake. By
realizing and becoming aware of this place name the people begin to
know the history of what happened there. Apparently this was a
battle site with many being killed and their bodies thrown into the
lake. The list could go on. We begin to realize and have much more
respect for the past if we know what activities the people of the past
were and how they were able to survive the harsh climate and
conditions of the land. To ensure this continuity of Aboriginal
knowledge, as many of these native place names and the stories
associated with them, need to be recorded. I encourage all those
associated with working in protecting the land to make attempts to
collect such data before it is too late.
In closing, I would like to share an Elder's comment, which sums
up the manner in which we should approach our responsibilities
associated with the land. He said "The creator made this here land.
Everything on the land is given to us, to keep us alive and it is given
to us to take care of it and respect it. It gives to us; we have to give
to it. That's the way it is. If we continue to do this, then we will be
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okay!" Hopefully the Yukon will be one of those places in the world
which will go down in history as heeding this advice. Massi cho!
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New Approaches to Completing a Network
of Protected Areas
Kris Kennett
B.C. Parks, Northern Region

It's an exciting time in British Columbia, particularly for completing
a protected areas system in our province. There are two approaches
in B.C. related to the protection and management of protected areas:
the Protected Areas Strategy; and Joint Stewardship arrangements.
What I would like to do today is:
• to provide a bit of background and history to the Protected
Areas Strategy;
• explain both the Protected Areas Strategy and Joint
Stewardship and briefly described how they are being
implemented; and
• finish off with some of the highlights of the past year,
particularly occurring in northern B.C.
British Columbia is a diverse province having a wide variety of
physiographic units and ecosystems, ranging from: sea level to
almost 5,000 metres; from ice caps to desert; from temperate
rainforest on the coast to cactus and sage in the interior. In addition,
we have over 27,000 km of coastline and 26 separate mountain ranges
which include the highest peak in the Canadian Rocky Mountains,
Mount Robson.
British Columbia is also home to a significant percentage of the
world's wilderness dependent species such as mountain goats,
caribou and grizzly bears. The province encompasses 95 million
hectares, 93% of which is Crown land. Presently, 7 million hectares,
or 7.5% of the province, is protected under legislation as national
parks, provincial parks, forest wilderness areas, wildlife management
and ecological reserves, with provincial parks making up the largest
percentage of this.
Protected Areas Strategy: Historical Context
The Protected Areas strategy is the result of a long history of
land use conflicts between protection and resource use and attempts
to resolve those conflicts.
1980s: Wilderness Advisory Committee - was struck by the
government to provide advise on 24 contentious areas. It led to
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resolution of some conflicts but other remain outstanding today.
1988: Striking the Balance - public policy document describing
the system goals that guide the development and management
of the parks system, as a step to shrike a balance to protect both
a healthy environment and a strong economy.
1991: Parks and Wilderness for the 90s - where BC Parks and
the BC Forest Service took a systems plan for parks and forest
service wilderness areas to the public, in an attempt to add
certainty for protection and resource use planning.
1992: Old Growth Strategy was developed. This was a
framework for the management and protection of old growth
forests, an issue that many people from B.C. felt strongly about.
1992: Commission on Resources and Environment (CORE) coordinate the development of public negotiated land use
strategy to resolve issues and establish certainty for all sectors.
Using the principles established under the Commission, regional
round tables representing a wide variety of sectors will make
land use recommendations to Cabinet, including those for
protection.
1992: Protected Areas Strategy - government wide integrated
approach to completing a system of protected areas for British
Columbia. Resource agencies including Forests, Fish and
Wildlife, Parks, Mines, Lands, Agriculture, Parks Canada are
working together in identify gaps in the current system and
recommending the areas that best fill those gaps. This major
piece of technical work to feed into the land use strategy.
Vision Statement
Protected areas are a major component of BC's commitment to
protecting and restoring the quality and integrity of the environment,
and to securing a sound and prosperous economy for present and
future generations. The province will designate and manage a system
of protected areas for the purpose of protecting a diversity of
biological, natural and cultural heritage resources and providing a
variety of outdoor recreational opportunities.
By the year 2000, the province will double the current system by
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protecting 12% of the province's biological, recreation and culture
values. In this strategy, the B.C. government respects treaty rights
and aboriginal rights and interests of the First Nations people. First
Nation participation in Protected Areas Strategy is encouraged and
will not limit subsequent treaty negotiations with the government.
Definition of Protected Area
As part of this strategy, we have refined the definition of a
protected area as land and freshwater or marine areas set aside to
protect the province's diverse natural, recreational and cultural
heritage. They protect and provide for a spectrum of compatible uses,
which include many recreational activities. However, protected areas
are inalienable: the land and resource may not be sold. No industrial
resource extraction or development is permitted; there will no
mining, logging, hydro-electric dams or oil and gas development
within protected areas. This is consistent with the framework set by
the World Conservation Union (IUCN).
Goals
The Protected Areas Strategy has two goals:
•

•

To protect viable, representative examples of the natural
diversity in the province, including major terrestrial, marine
and freshwater ecosystems, characteristic habitats, hydrology
and landforms, characteristic backcountry recreation and
cultural heritage values ; and
To protect the special biological, cultural heritage and
recreational features. This includes rare, endangered and
critical habitats, outstanding or unique botanical, zoological,
geological and paleontological features, outstanding or fragile
cultural heritage features, and outstanding outdoor
recreational features.

With this Strategy, the province is moving towards an ecological
basis for protection. In the past, British Columbia protected mostly
spectacular mountain scenery. This has skewed representation of
natural ecosystems towards high elevations and under-represented
low elevation communities, old growth forests and predator-prey
ecosystems.
The selection process is based on ecoregions and biogeoclimatic
zones. The ecoregion classification system divides the province into
100 terrestrial and 10 marine geographically unique ecosections. The
biogeoclimatic classification system provides refinement, by charac80

terizing the climates, soils and vegetation within each ecosection.
To appropriately protect representative examples of ecosections,
protected areas must be large and should contain examples of the full
range of ecosystems. They should also include habitats, animals,
plants, hydrology, landforms and cultural heritage and backcountry
recreation values present in that ecosection.
They must also be natural to protect natural biological processes
and backcountry recreation values, so they must be located in areas
that have experienced a minimal degree of development and
disturbance. In looking at just the 12% criteria, only 21 of the 100
terrestrial ecosections meet this target. Therefore, at least 79 new
areas need to be identified to meet ecosection representation, let alone
variant and habitat representation.
Related to the second goal, special features are elements made
special by their rarity, scarcity and uniqueness or significance in
intrinsic or perceived worth. Most of these areas will be small such
as the orca rubbing beaches in Robson Bight or abandoned Haida
villages on Queen Charlotte Islands. Priority will be set according to
the significance of each element globally, nationally, provincially or
regionally.
Presently, there are seven interagency technical teams in the
regions assessing the contribution of the current protected areas to
these goals and the associated criteria. They are also identifying and
evaluating other natural areas to fill the gaps in the current system.
Three of the seven regions are the process of a publicly negotiated
land use plan under the guidance of CORE.
Joint Stewardship
The second exciting initiative is Joint Stewardship with First
Nations in British Columbia. The B.C. government see Joint
Stewardship as a framework to government-to-government relations
for land and resource management. It is a form of interim measures
until the land question and claims are settled, while welcoming First
Nations as partners in the management of protected areas. Through
this, BC recognizes that there will continue to be provincial and
national parks (protected areas) and depending the individual claim
settlements, there may be joint management parks and tribal parks.
Some memorandums of understanding are now being developed
and implemented:
1) Nisga'a Memorial Lava Bed Park between the Nisga'a and
BC Parks
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2) Gwaii Haanas/ South Moresby between the Haida and Parks
Canada
3) Chilko Lake between the Nemiah people (Xeni) and BC Parks
(now concluded)
4) Khutzeymateen between the Gitsies and BC Parks (now
concluded).
In some cases, First Nations are co-chairing studies such as the
Nemiah in the Chilko Lake Study Team and Haisla in the Kitlope
study, which is just starting. In other areas, they are participating in
study teams such as the Gitsies in the Khutzeymateen study or they
are participating in cultural inventories such as Treaty 8 in the Peace
Liard area. Traditional sustenance activities are permitted in
Protected Areas, subject to conservation requirements.
Highlights
Tatshenshini - biggest highlight in terms of its size and global
significance. Protection of the Tatshenshini joins Wrangell/St. Elias,
Glacier Bay and Kluane National Parks to make the world's largest
international protected area.
Nisga'a Memorial Lava Bed Park - protects the Tseax lava flow
and its significance to the Nisga'a people. It is being cooperatively
managed between BC Parks and Nisga'a, first of its kind in B.C.
Khutzeymateen - protection ensures a sanctuary for grizzly bear
in the watershed.
Chilko Lake - where 34 disparate interests reached a consensus
to protect 230,000 ha park, in light of high mineral and forest
resource values. We are expecting Cabinet to act on this soon. (Ed.
note: Chilko Lake was protected by the time these proceedings were
completed, as well as the magnificent Kitlope area, the largest example of
temperate coastal forest set aside in North America.)
Conclusion
Looking back on the last one to two years, it has been amazing
what we have been able to accomplish. Resource agencies are working cooperatively to complete a protected areas system, with a strong
ecological basis, which will feed into an overall protected land use
strategy. At the same time, we are working with First Nations to
cooperatively manage these areas. With the support, commitment and
leadership of the NDP government, we have been able to take very
positive and exciting steps. I look forward to the same next year.
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Economic Benefits of Protected Areas
in Yukon: What Can We Expect?
Barbara Campbell
Yukon Consultant in Environment and Economy
I will be talking about the economic benefits of protected areas, and
will present some examples from the Yukon and elsewhere. I will
describe economic impacts to a region, and economic benefits to
society as a whole. And I will highlight some methods for estimating
the economic benefits of protected areas.
But before we get going, let's stop and consider what we are
about to do. Many of us already agree that there are substantial
benefits of protected areas. Some of these are economic benefits, and
can, if we wish, be assigned an economic or monetary value. But do
we want to? Let's consider these three sets of questions:
1. Should we be hying to attach a monetary value to wilderness
and wildlife? Will doing so only encourage people to think
of these as consumable goods to be purchased, haded, and
used?
2. Will our estimates be accurate and meaningful? Will they
form a valid basis for decision making, or are they too
subjective?
3. Will our estimates be misunderstood or misused? Will they
be used to provide the sole rationale in deciding whether or
not to designate a protected area?
Protected area decisions should not be made on economics alone,
although economic factors can provide some important information.
So why are we looking into the economic aspects of protected areas?
Because, rightly or wrongly, so many resource allocation decisions
are based on economics, and there are some serious gaps in the
conventional analyses being used. Far too often, a land allocation
decision is based on looking at two parts of what should be a four
part equation:
1. The economic benefits of a development option are
considered, such as local employment in resource extraction.
2. The public costs of establishing a protected area are
examined, in terms of government budget requirements.
These two aspects are often compared in an 'environment versus
jobs' scenario which looks five or so years into the future. Often
overlooked are:
3. The long term public costs of proceeding with the land
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development option, in terms of environmental damage and
cleanup, and the lack of community sustainability.
(Generally, we have failed to account for the true
environmental and social costs in our decision-making,
particularly when these costs are borne by the public over
the long term.) and
4. The economic benefits of protected areas. (These are often not
accounted for because: they do not at first seem to be very
substantial, they are less tangible in measurable economic
terms than industrial benefits, and many of the benefits occur
over the long term.)
It is the overlooked or non-quantified economic benefits of protected areas that I will be focusing on today. There are, of course
many ways to describe and group the economic factors associated
with protected areas. Often, they are grouped into two main
categories:
1. Primary Economic Benefits, and
2. Secondary Economic Impacts.
The primary economic benefits are enjoyed directly by people in
and around protected areas, and by society as a whole. These benefits
are very real, but are difficult to quantify. I will discuss these further
in a few minutes.
The secondary economic impacts are felt by the region in which
the protected areas are located. These arise from the spending which
occurs from having protected areas. There are indirect impacts in the
sectors of the economy which provide support services (such as
accommodation and guiding), and induced effects when the people
employed spend their wages in the regional economy.
These regional economic impacts may not provide an overall
benefit to society as a whole, but they can be important for a given
region. The impacts arise from direct spending in the region, generally from three sources:
1. Direct spending in the region by visitors, who are staying in
hotels and campgrounds, purchasing meals, groceries, fuel
and other supplies, renting equipment, chartering small
planes, and hiring wilderness guides.
2. Government spending in the private sector, on road,
building, and bridge construction, on signage^ fuel, repairs,
and other supplies and services. (Only spending in the
regional private sector is included in this category, not
government spending on wages.)
3. Spending in the region by outside agencies, which could be
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national organizations such as Wildlife Habitat Canada, the
Nature Conservancy, World Wildlife Fund, or the Federal
Government. These organizations may provide financial help
in securing, studying, and managing a protected area.
Economic impacts are often expressed in terms of conventional
economic indicators. Three of the most commonly used indicators
are:
1. Gross Domestic Product - which measures the total market
value of the production of final goods and services,
2. Labour Income - is a component of GDP that represents the
sum of all incomes of residents, resulting from direct
spending, and
3. Employment - which is expressed either in number of jobs
or person years (so it is important to confirm the definition).
To analyse secondary economic impacts in terms of these measures, the following steps are taken: First, the direct spending
associated with protected areas in the region is estimated. Then, the
direct spending is reclassified so that it is grouped according to
standard sectors of the economy. Next, standard factors and
multipliers are used to yield the total impact on GDP, Labour
Income, and Employment. These take into account the multiplier
effect, as well as leakage out of the regional economy in the form of
spending outside. It is important to keep in mind that standard
measures such as GDP are based on the premise that increased
production and consumption represent an improved economic
situation.
I prepared a scenario analysis for the Yukon using this method.
The three scenarios assume that a system of territorial protected areas
would be completed in the Yukon. The assumptions are based on
available information or estimates of the types and numbers of
potential protected areas, projected numbers of visitors and their
spending.
As indicated, the total number of protected areas ranged from 15
to 25, or about one per ecoregion. Total visitor days ranged from
about 70,000 to about 150,000 per year. The annual spending ranged
from about $7 million to $13 and a half million. (Visitor spending
accounted for over 80 percent of the total.)
The economic impacts resulting from these three scenarios range
from an annual impact on GDP of $8.7 million to $17.2 million, and
employment ranging from 57 to 111 person years. The moderate
scenario, number 2, would result in a $12.5 million dollar increase in
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Yukon Gross Domestic Product, and provide 81 full time jobs per
year, once the protected areas system is complete.
These figures do not include any government employment, such
as in the Parks Branch of the Department of Renewable Resources
which would be valued at about $1.4 million per year. They also
exclude any economic impacts from the establishment phase of the
protected areas system.
These Yukon scenarios represent only territorial protected areas,
so they form only part of the picture. There are many types of
protected areas, including those established through land claims.
Federal parks, reserves, and historic sites can have significant
regional economic impacts. A study was done for the Canadian Parks
Service in 1989 which looked at the economic impacts of national
parks and sites in the North.
The year reviewed was government fiscal year 1987/88. The
results indicated that the annual economic impact of Kluane and
North Yukon National Parks in the Yukon was $4.4 million in GDP
and 135 person years of employment. When the historic sites are
added in, the GDP impact becomes $10.8 million in that one year,
with a total estimated employment impact of 357 person years. In the
Northwest Territories, the GDP impact was estimated to be $4.6
million and 143 person years in 1987/88.
Another study on economic impacts and benefits was conducted
on wildlife-related recreational activities in Canada. The study found
that in 1981, the impact on the Canadian economy from activities
such as hunting and birdwatching amounted to over $5 billion in
GDP and 185,000 jobs. While this study looked at all activities, not
just in protected areas, it gives an idea of the magnitude of the
economic impacts. And of course, we need protected areas to sustain
viable wildlife populations, by providing habitat and migratory
routes. This study also estimated the value to Canadians of the direct
benefits received from participating in wildlife-related activities. This
brings us to the second major category of economic factors associated
with protected areas: primary economic benefits.
There is a great variety of benefits of protected areas, such as:
erosion control from watershed protection, species protection and
ecosystem diversity, education and research, and cultural/spiritual
benefits, to name a few. While there are many ways to describe and
group them, there are fairly standard categories for wilderness and
protected area benefits for which there are relatively common
methods of estimating economic values. First, the benefits are
generally split into two categories: use and non-use (or preservation)
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values.
Use benefits are comprised of consumptive and non-consumptive
uses. Consumptive benefits involve extracting natural resources, such
as wildlife and plants, from in or around a protected area. Nonconsumptive benefits are derived from uses which do not consume
or remove natural resources, such as backpacking and wildlife
viewing. Non-use, or preservation benefits, do not involve direct
benefits from visiting a protected area. There are three main types of
non-use benefits:
1. Option Value is the benefit derived from knowing you have
the option of visiting a wilderness area in the future, and
that it is being protected in the meanwhile. (A quasi-option
value has been identified which represents a future value, as
yet unknown today. One example would be plant species
with medicinal applications that are not known to date.)
2. Bequest Value is the value placed on knowing that a given
wilderness area will be there for future generations, because
we have designated the area as protected today.
3. Existence Value comes from the satisfaction of knowing that
some areas are protected in their natural state, and that
wildlife exists in its own habitat.
These values are all important, but difficult to quantify, once we
have decided we would like to express them in monetary terms.
These benefits are of public good to society, yet they are not traded
in the marketplace. Therefore there is no agreed-upon price which
could be taken to represent the value of the good, service, or benefit.
Estimating a value of wilderness, of a given protected area, or of the
enjoyment derived from outdoor recreation can be very subjective. If
we survey various people, the estimated value they may give will
depend on their values, experiences, and level of income.
Some methods have been devised for estimating the value of
wilderness resources and protected areas. These methods nry to
smooth out the subjective nature of the estimates by using sound
survey techniques, and wherever possible, relying on actual data.
This may come in the form of visitor numbers, costs incurred, prices
of land, or replacement costs, to name a few.
Two key methods which have been applied widely throughout
North America, are: the Contingent Valuation method and the Travel
Cost Method. In the contingent valuation method, a hypothetical
market is described for a particular wilderness area or benefit. A
survey is conducted where people are asked what they would be
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willing to pay for, say, the protection of a given area. Alternatively,
they are asked how much they are willing to accept to give u p a
public wilderness area.
The travel cost method involves collecting actual data on the
spending by visitors to a certain area. The premise is that their
spending to get there represents a willingness to pay for the
recreation experience. The travel costs and origin of the visitors are
used to develop a demand curve for the site, and from there an
overall recreation use value.
These and other methods do have some pitfalls, and continue to
be refined. I would like to highlight some findings from studies
which focused on the economic valuation of wilderness and related
benefits, just to focus on the type of study and order of magnitude
of the estimates.
The study mentioned above, on the value of wildlife-related
recreational activities in Canada in 1981, yielded an estimated
recreation use value of $ 800 million per year. (This study was
conducted by Statistics Canada for the Canadian Wildlife Service.)
An analysis of the recreation use value of certain provincial parks
in Ontario used the travel cost method to derive values ranging from
$1.6 million per year to $9.6 million per year, depending on the park.
(That study was conducted by Adam White for Environment Probe
in 1991.)
A study of the land use options of the Tatshenshini Alsek region
utilized a values workshop to yield estimates of the existence and
bequest values of the area if completely preserved. These were
estimated at $200 million and $215 million respectively, for a total of
$415 million. (This study was conducted by Tim McDaniels for the
B.C. Commission on Resources and Environment in 1992.)
A survey was conducted by Richard Walsh, Richard Gillman,
and John Loomis, for the American Wilderness Alliance in 1982. It
used the contingent valuation method to estimate the recreation use
values and preservation values of designated wilderness in Colorado.
The estimated willingness to pay for the existing amount of
wilderness was: $33 per Colorado household per year, or almost $42
million per year in total. Total willingness to pay for the Colorado
wilderness by all Americans was estimated to be $123 million per
year. The study looked at willingness to pay for increases in acres of
designated wilderness.
A survey was recently conducted in B.C., for which only
preliminary results are available. The survey was designed by an
interagency team comprised of: the B.C. Forest Service, B.C. Parks,
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and B.C. Environment. Preliminary findings were documented by
Void, Eidsvik and Kennett for the recent World Wilderness Congress
in Norway. While the study's willingness to pay analysis is not yet
complete, these survey results (from almost 1500 households) give a
strong indication of how people in B.C. value their wilderness. 84%
felt it was very or somewhat important to have designated
wilderness in B.C., and 61% felt there was too little designated
wilderness, and that this was a serious or moderate environmental
problem in B.C.
Respondents were asked to identify the benefits of having more
designated wilderness that they felt were very important:
• 77% of the respondents cited the protection of wildlife,
• 56% the preservation of representative natural areas,
• 44% places to do scientific studies,
• 37% the stimulation of the B.C. economy by tourists, and
• 35% places to do certain outdoor recreation activities.
Furthermore, those who indicated a willingness-to-pay to
increase the amount of designated wilderness in B.C. cited existence
and bequest value as the main reasons, with option value as the next
reason. Therefore, the non-use values ranked higher than the use
values.
I would like to complete this discussion of benefits with a chart
showing both the benefits and costs associated with protected areas.
This chart shows the categories of benefits and costs which should be
included in a complete analysis. It comes back to the original point
that most of these public benefits and some very important public
costs are often overlooked in resource use analysis and decisionmaking.
A Benefit/Cost analysis differs from an Economic Impact
Analysis (such as the one presented for the Yukon), in that it looks
from a perspective of the net benefits to society as a whole, not just
the tangible economic impacts felt in a given region. From a public
point of view, the costs include taxes spent on protected area
establishment and management, and the user fees paid, such as park
entry fees. Also there are the opportunity costs of not proceeding
with another land use option, such as industrial development. We
must be careful to reduce the value of these foregone benefits by the
potential long term cost to the public of proceeding with that option,
such as the full cost of any environmental degradation that may
occur.
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In conclusion, there are clearly many substantial economic
benefits associated with protected areas. We must be careful to
recognize these, but not to use them as the sole reasons for
designating wilderness as protected. Furthermore, there are several
reasons to consider whether a dollar value should be attached to
some of these more qualitative benefits. If we do proceed to estimate
monetary values, we should do so with caution.
Given that many resource use decisions are made on economic
grounds, and that some important pieces of the equation are often
overlooked, it is important to familiarize ourselves with the
components of a complete analysis, and methods for valuing and
including these in the information used in making resource use
decisions.
I hope that this discussion will encourage people to look into
these matters, whether you are a park planner, a resource manager,
a community member, an environmental student, a tourism operator,
a government policy maker or simply interested in the economic
factors associated with protected areas in the North and elsewhere.
Ed. Note: The complete economic benefits report, along with tables projecting how
territorial parks will increase the gross domestic product, has been published
separately by CPAWS-Yukon.
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Managing Protected Areas in the North:
What We Know, What We Need
To Learn About Co-Management
John Bailey
Chair, Wildlife Management Advisory Council (NWT)
The topic that I was asked to speak to is Managing Protected Areas
In The North: What We Know And What We Need To Learn About
Co-Management. What I'd like to do initially, is run through comanagement in a general way. I'm going to get fairly specific as I
have been working in one particular area for about the past seven or
eight years. It's one of the few areas where we've actually had comanagement operating in Canada.
So first of all, to look at the first overhead here, this shows you
all the current, past and future land claim areas in Canada. You'll
notice that virtually all of northern Canada is covered off by one land
claim or another. So really when we talk about co-management, we're
really dealing with co-management in the land claims context.
The area that I'm going to specifically talk about as an example
is No. 4, the Inuvialuit Settlement Region. (See map at the end of this
paper.) The Inuvialuit Land Claim was signed in 1984 and like most
land claims, it had four main elements to it. The first was the
settlement of actually passing over land ownership for certain blocks
of land to the Inuvialuit. Secondly, there was a financial
compensation from the government. Thirdly, there were harvesting
rights, wildlife and fish harvesting rights, which the Inuvialuit had
entrenched in their land claim and consequently in Canada's,
protected by Canada's Constitution. And finally there were the comanagement processes or environmental management processes and
that's going to be the focus my talk today.
Just to give you a bit of background, this is the Inuvialuit
Settlement Region, and it's made up of the six communities, you see
Aklavik, Inuvik, Tuktoyaktuk, Paulatuk, Sachs Harbour and Hollman.
This entire area makes up the actual settlement region and within
that area there are small blocks of land that are owned by the
Inuvialuit. Within that whole area, the Inuvialuit have the exclusive
right to harvest certain species, polar bears, grizzly bears, and musk
oxen. They have the preferential right to harvest all wildlife within
that entire region, and they also have the exclusive right to harvest
all wildlife on their own lands.
To give some background to co-management, at least again in the
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context of the IFA, the Inuvialuit Final Agreement, there really has
been two systems at play as far as management of wild life has been
concerned historically. The first is one that we refer to as the "state
system," and that is one that has been developed by governments,
and it is a technical system that I think most people here would be
familiar with. It relies on the collection, organization, and analysis of
scientific data. It tends to be highly compartmentalized and is heavily
influenced by economic, social, and political factors which is often
translated by lobbying. The other system that historically has been at
work in this area, and I suspect, I know in many other areas in
Canada, is that which has been pursued by aboriginal subsistence
hunters. This indigenous system relies on the cumulative experience
of community members and the passing on of that experience from
one generation to another. There is a sharing of the experience,
knowledge, and harvest throughout the community and management
decisions are not compartmentalized, and are usually achieved
through consensus. Environmental data aren't collected or stored,
analyzed, in the same way as for the state system. When the
Inuvialuit were negotiating their claim, one of the objectives of both
them, and Canada, was to try and bring these two systems together.
So the working definition that I at least use, and many of my
colleagues who work in this area, for what co-management is, it's the
blending of these two styles of management in such a way that the
advantages of both are optimized, and the domination of one over
the other is avoided.
There are two elements of co-management within the IFA. The
first is the establishment of a number of structures, and again I will
point out now, with other land claims, certainly here in the Yukon,
the TFN Claim in the Eastern Arctic, some of the other Claims in the
Northwest Territories, they have similar processes and structures at
work. So much of what I will talk about here could be, in a general
sense, translated to other parts of the North. The first, I guess, the
bottom or the grass roots level of co- management you will see over
on the far left hand side, and these are strictly Inuvialuit
organizations, the first six are the hunters and trappers committees
in each of the communities, and those are made up of all
beneficiaries in a given community, are members of a hunters and
trappers committee and they elect an executive and so on, and have
their ways of operating, and a president, similar to committee
structure that I think most people here would be familiar with. They
have the authority to regulate the exercise of the harvesting rights to
Inuvialuit within the sphere of their community, or their community
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area. Each of those hunters and trappers committees appoints a
member and an alternate to the Inuvialuit Game Council. The
Inuvialuit Game Council is the speaking group, or the representative
of the Inuvialuit for all matters that concern the environment or
wildlife.
On the other side, we have the various government agencies that
are involved in environmental management within the settlement
region, and they basically function as I think most people are familiar
with, in the operation of government agencies. Where we get to comanagement is in the centre, and in this case I will run down the list
here as you see them. The top one is the Environmental Impact
Screening Committee - This is a group which screens all development
applications which come in for the region. They have one member
appointed from each of Canada, the Government of the Northwest
Territories, and the Yukon Territorial Government, and three people
appointed by the Inuviualuit Game Council. So you are bringing a
balance of beneficiaries, appointees, and government appointees, and
then they have an impartial chair, who chairs the group of them.
Underneath there, you have the Environmental Impact Review
Board. This is a group which actually conducts larger public hearings
on development applications when requested to, or when an
application is passed on to them by the screening group. And again,
it has the same appointing mechanism as the screening committee,
one from Canada, one from the GNWT, one from the Yukon
Government, and three Inuvialuit, and a chairman appointed by
Canada.
The Fisheries Joint Management Committee has two members
appointed by the Department of Fisheries and Oceans and two
Inuvialuit. They deal with all matters with respect to fish regulation,
policy, management and so on within a settlement region.
The Wildlife Management Advisory Council (NWT) is a group
that I chair. We have two members appointed by the Government of
the Northwest Territories, one by the Department of the Environment, and three Inuvialuit members. And my appointment like the
other Chairs, is on the consensus of all three parties. The Wildlife
Management Advisory Council - North Slope has one member from
the Department of the Environment, one from the YTG, two Inuvialuit, and again an impartial Chair.
These are the structures. In support of these, we have a project
called 'The Harvest Study', and that is essentially collecting harvest
information in all the communities in the region, and it actually feeds
into all of these areas. Some of the information is used at the
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community level, much of it by the co-management groups, and quite
a bit of it goes directly to government agencies for their use as well.
The other thing that is included in the IFA, and has also been
developed through development of procedures of these groups are
the actual processes of how things are dealt with in a co-management
sense, and basically what that's evolved to mean, again with direction
from the actual land claim and how it seemed to be best to do
business, is if the government has an initiative which they would like
to pursue in the area, and we will say for the sake of argument, that
it is the Government of the Northwest Territories because that
actually happens quite often; they would bring that concern or that
issue to the Wildlife Management Advisory Council and have it discussed by that group, and there you have the input not only from
GNWT people, but also a Department of Environment representative,
or appointee, and also three Inuvialuit appointees.
Quite often, when we discuss those initiatives, we will bring in
other biologists, or people from specific communities, and eventually
the Wildlife Management Advisory Council will generate some sort
of a recommendation, and that recommendation will often go back
to the government agency, and to the Inuvialuit Game Council at the
same time, for some sort of action. Conversely, if there is an initiative
from a community, and this also comes up quite often, if a community is concerned about a population of animals, and would like
to see some sort of management in place, they initially bring that
concern to the Inuvialuit Game Council who will look at it in the
broader context of the interests of the Inuvialuit in general, and they
will in turn, pass it on to our Council, or to the appropriate comanagement group for them to consider and generate some sort of
recommendation.
I have several examples of how this works, but I see that tomorrow's workshop is dedicated to case studies, and I think it would be
best to save those for that time, because they have more to do with
things like bears, and whales, and cariboo than they do about
protected areas.
Given the topic, I would like to talk a bit about how we deal
with conservation areas, or protected areas within the context of comanagement under a Land Claim. The first element I would like to
talk about are conservation plans. Both of the Wildlife Management
Advisory Councils are required through the Land Claim, to develop
conservation plans, one for the North Slope which the WMAC for the
North Slope is currently working on and have been for some time,
and many people that are from the Yukon or Government agencies
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that deal with the Yukon are probably familiar with that exercise. The
other one is for the Northwest Territories part of the settlement
region.
We completed a regional plan for the NWT portion in 1988, and
basically that set out principles, goals, guidelines, and so on for
conservation throughout that, what's is called the Western Arctic
Region, which is the Northwest Territories part of the Land Claim
area. That called for completion of specific community plans, and
these community plans actually get far more specific, and it is in
those areas of particular interest, or where people in the communities
or with government agencies feel there is some need for special
consideration or protection. Those are coming out through those
community conservation plans. The other thing that has been completed, but not yet adopted in the area, has been the Beaufort Sea,
McKenzie Delta Land Use Plan, which was completed a few years
ago. It was quite an exhaustive exercise and exhausting for many,
which ended up with a number of areas that were identified for
consideration for special protection.
What are we doing right now? We have completed five of these
six community conservation plans, and they have identified a number
of areas that there is some interest in special protection. We haven't
been really acting on the individual plans, until we have all six done,
not wanting to favour one community over another. However, one
area that we did go ahead with back in 1989, was a recommendation
for a national park to be considered or established around Bluenose
Lake, just east of Paulatuk.
And that recommendation that came out of that plan has actually
been taken up and acted upon by the Canadian Parks Service. It's
certainly far from being finalized, but it does have a name now, and
certainly Parks Canada has been extremely supportive of the comanagement regime in terms of actually establishing that protected
area. And that would give us three parks within the settlement
region, the one that Monte Hummel referred to up on Banks Island;
the north Yukon Park that came actually as part of the Land Claim;
and this third one around Bluenose Lake. So we have had a number
of areas that have been identified by these conservation plans, and by
the Land Use Planning Process, we anticipate having the last
community plan finished at the end of March next year.
We actually have money to implement some of these plans, and
we are actually going to be looking specifically at protected areas,
and different types of protection for those areas. And in a sense it
will become a system that people would like to develop there, and
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it may be having a no-hunting zone, quite a few of the recommendations deal with what level, if any, of development should
happen in an area. This is not only for use as far as developing the
structures sort of protection, but it is also very valuable for the
people that are involved in the screening and review process, and
they use these plans, as well as the Land Use Plans on a regular basis
to guide them in their decisions about whether or not development
should take place in a given area.
The original topic was, what do we know? It seems that from the
group here, that we collectively don't know very much about comanagement, and having spoken about it several places around
Canada and the United States, and more recently over in Europe, it
is becoming a new thing. It is becoming almost as prevalent as
sustainable development, or that term did a few years back, which I
think is something we should be a bit cautious about, as far as
having the word overused, and over-defined.
I think what we do know about it, and certainly the experience
that we have had with implementing co-management in the
Inuvialuit area, we've demonstrated at least to our satisfaction, and
I think to the government agencies that are involved in the area, that
co-management established through Land Claims is capable of
effectively establishing and maintaining a system of protected areas.
It does have that capability. And I think that has been proven by the
experience in the Inuvialuit area.
The second part of the topic was, What do we still need to learn
about co-management in protected areas? I guess the first thing we
need to learn, is what's going to happen as co-management comes
into place in the Yukon, and parts of the Northwest Territories, other
parts of the North. The thing about co-management, I think that has
been a main feature I've noticed, is that regardless of how structured
it is in a Land Claim, or by some other paper process, it still takes the
commitment of government agencies, land claim beneficiaries, and
when you get right down to it, to individuals and people, they have
to have a real sincere belief that it's going to work, in order to make
it work.
I think the first thing we need to learn, or what we need, is to
have the assurance that government agencies and land claim
beneficiaries are going to fully embrace this concept of comanagement. Under the current claims that are just getting rolling
right now, and also future claims that are going to be signed off over
the next few years.
The second element is, we need to decide how interests outside
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of government and land claim beneficiaries, will receive consideration
under land claim's co-management processes, in the case of the
Inuvialuit Agreement it's a fairly isolated area. There aren't a lot of
what you might call, third party interests, and those that there have
been expressed in the area, have usually come to our table, our
tables, through the government agencies that bring that message to
us. In other parts of the North, and certainly as you move your way
further South, there is a lot more interest in areas both for protected
areas, and other aspects of co-management. So, I think that that's one
thing that we will collectively have to keep an eye on, because I
know that there is an interest in people not directly represented at comanagement tables in getting their input into those processes.
The third is that we need to consider how national programs for
protected areas will be addressed through co-management, particularly in the case of non-government initiatives, and this is fairly
similar to the second point, when there are national programs such
as the one that this conference is in part. . . is the focus of it. How
does that sort of information get to these co-management processes?
I would suggest, at least in the case of the ones that I am involved in,
we expect some of this information to come from government
representatives. We also recognize that may be there are programs
that the government doesn't necessarily agree with, and in our case,
we have invited in the past, non-government organizations to directly
contact, and provide information and suggestions to our group. And
perhaps we'll have to look at something like that, but that will be the
final thing I think we need to learn, particularly in the context of
something like protected areas, and establishing some sort of national
program.
I will leave you with those questions to think about, and
certainly would welcome people to participate in the workshop
tomorrow, hear a bit more about actual co-management in action.
Thank you very much.
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New Ecoregions Map of Canada
Scott Smith
Agriculture Canada
My presentation has two parts. The first presents some background
on the ecoregions map (in this section); the second part will include
some overviews of protected areas in north western North America,
specifically northern B.C., Yukon, and Alaska. You will get some idea
of the distribution of some of these protected areas and some of the
anomalies that exist there.
Many of you may be familiar with Environment Canada's efforts
that started as far back as the mid seventies, to develop an ecological
framework for Canada that involved a hierarchial setup of levels of
area of land that were deemed to have similar environmental
conditions. There were very general units, termed ecozones.
Ecozones were broken down into ecoprovinces, ecoregions and
there were about five or six levels in this hierarchy. There was a lot
of work done in the seventies by both provincial agencies and
Environment Canada. Agriculture Canada, which is the department
that I work for, worked with Environment in helping to develop
some of these frameworks and some of the mapping.
As many of the provinces took u p the effort in defining
ecological areas within their own jurisdictions, the national map fell
into disfavour. Good examples are British Columbia and Alberta,
where efforts by the BC Ministry of Forests in their biogeoclimatic
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zonation program, in Alberta by the parks and forests department,
produced maps that were very different than the national effort. As
early as the mid-eighties it became obvious that if Canada wanted to
have an ecological framework within which multitudes of government agencies could cooperate, we would have to revise what was
done. We would have to consult with provinces to come up with a
frame work that every one could agree to. The next step would be to
take the framework and link it to our American neighbours, both in
Alaska and along the 49th parallel, through into eastern Canada. That
is what has been going on for the last two years and we are just
about there.
The real building blocks of the ecological stratification for
Canada are the ecoregions. There are two hundred of these in
Canada. 'Ed. note: Other authors refer to 434 in Canada. Once all
jurisdictions and organizations agree to one map, the number of ecoregions
will be uniform.) They are areas considered to be uniform or similar
in their climate and physiography. Those are the two fundamental
elements of the ecoregion.
In consultation with the provinces, what we did was, if there was
a province that had an ecological framework like British Columbia,
we simply adopted British Columbia's framework and then correlated
it to Alberta, to NWT, etc., so we had a perfectly uniform coverage
across the country. In this age of data management, of course the
entire product is digital and has numerous data bases attached to it.
Environment Canada's state of environment reporting agency is
the main funding agency behind this effort. It has contracted
Agriculture Canada to put the map together. The ecoregion is one
spatial unit that you may wish to represent. They can be grouped in
various ways, in very broad zones of climate and physiography in
Canada. Each region is given a name.
Remember that I said that part of the effort was to develop a
framework for Canada. The other was to link this framework to the
United States and have the Americans link it to Mexico. The whole
initiative behind this was essentially NAFTA. How do we asses the
environmental impacts of a North American Free Trade Agreement?
We sat down with the U.S Environmental Protection Agency and
grouped our ecoregions in such a way as to formulate much broader,
uniform ecological areas with the Americans. Not all of the American
sites are represented on this map, but all the Canadian sites as they
exist in Environment Canada's data base are here.
The obvious thing that comes out, in terms of the Canadian
protected sites, is that we have a tremendous grouping right along
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the U.S. border and very few in the northern regions of the country.
If we look at sites within this part of the world, there is pretty
good distribution. There are lots of sites in northern British Columbia,
but most of these are ecological reserves set u p in conjunction with
the B.C. Ministry of Forests. Sites in the Yukon are pretty sparse and
there is a pretty good distribution of protected areas in Alaska.
If you look at it more in terms of the large protected areas you
get quite a different impression. Alaska, some would argue, is
somewhat overly protected. The Yukon has virtually no large areas
other than our three national parks, Ivvavik, Vuntut and Kluane. The
Fishing Branch Reserve's status at this time is unclear and will be
modified pending final land claim settlements. There are several
parks in northern British Columbia and good protection along
southeastern Alaska. Depicted on these North American ecological
areas, you realize that some of these ecological zones are well
represented and in other cases we have large zones where there is
virtually nothing covered in them. That gives you an overview of the
protected areas in the Yukon compared to some of our neighbours to
the west and to the south.

Ecoregions, Biodiversity & Representative
Protected Areas
Kris Kennett
BC Parks
(Ed. note: See also Kris Kennet's formal presentation from
plenary session on New Approaches in BC Parks.)

The structure that we have embarked upon in British Columbia in
developing a protected areas system is based on two goals,
representation and special features. In representation we realize that
they have to be large viable units, that incorporate a whole spectrum
of ecosystems, habitats and everything else that would be representative of that area. The magic figure of 12% was proposed as our goal
in getting representation. We are making it an aim in each ecosection.
We are also using the subzone variant (Ed. note: small land areas
of similar

climate, elevation

and vegetation

that provide

characteristic

wildlife habitat) mapping that is part of the biogeoclimatic zone system
which British Columbia has in place as well. So we are getting down
to some really finite details on how we want to represent our
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ecosections. That is only on a working level and we realize as we are
getting into this, it gets very complex.
I am involved in the Caribou Regional Protected Area Team,
which is in central British Columbia, and we have binders and binders of information that we are sifting through to try and pull out the
best of the best, the 12%. Right now we have it at about 16% and we
would like to leave it that way without putting another screen on,
but it is politically expedient to put another screen on to reach the
12%.
In British Columbia we have divided the large ecoprovinces into
ecoregions, and further into smaller ecosections. We are now on the
third approximation of what is an ecosection. It is a good unit to start
looking at when we want to develop a science-based protected area
system. That is what we are working on, we are working at the
subzone (subzones within ecosections) and subzone variant (even smaller
zones within the subzones) level of each of these landscape categories,
and that takes a lot of analysis.
In implementing this selection criteria, what are we working
from? Goal 1 is natural diversity, large areas, representative of a full
range of ecosystems, natural minimal disturbance or the ability to
recover.
What is the criteria for that? It has to be representative. We are
aiming at 12% proportional representation. Although it is very
difficult to get at, that is how we start off doing our analysis. We
want the elevation range of subzone variants as well, so it becomes
very complex. We are looking at areas that are at least 30,000 to
50,000 hectares in size. We want a high degree of naturalness, over
75% natural. We also look for viable ecosystems. The viability will
depend on the size, it is just sheer mass. The distribution, the shape,
the adjacent land uses, the watershed boundaries, all of these things
have to be taken into consideration when discussing viability.
We also like to look at migration corridors and connections with
other protected areas. We want to protect the greatest diversity
possible, and we hope to protect the vulnerable areas, those that are
fragile. On the other hand we want to protect areas that are
compatible with some human use. We look for the ability to provide
for public use and appreciation, particularly on an educational level,
so that we all become good global and environmental citizens. We
want to increase the understanding and support of protected areas,
and we also seek to provide the opportunity for scientific research.
When we start looking at our ecosections and the large areas, we
take into account each criterion as we move through the analysis.
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That is a summary of the conservation stream. We also consider recreation and cultural heritage in those large areas. We are trying to get
as many goals in one area as possible, because we only have 12%.
In terms of public recreation we are looking at public demand.
Urban areas definitely have more public demand than rural areas.
We have got to serve that demand. We also want to look at the
access. According to the recreation opportunity spectrum that the
forest service has in terms of providing access, roadless areas are
preferable over roaded areas. We also look at attractive features that
would promote recreation, demographic trends, what is happening
in the rest of the province, how population is shifting, and use
trends. We have established some priorities, the unique and
outstanding features, whether there is a population base and we are
also looking at development costs, and we want to look at those large
areas first.
We are also looking at cultural heritage, which is falling behind
in British Columbia. It takes a lot of work, particularly cooperative
efforts with First Nations and we have such a tight timetable. We
have got a lot to learn about working with First Nations, but we are
seeking to protect authentic sites that reflect human settlement and
land use. We want to protect those that are fragile first. We want to
protect sites that really contribute to the knowledge and spiritual
value, all of those things. The priorities are uniqueness and historical
significance and degree of threat.
On to Goal 2, where we want to protect special features. What
we consider special are those elements or groups of elements made
special by their rarity, scarcity and uniqueness. They are rare or exceptional elements, fossils, remnants, landscapes, villages and traditional-use sites. Then there are hotsprings, waterfalls, travel corridors
and interpretive sites, so there is a lot of inventory work to be done.
As with conservation goals, there are criteria such as rarity,
uniqueness, viability, diversity, vulnerability, opportunity for public
use and appreciation, and opportunity for scientific research. There
is also a significance criteria and the ability to address public
perceptions and demands. So We look at opportunities to advance
travel corridors, to offer more opportunities for back country
recreation in certain areas, for example close to population centres,
or where the population is growing.
With respect to cultural significance there are historic and prehistoric associations that are authentic. Other criteria are their physical
integrity, their age and their ability to offer a spirit of place. It may
not necessarily be a site or a building but something that offers a
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spirit of place, for example within the context of a cultural landscape.
That is a quick overview of BC. Thank you.
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A Framework For Selecting New Yukon Parks
John Meikle
Yukon Parks Branch, Department of Renewable Resources

It is now time to choose an appropriate spatial framework for selecting new parks in the Yukon. There have been a number of maps
developed over the years based on various combinations of physiography and climate. Our concern in writing the parks system plan
was to make use of a framework that was the best description of the
Yukon's diversity, and that had usable data linked to it.
For us it was rather fortuitous timing—as this search was coincident with the national initiative to produce the National Ecoregions
Framework. Parks had the opportunity to participate in the creation
of the national map. We are pleased with it for three reasons:
(1) Yukoners produced the Yukon portion of it—and like it;
(2) there is a foundational data base; and
(3) the Ecoregions do not end at political boundaries.
(1) Since parks rely on specialists to advise from the perspective
of their discipline on matters from new park selection through to
management concerns, it is important to us to have a basic
framework for the parks system that the specialists are committed to.
This is particularly important in Yukon where the data base is not as
developed as in southern jurisdictions. New park planning will rely
heavily on the experience of our scientific community.
(2) The new map provides us, for the first time, with a spatially
comprehensive data base that is linked to the best descriptor that we
have for our biophysical diversity.
(3) Being a triangular jurisdiction, we have a lot of boarder
relative to area. One consequence is that of the 20 or so ecoregions
that make up the Yukon, only 2 are wholly within the Yukon. The
rest, over 80% of them, we share with NWT, BC, and Alaska. I look
at this as an opportunity. We can now calculate the completeness of
an eventual system of Yukon protected areas by considering what is
being done across political boundaries in transjurisdictional
ecoregions.
Perhaps this could be taken a step further. On the basis of the
National Ecoregion Framework, protected area system planning could
be done with interjurisdictional cooperation for the representative
protection of overlapping ecoregions.
The adoption of ecoregions as the basis for planning
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representative protected areas was a decision taken during the
development of our parks system plan. In that plan we have rolled
up recognizable groupings of ecoregions into "Park Landscapes."
These Park Landscapes are an administrative tool to be used to guide
new park selection, through to being an umbrella for doing
interpretive planning some day.
The aim is to designate one Natural Environment Park in each
Park Landscape. It will be, hopefully, representative of at least one
ecoregion. In the remaining ecoregions in the landscape, we would
like to see representative protection through other designations, as
appropriate, such as: ecological reserves, habitat protection areas, and
federal designations such as national parks.
Work has begun in the Porcupine/Peel Landscape. For
ecoregions not represented by National Parks, an inventory has been
conducted which identifies areas of interest. This inventory will begin
this winter in two of the remaining Park Landscapes.
The next step will be consultation with communities and First
Nations, and resource assessments. In particular, we wish to pursue
mineral and energy assessments to assist in selecting sites with
minimal conflict with other sectors.
The criteria for describing representation are evolving. We look
forward to the completion of recommendations for national criteria.
Whatever exact definition of representation that we adopt, we are
however, limited by our data base. In proposing a protected area we
are not able to say that it is say 72% representative of the ecoregion.
In some ways I am thankful — since parks and other protected areas
are essentially statements of what is important to one or more cultures. And we can't be categorically objective about those statements.
So while we are endeavouring to create a system of protected
areas based on what is possible systematically, we recognize that
intuition has an important role to play. That is why, for example, we
are pursuing a proposal for the Tombstone Mountain area. To a large
segment, of our society, it is a special place. In this case, we are
working to protect this special place with a boundary that takes into
account its cultural and, germane to this discussion, its biophysical
contexts.
Finally, while we may 'know' the land through the eyes of
science, there are, obviously, other ways. In particular, we are
interested in understanding better the way in which First Nations
people view the landscape and in working towards protected areas
that make sense of the different perspectives.
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Traditional Knowledge
and Protected Areas
The traditional knowledge workshop was organized in a different
way. Speakers from several First Nations spoke from a circle
about their experiences related to Protected Areas. We are
particularly grateful to the elders for sharing their knowledge
with us. We also thank the Yukon Archives for hosting the
event. The following excerpts are highlights of the all day
workshop.
Moderators:
Linda Johnson, Director, Yukon Archives &
Mary Jane Johnson, Kluane First Nation member and former interpreter
with Kluane National Park
Rapporteur
Skeeter Wright

LINDA JOHNSON: It's my pleasure to introduce Mary Jane
Johnson who assisted in coordinating the session and who works at
Kluane National Park and is a member of the Kluane Tribal Council
and is going to introduce Kluane people and introduce the general
topic for this afternoon.
MARY JANE JOHNSON: I'd like to introduce a couple of elders
from the Kluane area, Marge Jackson, my mother Lena Johnson, my
uncle Joe Johnson, and Ron Chambers from Champagne-Aishihik.
This session is very close to my heart. The effect that protected areas
had on my life was very minimal compared to the effects that it had
on Marge, my Mom and uncle Joe and Ron Chambers who grew u p
in the area that has protected areas around the Champagne and
Aishihik and Kluane First Nation traditional area. I'd like everybody
just to sit back and enjoy the information and listen to what all these
elders from different First Nations across Yukon and the
northernwestern part of Northwest Territories have to say about
protected areas and areas that are considered wilderness and the
effects that it had on their lives and even on my generation.
LINDA JOHNSON: Coming around the circle we have Andy
Tardiff who's here from Aklavik and is a ranger at Herschel Island
Park, and next to Andy is Danny Gordon, who is an Alaskan by
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birth, born over on Barter Island, but has lived for most of his life in
the Delta, for a little period of time on Herschel Island itself, and
travelled extensively all along the North of the Yukon. We will hear
more about their lives when we come to that section.
Next to Danny is Roger Alfred who is from the Selkirk First
Nation. Roger has worked at Fort Selkirk for a number of years and
he also assisted in the preparation of the Fort Selkirk Management
Plan. Next to Roger is Norm Easton who's currently the director of
the Northern Research Institute. Norm is an Archaeologist who has
worked in the Yukon for a number of years and worked with Roger
and others of the Selkirk First Nation to put together a very unique
community based Archaeology program.
Following around we have some Ta'an Kwach'an people, elder
Irene Adamson. Irene has worked extensively with a whole range of
heritage groups and her own First Nation to record traditional place
names and other knowledge about the Lake Laberge area and all up
and down the Yukon River from Marsh Lake down to Hootalinqua.
Next to her is Frances Woolsey, and Frances lived at Livingston
Creek and travelled up and down the 30 Mile as a young person. She
worked with Irene and a number of other elders to produce the Ta'an
Kwach'an cultural history that was instrumental in looking at themes
that are part of the 30 Mile Heritage River Plan.
MARY JANE JOHNSON: We'll start off on the Kluane National
Park area, the Kluane Game Sanctuary area, that are two large
protected areas in the Yukon Territory. We'll begin this session with
Marge and my mother speaking about the effects that these areas had
on their lives and maybe sharing a little bit of their wisdom and how
we can continue to look after not only small protected areas but this
earth that we live on.
MARGE JACKSON, Champagne and Aishihik First Nations
Elder: (Ed. note: First Nations people were forbidden to hunt and trap in
the Kluane Game Sanctuary, before much of it became a National Park.
They had depended on the area for generations and were not consulted about
the closure. The first part of this presentation was a narration during a slide

presentation). My mother she talked about below Bear Creek, I don't
know 6 or 7 miles from there, they got a gate for sheep and anything
that come around they'd catch it with a snare. Hard to get anything
a long time ago, it's gotta be trouble now to get anything like that.
My grandma raised me, so, I know about things like that and what
she told me I told the same way. It was pretty hard and when the
people's looked at no game, no gopher, no more rabbits, now, that's
the time it's really danger this is, it's hard, hard to go through, a lot
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of people just die out starving and they can't catch it with his own
gun at a time.
What we do, we use to hunt right down to Mush and Bates
Lakes behind that mountain, through that valley and to Sockeye
Lake, right there people come and sometime we go through right
down the Champagne River they call it Champagne River but they
call it different too. We go right down to Otter Lake again, how far
they been trapping for trap then most ....Grandpa, and they go
through that way, around that mountain there, below the Bear Creek
and hunt gopher, lots of gopher there and lots of game, lots of things
there. So they'd go down there, a lot of people, every time they'd
make a catch they'd bring it back with a dog team because it's a long
ways to pack it and this time you can get into a car and go anyplace.
But it's hard work. Pack baby to go trapping, and I'm a good trapper
too. I don't show off. And this time they stop people trapping (in
Kluane National Park and the Game Sanctuary) and they got about 400
trap, I don't know what I'm going to do with it, give it to them I
guess. If I snare anything, I could snare a moose too. And I don't use
trap, I don't use no gun, I use a snare.
You know I use to trap lots. We trap, because we use it more ...a
long time ago. They use to a make a cache anyplace in the park and
after they'd bring back a dog team. My mother said one time they
got all kinds of meat, gopher, all everything. My dad put big raft on
Kathleen Lake, so just put the sail on it he says, see who make it first
he says, big wind he says, and all what they got on the raft. (Ed. note:
Kathleen Lake is in Kluane National Park.)
That was the way I was raised, that's the way I teach my kids.
I guess I get it from my head and I don't read anything and I see a
lot of people read, write down the words, but I don't write my words
down because I know it's true, what I say is a true story. The people
that know it way back, they'd sit down like this and tell people the
story, one peoples story, and would listen to it.
LENA JOHNSON, Kluane First Nation Elder: I'm Lena Johnson
from Burwash. I just want to say a little bit about what they call
protected areas now. My parents and grandparents trapped and
hunted in the area and within myself thought it was a good idea to
put into protection area, but when they first started I was so scared
too. They scared us really bad, we could go to jail and court. We
didn't even know how to go to court, and stand up in front of people
in court, in front of the judge and we were just scared to go in there
after the park was set up. It was native people go into the park to
hunt, trap, and all the time we were able to go in there and shoot a
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moose or trap. We didn't know that we were told just not to go in.
Native people, what I got from my parents was honesty and
truth which is healthy to you . So I'm still standing on that
atmosphere today. I live by it and I live healthy and I believe in those
truths. We were told to be honest and we don't dare to go to set
traps in parks, no way. Not me anyway, maybe somebody else. But
I wouldn't want to go in there or kill moose. My native people had
to go to court and anyway they were allowed, we didn't know
anything about that. Changes really came in after the park came in.
I guess thats where there's ice, grandparents, uncle and teach
children how to hunt moose and sheep back in there and caribou to,
even still can do it now.
Protected areas are safe for animals and we wanted to get one
area, but not to over hunt it. Indian people never lived like that, they
don't overhunt an area. I don't believe in killing cow moose when the
population is down. I want to make it clear to everybody we're not
starving today, to shoot a cow moose in the winter time. We could
go to the store and buy some meat, could eat other things and by
saving one cowmoose, you save moose altogether one moose and two
babies instead. The tourist people passed by moose and sometime
they shoot it, sometime they take picture and sometime just leave it
to just to have a pleasure. I saw one moose going to the pond,
already spoiled, people were looking at it for weeks there and the
next thing you know it was floating around after being shot and left
there. I don't like this kind of thing to happen and in protected area
land, people wouldn't do that. To work together on protected areas,
as native people we would be quite pleased. We are all on this earth
to work together and we have to learn how to bring religion in our
society. God put us down here to work together. When he looks at
our hearts, he doesn't look at colours. What sort of a nation we
should treat each other like brothers and sisters and grandmas and
accept one another and care, help out whenever we're needed.
Everybody talking about Parks. How much money going into
park. But, money doesn't mean anything to us Elder people, we just
don't look at money like that.
When I was a child, my parents had to live way back and travel
back to the village. Father would make a trip at Christmas time to go
get some dry fruit, dried potatoes and dried vegetables and things
like that and that have to last. Mother have to watch that fruit and
watch what you supposed to eat every day and maybe once a week
there'd be a big box of candy but we'd can't take any
candy....everything had to be rationed out. So we tried to stretch it
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out, to the next trip out to the store. The store was already there
when I came and white people was already there too. Stories I heard
of way back was pretty hard times around. But the day gonna come
again, that's what Elders are saying. What's going to happen to
young people when the depression comes? Do they already know
how to survive in the bush, learn to look after and it's coming, it's
not here yet. People, things gonna get better after year 2000? No. The
worlds headed for disaster right now. Survival better...
To learn traditional way, how to survive, now, young people
thats going to be good for young people. I'm not looking for dollars
right now, I really don't understand why people have to look for so
much dollars. I don't understand all departments of government and
about parks. This department doing this and that, how many millions
and millions is going in there. Here native people just live on almost
what they get everyday, don't worry about dollars. We live happy,
we don't get all those dollars. Money gives you control over the
world right now. People can't do without money. We gotta try to
learn how to teach each children how to survive in the wilderness.
I'd like to see native people take part in whats going on in parks
so we all know whats going on. To help native people and talk to
native people to help this young person to go to college and it's up
to him to go to college. I guess it is the closest place to go hunting on
Duke and Donjek. There's lots of brails just going over now.
I remember going up the river camping around, all the way
around Big Horn Creek all around mountain. I remember probably
that was my last trip with my mom and dad. I remember drying
some meat and sheep and save all the hide and I remember my mom
and my grandparents getting ready for winter. Young people really
don't know how to hunt now; they don't know how to get a moose.
A real good hunter would know where to go and find a moose. They
walk there. But today, young people they have to just get up from
their cars and shoot from there. But good hunters, they don't do that.
They go, far. It doesn't matter how far, it doesn't matter, it's close
enough. Today they have to shoot right from the road. Meat, not just
like a store, walk in and get something. It's good to work with something you want, not just pick it up and throw it in your truck. I saw
a change, like I said in hunting, since a car came in.
Up on Donjek, there's lots of campsites. There's a trail going over
by White River, Tee Pee Lake and people just walk all over the back
there. I remember Grandma and she was getting interviewed and this
lady, I think it was a couple of whites and a couple of native people
altogether taping it and Grandmother they asked her "Where do you
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get your coffee and sugar and flour and where do you go to the
store?" She said, "Oh we just walk u p down to Coffee Creek close to
Dawson City." "Just walk two days, you'll be there," she said. "We
just walk down there, get our sugar, bring back milk and supplies for
winter or the summer." The lady said, "What, you walk there for two
days?" Car it'd take us all day to get there to Dawson City. So it's
just nothing to, for Native people to walk anywhere. They just walk.
Just try to walk from Champagne to Donjek River and camp there all
summer and come back, bring your family back by the time of 1st
November and the trapping season gonna be open. It was just
nothing to go up here and back, just like you'd go to Whitehorse and
come back. It was like that to him. All Haines Junction people and all
Kluane area, all Aishihik, always go visit back and forth. I remember
going to Champagne when I was 12 years old I think I couldn't remember real good, I went to a potlatch there, it was at Johnny Fraser's house and we went to a big potlatch somewhere. We came all
the way from Burwash to go there and we just came back, Champagne people go over to Aishihik go to potlatch and stay maybe a
week and just come back to their houses. So it was nothing to walk
distance, for people a long time ago.
We shared, shared our land, we shared everything. If they want
to trap out in Kluane Lake all winter, they are welcome to stay there
all winter and come back in the spring time. So that's all there is to
share. I saw changes in young people to, in my days we don't say
mine, mine, everything is mine. Go lock up your house, and native
people don't lock their house a long time ago, they don't lock their
houses. Trapping, cabin are open with a little bit of food in there,
matches in there. Their wood already chopped, stick in the cabins
already. When someone tired and dark in the night, can't chop wood
just go in that cabin and use up what was in the house. Before you
leave, chop up some wood and just leave it for him. People treat each
other like that, and today's young people, mine, everything is mine.
That's really brought big separation between everybody. Mine, mine,
mine, it's too much mine.
You should learn to say ours. This earth here it's doesn't just
belong to certain people, this is our land, all of us. Just call it our
land, and share. I don't really understand too much about what's
going to happen after land claims. It doesn't matter if land claims go
through or not. We don't live by land claims before. I keep thinking
that maybe if it went through we could live with it. But right now
I'm speaking from personal feelings. We are here, we are being put
here. I'm just not a native lady for nothing. I was created native lady
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for something in the eyes of God. We're all different, and we're all
different looking and we don't look the same. We think different, we
say different but, lets just look at ourselves like one people. If doesn't
matter what colour we are. Thank you.
CHIEF JOE JOHNSON, Kluane First Nation: Good morning
ladies and gentlemen. We've talked about protected areas, we've
talked about most everything that Mary has pointed at us. One thing
that really bothers me, I don't mind calling the area, protected area.
I don't know where the wilderness is coming from. I thought about
it, what is it and why is it wilderness when I feel comfortable when
I go back there. I'll walk down the street in Vancouver if someone
will come and take me back 100 miles from there I'll feel comfortable
in it. What segment is the population call this area wilderness when
it's not to me and my people. Where did it get it's name? And why
was that name created to start off with? Is that for tourist, is that for
people overseas? When they look at the land they say it's wild and
nobody been there. I don't think highly of that word, cause in every
part in the Yukon, there are native people who use every square inch
of this land. If s not wilderness, we've been there. My ancestors have
been there. When you talk about a protected area, I think we could
do a good job, if we change a lot of policies.
Dealing with land over the years, the policies that were created,
some of them from my years, some created years back in the 1940s,
and you tell the Government to "change it" and no they got to
workshop on it and they got to study it to death. They don't know
who has the power to change it. And there's structures in the system
that we work with today. We haven't got a decision making body.
Here a lot of you people are at work within the government system.
When a person has a good idea and a group of people working on
it they shove it on us. It's against the policy of the government even
though the person working there like the idea, there's no way that
person can make a decision on it. So they keep pushing us on up, on
up, on up. Sooner or later it can't go any higher, and the minister at
that time probably say well I'm not making this decision it might cost
me votes, so he just shelves it. But if it's a good idea, I'll tell you one
thing, every office is trying to grab hold of it. And they'll say hey,
this was my idea, I like this stuff. Because, it might help him, to take
another step in the system. Other people might look at him but that's
the system we live in. How do we change that? I don't know.
That's how things work and when you talk about protected area,
to me if s very important that we protect more of the Yukon. When
I look around in the southwest Yukon and see the moose, the sheep
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and the caribou disappearing. When you have scientific people keep
coming back, and they see the moose population dropped by half
from 1992 to 1993 in the Aishihik-Kluane area. By half. And still the
government let out permits, and the biologist say on the other hand
we should ban hunting on this whole area for the next 7 or 8 years.
We as human beings, when you heard Wade Davis talk about
buffalos and pigeons we never seem to learn, and we never will
learn. We always figure it's the other guys responsibility, if s all of
ours responsibility. If s not the other guys.
Last week we had this wolf meeting u p at Kluane a couple of
days ago before we talked about the highway corridor. The
government answers, they didn't say it was done right, but we
pursued it asked what the government says about the Indians I said
trust us, we trusted you before. Ifs very hard for me when I sit
down across from the government, I see that one way or another
they'll stab me in the back all the time, I don't know why I get that
feeling. Even when I know they mean good. I've been stabbed too
many times. But, when you look back at the process, you know, they
think we're trying to pull something over their eyes. But we're
working on that corridor anyway, I don't know if it's gonna come by
or if everybody likes the idea. And, like I said before, nobody takes
responsibility.
The game sanctuary, for land claims we took that to court. The
game sanctuary is coming up again, but we have settled for land
claims. What should it be, should it be in the park? Should it be a
Territorial Park, should it be Federal Park, should it be wilderness
area? They don't come up with that question. But I know before
thaf s done, there is going to be 10 tons of paper, a lot of money
being spent. Where as, if we can just use common sense. Sit down
and say look, I know that country pretty well. I know where the
caribou are and what part should be in the park, oh no they haven't
studied that part. The person doing that study, hasn't actually been
there. That's the worst part of it. Only place they've seen was on a
map like this and a piece of paper in front of them. And a biologist
goes to school outside, gets a job with the government and two days
later he answers for of it all. He's telling you what to do. I think the
best is for what the biologist to go to school as a trapper, spend a
couple of years as a trapper. Then you get the inside, and you got
two feet to stand on. Get knowledge of the land, and you'd have a
good biologist then.
ANDY TARDIFF, Inuvialuit: (Ed. note: Andy Tardiff is from Aklavik
NWT, and is chief Park Ranger on Herschel Island Territorial Park. He
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began his presentation with a slide tour of the park). The 70th parallel on
that map, it shows where I was born on the eastern extent of where
the whaling industry was at the turn of the century, and Danny
Gordon was born at Barter Island which is also north of the 70th
parallel. This is the old way of hunting seals, without using kayaks
or anything like that. And what he's got in his hand is a whole
bunch of hooks which retrieved the seals off the ocean.
They had a lot of drilling going on during the 60s, 70s and 80s
because Herschel Island was a real harbour. They had a lot of ships
tied up and now that they've gone away some of the rigs are parked
out there and it doesn't create wilderness, it creates something else
you probably see in some of their industrial places.
Herschel Island has over 100 species of flowers and plants on the
small island which is only about 100 square kilometres, so if s very
diverse and very intense. If you're in there for 2 weeks and then you
come back the next 2 weeks then you'll see a different trend of
flowers and birds and animals.
Beluga whales frequent the area; we spot them with spotting
scopes or they just come right into the harbour. And so does bullhead. But they have different migration routes and their easterly
swing is done in the spring and their westerly swing is done in the
fall period. Now this year, according to Danny, who's captain of the
boats that go out for bullhead hunt and they have a successful one
in 1991 and the 1993 one was unsuccessful because of Government
pressures and actually getting equipment too late. It's because of
politics, mainly politics, that this occurred and if s kind of tragic.
Some of the songbirds that you see, this is the most common
song bird I've seen on the Island. You must remember that at the end
of May till maybe at the end of July we have 24 hour sunlight. So
these birds are very, very active at those times of the year. And we
have to be careful with visitors, because we have to tell them that
this is a real sensitive area and you can't go in there because their
nesting and if you disturb their nest then you have other predators
birds, and seagulls and hawks of all sorts.
And some of the excavations that are being done there, they are
the real thing put on display, or we get replicas and hopefully we'll
get more over time, or even photographs taken of them and have
programs where the Elders come there. They identify these pieces
and they tell their children or grandchildren or even the visitors that
go there what these implements are for, and when they were used.
If s really a very successful program . I'm really thankful that these
Elders were out there.
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My grandfather grew up in this area here and he wasn't what
you call nomadic but he did a seasonal round and one of the places
to stop over was Herschel Island. A seasonal round might take about
2 to 3 years like in doing a seasonal round, and so you get your
mammals from the sea, like your walruses, bearded seals, you get
ringseals from the marine area. Then you get your beluga whales and
then your bullheads and then your polar bears of course are frequent
visitors, and in 1987 there was 2 dens actually on the island but they
already had gone before we went there, and, in doing the seasonal
rounds then, not only protect what was there like the caribou and the
fish like that but you knew, traditionally you knew what the fish
were called because inland lake fish were different than say the fish
that went up river.
There was a baseball game going on right on the ice there in the
beginning of March. In 1897 were as many as 5 to 13 people who
actually couldn't find their way back home because a big storm just
went right over the hill and you have no orientation at all. Like
there's no way you can see in the distance, and there were people
that were found dead just right at their doors.
These are what we call the whalers grave sites so what we do is
we try to get a picture of what it really was. And this is just some of
the people that actually died during their whaling days and because
these were just common people. They were given drinks, bonked
over the head and thrown aboard a ship so they weren't really
cooperative when they came over here. Actually, a lot of them tried
escaping into the goldfields in 1898 and a there were actually posses
made, and hunts. Good thing they didn't know how to travel with
dogs otherwise they would of made it into the goldfields and never
been heard of after that. When they did freeze or anything like that
or were frozen and couldn't travel of course these guys just them
right behind , you know just threw them off the sled and kept on
going. But then when they did actually catch up to these people, they
were thrown in shackles and chains and like this and they had a hard
life.
With our knowledge of the area and our knowledge of gravesites
we have a lot of respect for gravesites and when they did a study
along the coast then they took the old timer and I along the coast to
find gravesites and so we'd go to a place and we'd say well this was
a gravesite. You could tell and so we really went east, we counted 29.
We were just going at a fast rate so the next day when he, when the
archaeologist came back then he found over 100 grave sites. It was
just us pointing out something like this and the traditional way of
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burial is that you put wood on the ground then you put the body in
with his possessions and it's really tragic because during the oil days
then anybody with a helicopter could go to one of these sites like this
and take out all the valuable's that the person left behind. I know
you could go to an old, old site and just across from it there was a
study done there and years ago that community held about 500
people which is really a lot of people at that time. And you go to
places like that, you have two walk two miles in order to see a grave
so it's one of those tragedies of having oil industry come there with
their machinery.
I feel that if we could somehow just preserve what was on there
because it has no other value other than being, like Herschel Island
being a port at the turn of the century, it was a port and then now
their using it as that, but what you're taking away from, from a
visitor is this wilderness view and to have something like that and
have nobody own up to things like that. What value does it have, if s
just a concrete floating by and that's all it is. So why don't they just
own up and take that thing away, like the SSDC, a drilling rig, and
just put it away where nobody can see it. Because of the complaints
of the people and the SSDC, I should have a picture of this but it was
a ship and it was cut right in half and just put on a map and then it
just floated out there and then placed down. Now that just takes
away from the wilderness value.
As far as working with traditional knowledge it seems like when
parks are being established, the last thing they ever put on the
agenda was for moneys, right at the very end is the oral history and
that's really fairly tragic. I mean we're losing more, I hate to use the
word resource people, but that sort of people that know about the
land and have nobody, nobody actually turn to there's no moneys
there for the people to tell the people, to tell their story. We were
fortunate in 1990 and 1991 to have an oral history with elders coming
out to the mainland site, park and Herschel Island. But I don't think
that's in any way comparable to the studies that they made as far as
geology of both Herschel Island and Ivvavik National Park. Now the
geology is going to be there for years. The geology is going to be
there but the oral history, we're losing people in great numbers. Our
claim was finalized in a 1984. Ivvavik National Park was established
in 1984, so they waited from 1984 till 1990 to do a study, about six
years, as all these other studies are being done. Hopefully with all
this cooperative management that we hear about, were going to have
something done about this. Thank you.
IRENE ADAMSON, Ta'an Kwach'an Elder: (Ed. note: The Thirty
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Mile River is a designated Canadian Heritage River. Irene Adamson
participated in many of the cultural studies in the region) My name is
Irene Adamson. I'm from Lake Laberge. I live down here not too far
at 30 Mile. They call the place Lake Laberge now but... Ta'an to us,
that's where I was born and raised in this area. This is part of my
country and then really it began with... I was working for Council for
Yukon Indians for about 10 or 12 years. I drafted the first map
around... for our area here and I did that with a colour code. It takes
me about two years with the help from the Elders and I really
worked close with the Elders. I also did a lot of studying on the
artifacts in this valley here because... sheep habitat this ... they were
supposed to put a pipeline through there at one time so I did a lot
of studying on that one and other than that, I did a lot of walking. I
walked a lot of this country especially the north to Livingston Creek.
Around Carmacks, and 52 Miles and all those areas and I know
the places and I know all the name places. We just did our name
places not too long ago, we don't complete it yet. Something I was
going to say, everybody seemed to be complaining about things but
I'll tell you that we're the people that's the saddest bunch of people
you can find; us from Lake Laberge. You all know that Lake Laberge
is polluted, contaminated. It's really sad, being an Elder, to tell you
that when you're born and raised there. Like turning the horses out
to graze in the hay field or some place, then just move them from
there and say any animals are not going to eat there any more...
that's just what happened to us. Here all of a sudden they tell us you
can't eat this fish anymore because they're contaminated. I don't
know what all they have in this fish here and that was really a sad
thing.
And now that they have city limits half way down Lake Laberge
on all our hunting area. Even small game, we don't only hunt moose
but we always hunt gophers and rabbit and porcupine and grouse
and blue grouse and anything that we can get. Now everywhere we
go we can't discharge any firearms anymore because there's so many
people around and people are just going just like downtown. You're
just not by yourself anymore. And it's really sad, I don't know what's
going to happen, and I just think about it and I just feel sorry for the
younger generation. What's going to become of us Indian people and
we just talk about a lot of things. Now the people are saying, and
even myself, I know this... like I know the moose population has
declined... everything is declining and then I keep thinking about it
and I keep talking about it to some other people.
I'm just not talking to only the native people, but non-native too.
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I think what will happen is we have to really work together. We have
to really work together as Yukoners or wherever you come from and
to see that what we can do about trying to save some of our animals.
A lot of questions were thrown at me sometimes, like are you
blaming the wolves? And I say, well I'm not only blaming the
wolves, I'm also blaming the human too. You have to hold it down.
You don't have to take anything if you don't need it... like I saw it
myself here, I got a very large family. I got about 40 in my family
with my children and my grandchildren. And I got five daughters,
every one of them, they have their own homes. So they are five
families, there is me and my husband and then we talk about among
ourselves, I talk to my children and I told them, I say I think all we
can do is we should take one moose, one or two if we have to take
two. We divide it. I don't think we should take any more than that.
It's really a sad thing to see when we're going to run out of the
moose. Take some of the old timers now, they're bringing in the
buffalo, the imported buffalo and deer. We're not used to eating
them things that are different, it's pretty hard for me. Somebody gave
me a piece of buffalo meat and just held it in my hand for a long
time and I passed it on to somebody else. It's really hard for you to
eat something that you didn't grow up with.
I'm one of the persons who never went to one day of school. I'm
from the sticks. I just live out in the bush. I didn't come to
civilization till I was about 20 or 25 years old. When my kids grew
up and I had to move to town to put my children in school and get
them educated, but other than that, I was really brought up in the
bush and we used to live on game. Long time ago the Indians
people, they don't have no fridge or deep freeze so what they do is
they eat fresh as they go along. The only time they used to dry their
meat or fish is in the fall time so they can keep it for the winter time.
They have to have something preserved for the winter. I don't know
long you've been up here... but things really changed from maybe 20
or 25 years or 30 years ago. Forty years ago we used to have weather
up here that turned so cold. It goes to 50 or 60 or 70 below and then
it stays for sometimes two or three weeks at a time. You have to stay
indoors as much as you can because you're going to freeze to death.
That's why we used to cut up fish and meat to eat in the winter time.
Now that things are really changing, even the weather is
changing. Everything is changing and I have grandchildren, I have
a lot of grandchildren and my grandchildren they come to me and
they ask me all kinds of questions. And when I talk to them, I guess
most of them just can't understand me because there's so much gap
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between the generation there.
I was born in 1923. I remember when I was about five to eight
years old, it was when I first seen an airplane down here. I first seen
an airplane there in 1929 and that was really something when I seen
that plane. I stand there and looked and this plane here, it wasn't
closed in plane, it was open cockpit plane and they had little helmets.
That's where I seen my first plane and I remember this Whitehorse,
when there's not anymore than 50 houses. Now look how much
change. I also remember it when it was 3 cars here in Whitehorse.
Now you go downtown you got no place to park.
Things are really changed and I just don't know what to think of
it or to talk about it, but what really concerns me is our environment.
We all should work together and try to keep our environment clean
and try to keep our hunting down there's a lot of ways of doing it.
Long time ago the people in the community, they used to hold down
things. You don't clean everything out, you have to leave seed. We
got a trapline out at Fox Lake, that's where I was brought up before
the Klondike Highway was built. Now I went out there a couple
times, a couple times it happened to me anyway, I went out and set
a trap for beaver. A couple of times in the water, I lost the trap and
a beaver. That's happening, so many people, I guess people just come
along and take and walk away I don't know what happened. And
there's nothing much you can do. I go out there just because I was
brought up there and I was raised there and I love the place. It's a
beautiful place so I drive out there every week, I guess, once a week,
I go drive out there and look and there's nothing out there. There's
so many people around in this Whitehorse town here, 100 mile
surrounding area around this Whitehorse, there's nothing. Even a
squirrel, tree squirrels used to be climbing around here. When I go
out there, we've got a trapline cabin, and I walk in there I never see
nothing. Never see a thing and last week I walk in there and I see
one squirrel track so things are really changing.
There's no place where we can go where we used to hunt a long
time ago. I'm really not against parks because if it wasn't for parks
I guess we really would have nothing now. But still, a lot of places
that we go has been occupied by other people. Around where I come
from and was brought up, I guess the government give out the
residency to the people there and next time we go back there we find
a big sign say "no trespassing" and what do you do? You go back to
your place where you get your food before and things like that and
a couple years ago, four or five years ago, I was still trapping there
then and then I went out there and trap and I also went to those
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people that lived around there and say I'm trapping here so you
better watch your dogs. They had a couple of dogs and one of the
dogs, just dragged the toggle and everything back to the place there,
you know, and what can you do? Now, three times every fall, I get
a letter from the Trappers... the government, and say "Oh, you have
to report your catch, how many furs did you catch?" You have to put
it on the paper, the use of your trapline, or you going to lose it and
things like that. What I'm going to check out there? I got nothing to
report. Then I see there's beaver out there and I go out and look at
the beaver every week, I guess, and then I was telling my son, I said
I don't know. I don't know what to do, looking at the beaver. We'll
take a chance and see if the beaver would survive. So, I don't know
what to think of it... it's really terrible.
LINDA JOHNSON, moderator: One of the things that Irene
really contributed to in the 30 Mile study was the whole sense of the
30 Mile as the pantry or the larder for her people and that became
one of the really central themes of the interpretation for the area. As
a non-native person working on that study, when I go down that
river, I see completely different things and it takes going with Irene
or coming back from going down the river and showing her pictures
and showing her where we've been. I have that other sense of the
land to be brought home and your stories really do that for us, Irene.
Thank you.
ROGER ALFRED, Selkirk First Nation:(Ed. note: Roger spoke about
the Fort Selkirk Heritage area): Good afternoon Ladies and Gentlemen.
I am not here to sing like my brother Gerry. I guess a lot of you
know him. He sings the more traditional songs.
I would just like to share with you the things that we have
progressed in, within the last fifteen years or so. Fort Selkirk area
started, you may say, as a project with the Federal Government and
the Yukon government, but we weren't involved with the overall
things. How we got involved was, in 1980, that was when some
Elders saw things getting away from our hands. You know, at one
time, Selkirk was a very special place to Selkirk First Nation, not only
Selkirk First Nation, but also to a lot of other First Nations in the
Yukon. It was a meeting place in Fort Selkirk for native people from
all across North America. And if you heard about northern
Athabaskan, these people here, they originated out of Fort Selkirk.
There is a story behind that. I wish I had one of my Elders here. We
just lost one respected Elder recently, and he was beside me all the
ways, but now I am sitting here by myself, but I will try to interpret
his sayings about Selkirk.
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He said how people used to manage each other, people
themselves, human beings. Them days I guess it was all native
people. To prevent people from inbreeding, we had a chief who
decided within that tribe. He was the guy that you would say
nowadays, coordinated that whole bribe. These people knew through
the wise people, people we called medicine people or the wise
people. They would get information from them because of their
knowledge and their readings through the land and information, I
don't know how they do it, but it's spirituality stuff. He would send
these people to other parts of the country to prevent inbreeding, and
by doing so he would put a guidance on certain families as they
travelled. And this chief here sent some families over to the north,
northeast, northwest. They directed it to Alaska. You find some
northern Athabaskans there in Alaska. And then when you face
down south from Fort Selkirk, you find coastal inland people right
down to Washington State. The Navajo, they are all Athabaskan.
They originated out of this country here. So that's just part of the
history.
And I would just like to add in a little thing here, on how Fort
Selkirk got it's name. You know when nahve people first got in
contact with white people, there was an explorer, a guy named
Robert Campbell. And I guess how he interpreted Fort Selkirk when
he came to the place, he said, 'It's a meeting place. It's where native
people meet other different nahve people, and they sell things, they
trade things, they share things, they feast together during the
potluck.' Potluck is a good luck meal, that's what it means. Potlatch,
that's for the burial spirituality. Anyways, he had met into this first
native person here, and to this first nahve person he was the first
white man he had ever seen. And I guess they met on the river
somehow, and he was coming across the river I guess with a canoe,
or a raft, or a boat or something like that, and this white guy here
came along with a river or rowboat or whatever you may call them
days. They stopped on a bar there right across from Selkirk, and this
guy here, he never speak English in his life, and the other guy, he
doesn't understand nahve too. But I guess they start talking, they
make signs with their hands, and stuff like that. This guy here said,
'this place over there, I see a lot of people over there.' And he asked,
'what they got there'? And this nahve person here, went to his boat,
and dug out fur and stuff like that, you know ... moosehide things,
crafts, woolens, mitts. All sorts of traditional culture stuff. And then
he said, 'You sell that'? He said, 'No, I don't sell that'. And then he
is thinking in his mind, he says do they sell those things over there?
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You know, do they sell these things there? So that guy there you
know, 'Money'? And this guy said, 'No, No sell her'. And that's how
I guess he interpreted that name there, Selkirk. This guy here
interpreted, and this Indian here said, Sell her! You know, don't sell
her. The native person figured, Is that land, that whole area for sale?
Then when he showed him money, that's what he learned, I guess.
That's the way it came to be Fort Selkirk.
1980 is when I first got involved with YTG. And there are a lot
of other native people from Fort Selkirk and other areas in the Yukon
that were involved with that project. It was handled by the Federal
Government and Yukon Territorial Government. And we were
restoring the site. The Elders saw that it wasn't quite right, because
we didn't have any say in it, we didn't. We were participating in the
jobs, but there was more to it. In 1984, we figured it's about time we
better put down our feet, and because they were getting all these
ideas of how they are going to develop Selkirk. They are going to put
roads in to it, because it was tourist attraction.
And then there are the mines. They're gonna push roads right
through Selkirk for the mining industry, because right now we are
being pressured by all the mines around that area, and for their jobs.
Like Joe Johnson was saying, mining is just an industry that goes so
far and that's it. When it's all gone, it's all gone. But when you got
places like an historic site, or parks, or protected area whatever you
may call them. We are the people there that are going to protect the
area. That's the main reason that we got involved with Fort Selkirk.
So, we even got in deeper. I guess in the meantime, between 1984 to
1990, the Government figured we were trying to go right in there,
and take everything back, and I guess they got the wrong impression.
We showed them some examples. We sat down at a negotiating table
in good faith with them. By doing so, we said OK, we will all put
our cards down, and we will look across to each other's eyes, and we
will come away with a good plan for Fort Selkirk together. But like
my fellow colleagues discussed there, the trusting, the trust wasn't
there, and they are always looking at us, you know, just waiting for
us to make mistakes, or else waiting for us to make the wrong move,
waiting for us to do something wrong.
But all along, from 1984 to 1992,1993, we went along in the flow.
We followed what the management plan they came out with, we all
came out with together. We did exactly what it said there. And I will
give you some examples here for the projects we did in Fort Selkirk.
I believe it was in 1987, we said we were going to work together with
the government. One example was on the archaeological studies and
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projects they do down at Fort Selkirk and the surrounding areas. W
have literature on it. What happened with that one there, it came out
very successful, and in fact we had all our people utilizing the people
that we really needed. So we benefited on both sides. Everybody
benefited from it.
For one thing, we used the knowledge of the Elders, the
traditional and cultural knowledge they have. By doing so, through
their guidance we had professional technical people such as Norm
Easton here, or else Ruth Gotthardt, the Yukon archaeologist. And
then, I worked in between with them as a liaison person, a person
between the elder and people like them, for their understanding, so
they can get connection while they are working. There was the
archaeological studies and one of the projects we did down at
Selkirk. Another one was that Norm did was digging down deeper,
it was going into a lot of the traditional and cultural knowledge
linking with the old ways and the modern days. We worked along
with the elders, within people like Norm Easton, a professional
anthropologist. We got our young people involved, our little young
ones. These things, what we do, was rebuilding of old fish traps.
That's what they did through the knowledge of the elder's guidance.
We would modify old fish traps. The knowledge of traditional
medicine, done things on that. And also too, spirituality stuff such as
stick gambling. Not only those things there, but they also studied on
places, you know, where can we go for hunting, where can we go for
traditional medicine, where can we go for certain things. We had
them all through the guidance of our Eders.
As these things here were progressing, we were sitting at the
Land Claims table, the political talks, the bureaucracy, a lot of red
tape. We said OK, let's do something here. We are starting to go
somewhere. Let's get something going instead of just talk. Let's have
something happening here. So through consultation of Selkirk First
Nations, YTG, and Federal Government, we decided to hire
consultants to make a management plan for Fort Selkirk area as a
historic site and heritage area. And we also got talking about a
protected area, because this place here was so unique for tourists,
and there is a lot to offer there for both sides, for tourists and for our
people too. So we hired Juri Peepre, and Linda Johnson was involved
with it, and there were quite a few consultants involved with that.
Professional people. Took them in there in December just before
Christmas, and these guys know what it's like December 10th, out
there, up nowhere. I was a guide and just showing them places in
Fort Selkirk, and telling them stories and stuff like that from what I
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gathered from the elders, and also as it went on until the Indian
people moved out of Selkirk. And the plan went pretty good. They
picked up a lot of information, and stuff like that. Then we went
back to Pelly, and we said, OK we will meet again, this time with the
whole community. The whole community involvement. So that's
what we did, and we got everybody involved. And everybody got
interested, and pretty soon, everything went underway, and
everybody shared their ideas, knowledge, and whatever you want to
gather, even the government people were there, putting in their ideas
and how they want to see things run in Selkirk. So we came out with
a management plan. And the management plan we came out with is
working together for five years.
Agreement, we made an agreement, and we signed agreement
on that management plan of Fort Selkirk, for five years. And we are
still going at it, very strong, but one thing I have to say, is that since
a lot of cutbacks in the Government, within the Government and
other organizations, we haven't had these projects, these cultural and
traditional projects, going since these last two years. There wasn't no
move on it. We've been hollering and screaming about it, but I guess
it might be coming somewhere along the line, I hope. It's an
agreement. We kept up our end. First Nations kept up their end. We
did everything what that agreement says, and we are still on that
perspective. They are coming out and saying 'Sorry, no money'. They
made an agreement with us, and we abided our agreement. So we
are still working at it. I hope, I hope it shall continue. Right now
we've got a lot of social problems out there in our community, and
a lot of these things are happening with the young people, because
they don't have that connection with the elders.
One thing we found out, and these cultural activities we had
down at Selkirk, was that elders and youths, when you get two
young people with an elder, you know, you can see a big gap. I tell
you to look, there is a harmony because once they start talking and
it flows there, they feel comfortable, these young people we've got
now coming up. Like Joe said, some day along the line, that money
is going to be worth nothing. These traditional and cultural
knowledge, it's going to become handy, and that's how we try to
utilize these traditional and cultural things. We have to link it
together. If we are going to work together, we have to link societies
together to make it work. I guess I covered just about everything. Oh,
by the way, I have to come in here and get up early this morning,
and Linda and Norm here, he's been bothering me to come here all
through, and I just, I'm so busy and I finally had to sacrifice. We
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have a big General Assembly over at Pelly right now, and I have to
miss that just to be here, just to share what we've got. Thank you.
NORM EASTON, Archaeologist and Anthropologist: I just want
to say a few things for the record. It has to do with the whole notion
of the relationship between the development of protected areas,
parks, what have you and the traditional occupants of the landscape;
and how, in fact the development of parks certainly is traditionally,
and in many respects continues to not respect those occupants in the
fashion in which they ought to be. And in many cases, have served
clearly to protect a piece of ground, but to alienate a group of people
from their own homelands. I first got involved in Selkirk in 1987,
when I was hired by the Territorial Government along with Dr. Ruth
Gotthardt to go out and do an archaeological survey of the structural
remains of historic buildings. We went out and plotted grounds and
did archaeological survey for buried berm logs, and so on of
buildings that had been built during the historic period. At that time
it was a priority, and indeed throughout the whole length of time, I
guess since the early '80s,, since park work had started, the entire
focus had been on the built structural remains, the physical thing that
one could see there.
Ruth and I finished up our survey and had two or three days left
over before the boat came in to get us, and being inquisitive archaeologists, we spoke to, I think Roger and a couple of the other people
there and said do you mind if we look around for traditional native
sites, and they said no, not at all and it would probably be best served up there. We just did a little bit of a survey, and uncovered archaeological remains that, the little that we could sod at in those few
days were probably three to four thousand years old. So that piqued
our interest, our professional interest in the site, and subsequently in
talking with people like Roger and the council and elders in Pelly, we
evolved in this rather bizarre way this notion of trying to do a project
out there that would be something more than just an archaeological
excavation, and that would in fact act as a mechanism whereby we
could get young people involved in the exploration and assertion of
their own identity at that place.
The traditional residents of that site now live at Pelly Crossing,
some distance away from Fort Selkirk. So, by various mechanisms,
we did end up going back the following year and we brought in a
number of students, young people, students, some not students, and
a number of elders. We would have Elders come in for a week at a
time, or ten days at a time, depending on how their constitution and
interest waned, and the kids were out there. And it was an
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interesting first year, because we lost some kids earlier on, they just
thought it was too undignified to scratch around in the dirt like a
gopher, which is what they called us.
But for some of the other ones they really did begin to see some
value there, and we really concentrated on the archaeology, I think
mostly that first year, and then began to realize though, that there
was a lot more to be done as well. It eventually came around to the
following year where there was a much higher cultural content to the
investigations. We were still doing archaeology, but we kind of
developed into a routine of the kids, and the archaeologist would get
up early in the morning for camp breakfast, trudge off maybe two or
three miles to wherever they were digging, and work until lunch
time. And then the elders would get up at ten or eleven and have
their tea, and then take over the kids for the afternoon, and
ourselves, and then work with us through the afternoon and into the
early evening, and then sometimes late into the night. During which
time they would do things like Roger had mentioned, like talking
about traditional history of the place, place names. Particularly
vibrant people would make us walk off for three, or four, or five, or
six miles to some place where there was a good place to get a certain
something, and it was just a very lively thing. And then, the final
year I was out there, not only were these kids there and these elders
there, but Roger and his crew had finished the reconstruction of a
building that was, that had been disassembled at the turn of the
century, but had been,... they reconstructed a place of a major leader,
and that was a new building.
But it really struck home that this site is really not a place, it's
really the people that were here. In the North where traditional
native occupations are so widespread over the landscape, you can't
think of every protected area as just a place of beauty that is of
interest to people interested in the wild or wilderness conservation
so called. It is often going to be a place of use for either past peoples,
and often present peoples. And you just catapult the value of the
landscape I think, into an entirely different plane or level of
experience when you integrate that human activity, and you allow it
to occur there.
And this is where my lead off was in terms of that tension, between the protection of a place well, if the protection of the place is
the exclusion of it's human use, you might as well just build a big
bubble over it, and keep everybody out. I mean, I don't think this is
what we are after here. What we were able to experience in those few
summers there, it really was quite transforming, and it certainly
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changed my life as a professional anthropologist, in terms of that I
have never since undertaken work that didn't have that type of a
component to it, because it really enriches the work, both academically and personally. It is sad to hear from Roger that that type
of work has not continued, that that type of programming has not
continued. It is also something which Ron Chambers and I were
talking about earlier, and Andy Tardiff made the point of, that it is
absolutely bizarre that in the Park Planning Process, and in the Protected Area Process, that human social cultural use is almost, well. . .
it is not almost, it is always at the bottom of the list of things to be
done. There is more money spent, more money has been spent in
Kluane on rock formations that have been there for a hundred thousand years, and will be there for another hundred thousand years,
than there has been on the oral history of the people that occupy that
place. And that's just a shame. Something everybody connected with
that Park should be ashamed of, and it's something that I am ashamed of from the perspective of having, you know, my tax money
going into that. You know, we really do have to get our priorities
straight here. Is it the people, or is it a rock?
As has been already said, we have blown it, 80%, in many cases
100% of that human resource, that human knowledge is lost to us
now forever. And it is a point that for me was particularly brought
home in a very poignant way this summer with the passing on of a
number of people u p at Pelly, who had had a lot to contribute, and
who had done their best but still had not been.... You know, we got
too little, too late from them in many ways. And now, I am working
with people out in Northway and Beaver Creek, and there too, I see
very sick people, very old people, very knowledgeable people, some
of whom I probably won't see again next fall, and then just two
weeks ago my own father died, and I knew then in a very personal
way, that there is a permanency, a loss there. You really should, if
you guys have anything to do with policy, if you guys have anything
to do with lobbying, then I sure hope that one of the things that
comes out of this forum is a really strong message, that there is a
very critical amount of work to be done with the last of these peoples
that really know what the heck is going on in these places. And the
rest of it should just go by the wayside, or just flip the entire budget
around, and give the money that you give to, to the snowshoe hare,
to the people. The hare can wait. Thank you.
MARY JANE JOHNSON, moderator: If s been a long day, and
I'm happy to have seen so many people turn out for this session, and
pay so good attention. After listening to everything that has been said
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here today, and with my age, I'm much younger than Grandma
Marge, my mother, my uncle, and my perspective of what protected
areas are, and what is wilderness, and how do you define these
things, has been really influenced by the kind of schooling that I
went through. If I was to take all the books that I ever read in my
life, for every bit of paper that had written words on it in my life,
and put them in a stack, and then try to think back and look at all of
that knowledge that's in there, and how much of that do I use. My
mom, Marge, Irene, a lot of the other people that were here today,
every bit of knowledge that they had gained in their lifetime, they've
used it. And they have to use that knowledge to survive.
I'll finish up this session with one short little story. I was about
six or seven years old, and my great grandmother was still alive,
Emma Johnson. And we had just gotten electricity, u p around
Burwash, and we had electric lights. Just one light bulb in
everybody's house, around 1965. We were all laying down on
Grandma's bed, that was her name, Big Grandma, 'cause that was
what she was, a big grandma that you could hug, you know, and
always loving you up and that, always got tea and bannock, or rice
and raisins, or something good like that. And she said, "Come on
you guys. You can stay with me tonight. You know, just give your
mom a break."
So we all stayed up at Grandma's place, and we were laying
down in bed with her at night. And then she lit a candle, and she
said, "I'm going to tell a story now." And Jessie Joe was there too;
she was sitting down there. And she said that it's a really sad story.
You don't cry though.
And she started to tell us the story about this woman who got
married to this man. This man always asked that whenever anybody
got anything that was from a moose, then he always got the head.
Don't ask why. That's just how it is. If somebody got a moose, him,
he got the head. One time this old man he went out early in the
morning, it wasn't even daylight yet, he went out. And then he came
back and the sun was just coming up. And that man got up like that,
and he tell his wife, 'Oh...oh...oh... he said that, oh, he said that, I
know something is not right. They went out there, and sure enough,
the moose head was gone, and he came back. He knew who did it.
He came back, and he told that old man, "Why?" He was crying;
tears were coming down out of his eyes. "Why? Why? Why did you
have to do that?" That's all I asked. That's all I ever asked, you
know, is to have the moose head.
From the meat that they brought in, he took the shoulder, the
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moose shoulder off that moose, and he gave it to his wife. He said,
"When you cut the meat off the shoulder bone right here," he said,
"don't let your knife touch that bone." "Don't let your knife touch
that bone," he say. "That way, you and my kids are always going to
have something to eat." And she said "Yes." You know, she feel in
her heart what her husband is feeling too. They had twins, and in the
morning time, you know they were getting things ready, and for fall
time and that. The first snowfall came like this, on the ground, fresh
snow. And she got up out of the tent, and go and look around for
her husband, and she saw his tracks. You know, she knew in her
heart, the way her husband is talking, that he is going to go, and she
followed the tracks this way. She saw that tracks in the snow, if s not
man's tracks, more it is moose track, and then she know. She went
back and she told her people, thaf s why my husband said that, why
he asked what he asked. And there was no more moose, and people
didn't have no more.
I remember when Grandma told us not to cry, we did start to
cry, because when that man was leaving, the time he was going to,
and he know he's gonna be moose, she sang such a sad song, it was
so sad, even though I can't remember it, but I know the feeling. She
got the blanket like that, and she clean our eyes off, and tell us
stories some more.
When that lady's two boys, when they got older, when they were
in their teenage years, one day they were camped along the water.
And her boys were playing around. She was cutting the meat off that
shoulder bone, and she turned around to talk to her kids, and that
knife touched the bone. She knew, we're not gonna have nothing
more to eat. Not long after that, her husband came back, and he was
man again. But they knew he was moose. He said that he's gonna
come back, and stay with her again to look after their sons. One day,
he take his boys out every day, one day she followed them like this.
For some reason she had to go behind them, and when she seen
them like down in a valley, down ahead of her, her boys were moose
too. They came back. Her husband, he knew. . . he knew that she
seen them, and he knew. He said, "I'm gonna have to go you know.
I'm gonna have to go again. But it's up to the boys to decide what
they are gonna be, people, or are they gonna be moose." One chose
to go with their dad. One chose to be with his mom, and be a man.
But with that story, it's like every living thing in this world, and
lots of our stories, the people and women are married to different
animals, part of different birds, and it's like that in our life too. Even
right now. We're just a part of that moose, we're a part of this water,
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we are part of everything in this world. And if we take one thing out
of all of this that we learn here today, it is that each one of us can not
only look at little tiny areas in this world as being protected. We
could look at this whole world that we live on, as being a protected
area, and it's only through that kind of thinking all as one people,
that we are going to have a land maybe seventy-five years from now
that our grandchildren, our great grandchildren, will have to live on.
Thank you all.
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Protected Areas, Community
and Bioregion
Moderator:
Bill Klassen, TransNorthern Consulting, Yukon
Rapporteur
John Meikle, Park Planner, Yukon

Two Perspectives-One Park:
Vuntut National Park
Stanley Njootli
Vuntut Cwitchin First Nation
I call myself a claims resource worker, but actually due to correspondence with governments I have to have a title called Land Claims
Director, so that is my title. I am going to talk about the
establishment of Vunhit National Park and what is the purpose of
that and of protected areas. I think our belief was always in having
a protected area and protection of natural resources for our use. We
have shown that throughout our history and our participation in
politics. It was even before any idea of establishing a park. The
history came into effect when Chief Joe Kay and Pete Moses were
chief, back in the 1930s, 40s and 50s. They struggled for protection of
the Porcupine River Basin, because of a lot of fur trapping and the
use of poison at that time. They wanted to protect that area because
of the use of animals. It really had an impact.
I do not think that there are any stories or any history written on
the trapping or the depletion of animals by using poison back in the
thirties and forties. They talk about cases where there was poison
taken into the mouth of Bell River, what one non-native trapper did.
He wounded a bull caribou in the fall, he wounded it and froze it
right into the ice. He pulled u p on shore, froze it into the ice, cut the
back open and he put the poison into it. He left it half frozen into the
ice all winter so that it was killing animals and birds. When the
people went up there they could see dead animals for two river
bends, a chain of dead animals about five miles long. That type of
destruction in the thirties and forties depleted a lot of wildlife.
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It was through assistance from the RCMP that they were able to
stop the use of poison for trapping in that area. It was then that they
started to use steel traps. From the 1940's, the population of wildlife
really went down in terms of fur bearing animals and moose population. When we talk about that kind of area, we look at it in a
wholistic manner. That is part of our history of our political struggle.
Back in 1970 and late 1960s they wanted to build a pipeline down the
Dempster Highway corridor. That was where the Indian people of
the Yukon got united to fight any kind of development because we
were not prepared for it. We were not ready for any kind of
development back in he early 1970s.
That is when they hired Thomas Berger to convince the Indians
that there should be a pipeline built through the Yukon Territory. I
guess he turned that around and asked a lot of questions and did a
proper consultation with the native people. He said in 1970 to give
the native people in the northern communities, ten years to prepare
for any kind of major development or a mega-project in that area.
That was done to a certain extent. Part of that preparation was land
claims negotiations.
Going back into claims negotiations, the idea of a claims
negotiations was to protect some areas. The main objective that we
have, by direction from elders, is to protect the wildlife, to protect the
land, and to have some authority given to Indian people so that we
can exercise our rights and carry on with our way of life. The legal
aspect of our relationship between First Nation people and the British
Crown goes back into the 1800"s. The 1870 Orders stipulate in six
principles that the Canadian Government has to deal with Indian
people before there is any type of settlement with non-native people.
There is a strong legal case there for native people to have some kind
of settlement.
Talking about what we have done presently, within the last
twenty years, is to look carefully at areas that we figure are really
important to us, to protect some areas, and that area is Crow Flats.
The Crow Flat area has been very special to the Old Crow people for
thousands of years. There are artifacts that have been found in that
area, its debatable, but dating back about thirty thousand years. That
artifact was found by Dr. Bill Irving. He wanted to say that a
scrapper was 150,000 years old, but then he got into an argument
with his colleagues and they negotiated down to 30,000 years. So,
technically that was the official announcement until we find better
technology to prove otherwise. We have used that Crow Flat area for
many, many years. There is a lot of history, a lot of legends about the
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Crow Flats and about our people in the use of that area. Back in the
1940's, when there was trapping of muskrats in Crow Flats, there are
records shown that we have taken 40,000 muskrats a year out of that
area. In the 1940s and 1950s we trapped 40,000 to 45,000 muskrats a
year. We use the carcass. We dry it, we eat it and use it to feed our
dogs in the summer and the fur we sell to buy a few simple goods
to carry on for the summer and into the next season. Most of the
families in Old Crow at that time, even into the mid 1970s, lived
mainly a subsistence life style.
There is still a very strong subsistence lifestyle in the Old Crow
area. In the spring time, anywhere from March until June 15th you
will only find about a half dozen people in Old Crow because most
of them are out in the flats trapping muskrats for the spring. Out
there we trap muskrats, we eat caribou, we eat muskrats and we eat
ducks illegally, according to the Migratory Birds Convention Act. After
March you can shoot ducks, but I do not see any ducks in Crow Flats
after March though. That law was made for the lower forty-eight
states. It was negotiated back in the 1916 and is still in effect today.
What we wanted to do was to look at Crow Flats. Gulf Oil had
a lease back in the Crow Flat area. They had about 1,200 square miles
of lease right smack dab in the middle of Crow Flats. That lease was
given without any consultation with the Old Crow people. As part
of our negotiations we had to remind government in every session
that we wanted to protect Crow Flats and that that lease should be
bought out, because that area is special to the Old Crow people. So
every session that we had with the government we had to remind
them or else they would forget about it.
Nationally, I think that Crow Flats was identified and that is
what Jim Johnson can speak to. Because of the significance of Crow
Flats it was identified to be a national park. The north half of the
Crow Flats from Crow River, dividing it, is park. The Crow River is
no-man's-water, it is not in the park it is not in the Rl block (a land
claims designation). From south of there, the south half of Crow Flats
is in the Rl block, but in the whole area there is a special
management area and basically the whole watershed of the Crow
Flats area is a special management area. A special management
regime has been established because of the wildlife significance in
terms of waterfowl, in terms of moose sanctuary in the summer time,
and an area where the caribou migrate through and feed in that area.
We use that area a lot, we still do today.
Up until the mid 80s, as far as use of the Crow Flats, we go out
there in the spring time. In April May and June we go out and use
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that area for trapping muskrats, despite the fact that we know that
we will not make any money. A lot of families go out there and come
back to Old Crow in June and they go in debt for going trapping. It
is not easy, it is hard work trapping, but we still go out and do it.
That proves that we like that life style. We enjoy it and we like it. It
is part of our history, part of our culture and it is part of us.
Trapping has been part of our life since the mid eighteenth
century. I think that it is not going to go away that easy for us,
despite all allowance we are going to continue to trap. We like
trapping, we like to sell the fur and to make money. It is very simple.
There are a lot of controversial arguments at how the world should
be run today, a lot of people disagree with cutting down trees, but
they like to read the newspaper. There are a lot of controversial
arguments about how you are going to resolve problems in terms of
using resources. What resources are we going to use and what
resources are we going to protect?
In terms of managing the Crow Flats area, because we are local
to that area, we negotiated with the government of Canada to
participate in managing the Crow Flat Area in the park. Our
aboriginal title in terms of hunting, fishing and trapping is protected
in the park as well as our traditional use of that area. In negotiation
there was considerable consideration for our use during the spring
season. We use that area in the spring without any disturbance for
traditional use. Then we see the opportunity for some sort of
economic development in that area for the Old Crow First Nation.
Not feeling any bitterness, all that we got out of economic benefits
was first rights of refusal. That was the best we could get. So if we
do not act on any wilderness venture opportunity, we lose it and it
goes possibly to a non-native person. There is no guarantee for our
participation in economic development in that area, but we have the
first chance at it. The big question that remains is how much leverage
time we have to prepare for that. There are in Old Crow a lot of
capable people of the wilderness and of taking care of other people
in the bush.
While people are still knowledgeable of the land and using it,
and taking care of other people, and knowing when to travel and
when not to travel, while that knowledge and skill is still there, we
should have an opportunity to capitalize on it. We should have some
sort of economic base that we can establish by ourselves, through the
claims settlement agreements. The agreement is not a handout. We
have to get up at seven o'clock every morning just like the rest of
Canadians, to make our living. We have no arguments or no dispute
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with that. But give us the tools to have an opportunity to take part
in the economic world today, because times are changing and we
have to change too.
Looking into the future as to how that park will be established,
is it going to be a wilderness park or is it going to be downtown
Banff? I wonder what the dream was for Banff? What was the dream
for that area, and what was the focus when first they established it?
Did they realize that the Japanese would come over and take over
downtown Banff? So do we want Crow Flats to continue to be
wilderness park, or to have more influx of development? How we
establish the management plan is going to be very important, it is
going to be vital.
One of the main reasons we went with the establishment of a
national park is because of the legal status and the legal protection
that we get from the national park, which you would not get from
any other department within the government We were legally guided
in that way to establish a national park rather than any other type of
protection.
With having that area of Crow Flats within a national park and
looking at what the Yukon Government is saying, the big broad
question, "should we develop park areas or should we not develop
park area?" that is a very broad question. Does that mean looking for
oil, looking for gas, or looking for minerals? That is the question that
the Yukon Government is asking. You can do one thing with one
hand and with the other hand take it away. Having protected the
natural resource within a national park and having no subsurface
development is one of the best. In Canada we are running out of
wilderness area. We need to have some areas protected. Crow Flats
is a very significant area to protect.
Mind you it is one hell of a place to go in the summer, there are
a lot of mosquitoes. In the middle of July if you land on a lake shore,
in the evening you can see the mosquitoes like smoke. If you are
staying in your tent in the summer time you can hear them humming
outside all night. I do not know how the history of my people how
they held up against mosquitoes. What they used to do is stay on the
islands. There are a lot of islands in some of those lakes, and that is
where they had their summer camps just to keep away from the mosquitoes. It's quite an area for mosquitoes up there in the summer
time. When you go outside you have to wear heavy clothes. You
have to tape your gloves to your shirt. You have to wear a thick shirt
and they can bite right through your fourteen ounce jeans. You
scratch and slap, so it is a good place for biologists.
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A Parks Canada Perspective on
Vuntut National Park
Jim Johnson
Chief of New Park Proposals, Parks Canada

The following themes were assigned by the workshop rapporteur to
provide a framework for presentation and discussion in this workshop:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Parks Canada Perspective On Vuntut National Park.
What Criteria Were Satisfied
Place Of Vuntut In The System Of National Parks.
Satisfaction And Concerns With Process And Final Product.
Recommendations Re: Process For Other Yukon Protected
Areas.

1. System Completion
As most of you know, a natural regions framework, first developed
in the 1970's provides the basis for systematic establishment of new
national parks in Canada. Thirty-nine natural regions have been
identified, each distinguished by observable differences in vegetation,
physiography and environmental conditions.
The northern Yukon National Region has been characterized by
Dr. George Calef, former CWS biologist, as "A land richer in wildlife,
in variety of landscape and vegetation, and in archaeological value
than any other in the Canadian Arctic. Here high mountains, spruce
forests, tundra, wide 'flats' of lakes and ponds, majestic valleys. . .
come together to form the living fabric of the arctic wilderness."
From a Parks Canada perspective, a national park in the Old
Crow Flats completes representation of this important natural region.
The establishment of the park is an important cooperative
accomplishment for the Vuntut Gwitchin and Canada. What is now
Vuntut National Park was included in the original park proposal for
the northern Yukon but was separated by the settlement of the
Inuvialuit Final Agreement in 1984, which established Northern
Yukon (Ivvavik) National Park. The boundary between the two
comprehensive claims, the separate timing and terms of the claims
agreements have made it necessary to establish two parks to
adequately represent this natural region.
In addition to establishing Vuntut National Park, settlement of
the Vuntut Gwitchin Yukon First Nation Final Agreement (VGFNFA)
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creates a new protected area for wildlife: the Old Crow Special
management area. This area will be cooperatively managed by
Government and the Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation. The land claim
agreement recognizes the current and traditional use of the Area by
aboriginal people and makes them full partners in the management
of wildlife and wildlife habitat. The VGFNFA also sets out
conservation oriented principles to guide government and the people
of Old Crow in managing the Old Crow special Management Area.
Parks Canada welcomes the establishment of the special management area and views the approach represented by the establishment
of Vuntut and the Old Crow Flats Special Management Area as a
possible model that may have application elsewhere. It contributes to
resource protection and facilitates park management. National park
management goals related to the maintenance of ecological integrity
can be more easily achieved where land uses adjacent to the park are
compatible and management regimes within the park and on lands
that abut the park are complementary.
2. Helping to Meet Government's Land Claims Obligations
Establishment of Vuntut National Park fulfills a long-standing commitment to the Vuntut Gwitchin people who pressed for the
establishment of the park in their claim agreement and who selected
land for ownership in other areas on the understanding that the proposed park lands would be protected. The Old Crow Flats are important to them traditionally and for current use of the land.
The establishment and funding of the park sends a strong signal
to other native groups involved in claims, particularly in Canada's
north where national parks are established through land claim
settlements, of the opportunities to achieve national park goals and
also meet the objectives of first nations related to settlement of their
land claims. Parks Canada views the establishment of Vuntut
National Park as a catalyst that will help advance other park
establishment negotiations currently underway.
3. Contribution To the Green Plan National Park Goals, the 12%
Protected Area Target and the Biodiversity Convention
Establishment of the park will contribute to the Green Plan goal to
complete systems of protected areas and help meet the objectives of
the Biodiversity Convention signed by Canada at the Rio Earth
summit in June 1992. The new park will also serve as an expression
of federal leadership in protection of spaces and species.
Protection of the Old Crow Flats is a significant and positive
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environmental action with international implications. Under the
RAMSAR Convention, the Old Crow Flats are wetlands of international significance. The area is one of few sites in the world to have
the potential to become a UNESCO World Heritage Site for both
natural and cultural resources.
4. Symbol to the United States, Re: Protection of Porcupine Caribou
Habitat
Internationally, Canada has taken a consistent position with the
United States on the conservation of the Porcupine caribou herd and
its habitat which includes lands in Alaska and within the proposed
park. Canada has urged the US to designate the coastal plain of the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge as wilderness to protect the herd's
calving grounds. Canada's position on this international issue is
strengthened by the creation of Vuntut National Park. It sends a
timely and encouraging signal to the U.S. Administration which has
in the past advocated wilderness designation for the coastal plain but
has not yet taken any action in this regard. The Porcupine Caribou
Management Board considers the newly established park to be an
important contribution in their effort to have the Alaska "1002" lands
protected.
5. Completion of Protected Area Vision for Northern Yukon
The establishment of Vuntut National Park completes the original
vision of a national park protecting the full extent of the ecosystem
in the northern Yukon. The long history of the park establishment
process in the northern Yukon, spanning more than 15 years and
involving several different types of protected areas, two different
park establishment processes and a range of partners with a variety
of interests demonstrates the need for persistence and the long view
in establishing protected areas.
6. Vuntut National Park is an Example of Cooperation and
Partnerships
The park establishment process as carried out by Parks Canada is a
cooperative one that is focused on consultation, consensus and
partnerships. In establishing northern parks in particular, Parks
Canada has increasingly found common ground with Aboriginal
Peoples on the establishment and management of nationally
significant protected areas. New national parks are an issue that is
addressed in essentially all comprehensive land claim negotiations
because shared objectives can be achieved through this process.
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Vuntut National Park, because its establishment and management so
effectively illustrates the principles of cooperation and partnerships
may become a model for new national parks elsewhere in Canada.
National parks established through the comprehensive claims
process can serve as a means to protect natural areas and critical
wildlife habitat and preserve biodiversity while also providing a basis
for traditional harvesting activities by local Aboriginal Peoples. Such
areas, when established through the claims process also afford opportunities for cooperative planning and management involving First
Nations and governments. National Parks established through claims
often serve as catalysts for ecotourism that benefits locals.
Comprehensive land claims also often provide Aboriginal
Peoples with a significant role in the management of cultural
resources national parks located within areas affected by the claims.
This provides the means to not only protect natural resource values,
but cultural resources as well, which have importance for economic,
educational and symbolic reasons.
In summary, the establishment of Vuntut National Park and the
adjacent special management area demonstrates how government,
industry and native people can work together to preserve natural
areas that are vital to sustaining traditional ways of life and which
contribute to the achievement of national conservation goals. The
importance of partnerships and co-operation which are increasingly
critical to the establishment and management of new national parks
in Canada are well illustrated by the establishment of Canada's
newest park. Parks Canada looks forward to working closely with the
Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation, the Yukon Territorial Government and
environmental interests to plan and manage the Vuntut National
Park.

Workshop Discussion
Elders are concerned that lobbying for the caribou herd would
bring attention to Old Crow before the community was ready. Is
there the same concern with the national park? Stanley Njootli:
Vuntut Gwitchin see Old Crow as the gateway to the national
park. Would like to see both control on access, and of economic
benefits.
Park staffing will be determined by an Impact and Benefit Plan.
There is a provision in the land claim that a majority of staff will
be Vuntut Gwitchin. There are provisions for training.
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There was discussion of the need for Special Management Area
(SMA) agreements in remaining Yukon claims to also protect
watersheds. Delineation between watersheds and bioregions was
discussed. It is difficult to delineate bioregions, but must strive
for ecologically defined boundaries for protected areas. Parks
must take a more active role in ecosystem management rather
than managing land islands.

Governments ot Canada. Northwest Territories and Yukon,
New Parks North, March 1994
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How Can Local Communities Benefit
From Protected Areas?
Are the local social and economic benefits of protected areas overrated? How can benefits be improved?

Moderator:
Ian Robertson, Inukshuk Planning and Development, Whitehorse
Rapporteur:
Rob McLure, CPAWS-Yukon

The Northwest Territories Experience
Robin Reilly, Parks Director, Department of Economic Development and
Tourism N.W.T.
I will cover a couple of topics that to me are very important. I will
talk a little about economic benefits, and then a particular interest of
mine which is design. I get a magazine at work, periodically, that is
called Parks, Plants and Sites. It is full of things on sewage disposal,
cables, poured concrete foundations, and fibre optics because it is
really about industrial parks, industrial plants and industrial sites,
nothing to do with our type of parks. It is funny how when I saw the
label, and I showed it to a couple of other people, I completely
presumed it was about this description.
What this means to me is that the word "park" gets used and
misused all over the place. It is a very, very broad word. Sometimes
in the NWT when we are working with native groups we get that
classic question "What does a park mean?" There are all kinds of
loose translations, but even in English there are all these translations.
The fact that a magazine can be called that shows the breadth of
translation.
When I talk about parks in the NWT sense, it may not be parks
in some other sense that we are talking about. First, I work in the
Department of Economic Development and Tourism, and Parks are
a piece of that. If I had to go for a more accurate title of what I do,
I take care of planning, zoning, building and managing the tourism
stuff that the government owns and operates. The biggest piece of
that is parks.
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Conservation is not even the biggest part of parks in the
territory. For me, I am a keen aficionado of conservation, but the way
I see our parks operating right now is that the NWT, and somewhat
like the Yukon, are earlier in Canadian history as far as development
goes. What parks do today here and the role they play might be
more akin to the role they played in Ontario a hundred or seventyfive years ago. What I mean by that is, if you go back to those places,
the parks as economic generators were much stronger in those places
as land and game got scarcer and scarcer. I think it is important not
to always transplant the ideas that made sense from somewhere else,
to somewhere else, because we are in different places and those
places are in different times.
Certainly in the NWT when you are on very limited highways,
you can be going two or three hundred miles when the sign says
such and such park and that is it. There is not so much as a house or
gas station in all two hundred miles of that area. As far as the
experience of it goes, it is really an area of development, not
conservation.
Having said that, we play two important conservation roles. One
is, in a lot of national parks situations, in a classic southern
community model, what happens is the national government sets up
its conservation parks and the private sector sets up the service and
support that are associated with those parks. In almost every national
park situation there is some economic development spin off, that is
the gas stations, hotels and restaurants that are on the perimeter.
In the NWT where we do not have very many roads, the
Territorial Government somehow becomes the facilitator of that
support level that is necessary to stage a national park, to service, it
to provide important services, and to provide access. So what that
means is the national parks get to do all of the conservation stuff at
all of the places where wardens keep their motorboats and helicopter
pads, where patrol people stage before they go into the park, and
where tourists have a shower and a hot bath after fourteen days in
the Nahanni. To that extent it is not conserving a great amount of
land, although it is in the neighbourhood of a thousand hectors.
The second thing is, also where there is not a private sector, or
enough people, or even enough traffic, to necessarily set up a lot of
those private sector amenities that get some of those spin-off benefits,
the Territorial Government provides the kind of catalyst to do that.
Some of the local economic benefits from taking care of all of those
facilities derive from local communities. In some communities of
forty five people and fifteen adults, the parks can provide half of the
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jobs in the community.
The second conservation thing is more of a personal and spiritual
experience. When we are talking of all of the sundry economic
benefits and numbers and things like that, it is because aesthetic and
spiritual and heartfelt benefits do not get expressed very well in
numbers. They are experienced things, you can not feel them. Most
people that really, really value some natural place do not do so based
on some collection of analysis, but based on an emotional attachment.
If I were to compare the Yukon with NWT, I would say that the
Yukon has a stronger conservation constituency than the Northwest
Territories in its strictest sense. In part I believe that is a function of
the road system. What I mean by that is compared to living in the
Northwest Territories in Yellowknife to living in Whitehorse, is a
very different experience. Whitehorse is in the middle of a
transportation hub where you can go in about six different directions.
You can go to Haines which is one kind of environment, and you can
go up to Dawson which is a different environment, or Carcross
which is another environment. The existence of the road system
makes it tangible for people. To the extent to which it becomes
tangible you have a stronger conservation ethic.
In Yellowknife it is more like living in Singapore. We have a
very heavily developed island at the end of a very long gravel road,
on a huge lake that has no frontier. It is seventy-two miles one way
and one hundred and eighty miles another. You may as well live on
the ocean. When I talk to people about things that are fifty miles
away from town there is not a whole lot of interest in some sense,
because nobody has been there. It is just not easily accessible.
To go back to that as far as conservation goes, again for me what
the Territorial Parks system really provides in its infancy, is to
provide a lot of access amenities so that people can launch their
canoe, park their car, hike on a trail, land their boat, and get into
some of these places.
I personally believe that in the early stages, that access is a
positive conservation act. In a traditional sense that may not be true,
but in a hundred years from now maybe it will not be a direct
experience and conservation will be where it is now in British
Columbia. I do think it is important to keep track of these things.
Remember what I am talking about is not strictly parks, but
parks tourism. I should say what our main mandate is. When I sit at
the table with our politicians and most aboriginal people, they do not
talk to me about conservation, they all talk about jobs. I think that all
of us that are environmentally conscious say environmental issues
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fade to the job issues after the last election. And for the aboriginal
folks that I deal with, that is true for them too.
One thing that is a little bit different that helps the parks is that
is not just job creation anywhere, the NWT has an attitude that
because the population is primarily aboriginal, and they have always
been there, the jobs should go to them.
To expand on the issue what type of economic development we
are talking about, we are talking about jobs in remote areas. Working
in mines just does not cut it because working in mines involves
moving. Not only is it jobs in remote areas, but it is jobs in remote
areas doing the kinds of stuff that aboriginal people that live in those
areas have the education and technical skills and background to do.
Further than that, they like doing it. The reason we get reasonable
support for our parks there is because we try to create jobs in remote
areas doing things that involve simple skills, handiwork, cultural
elements, being out side and talking to people about the
environment. They do not pay very well, but that does not seem to
worry them. When I talk about what our mission is, job one is to do
that. To the extent which that creates conservation and creates parks,
that is good.
As far as talking about the endangered spaces campaign, the
NWT, like the Yukon, the government itself operates very little. In a
way, one could say that 50% of all the land that the Territorial
Government administers is parks. Fifty percent is parks, fifty percent
is towns and the whole thing adds up to about 2% of the land mass
of the Northwest Territories.
We have the highest birth rate in the world in the NWT. That is
because we have to some extent a third world cultural system at the
moment and a first world medical system. That translates into some
communities that have a population double in seven years. Again
very different than the Yukon.
We have a large number of small towns of two, three or four
thousand persons scattered all over the place. When the government
sits down and has a certain budget to spend and they talk about
parks, their real hard nose question is, given this birth rate, and given
how cold it is, and given how many people do not have adequate
housing, and given how many people are crammed into the same
bedroom, what are we spending money on parks for? That is a very
serious question, especially for some one who lives where there
appears to be an almost endless amount of land, it is a hard question
to answer. And the answer that they want to hear really is the
economic answer as per our presentation.
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When people say how do we get all this money we put in, for
instance when people work for parks, the whole park system runs on
about twenty five million dollars across the whole NWT, and that is
about one third of Canada's land mass. Before we do what we do, for
reasons that I will come to later, we do quite a lot of design. We do
not like to have one prefabricated outhouse that goes into parks and
you only have to design it once. Because of that, we have higher than
usual design fees. In those kinds of professional services, we have
about fifteen people years employed as park staff. We get things
designed, then they go out and get built. These are years of
employment, by the way, and some of these years are really calendar
years. Then we have construction. When it is all added up, we have
about forty- four years of construction employment, on average,
every year, for the things we are constructing, the facilities, the
landing strips, the gates, the showers, etc..
Of course we have a short season, so forty-four years of work
will employ about two hundred people in some way or other. Once
you build all of these things, and I am going to go back to this
subject, people are looking for some kind of job in remote areas that
is meaningful and they can enjoy doing. No doubt there are other
ways that you can get this work done, but not satisfy those criteria.
When you get all of these things up and operating, what do you
have to do to run it as far as maintenance, contracts, and outfitting
are concerned? On our contract side right now, we have about fifty
contracts per year and those are to more than just one person. That
is really about a hundred and fifty people to staff and run the things
that we have here, there and everywhere.
Then you get into the more elaborate things. What about people
coming here and providing money, fees and those sorts of things?
One good thing about our revenue is that it is real. It is real people
paying a real amount of money for a real permit. It is not huge,
because our numbers are not huge. We have about a hundred and
forty thousand dollars in some kind of fees coming in for some kind
of permit.
That is certainly not a great amount of money, but when the
political people ask if we can do anything else, or is this a good way
to spend money, I say that because we are building more things and
operating more things, this number keeps going up. Last year we
went up 37% and in the last five years we went up 761%. It is
significant so then people think we are doing something right. We
calculated that people were spending about $4,200,000 in a ten day
sojourn in the NWT.
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Other questions, that I can not answer right now, are about how
that money is spent once, or is passed around the economy. Our
statistics people are working on the figures and we should have them
in about two weeks. One of the things that we get asked to do now,
design wise, is how do we do things better to make these numbers
better? How do we get more fees out of people, get them to leave
more money here, get more spin off benefits, and get them to stay
here longer? What I am trying to point out is, in a very small
economy, with the low skill base that is spread out all over the place,
it is getting to be a fairly big piece of the NWT's economy.
Last year we did a twenty-fifth anniversary promotional
magazine. You battle just to keep yourself afloat and be perceived to
be doing something credible. Two or three years ago most of these
parks and facilities existed except that they were spread out all over
the place and everyone knew about the one in their backyard, but
there was no context of them belonging to a group of things. One of
the real challenges we have done in the last two years is to pull all
of these disparate parks into a family of things that people associate
with a program or strategy. That is what that magazine is all about.
That is a challenge too, it will take people two or three years to
perceive NWT Parks to have a niche.
I'd like to talk about a particular community, Lake Harbour. If
you are in the eastern arctic you have this peninsula here, Iqualuit,
future capital of the Eastern NWT, over there and a town called Lake
Harbour over here. One of our nice little parks is the strip between
this side of the water and that side of the water. You can land on it
and walk down this trail, about a ten day hike, or you can canoe
down the Sloka River about a five day trip and it is real pretty. In the
numbers this park did not exist a year ago. It is a brand new, hot off
of the press, park. It is among our first decent amounts of land that
really does conserve something.
A year ago it was not a park, and probably somebody was going
there, but for all we can tell really nobody was going there. Because
we put this label on it and called it a park and produced some data
it has now been declared park and it is a National Heritage River and
all sorts of good things. You would not mind going there. With that
label now, what we have found out is, that out of the blue, in its first
year outfitters are going there doing their first run to see if they like
it or not. On that one company doing its first run local guides and
outfitters did about forty-six thousand dollars this summer, and local
hotels did about forty thousand dollars worth of business, and local
arts and crafts did about fifteen thousand dollars worth. We have
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about twenty thousand dollars worth of staff running the place and
there is about thirty thousand dollars worth of construction going on,
for emergency shelters, boat storage and petroleum storage. All of
those things are going on in Lake Harbour that just never existed
before this year. Some of them are recurring costs and some of them
are not.
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Maximizing the Economic Benefits of Parks
Ian Robertson
Inukshuk Planning and Development
The question we're looking at today is, 'Can Yukon Communities
Benefit From Protected Areas?' The answer is yes. You've seen a
couple of different ways of presenting things in terms of how you
can change your way of looking at what parks can do. I think the
interesting thing about the Northwest Territory's presentation is both
in how they take the physical form of trying to identify a spot and
set it aside from a protection point of view. They have a development
focus opposed to a conservation focus. There is a tendency,
particularly when you're coming from the South to think always of
a conservation end . . . developing from a negative perspective. We
also see in the Northwest Territories, in particular, that sophistication
being represented at both the design level and an understanding of
the importance of marketing and how you link marketing all the way
through from the thematic elements of design through crafts and it
starts to tie together, so it's a sense of diversity; seeing things in the
wholeness. I think that's one of the critical elements when you start
looking at protected areas in the broadest perspective, particularly if
you're trying to take into account community development.
The other reason I'd like to bring community development up,
is because there are a number of communities which are about to go
fail for one reason or another. These are single resource communities.
The potential that is there for some of those communities to look at
other opportunities related to parks and protected areas is fairly
significant. Now in some locations it just won't work, but if some of
these single resource communities start adding the concept of parks
and protected areas as another element, another leg on the stool, you
start to have potential for longer tenure. This is not being done
anywhere in Canada at the present time in terms of being looked at
in advance, in a proactive sense. It tends to be reactive, based on a
decision of something like a mine closure, mill closure or this type of
thing. So we're talking about mind set, changing the mind set.
The other thing that I think is important on the question of the
relationship of parks and protected areas and tourism marketing is
that they do go hand in hand. When you're planning a protected area
system, it's important to have a marketing mindset and to be paying
attention to what the market research is telling you. For example,
consider the Yukon in some work that I've been doing here. We
know, for example, that 75 percent of the visitors coming u p the
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highway, travelling on to Alaska, stop in Whitehorse. They generally
spend a day, if they spend another day, it's worth 10 million dollars
to the Yukon. That's not much to extend a stay an extra day, but how
do you do it?
I'm going to use an analogy of the Haines Highway example.
Whitehorse is here, the traffic flow is coming from the ferry system,
the other place is Skagway. I'll make it bigger because in the summer
it gets to be quite large. Those five or six ships in there on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays. . .. just think about that, all of a sudden a big group of
people coming in, so you have a lot of the rubber tire tracks coming
up this way. If I want to increase people staying longer in the Yukon
or in Alaska or wherever, what I have to start thinking about is how
I delay them along the way. So you start looking at parks and
protected areas in how they can contribute to this sort of delay tactic.
Brent Liddle was using the example of the Alaska bound travellers,
saying they're about 54 percent of the people who are travelling
along the road and they spend about $60 during that trip through,
and that's usually gas fill-ups. The interesting thing, is that they're
missing increasing the yield If you've got 150,000 thousand people
passing by your door and you're only picking off five or ten
thousand, or 20 percent, you're missing the boat. For example, along
the Haines Highway one of the biggest complaints in the Yukon, is
this idea that you've got to get some better access into Kluane
National Park. Well, we're talking major capital expenditures to get
minimal additional distance into the park and it doesn't necessarily
relate to what the market segment research is telling you.
What are the alternatives? Well, one of the alternatives is things
like a Pink Mountain Tramway, which could be a private sector
project. Another way is to change perspectives on how you look at
the Haines Highway - change it into a parkway. The Kluane Regional
Tourism Plan talks about doing a number of things along the road to
improve the interpretation. Instead of selling it as the perspective that
you're going by Kluane country, you're on the boundary of it, you
make the point you're going through the heart of it. Because that's in
fact what you're doing, you have a rare opportunity, you don't need
additional roads when you've a road that's already there. You're not
capitalizing on the assets that you have and from a parks perspective,
you start capitalizing by recognising the quality of your
campgrounds, the quality of your day use areas
I want to give you a couple of examples of Yukon possibilities.
A simple example, a project that's still sitting here half asleep, is the
Carcross dunes. That's an area right by Carcross, it's a small spot and
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it's quite unique in the Yukon. The attraction of Carcross used to be
the S.S. Tutshi, there's an awful lot of history involved in that area,
but you have a case where there's a viable small project that links
into an overall tourist strategy in that region. Those types of smaller
projects can make a real contribution into helping to delay people
longer. If I'm in Whitehorse and getting here later in the day, or
when they get to Carcross, from leaving here at Skagway, instead of
it being 10 o'clock and then they're pushing on, they're getting in
here around noon and they're taking the time to have lunch. So those
are economic paybacks for the community.
When we know what our visitation statistics are, there are other
elements that we can use to help our local communities. For example,
you can track the overnight registration in your community. People
have to sign when they use trails and . . . there's nothing wrong with
having coupon books that are for local businesses. You can start to
build your partnerships and work together so that instead of seeing
parks as a negative or at the best neutral, you start to think positive.
This conference is an example of how park related events can pay
dividends. This conference is worth, in just over three days, about 60
thousand dollars directly to this community.
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Managing Protected Areas We Have
Are we protecting our Protected Areas? What is an
ecosystem approach to management? Is this what we are
doing?
Moderator:
Bob Lewis, Parks Canada
Rapporteur:
Ted Osmond-Jones, Renewable Resources Program, Yukon College

Is the Alsek Valley Ecosystem in Kluane
National Park Threatened by Our Use?
Duane West and Ray Breneman
Kluane National Park
The Alsek Valley in Kluane National Park was a sleeper until about
1989. The 1990 Management Plan Review was centered on the issue
of Park access. Previous exercises dealing with park access had
emphasized the Slims rather than Alsek Valley.
Kluane's first Management Plan placed an emphasis on preservation within the Alsek Valley because of the spectacular nature of
its resources as well as possibly because of its reputation as
inaccessible. The 1990 Plan transferred motorized access aspirations
out of the Slims Valley, which was now extremely popular with
hikers and remote from the existing tourism infrastructure, to the
Alsek.
Using a criteria of Compatible, Controllable and Reversible to
ensure "Sustainable Wilderness Management," our 1990 Management
Plan recommended that "The Alsek River Valley would provide the
premier ground level tour to the icefield's edge." Provisions in the
plan called for:
•
a general vehicle access road from the Alaska Highway to the
park boundary
•
a day-use interpretation exhibit and observation area will be
provided inside the park boundary to cater to highway travelers
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•

rafting on the Dezadeash and Alsek rivers (both private and
commercial) will be encouraged
•
aircraft landings will be permitted at the Lowell Glacier to pick
up visitors on extended raft trips, for day use, and especially to
facilitate wilderness recreation in the area
• CPS will test the feasibility of a boat tour from Haines Junction
to the Lowell Glacier. The intent is to develop a one day
commercial tour.
•
Immediately following these planning decisions based on an
empty river, the Tatshenshini, then the Alsek, were the subjects
of one of the largest unintentional marketing promotions in
North America. Windy Craggy and "Tat" became our newest
wilderness brand name!
Kluane found itself suddenly connected to the "system in a big
way" There was a shift in cooperative management emphasis from
Wrangell St. Elias National Park in Alaska to Glacier Bay.
Commercial and private rafting trips went from 3 in 1989 to 32 in
1993. Aircraft landings numbered approximately 50 at Lowell Lake on
the Alsek this summer.
The 1990 Management Plan for Kluane also indicated that grizzly
bears would be the indicator species for "Wilderness Character." We
interpret that to mean their requirements in the Alsek Valley will be
our test for managing for ecological integrity. To that end we
embarked on six years of grizzly bear research centered in the Alsek
valley.
Parks manage people and their impact not the resources in this
case, bears. The jury is still out on the significance of impacts on
grizzlies in the park versus impacts on those outside the park
boundary - just across the road.
Are we using an ecosystem approach to management in Kluane
related to the Alsek?
There are steady steps in the right direction, for example:
•
working with the Municipality of Haines Junction to interpret
and protect the Dezadeash wetlands and bear-proof the landfill
site,
•
involvement of Yukon Renewable Resources in grizzly research,
•
managing rafting use on the Alsek in a manner that links
decisions to those made on a system basis, and supporting the
Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve Management Plan model
until a better one comes along,
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•
•

the Champagne and Aishihik First Nation have supported our
efforts to offer maximum protected status to wildlife and plants
in the Alsek Valley by agreeing to limit subsistence use,
ensuring that development proposals such as the Alsek Pass dayuse area and road upgrade have multi-stakeholder commitments
so that no monuments to our single mindedness or ability to
throw money at perceived problems, remain.

Where do we have to go?
• communicate wider and clearer ecological limitations of
protected areas like Kluane.
• understand problems inherent in placing all protected area
requirements on the National Parks in any jurisdiction
• practical and hands on cooperative management initiatives like
the Managers River Trip help bring together the big picture.
• original compromises reflected in protected area boundaries must
be mitigated by changed priorities and approach on our part. We
must practise management on an ecosystem basis.
(See Kluane Park location map, p. 156)
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Managing Change on the Chilkoot Trail
David Neufeld
Yukon and Western Arctic Historian, Parks Canada
It is important to recognize the dynamics of ecological change in
protected spaces management. However, it is just as important to
recognize cultural changes and understand how this affects the
management of National Historic Sites. Some examples:
An unregulated corner of the country is a drain on the national
resources and a corrupter of the national life. The north needs
civilization.
-A Presbyterian Missionary, 1880s
Upon this land lay the law of the universe in its uncontaminated state
before the crooked hand of civilization had spread its warping veneer or
written its crooked code. In the strong, pure, free life no want of
woman, no curse of caste, no rust of rivalry, no gall of glory, no edict
of earth prevailed. There man, and woman, too, was ruled according to
stark merit. It was north of the law.
.-A Chilkoot reminiscence of 1898
My map of the area? I'd put Bennett here in the centre and mark it
HOME. God, I love that place. It's our history. It's still in the family. A contemporary trapper and hunter of the Carcross-Tagish First
Nation, 1990
Our job must be to find the ways and means of making access [to the
Chilkoot] available to as many people as the ambiance of the Chilkoot
will tolerate. -Architectural Historian, from 1972 planning
document
The Question Of Special Place: Threat. Opportunity. Home. Experience.
The Chilkoot is many things for many people. And these things
have changed over time. How can we, and especially Parks Canada
in this case, adapt to these changes and ensure the long-term ability
of a special place to absorb and continue to change? In coming to
terms with the question of how "change" is managed we should
consider the question of the values on which we base our decisions.
What needs to be protected, what should be presented to the users
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(both physically and spiritually) of special places?

Regional Setting of the Chilkoot Trail.

Map courtesy of Parks Canada
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Parks Canada's Mandate And Establishing Values
What values drive the Parks Canada management system? The
Historic Sites and Monuments Board was established to identify
places, items, events of national significance, things of importance to
Canadian identity. Its recommendations ensure a government
commitment of resources to their development & maintenance. The
Chilkoot was originally selected in 1966 for the commemoration of
transportation during the gold rush and to reflect upon the impact of
the Stampede northern experience upon the minds and culture of
southern Canadians. To accomplish this Parks did the following:
1. Protect and research artifacts and landscape for the maintenance and understanding of the special character of the
Chilkoot. (Cultural Resource Management policy, archaeological and historical research).
2. Provide opportunities for people to experience the character
of the special place through various interpretive media and to
travel the trail (wardens' trail presence, displays, pamphlets,
books, etc.).
This original mandate has been broadened in a number of ways.
Research showed subtleties in original themes that needed
elaboration, and local developments, esp. land claims, have added
new themes that should be represented. These changes are not
unusual, for example as shown by changes in Batoche NHS.
Originally it was a site of victory (English/French) and a celebration
of nation building (adding the West). This has faded and Batoche
now commemorates the unique identity of the Metis, their past and
continuing contribution to prairie life. The interpretation focusses on
regional identity and cultural mosaic. These changes aren't always
easy. In Batoche, the theft of a church bell, in Yukon changing the
license plate icon. But change occurs.
What has not changed however, is the special place. Special
places hold many messages and it is important for us to ensure that
none of the present, or possible future, ones are compromised.
Dynamics Of Change
In Chilkoot there is now a recognition of First Nation uses,
resource harvesting, and eventual land claims. The Gold Rush
Centennial in 1998 will see a peak in usage, special events &
communication. The site is experiencing increased exploitation by
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users - increased numbers of traditional users, summer hikers, and
an increased range of users for example, winter users, railway
travellers.
CHILKOOT TRAIL NATIONAL HISTORIC PARK

Map courtesy of Parks Canada
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Managing Change
Parks Canada is currently pursuing this activity through the
review of the ChilkooPs Management Plan. We must first determine
important values should be presented, then determine special place
characteristics that must be protected. We then filter requests or
needs for changes through these mandated responsibilities.
Establishing a consensus forum for establishing these values is
crucial.
Perhaps one of the most important characteristics of Chilkoot is
the opportunity to explore the boundaries of our own cultural
organization of place. Environment, northern latitude, various
ecozones, and landscape in Chilkoot all lend themselves to escaping
or challenging the ordinary ways we organize our spaces, and
provide a chance to see there may be other ways of establishing a
relationship to place.

Chilkoot Trail: The U.S. Experience
Jeff Mow
Klondike National Historic Park, Alaska

I would like to give a little background about the United States side
of the Chilkoot Trail. If you look on the lower half of the map, you'll
see it's a very narrow corridor. The park on the U.S. side was
established in 1976. It was given four units, one unit of which is
downtown Seattle, three units are administered out of the Skagway
office: there's the Skagway Historical district, what we call the
Chilkoot unit of the park, and the White Pass part of the park.
Klondike Gold Rush National Historical Park was established in
conjunction with Yukon Historic Sites to help commemorate the
Klondike Gold Rush so it tries to pull the story together all the way
from Seattle to Dawson. The Park Service took over the Chilkoot
Trail, since the Chilkoot Trail had been established by the State of
Alaska as a recreational trail in the 1960s. Until fairly recently, the
Park managed the Trail as a recreational trail and all facility
development was pretty much accommodated whatever increase in
use there was. It hasn't been until fairly recently that the Park has
noticed several things happening on the Trail, one of which are the
numbers use on the Trail.
Here's a graph that I've put together showing where our use has
gone, going back from 1973 through 1993, so 20 years of information
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represented here. The numbers grew quite well until just about 1982,
when, because of the railroad shutdown there, numbers dropped off
fairly quickly when hikers found that access to the Trail, or getting
off the Trail, wasn't as easy as it had been. The one thing about the
Chilkoot is that there are external, similar to Kluane, external forces
involved there which affect us. Right around 1988 the railroad started
picking u p again. Hiker's again were able to gain access coming off
the trail and our numbers have just continued to increase. Again, the
railroad plays a big part in that because of their marketing strategy
of making it well known have helped encourage that.
We've noticed over the last couple of years that the numbers on
the Chilkoot Trail on a day-to-day basis, and this represents the
number of hikers going over the Chilkoot Pass, tends to go up and
down quite a bit. This has been a particularly difficult situation for
us to manage, because what we find is that at certain levels we get
some impacts occurring that definitely impact our resources, be they
cultural and natural resources. So we have the centennial celebration
of the Klondike Gold Rush coming up. There's marketing involved
with that, again there's going to be some external forces involved,
and there's no reason at all for us to expect our numbers to drop off
over the next few years with that coming on.
Also what we're seeing is an increased demand for access to the
Trail by special user groups. Everything from ultra-marathons, large
group users, service groups, we've had groups come onto the Trail
and they like to conduct service projects and, you know, they want
to do litter clean up on the Chilkoot Trail. It's hard to teach some of
them how to distinguish the difference between an artifact and litter
and so we've had some problems there. Military use has their interest
in it; I'm sure that's going to increase as well, particularly in the
winter. There was that group, you may remember from a couple of
years ago, when we had 80 military people attempt to go over the
Pass and there was some very definite impact associated with that,
but winter use is definitely going to go up. The Klondike Gold Rush,
the greatest number of hikers or stampeders went over in the winter
and so we can expect the commemorative types to a greater number
wanting to go over in the winter. So those are just some things that
we can anticipate over the next few year and they're pretty readily
identifiable.
Very recently, we've been developing a new general management
plan. Our original general management plan was done in 1976 and
many of the things that we identified in there had been completed.
We realized that it's time to create a new vision, particularly for the
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Chilkoot Trail. I think the way it's been managed before is pretty
much status quo of how it had been . . . . in the state on our side and
that now it's time for us, together with the Canadian Park Service, to
create a vision for the Chilkoot Trail.
In creating this vision through the general management plan,
there are some things for us to look at. We have to look at the
visitor's experience and expectations when they go across the
Chilkoot Trail, the limits, really the physical limits, of the Chilkoot
Trail itself. We also have to examine what we have to do in terms of
facilities development and our field operations on the Chilkoot Trail.
My job is pretty heavily involved with the field operations that take
place on it. So I'll just go one at a time through these and just
mention a few things that have gone on, things that we are working
on.
The visitor's experience and expectations that they have going
over the Trail; there's a cultural perspective, re-enacting or reliving,
enjoying the spirit of going over the Chilkoot Trail, reliving the
situation. There's also the natural perspective. One thing about the
Trail that I think surprises a lot of hikers on the Trail is just the
natural diversity that there is: starting off at sea level in the Southeast
Alaska rainforest, climbing up through the alpine at the Chilkoot Pass
and then descending into the sub-alpine of the interior of the
Canadian side. That's something that we found in various visitor
surveys that really surprises people and it's something that they do,
in fact, enjoy quite a bit.
For a lot of folks who live in the Yukon as well as Southeast
Alaska, it's almost somewhat like a rite of passage almost, hiking the
Chilkoot Trail. You really can't say you lived in the Yukon unless
you've hiked the Trail. It's definitely one of the "must do" things of
the North, especially if you're in the area. The Canadian Park Service
has done some work with visitor surveys just this year, pretty
extensive surveys assessing visitor's experience and their expectations
for hiking the Chilkoot Trail.
Looking at some of the limits of Chilkoot Trail, again there's the
impacts on the cultural resources, as I mentioned before, the large
groups that do litter clean ups, and the artifacts occasionally, that's
not a real big problem. I think that the largest problem we actually
face is damage to archaeological features, unintentional damage of
just numbers of people who descend upon an archaeological site, an
old building foundation or a few logs of a cabin, you get higher
numbers, it just happens unintentionally that somebody tramples on
it or, ten people walking over this log, it slowly degrades and it's
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compacted into the earth, so we're seeing a rapid acceleration of the
destruction of some of our cultural features just from high numbers.
With respect to our natural resources, the Chilkoot Trail underwent an historic deforestation about a hundred years ago. The event
itself had a tremendous impact on the natural resources. So what's
happened now is we're seeing a recovery or a vegetation succession
taking place there. On the U.S. side, there aren't high values placed
on wildlife at this time simply because the wildlife is just pretty
minimal. But that is something to consider as the wildlife continues
to return, how are we going to manage for that?
Of course, there's also the trampling around campgrounds. We
are undertaking some basic inventory and monitoring of the United
States side of the Trail. This year, we have worked with the U.S.
Forest Service in putting together an inventory for the Chilkoot unit
of the park.
One of the other issues that comes up as far as the physical limits
on the Chilkoot Trail is we run into a human waste problem, public
health issues. What are some of the indicators that perhaps you've
reached your carrying capacity or your limits of acceptable change,
what are your standards? Those are all terms that people have used.
One of them that we've been identifying over the last few years is
just the presence of human waste. We do have outhouses, but for
some reason they're not getting used and that's, oddly enough, what
we're using as one of our indicators right now of what's going on
there.
Another element regarding public health is water. With increased
use, we see a very small area that's involved that. . . ensuring quality
water supply is becoming increasingly more difficult. Then there's
the search and rescue aspects which are quite weather dependant.
This year, for example, we had a very fair summer and very little
search and rescue efforts were required.
With regards to issues of facility development, questions become:
what should we do about shelters and campgrounds? Do we increase
their size to accommodate the higher numbers? Of course, in these
days of declining budgets, how are we expected to provide higher
levels of service with fewer dollars. Right now we're looking at a
permit program, which is something that we instituted this year. As
that becomes more of a program, we anticipate it's going to be more
and more difficult to staff that. Winter operation is something that is
virtually nonexistent now on the U.S. side, we expect to have to
expand into that as well.
Just some of the other issues that we get involved with, being
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across the border include guiding and concessions issues. That's
going to be a very interesting one because that's going to fall into this
permitting process and limits that we're actually looking at on the
Trail. How are we going to manage special events, whether they be
foot races, snow machine races, boat races, whatever other things that
people come up with? Group use: how group use is allocated? One
other aspect about the Trail is that one third of all the hikers that go
over the Trail are actually foreign visitors, 90% percent of them
German speaking, and actually about 80 percent of guiding interests
at this time happens to go with the foreign visitors.
Finally, that gets us down to use limits and how we're going to
implement allocation of those limits. Our attempt is to reduce that
spike we have on a day-to-day situation and try to even that out so
that we don't have these large spikes where we know we get high
levels of resource degradation. So that's going to be the challenge for
us, is do this on an international level to develop a back country
permit system that's going to limit the use on the Trail. In closing, it's
not exactly ecosystem management but it is managing a system. It's
a very, very small system, it's almost micro managing this area. But
it is still a challenge for us to look forward to.
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Protected Areas and the Law
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Legal Tools For Protected Areas In The North:
Opportunities And Obstacles
Laurie A. Henderson
Over the past five to ten years, the importance of protecting
biological diversity and ecological life support systems has
increasingly been recognized. In support of this, a plethora of reports,
strategies and policies have been prepared at the global, national and
territorial level, emphasizing that we must manage the nature and
extent of human activity to ensure that ecosystem processes and
biological diversity are not impaired. To date, however,
comparatively little of this work has been translated into law.
The legal system governs relationships between human beings.
In principle, it is concerned only with the elements of the natural
environment which can be used by human beings or with resolving
conflicts between the users of these elements. Legal rights do not
carry conservation obligations. 1 Generally speaking, the destruction
of a species, genotype or ecosystem is of little legal significance
unless this loss directly affects a human interest protected by law. For
example, unless it can be proved that a person has directly suffered,
or will suffer, from the environmental loss or damage, an injury to
nature will virtually never be considered a reparable injury.
Furthermore, any damage suffered by the environment as a result of
human actions will be assessed in monetary terms; an assessment
that does little to effectively repair or restore the situation.
Consequently, in many respects, the nature of the legal system itself
is one of the main obstacles vis a vis legal tools for protecting the
environment.
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The inherent limitations of the legal system in recognizing and
protecting the natural environment can, however, to a degree, be
circumvented. The state, acting on behalf of its citizens, has the
power to restrict individual human rights over elements of the
natural environment through the enactment of laws. In this manner,
for example, governments can control development activities to
ensure that biological systems are not damaged or they can set aside
areas to maintain and protect biological diversity. Effectively,
government is thus acting in a stewardship role where laws are
implemented to reinforce human responsibilities for the natural
environment for the benefit of both present and future generations.
It is under the rubric of 'stewardship' that most, if not all,
legislation protecting the natural environment has been implemented.
However, notwithstanding this underlying rationale, most legislation
affecting the Yukon has not been enacted with a view towards protecting biological diversity or maintaining essential life support
processes and systems. Determining whether existing legislation can
assist in truly protecting biological diversity—whether these legal
tools represent opportunities or obstacles for such protection—forms
the balance of this paper. The paper is divided into three sections.
The first section establishes and briefly outlines criteria by which the
statutes can be assessed with respect to conservation biology; the
second section presents the results of this assessment and the third
provides brief summary comments.
Section One: Assessment Criteria
Four broad categories have been identified to assist in identifying the
opportunities and obstacles inherent in present legislation addressing
the natural environment of the Yukon: guiding principles, protected
areas, protected species and conservation planning. 3 Each of these,
with their various sub-elements are discussed below.
1. Guiding Principles
Two guiding principles are considered: legislated recognition of the
goal of maintaining biological diversity and codification of the public
trust doctrine.
Biological Diversity - Biodiversity refers not only to the variety or
number of species within a given area, but also to the variety of areas
and the number of species existing on the planet as a whole. It
represents the diversity of life, including the diversity of genes,
species, plant and animal communities, ecosystems, and the
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interaction of these elements. Overall, biological diversity is the
cornerstone of ecological integrity and its maintenance is a
benchmark for wise natural resource management. 4 It is imperative
that the goal of protecting biodiversity not simply be discretionary.
In other words, decisions regarding protection of biological diversity
should not be left to the discretion of elected officials or to senior
government bureaucrats. The requirement of maintaining biological
diversity must be explicitly stated in legislation to ensure
preservation and maintenance of plant and animal communities and
to maintain the integrity of biological processes.
Public Trust Doctrine - In our society, we have determined that
government, on behalf of its citizens, will manage and control the use
of the natural environment and its resources in the public interest, for
the benefit of both present and future generations. In other words,
government is to act responsibly with regards to the natural
environment, acknowledging and respecting the confidence placed in
it by the people to manage our collective natural resources and the
environment. In this respect, legislation should delineate a citizens'
right to live in a healthy and sustainable environment which includes
the protection of ecosystems and biological diversity. Legislation
should also affirm that citizens' have the right to expect reasonable
action by the government to protect or recover, or to require
protection or recovery of, environmental quality and biological
diversity. Overall, the public trust obligations of government should
be clearly provided for in natural resource legislation.
2.

Protected Areas

Three subcategories are noted within this category: protected areas
designation, a timetable and procedure for identifying and
designating areas and zoning.
Protected Areas Designation - The International Union for the
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) classifies protected areas into two
major groupings: i) reserves established primarily to protect
biological diversity and natural formations (e.g., national parks) and
ii) reserves which focus on controlled resource extraction while
retaining limited but significant commitments to maintaining
biological diversity (e.g., wildlife reserves, multiple use areas). 3 While
no one piece of legislation needs to address both types of protected
areas designation, the full complement of natural resource legislation
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should provide a range of protected areas designations to meet
different conservation objectives, ensuring that overall biological
diversity is protected.
Timetable and Procedure for Identifying and Designating Protected Areas
- Although it is important to have a range of protected areas
designations, it is equally important that legislation establish a
timetable and procedure for identifying and designating these areas.
In the absence of such provisions, designation remains discretionary
and thus may never occur. Consequently, there is a need to legislate
a mechanism to coordinate the designation and management of the
protected areas and also, to confirm this process, there is a need to
legislate a reporting procedure to enable the public to remain
informed of progress.
Zoning - Zoning has long been recognized as a tool for delineating
areas within protected spaces for different purposes. However, to a
large extent, zoning has been discretionary in that zones were
identified and changed as was deemed necessary by managers.
Protection which appeared strong as a result of a 'wilderness zone'
designation could easily be changed. As a consequence, the
protection was largely illusionary. Legislated requirements for zoning
would ease this situation somewhat by ensuring that any changes
made are undertaken following public debate and consideration.
3.

Protected Species

Again, three subcategories can be noted: evaluation and maintenance
of viable native populations, protection and restoration of endangered
species and identification and monitoring of management indicator
species.
Viable Native Populations - In a proactive fashion, natural resource
legislation should include a commitment to maintaining viable
populations of all native species and protection of the habitat and
ecosystems upon which species depend for their survival. In essence,
legislation should provide clear direction for protecting genetic and
species diversity of all native populations.
Protection and Restoration of Endangered Species - Wildlife and plant
species may become endangered for a variety of reasons, many of
which are related to human activity. In this regard, legislation should
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provide the means for identifying species under threat, establish
mechanisms for protecting the habitat of these species and ensure
that recovery plans are designed and implemented to restore
endangered species to the point where protection is no longer
necessary.
Identification and Monitoring of Management Indicator Species - Within
every ecosystem, species respond to environmental change. To a large
extent, the responses of these organisms to change may be indicative
of the health of the ecosystem. Legislation should require
identification and monitoring of representative indicator species
acknowledging both game and non-game species and specifically
addressing those species that are particularly sensitive to human
activities and that are indicative of the effects of management
practises on other species.

4.

Conservation Planning

As previous, three sub-categories appear: planning for biological
diversity, environmental assessment recognizing diversity and public
review mechanisms.
Planning for Biological Diversity - A great deal of attention has been
focused on the importance of planning. Often, however, planning is
primarily directed at providing certainty to development interests,
especially in the area of resource extraction. Through legislation,
planning should be broadened in approach to require planning activities to recognize and address maintenance of biological diversity.
For example, legislation should require that planning initiatives
address establishment of environmental indicators and the identification of ecological systems, landscapes and resources of the region
with respect to their capacity to support certain land uses and human
activities.
Environmental Assessment Incorporating Biological Diversity Issues - At
present, environmental assessment is directed primarily at assessing
potential impacts of specific projects. Frequently, little regard is given
to the impact that a proposed project may have on the overall
biological diversity of a given ecosystem. Additionally, environmental
assessment has only rarely been applied to policies or programs to
determine the effects these may have on biological diversity.
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Legislation should be broadened in scope and application to ensure
that assessments incorporate concern regarding biodiversity.
Public Review Mechanisms - One of the most crucial elements requisite
to ensuring protection and maintenance of biological diversity is
provision of public review mechanisms. Legislation directed at
protection or use of the natural environment should guarantee public
involvement at a variety of stages, including the early stages of
planning through to implementation and reporting.
Section Two: The Legislation
Five statutes which govern the protection of the natural environment
in the Yukon have been selected for the purposes of this analysis. 6
Two of these are federal statutes, being the Canada Wildlife Act7 and
the National Parks Act9 while the remaining three, the Parks Act,9
Wildlife Actw and the Environment Actu are Yukon statutes. Table One
summarizes how each of these statutes rates in relation to the
assessment criteria outlined in the Section One of this paper. A few
brief comments on each are presented below.
Canada Wildlife Act - The Canada Wildlife Act is enabling legislation
directed at facilitating federal involvement in the management and
research of wildlife. Overall, as Table One shows, with the exception
of establishing a protected areas designation, the national wildlife
area, the Act provides little in the way of proactive or progressive
legal tools as described in Section One above.
The Constitution Act, 186712 divides legislative powers in Canada
between the provincial legislatures and the federal parliament, with
the use and conservation of natural resources falling largely within
provincial jurisdiction. Consequently, the comparative absence of
strength in the Canada Wildlife Act may not be too surprising given
the supporting role the federal government plays with respect to
wildlife and natural resource protection vis a vis the provinces. In the
Yukon, however, the Yukon Government's jurisdiction is not as
absolute in the area of natural resources and thus the weaknesses
illustrated by the assessment criteria may be of greater significance.
National Parks Act - The National Parks Act provides several of the
legal tools described by way of the assessment criteria. At the outset,
it should be noted that all national parks are described and listed in
the statute. Thus, once created, the National Parks Act would have to
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be amended to de-list a park. With regards to purpose, the Act states
that parks shall be maintained and made use of so as to leave them
unimpaired 13 and that maintenance of ecological integrity through the
protection of natural resources shall be the first priority when
considering park zoning and visitor use in a management plan.14 Both
of these provisions may indicate a legislated goal of maintaining
biological diversity, and it has been suggested that perhaps these
same provisions impart a public trust responsibility to the federal
government. 15 In addition, the Act requires that the Minister shall
report to Parliament every two years on the state of parks and the
progress of establishing new parks.16 Further, the statute requires that
the Minister, within five years after proclamation of a park, lay before
the House a management plan delineating resource protection,
zoning and visitor use.17 With regards to zoning, the Act gives
Cabinet authority to declare, by regulation, any region of a park that
exists in a natural state or is capable of returning to a natural state to
be a wilderness area.18 Once again, while these provisions are not as
strong as they should be to be fully effective legal tools for ensuring
protection of biological diversity, they are a start. It must, however,
be noted that the mere existence of these provisions does not necessarily mean that they will be acted upon or used in a fashion that
proactively promotes protection of biological diversity. For example,
although wilderness areas may be designated by Cabinet, to date, no
such areas have been designated. Thus, as illustrated by this provision of the Act, in addition to creating the legal tools to protect wild
areas, there must be adequate political will to use these tools
effectively.
Parks Act (Yukon) - As Table One indicates, the Yukon Parks Act
provides few legal tools to protect biological diversity. The Act
enables the Executive Council to establish a park and also allows
them to apply any requisite zoning. However, the Act also allows this
body to permit development within specified zones (as they may
determine) where it is deemed to be in the best long term economic
interest of the Yukon.19 At no point in time do the actions of the
Executive Council, with regards to establishment, management or use
of park land or resources, have to be laid before the Yukon
Legislative Assembly for debate. In this regard as well, it is
noteworthy that public opinion, which is sought at the discretion of
the Minister, is limited only to the establishment of a park 20 and thus
any changes made subsequent to establishment may not be submitted
for public comment by virtue of the Parks Act. Overall, the Act is
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extremely discretionary in nature and, in point of fact, rather than
providing legal tools for protecting biological diversity, the Act
allows the unique natural and historic features that led to the
establishment of a park to be exposed to development.
Wildlife Act (Yukon) - Similar to the Parks Act, the Wildlife Act
provides few proactive legal tools for protecting biological diversity
vis a vis the assessment criteria. The Act is primarily designed to
facilitate management of hunted wildlife in the Yukon, with some
acknowledgment of endangered species. Habitat Protection Areas can
be designated under the statute,21 although to date, few have been so
designated. It is also noteworthy in this context that in 1992, An Act
to Amend the Wildlife Act22 was passed which provided for a slightly
modified designation of Habitat Protection Areas and prohibited
development that damages or destroys habitat except where that
development is carried out on development land 23 or in accordance
with an authorization. 24 To date, however, the prohibition has not
been brought into force and the regulations governing the
authorization have not been developed.
Environment Act (Yukon) - Of the Yukon statutes examined, the
Environment Act goes the furthest in establishing positive legal tools
for protecting biological diversity. First, the Act states that one of its
objectives is to ensure the maintenance of essential ecological
processes and the preservation of biological diversity. 25 As well,
s.38(l) of the statute identifies the Government of the Yukon as the
trustee of the public trust and provides a right of action in the Yukon
Supreme Court against the government should an adult or corporate
person resident in the Yukon believe that the government has failed
to meet its responsibilities to protect the natural environment. 26
The Act also provides a protected areas designation in the form
of a wilderness management area27 and recognizes wilderness as a
natural resource with intrinsic ecological as well as economic value. 28
The selection process, selection standards and management standards
for these areas are not contained in the Act and remain to be
developed by regulation. 29 Participation of the public in developing
the regulations prescribing the wilderness management designation
and use is guaranteed in the statute, as the Act requires the Minister
to refer for public review all proposals to make, amend or revoke a
regulation under the Environment Act or any other Schedule A
enactment (Schedule A enactments include the Parks Act, Wildlife Act
and certain regulations developed pursuant to the Public Health Act)?0
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In addition to the right of action provided for in the statute and
the guarantee of public involvement in the regulation-making
process, the Environment Act establishes several other mechanisms
that can be termed 'public participation rights' that may represent
opportunities for promoting conservation and protection of biological
diversity. Foremost among these is the Yukon's right to a healthful
natural environment (which by definition includes biodiversity) 11 and
the declaration that it is in the public interest to provide every person
resident in the Yukon with a remedy adequate to protect the natural
environment and the public trust.32 In addition, the Act establishes an
investigations 33 and complaint system 34 that require the Minister to
respond to public concerns regarding impairment of the natural
environment. With regards to the complaint regime, the process
extends not only to public concerns regarding situations of real or
potential impairment to the environment, but also to any decision,
recommendation, act or omission of a government authority having
power or responsibility under the Environment Act or a Schedule A
enactment (i.e., Parks Act, Wildlife Act and certain regulations passed
pursuant to the PHWJ'C Health Act).

Fort Selkirk Heritage Area. Yukon River (J. Peepre).
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Section Three: Concluding Comments
Over the past decade greater attention has been paid to issues
regarding biological diversity with the result that many policy
initiatives have begun to acknowledge and address these concerns.
However, little of this concern has been echoed in legislation. Across
the Yukon, as development pressures increase it is anticipated that
anxiety over protection of biological diversity will heighten.
Unfortunately, there are few legal tools presently in place to ensure
this protection. Virtually all of the designations remain discretionary
in nature and the use of any is inevitably subject to the vagaries of
political will. For the activist who wishes to promote biological
diversity, the strongest legal tools are the public participation rights
established in the Yukon Environment Act. Through effective use of
these provisions, the issue of biological diversity can remain front
and centre in public discussions, in the Legislative Assembly and, if
need be, in the courts.
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TABLE ONE: ASSESSMENT CRITERIA APPLIED

CRITERIA

CANADA
WILDLIFE
ACT

NATIONA
L PARKS
ACT

PARKS
ACT

(YD

WILDLIFE
ACT
(YT)

ENVIRONMENT ACT
(YT)

GUIDING PRINCIPLE
•

goal of maintaining biological diversity

partial'

partial2

absent

partial3

present4

•

public trust provisions

absent

absent

absent

absent

present5

present6

present7

present8

present9

present10

PROTECTED AREAS
•

protected areas designation

•

timetable and procedure for identifying and
designating areas for protection

absent

partial'

absent

absent

absent

•

legislated protection for zoning

absent

partial12

absent

absent

partial' 3

SPECIES PROTECTION
•

evaluation and maintenance of viable native
populations

partial14

partial15

absent

partial"

absent

•

protection and restoration of endangered species

partial17

partial'8

absent

partial19

absent

•

identification and monitoring of management
indicator species

absent

absent

absent

absent

absent

CONSERVATION PLANNING
•

planning for biological diversity

absent

present20

absent

absent

partial21

•

environmental assessment for biological diversity

absent

absent

absent

absent

partial21

•

public review mechanisms

absent

present23

partial24

absent

present23

Notes
1.
2.

3.

Canada Wildlife Act s.3. The Minister may a) undertake, promote and recommend measures for the encouragement of public cooperation
in wildlife conservation and management.
National Parks Act s.4. The National Parks of Canada are hereby dedicated to the people of Canada for their benefit, education and enjoyment, subject to this Act and the regulations, and the National Parks shall be maintained and made use of so as to leave them unimpaired
for the enjoyment of future generations. s.5.(1.2) Maintenance of ecological integrity through the protection of natural resources shall be
the first priority when considering park zoning and visitor use in a management plan.
Wildlife Act Primarily directed at managing wildlife populations for purposes of hunting, but with some reference to protecting habitat
areas; s. 179.(1) The Commissioner in Executive Council may make regulations . . . where he is of the opinion that it is necessary to do
so because of the uniqueness of the area, its sensitivity to disturbance, the likelihood of disturbance and its importance as habitat for any

—

2
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

species or type of wildlife.
Environment Act s.5.(l) The objectives of this Act are a) to ensure the maintenance of essential ecological processes and the preservation
of biological diversity.
Environment Act s.38.(l) The Government of the Yukon is the trustee of the public trust.
Canada Wildlife Act s.9.(l) The Governor in Council may authorize the Minister to purchase, acquire or lease any lands or interests therein
for the purpose of research, conservation and interpretation in respect of a) migratory birds and b) with the agreement of the government
of the province having and interest therein, other wildlife.
National Parks Act s.3 The lands described in the schedule constitute the National Parks in Canada.
Parks Act s.6.(l) The Commissioner in Executive Council may establish a system of parks to protect unique natural and historic features
and to provide for comprehensive outdoor recreational opportunities.
Wildlife Act s.l79.(l) above, note 3.
Environment Act s.74.(l) The Commissioner in Executive Council may establish, amend or revoke wilderness management areas for the purposes of preserving the wilderness resource in the Yukon.
National Parks Act s.5.(1.5) The Minister shall report to Parliament every two years on the state of the parks and progress towards establishing
new parks.
National Parks Act s. 5.(1.1 ) The Minister shall, within five years after the proclamation of a park under any Act of Parliament, cause to be
laid before each House of Parliament a management plan for that park in respect of resource protection, zoning, visitor use and any other
matter that the Minister considers appropriate. s.5.(8) The Governor in Council may, by regulation, declare any region of a park that exists
in a natural state or is capable of returning to a natural state to be a wilderness area.
Environment Act s.74.(4) The Commissioner in Executive Council shall prescribe by regulation a selection process, selection standards and
management standards for wilderness management areas.
Canada Wildlife Act goes in part to purpose (s.3. above).
National Parks Act s.7.(l) The Governor in Council may, as he deems expedient, make regulations for ... b) the protection of the flora, soil,
waters, fossils, natural features, air quality and cultural, historical and archaeological resources, c) the protection of the fauna, the taking of
specimens thereof for scientific or propagation purposes and the destruction or removal of dangerous or superabundant fauna.
Wildlife Act provides for protection and conservation of some native populations through hunting prohibitions and regulations.
Canada Wildlife Act s.8. The Minister may, in cooperation with one or more provincial governments having an interest therein, take such
measures as the Minister deems necessary for the protection of any species of wildlife in danger of extinction.
National Parks Act s.7.(l) above, note 8; s.8.(l.l) Subject to the regulations, every person who, in a park, hunts, disturbs, confines or is in

19.

20.
21.

22.
23.
24.

25.

i —

^1

possession of wildlife of any species included in Part I of Schedule II, or who is in possession either in or outside a park of such wildlife killed
or captured in a park, is guilty of an offence is liable .
Wildlife Act s.184. The Commissioner in Executive Council may make regulations declaring any population, species or type of wildlife to be
specially protected wildlife and the regulations may prescribe prohibitions, restrictions or measures to be observed or implemented for the
protection or survival of the populations, species or type.
National Parks Act s.5.( 1) above, note 6, s.5.(1.2) Maintenance of ecological integrity through the protection of natural resources shall be the
first priority in considering park zoning and visitor use in a management plan.
Environment Act s.5.(la) above, note 4; s.73. Wilderness is recognized as a natural resource with intrinsic ecological as well as economic value
and shall be considered as such in the establishment and implementation of a resource management plan under this Part and development
approvals and assessment under Part 6.
Environment Act s.5.(l a) above, note 4; no specific reference to biological diversity as element of purpose in Part 6 Development Approvals
and Permits.
National Parks Act s.5.(1.4) The Minister shall, as appropriate, provide opportunities for public participation at the national, regional and local
levels in the development of parks policy, management plans and such other matters as the Minister deems relevant.
National Parks Act s. 13. The Executive Council Member may a) arrange for the holding of public meetings or hearings for the purpose of
obtaining public participation on proposals to establish a park, and b) consult with representatives of those persons residing in or near the
location of a proposed park who may be affected by the establishment of the park.
Environment Act s.8(l) Every adult or corporate person resident in the Yukon who has reasonable grounds to believe that a) a person has
impaired or is likely to impair the natural environment; or b) the Government of the Yukon has failed to meets its responsibilities as trustee
of the public trust to protect the natural environment from actual or likely impairment; may commence an action in the Supreme Court, s.14.(1)
Any two persons resident in the Yukon, who believe on reasonable grounds that an activity is impairing or is likely to impair the natural
environment may apply to the Minister for an investigation. s.22.(l) Any person or group of persons may complain to the Minister with respect
to a decision, recommendation, act or omission of an authority having or exercising power or responsibility under this Act or a schedule A
enactment, including the exercise of a discretionary power, s.29. The Minister shall consult with affected interests in the development of a
proposal to make, amend or revoke a regulation under this Act or a schedule A enactment. s.38.(l) The Government of the Yukon is the trustee
of the public trust. (2) The Government of the Yukon shall, subject to this Act or a schedule A enactment, conserve the natural environment
in accordance with the public trust.

A First Nations Perspective
David Joe
Lawyer

Yukon is basically that island in which First Nations a long time ago,
thirty or forty thousand years ago, looked across the straits and said
" Ah ha! a land bridge, looks like a good area for parks to us. Let's
go there." So we did. About five hundred years ago some people in
large boats came along and said, "Hmm, do you mind if we stay the
long weekend?" We never really asked them how long the long
weekend was going to be, so here we are trying to protect our
interests.
In terms of the Yukon land claim agreement, we have fourteen
First Nations in the Yukon and their territories overlap. The elders
call these spaghetti lines and we are attempting to resolve that.
Basically we have two kinds of agreements in Yukon, Yukon treaties
and agreements in self government. One is entrenched in the
Constitution Act 1982, the agreements of self government are not.
In terms of the tribal groups that we have in the Yukon, we have
got about 7,300 Indians that live inside and outside the Yukon. I
come from the Southern Tuchone people, there are thirty thousand
of us, a prolific lot. Tlingit 15%; Upper Tanana, around Beaver Creek;
2%, Vuntut Gwitchin from Old Crow, about 8%; Northern Tuchone
about 18%; Kaska, around Watson Lake about 17%; and Han, from
Dawson City and around that area, about 10% of the 7,300 Indians
that belong to groups in Yukon.
The population of the Yukon is approximately thirty two
thousand at last count and holding. Again of that number we have
about 7,300 that are First Nations. Just to give you an idea where
everyone lives in the Yukon, 23,000 of the 32,000 live in the
metropolis of Whitehorse, and Whitehorse is only one of sixteen
communities in the Yukon.
Where do we get all of our bucks from? By enlarge here is where
we get all of our money from, the net federal income, or the inflow
of dollars into Yukon to maintain the viability of governments here
in Yukon, 57% of the money comes from our good friends southern
taxpayers.
About 30% of our income comes from mining. These statistics
come from 1990 and during that year there was a lot of mining in
Yukon, so this may not represent what is currently happening in
1993, and certainly does not represent what will happen in 1994.
About 10% of our income comes from tourism and about 3% comes
from renewable resources, so you can see that very little of our
income comes from the outdoors.
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In terms of what happened at contact, we were initially contacted
with trappers and traders, and with gold seekers in the 1890's. An
influx of about 30 to 40,00 gold seekers came into the Yukon and had
an enormous impact, certainly upon all of the First Nations that lived
between Skagway and Dawson City. Around Dawson they perhaps
had the greatest impact.
When was the first Indian Agent in Yukon? 1894, and we have
been in great hands since then. Of course we have had the
construction of the Alaska Highway in 1941 and the construction of
the Alaska Highway initiated the establishment of what we now call
Kluane National Park. Only because the American soldiers were
given free rein to shoot game essentially, they were knocking off a lot
of moose and caribou there, and so the Canadian Government
decided to move and establish a game sanctuary, which eventually
became Kluane National Park.
In terms of the treaty history in Canada, I will be very brief here.
The Royal Proclamation of 1763 got the Government of Canada to
ensure that if a First Nation were to deal with their interest, we had
to surrender our interest to the Crown. Basically that initiated the
treaty making process that started in 1763 and it extended to 1923.
The last treaty was signed in the Northwest Territories in 1923. After
that it sort of stopped, nothing happened. It failed to cover about one
third of Canada. We in the Yukon did not have a treaty, but for
example, in 1927 it was illegal for any third party to turn money over
to Indians so that they could fight their land claims. It was an express
law of the federal government that you cannot help Indians settle
land claims. So you do not see any treaties while that law was in
effect until 1951. In 1969 our good friend Jean Chretien brought out
the white paper policy essentially saying lets do away with the
Indian policies per se and under the constitution of Canada, Indians
basically belong under the responsibility of the government of
Canada. He thought, lets transfer all of this to the provinces.
Needless to say it went over like a lead balloon. In 1973, following
the fact that the Indians were now allowed to go to court and contest
what their claims meant in about 30% of Canada.
In B.C. the Nisga'a case proceeded and essentially the court said
yes there is a possibility that your rights may not have been
extinguished and the R.P. of 1763 is not the sole source of those
rights. In fact in English common law, if you have an interest in land,
that can only be extinguished by your expressed consent. In the case
in B.C. that did not happen. Half of the Supreme Court said. As a
result of that case, Canada started a comprehensive claims policy.
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You see various agreements made, in 1976 the James Bay Agreement,
in 1982 Pierre Elliot Trudeau decided to repatriate the Constitution
of Canada. They had a section, Section 35 that related to Indian rights
and interests. In 1984 we had a treaty, the Inuvialuit Agreement and
that is in north Yukon and northwestern Northwest Territories. In
1992 recently the Vuntut Gwitchin Agreement and again in 1992 the
TFN agreement in the eastern arctic, possibly the biggest agreement
to date. Recently this year the Treaty Commission in B.C. was
established, and on May 29th of this year, four First Nations of the
Yukon signed their final agreement.
Possibly the most important thing for us is that all of these
agreements that we have are entrenched or are protected by the
highest law of the land. Chapter two of the various agreements
makes that clear, that we get to keep our title on the sixteen thousand
square miles of land that we get, and vicariously we get to extend
some of our rights like hunting, fishing and trapping in places like
national parks as well.
These chapters are very important to us. Chapter three deals with
who belongs to us. Chapter four there are some reserves in the
Yukon and we have sixty square miles of the 16,060 square miles as
reserves and lands set aside. Basically we can keep them as reserves
or convert them to settlement lands. Chapter five is about land
tenure. We have two forms of how we hold land, either as category
A settlement land, essentially we own the surface and subsurface or
category B in which we only own the surface, subsurface still belongs
to the Federal Crown. We can also claim fee simple settlement lands.
In terms of access rights, we have guaranteed access to crown
lands that are not included in the 16,060 square miles of land that we
have got and also there is third party access to settlement lands as
well. Unlike reserves that are basically hands off, First Nations in
Yukon have agreed that third parties can access settlement lands here
in Yukon. Of course we have government access at all times.
In the event that we have disputes, they can be disputed or
argued before the surface rights board. This is basically a body set up
to arbitrate disputes between First Nations and third parties as to
whether or not that right of access should be granted, and that is also
set up under the agreements.
Again in terms of the amount of land that we have, we do not
have a heck of a lot of land. The total amount of land in the Yukon
is 186,000 square miles. The amount of land that the First Nations get
is 16,060 square miles of land divided into category A and category
B land. The examples from the first four agreements that we have in
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terms of their land quantum, Champagne and Aishihik, the First
Nation that I come from, is 937 square miles of land. Teslin Tlingit
which is about 100 miles south of here, 937 square miles of land.
Vuntut Gwitchin, about 3,000 square miles of land and Nacho Nyak
Dun about 1,800 square miles of land. What this depicts is that the
closer to where the 23,000 people reside, the less land that you get.

Federal Law and National Parks
Stewart Elgie, Sierra Legal Defence Fund
I'm here to talk about the law and protected areas. I am going to
confine that talk fairly narrowly. There are really three kinds of laws
protecting protected areas here; Yukon Territorial Law, Native Treaty
Law, and Federal Law. My area of expertise is Federal law, and I am
going to stick to that for the most part, although I can certainly get
into discussions afterwards on Territorial and Native law.
I have the odd challenge today of realizing that by the end of my
talk, what I tell you will be outdated in all likelihood. I can start of
by explaining -1 spent yesterday in court, and seven days before that
preparing for court, on what I think is the second ever National Parks
environmental law suit in Canada.
In Banff National Park, shortly before the last election, a
commercial ski development owned by Sunshine Village Corporation,
was granted a permit to begin extensive timber clearing operations
to develop and expand their ski area. This had been something that
had been conceptually approved for a number of years, but had not
gone forward because there were very serious environmental
obstacles to finding places to park for twenty-five hundred skiers a
day who had come to these new runs; places to accommodate them;
and lifts to get them up.
Shortly before the election, a permit was issued to go ahead with
the ski runs, before an environmental assessment had been completed
of the overall expansion proposal. In other words, they carved out
the ski runs, and said we'll go ahead and clear those, and then you
will be able to decide whether or not our parking lots are
environmentally acceptable. Well, that has obvious implications, and
is not really a good way to go about environmental planning.
We filed a preliminary injunction motion on behalf of the
Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society, Monday of this week. We
argued it yesterday. I think it is the first injunction case ever
involving a protected area in Canada. It's interesting because Laurie
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Henderson said, " Injury to nature would not be considered
irreparable, under parks legislation." Well that is the very issue
before the courts. On a preliminary injunction there are two
questions: One is, are you likely to win on the law? The second is, if
you are likely to win on the law, should we stop the project from
going forward before you get to trial. And the decision there is, will
there be irreparable harm if we wait until trial to make this decision?
The court balances the convenience on both sides of the table - on the
one hand, whether or not logging for a ski run in a national park will
cause irreparable harm, and on the other hand, they look at economic
injury to, in this case, the Sunshine Village Corporation who is
contractual timber clearing in this area. The judge said we could
expect a decision today. It has to come down by three thirty. So we'll
at least have it by five. And that will set a precedent one way or the
other as to whether or not logging within a national park constitutes
irreparable harm, at least for the purposes of injunctive belief.
The legal issue in the case is also of interest. It is of interest for
broader reasons than national parks, but particularly for national
parks. And the issue is, when conducting an environmental
assessment of a proposal, does the government have to look at the
cumulative impacts of other existing developments in the area, or can
they simply look at that proposal in isolation. Now ecologically, the
answer is easy, right? We all understand that the extent to which an
ecosystem can tolerate new disturbance, depends on how much disturbance is there already, and that you can't make a decision about
significance of a new project unless you know what is already there.
That's the ecological reality. We will know whether or not it is a legal
reality shortly, too. That will have implications in national parks
specifically, but it will have implications on all federal decision
making generally. That is one tool then for protecting protected areas.
And thaf s environmental assessment, and environmental assessment
as enforced through the courts.
I am going to talk about the National Parks Act and what it says.
I am going to follow to a large extent, some of the criteria Laurie
Henderson talked about, but I also have four criteria. Mine are
probably a bit simpler than Laurie's.
The first is the purpose. What are we talking about when we use
the
word 'park' in a generic sense? And this is a bit what Laurie
was getting at. What exactly are the objects for the legal marching
orders governing this protected area? Is it a roadside rest area? Is it
an area that is supposed to be left untouched for the sake of
ecosystem protection? Is it a playground for people? Parks probably
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fall within that entire mix, at least the word 'park' as we use it. So
the first question is, What is the purpose? What is the legal purpose
of the area? National Parks of Canada are hereby dedicated to the
people of Canada for their benefit, education, and enjoyment. So that
is the first clause. They are dedicated to us for our enjoyment. The
national parks shall be maintained and made use of, so as to leave
them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations. So there is
an inherent tension in there.
Between those two terms in Section IV of the National Parks Act,
they are to be made use of, but they are to be maintained and
unimpaired. Well there's obviously a logical collision there, because
we can't make use of the parks without impairing them in some way.
So obviously there must be a balancing to some extent there. And
which of those phrases you place the emphasis on, will determine
your perception of a national park in Canada, or the park manager's
perception. Is it on the use of the park? Or is it on the unimpaired
nature? I will talk a little bit about any indications we have from the
courts on what the answer to that is.
The other important point is that this classification is constant
throughout all parks. What we see both in the Yukon Act, and in a
number of different Acts in Canada, is that there are different kinds
of parks, running a gamut from pure wilderness to roadside rest
areas. It isn't the case of national parks, because national parks all are
subject to that fundamental yardstick, for better or for worse.
There is one exception though, and that is a provision that was
added in 1988 to the National Parks Act which is the 'Wilderness
Areas' provision, and that allows Cabinet to declare any area of a
national park to be a wilderness area. That is an important provision.
Beyond that though, there are some limitations to it. One is that they
didn't define what a wilderness area was, so again we are dealing
with a word which has I suppose, some inherent need, but I have
seen areas called wilderness areas that were off-highway tourist
attractions, wilderness pit stops such as little campgrounds. In fact
there was even one outside a national park in the U.S. which I saw
a slide show on by Jim Butler called "Wilderness Burgers". Well,
maybe that's a wilderness area. So there is a concept there, but it
would have been useful to have a definition. To some extent there is.
Section V.X of the Act says that, 'Nothing may be authorized in a
wilderness area that would impair the wilderness character'.
We don't know what the wilderness character is, but whatever
it is you can't impair that character, except for purposeful structures
that would deal with basic user facilities like trails, and rudimentary
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campsites, traditional resource harvesting, and access to remote areas
by plane. That gives you some sense that wilderness means that you
are not supposed to be putting in permanent man-made structures or
developments, and that's powerful. Within the National Parks Act,
and within the two percent of Canada that is a national park, there
is provision for creating truly protected areas. The bad news is that
that went in 1988, and not a single acre of a national park has yet
been designated. At least, this is current as of six months ago, as yet
nothing has been designated as a wilderness area under that
provision. So the potential is there. In fact, the interest is there. If you
look at the national park management plans that are produced, for
example the Banff National Park management plan recommended to
Cabinet that 97% of the area in Banff National Park be designated as
wilderness. None of it has been designated as wilderness yet. There
is certainly an opportunity there to create truly protected areas within
the national park system. That's my first issue.
The second issue is, statute or regulation. How is the park
protected? Now our conception of a protected area as a special place
is perhaps a safer place. It must involve some sense of permanence,
not transience. A place isn't really a special area if you can wake up
tomorrow morning and find out it wasn't a protected area. If it can
be changed by the signing of a letter without any public notice, that
takes away from it's notion as a special place, I think. Therefore the
stronger the legal protection, or the harder it is to undo it, the more
protected it is.
I notice in the Yukon Parks Act for example, it is a single
minister or member of the Executive, who both designates and can
undesignate a park. That is the lowest level of protection you will
find anywhere in Canada. The National Parks Act is pretty good in
this way. The National Parks can be created by Cabinet. They can
only be uncreated by an Act of Parliament. In other words you can
only shrink or remove a national park by amending the National
Parks Act, and that means going through Parliament, three stages of
reading, public debate, question period. It can't be done in the dark.
That's very important. I understand that some of the native protected
areas are even stronger in that they are entrenched constitutionally,
(if I'm wrong on that, you will correct me), that can't be changed at
all, barring almost cataclysmic political overhaul, so those may be the
most protected areas of all. The reason it is important is, for example
Sbrathcona Provincial Park. That has been one of those moving target
parks that I have been talking about.
There was literally a time in the 1980s where you would have to
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wake up and read the morning paper to find out what the
boundaries of Strathcona Provincial Park were, because parts were
being taken in, and put back, and taken out and put back, depending
on mineral claim discoveries or the value of timber resources in the
area. That's a bit of an over-exaggeradon but there were a number of
changes. Because of the difficulty of changing nadonal parks, you
have only seen really two periods. One in the 1920's shortly before
the Parks Act was passed, when the Rocky Mountain Parks were
significantly shrunk in order to provide Alberta with a lot of their
renewable resources, and nonrenewables on the eastern slopes. And
secondly in the 1950's, when three or four nadonal parks were
shrunk somewhat again, to give provinces resource lands. Other than
that though, they haven't been shrunk, largely because it takes an Act
of Parliament to do that. So that's my second concern. How protected
is it really?
The third and fourth issues are, how do we deal with threats to
the ecological integrity of a park? What is there in the statute that
gives legal protecdon to the park's ecosystem? And I separate threats
emanadng from within the park, and threats arising from outside the
park. Let's talk about what I call internal threats first. The stardng
point for that really is Secdon IV. Secdon IV is saying that the park
shall be maintained unimpaired. Now what does unimpaired mean?
Well this is when we come right to the crux of the dilemma here.
What is unimpaired? If you look in the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s, there
was whole scale commercial mining in nadonal parks, clear cut
logging, in fact there were saw mills in three different provincial
parks. There was hydroelectric damming. There was construction of
the largest highway in Canada. So the conception of unimpaired at
that point, was a relatively liberal, to say the least, of what
unimpaired meant.
Surprisingly,. . .well maybe not surprisingly. . ., the courts were
never asked for their opinion on whether things like clear cutting, or
hydroelectric damming were impairing a national park, until 1992.
One of the things the organization I work for is doing, is trying to
bring test cases in court on behalf of environmental groups who
couldn't otherwise afford legal counsel. And quite frankly, we were
interested in coming up with a test case to find out what Section IV
meant. And the test case we chose was clear-cut logging in Wood
Buffalo National Park. There had been a longstanding timber lease
starting in the 1950s I believe, that had allowed the cutting of what
was described as the largest white spruce in northern Canada, in the
flood plain of the Peace/ Athabaska delta, which is very rich soil up
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in northern Alberta. The logging standards being used were
standards that wouldn't even have been permitted on provincial
crown forest lands in Alberta.
Just vast, contiguous clear cuts right up to the edge of the Peace
River I believe, and not the Athabaska River but it was in the flood
plain. Anyway, Parks Canada officials for the past decade or so had
been unhappy with this, but they felt that their hands were tied. In
fact, the superintendent was quoted in the press several months
before our law suit, saying they are not supposed to be logging in a
national park - that should be obvious, but there is nothing we can
do - 'IPs all perfectly legal'. Well, we didn't agree with that, and we
brought a claim saying that Section IV of National Parks Act means
something, and that whatever unimpaired means, it doesn't mean
commercial clear cut logging.
The Federal Government initially defended the logging lease, and
they filed a statement of defence stating that the logging lease was
within the boundaries of the National Parks Act, or within the legal
limits of the Parks Act, and we were getting close to a hearing date,
and I am not sure what happened, but they reversed position and
several days before the hearing, agreed to a consent order, which
means we didn't get reasoning from the charges. We simply got a
ruling that logging lease was unauthorized by the provisions of the
National Parks Act and had to be struck down and declared illegal.
The interesting point was actually that that logging lease was in
fact authorized by a Cabinet Order-In-Council, too, and had been
reauthorized in 1982, and the Cabinet Order-In-Council was also
declared invalid and unlawful. So that's the first and only precedent,
at least as of this minute, dealing with what is or isn't allowed in the
national park. It doesn't help us that much, because for the most part,
current Parks Canada management regime doesn't permit large scale
commercial resource extraction in other national parks, touch wood obviously, that could change as resource pressures increase to
exploit all our other resources.
The tougher issues are what about things like, large scale
commercial tourism? What about things like putting new highways
through the park? What about new golf resorts? Those haven't been
tested yet. They may be tested in the context of the Sunshine
Commercial Ski Expansion - although in this case, the National Parks
Act makes a specific provision to allow existing commercial ski
facilities to continue where they are, without expanding. It's a new
Section from 1988, Section VIII.III, which says that existing
commercial ski areas can continue within their leasehold boundaries
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but prohibits any further expansion of those boundaries, which is
pretty cowardly. So there is a legally entrenching anomaly in national
parks. It would depend on the facts of each case, if it was being put
in a critical habitat area, if it was, you know, rampant growth gone
wild, then perhaps they might. But I think it would have to be a
strong case for a court to find that a commercial tourism facility like
a golf course, or a ski hill, violated Section IV of the National Parks
Act.
The other point I would like to make on this before I run out of
time, is that there is a zoning provision in the National Parks Act, as
Laurie Henderson pointed out. There was a new amendment in 1988
which said that in developing zoning and park management plans
the protection of ecological integrity through protection of natural
resources shall be the first priority. That's important. The downside
is that zoning and management plans are of no legal force,
whatsoever. In other words, you cannot prosecute someone for
violating a zoning or management plan. They are good as a guideline
but they have no force.
The fourth issue is external threats. And that is really perhaps
the most important issue of all, because for the most part, we are
doing a pretty good job of protecting our national parks internally.
The dilemma is one put quite well by a park ranger that I met hiking
about six months ago, and he said, 'You know, when the national
parks were first created, they were seen as an island of development
in a sea of wilderness, back in 1930. Like out in Alberta, there was
this was one little place where the C.P.R. could stop, and you could
have a hotel and some civilization, whereas now, they are islands of
wilderness in a sea of development.' And that's the problem. It is
called the 'island effect'. How do you protect these island national
parks when ecosystems don't respect the park boundaries of the
park, and for the most part, our national parks are not large enough
to contain ecosystems within them. But even the largest national
parks don't contain migratory species, don't contain the air, don't
contain the water that moves in and out of them. So inherent in
protection of a park, is protecting the external threats to it. And that's
our biggest challenge. And in the Yukon, it is less of a challenge so
far than it is in the south, but things like oil activity in the North,
placer mining outside Kluane National Park, some of these issues do
present challenges.
There is nothing explicit in the National Parks Act that gives the
government authority to regulate threats from outside national parks
in the North. There is a provision that deals with water in the three
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western provinces, but it has never been used, so it may as well not
exist. But in the North, there is nothing explicit. But, I believe there
is that authority, and that probably in the North, the legal
opportunities are the strongest, and here's why. When I read you
Section IV before, the first clause is very significant. It says that the
National Parks are dedicated to the people of Canada for their
benefit, education, and enjoyment. That type of language to a lawyer
is trust language. That's how you create a trust or a fiduciary type
obligation, dedicated to people for their use, for their benefit. Now
when we argued the Wood Buffalo National Park case, we wanted
a ruling from the court that the Government had a public trust
obligation in managing national parks. My guess is that's one of the
reasons the Crown settled the case. They didn't want that ruling.
They were reluctant. They didn't want a yes to that question, and
they figured they would cut their losses by not going to trial. I don't
know that. That is just speculation. But I think the argument is a
fairly strong one. At the risk of tipping my hat before it ever gets to
court, there is a case in the United States, involving the Redwood
National Park. The International Parks Act is almost identical, and it
says, 'that national parks shall be maintained', although skimpier, 'to
provide for the enjoyment of national parks in such a manner as will
leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations'.
Pretty similar. Leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future
generations. This case found that that section created a fiduciary
obligation, and in fact it specifically referred to U.S. case law that had
found a fiduciary obligation or trust relationship. That simply means
that the government must look out for the beneficiaries, which in this
case is the public. But it is the same as the fiduciary obligation which
the government has towards natives, so it, by analogy said, this
sounds a lot like the fiduciary duty we have towards natives. You
have the same duty towards the national parks. And the result was
that there were federal lands outside of Redwood National Park that
were being logged in a manner that was damaging fishing streams
and water quality flowing into the park. Severely damaging. The
Court ordered the Federal Government in managing general public
land outside the park, to manage it in a way that it would protect
water quality within the park, so they carried the park's mandate out
onto public lands, outside the park. Section IV of our National Parks
Act has almost the same language and if it does create that same
kind of fiduciary duty, in the Yukon that is powerful because it is
mostly federal land, at least outside of Kluane - it's mixed federal,
and native land - but there is much federal land outside of your
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national parks there. And there may be a legal obligation on behalf
on the federal government to manage that land in a way that protects
values within the park.
Things for example, like wolves that migrate in and out of that
park, may be subject to a legal protection obligation on behalf of the
Department of Indian and Northern Development, if I am right
about the fiduciary duty.
Now let me just leave you with one thought which might
perhaps allow you to form your own decision on that. Say that the
Canadian courts have recognized that there is a fiduciary duty
towards First Nations people in Canada. Here is the statute, the
section of the Indian Act, that is at least a good part of the basis for
that obligation. It says, 'Reserves shall be held by Her Majesty, for
the use and benefit of the respected bands for which they were set
apart7. So that's sort of trust language. 'Reserved for the use and
benefits of the bands'. That is very similar to the language in Section
IV of the National Parks Act - 'Dedicated to the people of Canada for
their use and enjoyment'. I think there is a very strong chance that
the Canadian courts will find that there is a fiduciary duty on the
Federal Government regarding national parks, and that where there
are federal lands outside the parks, they must be managed in a
manner that will protect the park boundaries. And the testing ground
for that may be very near.
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Protecting Use Of River and Trail Recreation
Routes In B.C.
Norma Wilson
Outdoor Recreation Council of B.C.
Introduction

Access to quality natural environments for the purpose of outdoor
recreation is a matter of importance to all British Columbians. Rivers,
trails, and other recreation routes are particularly important and
require special recognition and management. B.C. has a vast array of
such recreation routes, but recognition of the recreational values by
the multiple jurisdictions through which these routes pass is
inadequate at best. To ensure that these routes are identified and
managed to retain the recreational values, the Outdoor Recreation
Council, in conjunction with the Westwater Research Centre at
U.B.C., is developing draft recreation route legislation. The project is
supported by the Real Estate Foundation and the Law Foundation.
Before describing the project in further detail, a profile of the
Outdoor Recreation Council and its activities will be presented.
The Outdoor Recreation Council

The Outdoor Recreation Council of British Columbia was formed in
1976, and presently has 49 member groups. The Council provides a
mechanism by which the interests and activities of organised
provincial groups concerned with outdoor recreation, education, and
conservation can be coordinated and presented to governments,
industry, and the public. Our membership includes activities as
diverse as mountain biking, nature study, horse riding, hang gliding,
hiking, cross country skiing, and spelunking. There are about 120,000
members at the club level. Although our members are diverse, they
have a common objective - to have opportunities to pursue their
activities in a natural environment in a wise and safe way.
To help accomplish this objective, the Outdoor Recreation
Council conducts research projects, holds workshops, and provides
information to recreation managers and decision-makers. Examples
of recent project reports include A River Recreation Strategy for
British Columbia, Rails-to-Trails: Moving Forward (A provincial
strategy for converting abandoned railway lines to brails), and
Funding Opportunities for Outdoor Recreation in British Columbia.
In addition the Council produces a quarterly newsletter, The Outdoor
Report, which keeps our members and others interested in outdoor
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recreation up to date on recreational issues and processes. The
long-term vision of the Outdoor Recreation Council is that outdoor
recreation and conservation will become cultural trademarks of
British Columbians by the year 2001.
The Recreation Route Legislation Project
Over the past few decades, it has become apparent that the
province's supply of land, water and forests is finite. It is becoming
apparent that the supply of outdoor recreation opportunities is also
finite. The supply of rivers and trails to enjoy for recreation seemed
endless a short time ago, but it is quickly becoming clear that
competing land uses are encroaching on those opportunities.
Recreational opportunities on rivers are threatened by hydro
developments, logging, and pollution, to name a few. Trails and
other routes are threatened with loss of integrity as parts of them are
interrupted by housing developments, transportation developments,
or other resource uses. Many of these opportunities are lost because
of the linear nature of the feature and the many jurisdictions through
which they pass. The intent of the recreation route legislation being
developed in this project is to ensure that the recreational values of
these routes are recognised and protected during the course of other
developments.
The recreation route legislation project was conducted in several
stages. A background paper was prepared in the spring which
reviewed the policies and programs in B.C. related to recreation route
management. A workshop was then held in June 1993 which brought
together the recreational users and other stakeholders to clarify the
interests and objectives of the users. A comparison of the interests
and objectives of the users with existing policy and legislation
confirmed that existing initiatives failed to adequately address protect
the recreation values of rivers and routes.
The next stage involved a critical review of other related
initiatives, and several senior legal and policy experts were
interviewed to gather advice on the characteristics of successful
policy and legislation. A second paper was produced which provided
a more detailed analysis of the existing programs and how they met
the interests and objectives of the stakeholders. The paper also
provided comparisons with legislation and policy in other
jurisdictions which would accomplish some of the objectives. Options
were then presented for the participants at the second workshop in
September 1993 to consider. The September workshop included
recreationists, industry, and land managers, and combined the
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interests of the users with recommendations for management options.
The final report contains a series of recommendations including
draft legislation which would satisfy the interests and objectives of
the recreational users as well as many of the resource industries and
management concerns. The recommendations are presented in the
context of a three level initiative where there would be a base level
of stewardship for all rivers. Issues such as minimum in-stream flows
would be addressed at this level. The second level would establish
a provincial system to protect the recreational values of rivers and
routes while allowing other resource uses to continue. Certain rivers
would be protected from dams, diversions, and channeling. The third
level would be the nomination of the nationally significant rivers in
B.C. to the Canadian Heritage Rivers System Recreationists envision
that about ten rivers may qualify for this higher recognition.
There are several important points about this project which are
worth highlighting. First, developing legislation with stakeholder
participation at the beginning to identify the interests and objectives
to be met is an innovative approach. Stakeholder input is often
solicited as response to either a discussion paper or to the draft
legislation. Involving stakeholders much earlier in the process was
well received by them.
Second, the protection sought for recreational routes is not the
same as that for parks. Protecting the recreational values of rivers,
trails, and other routes does not necessarily preclude other resource
uses. It would, however, ensure that the recreational values are
considered when other resource developments are being planned.
And finally, although stand alone legislation such as a
"Recreation Route Act" would be ideal, the draft legislation will be
presented in modular form. It could be incorporated into the land use
legislation being developed through the Commission on Resources
and Environment (CORE) to allow for the protection of the values of
recreation routes within the land use designation system.
Alternatively, parts of the draft legislation could be included in the
Forest Act and others as appropriate to accomplish protection of
recreational values.
Conclusion
The opportunities to pursue recreational activities on linear routes
such as rivers and trails are being lost in B.C. The Outdoor
Recreation Council and the Westwater Research Centre, with support
from the Law Foundation and the Real Estate Foundation, have
developed draft recreation route legislation. An innovative approach
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was taken which solicited recreationists views early in the process so
that their values were met in the draft legislation. While the
legislation would not necessarily preclude other resource uses, it
would ensure that the recreational values of the routes would be
protected. Because the legislation will be presented in modular form,
it can easily be incorporated into existing legislation as opportunities
are presented. This legislation will be integral to being able to protect
the values of river and trail recreation routes in B.C.

Workshop Discussion
•

The National Parks Act is the strongest statute available, but has
a number of drawbacks. The Yukon Environment Act has some
real strengths in the public review mechanisms, and sets out
goals and objectives to give guidance on its interpretation. It only
applies to less than 1% of Yukon. All National Parks are
classified the same, even though they do not all have identical
purposes. There is a provision for designating wilderness within
national parks, but none have yet been so designated.

•

National Wildlife Areas and the Canada Wildlife Act. The
National Wildlife Areas were initially established to protect
endangered species and their habitat. They also have a broader
implication for protection of whole ecosystems. The Canada
Wildlife Act is rather wishy washy but is thereby flexible, and
can be tailored easily to fit specific areas and circumstances. It
has been used successfully to establish two areas in the Arctic
with tailor made regulations. So it works in some cases.

•

Considerable discussion took place on the decision to allow
cutting timber for the ski area expansion in Banff. What is
happening to the EARP review process in Parks Canada? If there
is a "significant public concern" there is normally a second level
of review that is carried out, but this seems to have been bypassed in this case. There seems to be a problem for mid-level
managers in the service who are not supported and get given
orders to implement certain actions by senior bureaucrats and
politicians just "to get things done."

•

The Environmental Assessment Act may be fairly good, and was
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reviewed by the public during its drafting. However, the
regulations pursuant to the Act never get the same public
review, and can be drafted in such a way that the original
intentions in the Act are considerably watered down. Indeed, it
was suggested that those who "lost battles" in the drafting of the
legislation manage to regain lost ground in the drafting of the
regulations. There does not appear to be any explanation
provided for the Dept. of Justice's opinions when these are
presented to Ministers.
Discussion of land claims agreements focused on the
appropriateness of the National Park Act and other legislation,
eg. Yukon Parks Act. to protect areas. The land claims
agreements are to be entrenched in the Canadian Constitution so
are arguably the strongest form of protection under law in this
country. But the NPA is not seen as a panacea by Yukon First
Nations - in the case of Kluane Park, the boundaries were more
or less set, so little flexibility there, whereas in North Yukon,
there was a great deal more flexibility in shaping a new park.
The South Moresby example may have been more acceptable to
the Haida as they were involved at a n early stage. The B.C.
government's decision on the Tatshenshini was viewed
somewhat skeptically by the Yukon First nations as they do not
trust governments to look after their interests in parks.
In the case of the Yukon Parks Act, the YFNs have two basic
problems with it: it requires land to be transferred to the Gov't
of Yukon; this has always been a contentious issue for YFNs
until their own land interests have been negotiated and
protected; and the Environment Act (Yukon) only applies on
YTG land so is not terribly useful.
It was pointed out that the option for National Parks in the
Yukon may not be one that is available to all YFNs, given the
mandate of the National Parks to deal with those areas of
national significance, rather than regional significance. Many of
the areas that are being considered for protected area status in
the Yukon are not candidates for National Parks, and thus will
have to be address by other means. This may force the Yukon
Parks Act and Yukon Environment Act to be looked at as a
means of protecting some of these areas.
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Workshops: Ethics
Science, Ethics and Judgement
Are ethical judgements different from scientific ones? How
can ethics be applied to the care of ecosystems and
protected areas? Will public expectations for thoughtful
attention to values and ethics grow?

Moderator
Dr. Eugene Hargrove, University of North Texas
Rapporteur
Aron Senkpiel, Dean of Academic Studies, Yukon College

Science, Ethics and Ecosystems
Scott Gilbert
Renewable Resources Management Program, Yukon College
Are people generally satisfied with the way our environment is being
treated? I think the answer to this question, from a variety of
perspectives, would be no. For several decades Western societies
have been trying to govern the way we interact with our environment by seeking scientific guidance. Problems still abound and we
are left to judge whether science has let us down or, as many
scientists would argue, whether the environmental maladies were
caused by a lack of political will to implement scientific advice.
Whatever the real explanation it is likely we could find numerous
examples of both poor science and political cowardice.
While the rate at which environmental problems appear seems
to be accelerating, a brief look at our history shows that public
attitudes are changing. Witness the fact that the first wildlife biologist
hired to work in the Yukon in the 1950's was given the task of
overseeing a widespread wolf poisoning program that extended into
the Northwest Territories (Smith 1983). The scale and methods of
such a program would be unthinkable by today's standards.
Attitudes have also been changing among scientists. There is a
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growing recognition, in a variety of resource management fields, that
some problems have been brought on by an overly narrow view of
how ecosystems operate. For example, a reductionist approach was
used to evaluate the safety of DDT by analyzing its toxicity to
individual organisms. A more realistic assessment of DDT was
developed later from ecosystem level studies; this revealed the
importance of biomagnification, the process that allowed DDT to pass
up the food chain and reach high toxic concentrations (Wiegert 1988).
Development projects often have unintended consequences which
surprise scientists and planners alike and this led to Hardin's (1963)
pithy observation, "we can never do merely one thing." There is
much interest now in pursuing a more holistic or ecosystem approach
to environmental questions and some are optimistic that this will
correct the problems that stemmed from a species-specific approach.
Will the public faith in our stewardship of the planet be restored
knowing that we now have science and an ecosystem approach on
our side? I think not. To restore public confidence in resource
management decisions I think we need to include three ingredients:
science, an ecosystem approach as well as ethics. In the remainder of
this paper I offer some observations and opinions about the social
and ethical underpinnings of science and forces which shape them.
I will also speculate about how these forces can be made more visible
and available for public scrutiny. Let's begin by reviewing the role
science has played in our recent history. The prevailing view in
Western society is that science is the "legitimate" way to acquire
knowledge and that it seeks simple objective truths. Any discussion
of science in a northern context must consider its uneasy coexistence
with traditional ecological knowledge. This holistic approach is
intimately bound with aboriginal societies and contrasts sharply with
the reductionist approach favoured by Western scientists. Yet for
much of our human history traditional knowledge has been used by
aboriginal peoples, in the North and around the world, to guide
interactions between human societies and the environment. This
requires one to at least acknowledge that there are rival ways of
acquiring knowledge about the world (Weeden 1992, p. 147).
Within the scientific community itself there are contrasting views
of how science should be carried out. Richard Lewonrin, a geneticist
from Harvard University, has challenged both his peers and the
public with his views on science. He argues (Lewonrin 1991) that
science is foremost a human enterprise and therefore exists as a social
institution. As such it reflects and reinforces the dominant values of
our society. This interpretation may confuse those who had assumed
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science was an objective, scholarly pursuit of free thinkers. Consider
the following example I have culled from the literature.
In the summer of 1993 a group of molecular biologists
announced they had identified a portion of the X chromosome that
predisposes males to homosexual orientation (Hamer et al. 1993).
Clearly this is an interesting chapter in the continuing nature-nurture
debate but what can we say about the science involved? Was this a
triumph of reductionist science - the culmination of a long quest to
identify patterns and make predictions? You decide. If we look more
closely at this study we find it was composed of two parts. The "low
tech" aspect of the study looked at family patterns of inheritance of
"gayness" amongst volunteers. This involved standard techniques of
pedigree analysis (started by Mendel in the mid-nineteenth century)
and widely known for decades. These initial findings were then
confirmed in the second part of the study using "high tech"
chromosome mapping techniques. As an editorial in New Scientist
(July 24,1993) asked, shortly after this study was released, why now?
Much of the research could have been done 50 years ago and one has
to wonder what caused the delay? Social attitudes have changed, for
example until 1973 the American Psychiatric Association classified
homosexuality as a mental disorder. The discovery of a "gay gene"
seems to be a case of science bracking changing values in society. This
is not a shining example of science pioneering the way forward for
society, rather the reverse - a remarkable situabon for an "objecbve"
enterprise. Let there be no mistake, I have no quarrel with the
researchers that did this work; by virtue of their youth alone they
have an immediate excuse as to why the work was not done earlier.
But how can we excuse the scienbfic community as a whole? I
believe this example reinforces Lewonbn's argument that science can
be ideologically biased.
How can bias creep into scienbfic pursuits? There are at least
three mechanisms that can operate as filters to restrict or shape our
scienbfic endeavours. Science relies on a clear question or statement
of a problem to begin the process of inquiry. This starbng point can
be prepared by individual scienbsts, governments or corporabons. As
the example presented above suggests the bming and nature of
setbng the quesbon can be significant. The field of wildlife
management presents numerous examples where the interests of
"consumphve users" are followed in setbng research agendas. Who
gets to ask the quesbons that are ultimately tackled by scienbsts? We
should not underestimate the importance of setbng out quesbons as
a means of manipulating scienbfic pursuits.
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The second filter that operates on science is funding. In many
cases research funding is awarded on a peer review basis and while
this seems democratic we should note that it is not necessarily
objective. Research funding coming directly from governments and
corporations are more open to bias from a variety of sources. Whose
interests, for example, are served by large military research budgets?
Some critics argue that gender bias has influenced North American
research budgets for lung cancer (vast sums spent on a preventable
disease with little progress to show after decades) compared with
breast cancer (a disease of unknown etiology affecting primarily
women that has traditionally been underfunded).
The third filter that may operate on science to introduce bias may
occur at the publication stage. Well researched studies may fail the
peer review process, or if published, may not get recognition. This is
perhaps the most difficult bias to recognize -is the science truly bad
or are the findings too uncomfortable or premature? On one hand,
science (following the hypothetical-deductive model) is self-repairing;
false ideas are frequently uncovered and then discarded. On the other
hand we must rely on science historians to remind us of forgotten
researchers whose deserving acheivements were not recognized in its
day.
What does this tell us about the role of science and
environmental questions? First of all I think much of the gulf
between traditional knowledge and the Western approach to science
is culturally driven. If we are to move to successful co-management
where features of both approaches are incorporated then we should
pay more attention to recognizing cultural differences. For example
deciding what questions are worthy of inquiry differs between the
Western and traditional knowledge approaches. Opinions differ
greatly between the two cultures over what achievements are worthy
of peer recognition (or "publication success"). Interestingly both
cultures admire predictive abilities that answer questions such as,
"when will the caribou come back?"
Second, I think we should also keep in mind that science is not
an unassailable institution. We can challenge the "silent assumptions"
of scientists (Mayr 1982, p. 835) and demand accountability. Finally
we should be vigilant when making environmental decisions based
on science. Certainty is an illusive goal and the very science that we
turn to for help in understanding our environment may mislead us
or give us an incomplete picture.
If we agree it is unwise to leave management of our environment
solely in the hands of scientists, or politicians, or any other subset of
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society, then what is to be done? Is there a way to manage
ecosystems which tempers scientific interests with ethical concerns
reflective of society?
On a large scale, development proposals which would affect a
single ecosystem or regional group of ecosystems, in Canada, are
scrutinized through the Environmental Assessment and Review
Process. Under this legislation the Federal Government is obliged to
consider both bio-physical and social impacts (Couch 1982). Ethical
concerns can be raised here, if public hearings are held, although it
may be difficult to make an impression if one is discussing intangible
values in an atmosphere pervaded by a "cost-benefit analysis"
mentality.
On a smaller scale what review process do scientist's face when
they plan ecosystem level experiments? For example, are there things
we "cannot" do to ecosystems? Does the equivalent of a medical
ethics review process exist for ecosystems? I find the parallel between
medical research and ecological research intriguing. In medicine there
may be serious constraints on the type of procedures a doctor may
perform on a patient yet that ethical "brake" doesn't exist for
scientists working on ecosystems.
Field biologists conducting research must adhere to some
guidelines although these vary depending on the jurisdiction and the
organisms involved. Zoologists in Canada, for example, are expected
to follow guidelines established by the Canadian Council on Animal
Care (Anonymous 1980,1984). I have broadened the discussion here
to include ecosystems rather than restricting it to just animal care for
two reasons. First it seems difficult to justify an arbitrary decision to
limit concern to just certain classes of organisms, and one can argue
on the basis of intrinsic value, that all organisms merit concern
(Svoboda 1989). Secondly there are some ecologists who view
ecosystems as superorganisms. According to this view, ecosystems
possess many emergent properties and therefore are greater than
the mere sum of their constituent populations.
To place these issues in a Yukon context consider the wolf kill
associated with the ongoing Aishihik Caribou Herd Recovery

1. E.g. the structure of food webs, stability relative to outside disturbance and resilience after perturbations (Begon et al. 1990).
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Experiment. It is interesting that the science behind this experiment
was thoroughly explored yet the ethical considerations have received
no attention from the government. There are many other questions
that demand our attention beyond the narrow scientific one of
experimental design. These include the ethical considerations of
killing wolves with helicopters, the use of radio-collars on single
wolves to locate and kill their packs, continued hunting by
commercial outfitters in the wolf-kill area and the broad question of
assessing the consequences of manipulating whole ecosystems. Can
we say what the impact of removing wolves will be on scavengers
such as ravens? If scientific or management interest shifts from
wolves to grizzly bears are we prepared to intervene even more in
this ecosystem? Do ethical considerations rise in importance as
scientific uncertainty increases? For example there will be much
more uncertainty over the question of whether the local ecosystem
could recover from the "temporary" loss of two large camivbres
populations. In this case would the risk to the health of the ecosystem
or patient be deemed excessive?
I think there is a need for some system of reviewing the ethical
concerns that arise when scientists manipulate ecosystems. The ethical questions seem to spring forward easily however imagining a
system that could deal with them is more difficult. There is diverse
range of ethical views amongst biologists regarding animals (Howard
1993, Bekoff and Hettinger 1994) let alone ecosystems. I tend to be
pessimistic that we will see any internal demand amongst biologists
to develop such a system. The groups most sensitive to public pressure are the professional societies that represent biologists together
with journal editors. These groups could promote a rapid change in
the way ecological field research is carried out by establishing a
policy that required ethical reviews of field research. Journal editors
in particular could play a prominent role because they are already in
strategic positions as gatekeepers overseeing access to journal pages.
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An Ethical Approach To Wildlife Management
Lu Johns Penikett
Person of Upper Tanana Descent
An ethical approach to wildlife management means basing management on a philosophy which encompasses the needs of people and
as much of the needs of the environment. The needs of people must
be defined with the understanding that not all consumptive and
nonconsumptive use of wildlife is possible or desirable. The needs of
the environment must be respected if we are to have wildlife and
therefore wildlife management means 'care of the environment'. Care
of the environment means land use planning. Land use planning
means deciding where our towns and cities will be built, how large
we want these communities and with the full acknowledgement that
human communities impact water, air, land and the displacement of
wildlife in those theatres.
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Land use planning means a reconsideration of the economic
system under which we now operate. Land use planning means
looking at our renewable resources and deciding which can be
harvested in a sustainable manner. It means looking at our
non-renewable resource and balancing its development with the long
term impact on the environment and its inhabitants. Rather than
economic growth based on consumerism fuelled by population
growth, we must consider limited growth based on sustainability.
Land use planning means assessing our wildlife habitat areas and
deciding which areas hold the most chances for an untouched
ecosystem working on its own and which holds the least interest for
economic development. This would be difficult because the
environment here is fragile and large mammals have adapted to
vegetation spread over large areas. The harshness of the environment
is partly responsible for this but it is incumbent upon us that we
recognize that many large mammals require large portions of the
environment for habitat. Consequently, we have caribou and sheep
spread over large areas at certain altitudes with moose occupying the
river levels and valleys. Because spatial use by the large mammals is
spread over large areas, setting aside habitat is of particular
importance in planning our economic and community uses of land.
Now why I use those examples is to show that in fact in the
Yukon nearly every area is occupied by some kind of wildlife, so it
is very difficult to decide how to do our plans. For wildlife
management to occur in a consistent and fair manner land use
planning must accept habitat protection as a priority. This will
hopefully ensure that species which now interact in an ecosystem are
protected as much as possible. Habitat protection is not the panacea
to our wildlife management problem but it goes a long way to
protecting and managing wildlife when compared to the current
haphazard method of planning. (If you can call it planning, I'm not
sure we have Land Use Planning in the Yukon, yet.) Currently most
land use planning is not planning but is economic development of
resources with communities springing up around developments. This
kind of planning has led to decimation of fish stock, (as in the
Aishihik power development) caribou, (as in Finlayson herd) and on
a national and international basis, countless species of birds on the
prairies and species currently being destroyed by deforestation of
rainforests.
If we review how developments have occurred on this continent
since the arrival of Europeans there is a consistent pattern of human
interests being given priority over other considerations. We seem to
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have continued this pattern, to this day, of urban development
springing up around resources. We can see in the development of
cities on the East Coast related to the harvesting of natural resources
such as fish stocks, timber, wildlife and coal. This pattern of
development was followed as people moved west across the
continent. Large parts of the eastern hardwood forests were depleted
for farming. Without the understanding we have today of prairie
ecosystem, the majority of prairie land was developed for agriculture
alone. The intent and the conclusion of humans pursuing their own
interests on this continent above other ecological interests has
resulted in loss of many species and their habitats. The passenger
pigeon, the bison, wolves, song birds and fish stocks are some species
which have become extinct as a result of humans putting their
interests and only their interests first.
An important part of our planning along with economic interests
is the recognition that we cannot meet all of our consumptive and
non-consumptive needs. We cannot allow the current methods of
harvesting to continue where native people are allowed to hunt all
year round for subsistence. And then have the hunting pressure
intensified in August and September when the season is open to the
rest of the residents. The pressure on the game, even with our small
population is too great. We are also putting only human interests first
rather than considering how moose and caribou fit into the food
chain because they are needed by other animals to subsist. And, I
think further to that, when we talked this morning about traditional
knowledge, I wanted to add one other thing in here.
I got into a discussion at the last Council for Yukon Indians
General Assembly. There was a great deal of disagreement on the
floor of the assembly on the wolf kill. When I thought back on the
discussion it occurred to me, that there was very few elders that we
asked and called upon to speak and give us information. I was one
of the few who disagreed with the wolf kill. After a couple of weeks
after the assembly, I asked my mother what role did the wolf play in
the total system, say from her grandmother's point of view. This was
an oral history technique that I used so that she would give me
information going back several generations instead of asking for her
opinion only, which I think, would have been influenced by modern
media.
One thing that she came u p with, according to her grandmother,
was that the wolf was considered and called something like a little
brother. He was a little brother in relation to the bear, who was much
larger. But, the wolves because they travel in packs are very effective
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in bringing down game. The reason he was called a little brother was
because when he killed game he also fed foxes, martin, weasels, birds
of the air - magpies, eagles, hawks, owls, and that gave me a totally
different perspective. I think had we gone in the land claims system
the route of asking our elders for traditional knowledge, we would
have been in a better position now-a-days to incorporate some of the
models and jurisdictional areas we are taking over now in land
claims. Instead in our land claims we have gone the legal route on
the basis of aboriginal title, I think that what we need to do now is
integrate some of our traditional knowledge. That was just to
supplement my comment. We are putting human interest first rather
than considering how moose and caribou fit into the food chain, they
are also needed by other animals to subsist.
Our current method of wildlife management is only for human
needs and does not include other animals' interests. I want to
emphasize that because I think most of the decisions we make are
usually for us. The interaction for food, seed distribution and
unknown other uses amongst nature's animals must be recognized
and given inherent value.
Sensible wildlife management should also recognize that we
cannot meet all of our non-consumptive needs. If we want wildlife
viewing we need to set aside those areas in which a particular animal
has fit into the ecological niche. This means making choices about
which animals will have its habitat destroyed if we want to use
certain areas for something else. But the choice must be informed as
to the impact on the environment and wildlife. It means giving up
electricity by not damming a river with particular wildlife significance. If we wish to alter or interfere with natural processes to meet
more of our non-consumptive needs we need to understand the implications of such actions. Can we call elk, reindeer herds and
transplanted bison "wildlife" in the sense that some of the wildness
has been taken away by our involvement? These are some of the
choices available to us to meet more of our nonconsumptive needs
and should be explored more fully but we must question at what
point we want a totally managed landscape or can we agree to give
up some of our interests in order to retain ecosystems for wildlife.
Finally, wildlife management will not work until we educate all
citizens on the role of the environment and how animals have a right
to live somewhere. Education cannot be left in its current situation
where only those people interested in the wilderness find out about
it perhaps through hunting and fishing or perhaps a wilderness tour
adventure. This leaves the vast majority of the population at home in
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their urban setting far away from systems upon which they have so
much impact. Wildlife management means leaving large portions of
the wilderness alone and in order to understand that concept and not
revert to old habits of developments occurring haphazardly, the
people need to be brought to that environment. They need to be
educated in the classrooms and they need to be given time in schools
to live on the land and watch some of the interaction which occurs
amongst wildlife. Wildlife management should start at home but, in
lieu of this it must be recognized by society that wildlife and the
environment be made an integral part of our education.
For wildlife management to be meaningful society must stop
giving it lip service and vague management principles. These vague
management principles often cannot be carried out due to lack of
resources or political will. But, in my estimation, there is more than
one way to (Oops, I almost said 'to skin a wild cat.') resolve a
problem. That way is through educating the masses so that they feel
it is one of their primary responsibilities along with raising children
and making money. This requires a theoretical leap to recognize that
responsibility to wildlife is a key tenent of being a responsible citizen
of earth. It is incumbent upon any member of society who is concerned about wildlife to start voicing their concerns now—and there
are a number of ways we are familiar with—writing letters, joining
conservation groups or speaking up at meetings. The sooner we start,
the sooner can stop some of the destruction of habitat and wildlife
occurring in our part of the country.
There are some other general comments I want to make. Originally I had planned on focussing my paper on sustainability, or rather
subsistence to be tied in with sustainability. I guess part of my
argument, if I was to continue the paper, goes into population
control. I feel that we need to be concerned about population and
population growth, and how our economy is tied to that kind of
growth. Population growth leads to an increase in pressure on the
resources. We need more water, more trees, more land. I guess the
question I want to ask is, where does it stop? We are caught in this
economic system, and it seems people go along with it and they raise
some ethical questions once in a while. In fact, I think we need to
question other things, not just our wildlife ethics, but the principles
by which we live our lives and how we live on this earth. Do we
blindly continue to grow for growth's sake? We only need to look at
Europe and Asia to see where that kind of growth has got them.
There are no wild places, or if there are, there are very few. Most
temperate regions have been developed for man's uses, some
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non-consumptive - tourism and that sort of thing - there's been some
parks set aside. In Europe people look with great pride on the Black
Forest, and yet these places once had thriving wildlife populations,
thriving wolf populations, bears and that sort of thing which they
don't have now. The U.S. was once an area with beautiful virgin
forests and prairie lands and all of this has disappeared.
We must stop looking at the earth as if populating it is the only
thing we can do to it. I think that is something we are doing now. I
think we're doing it in a manner that we are not thinking seriously
about the implications of what will happen when we run out of
resources. We only have to look at the east and west coast fisheries
- thaf s just one example. We sometimes have to wonder about the
wildfires which are occurring in California - is that related to overuse
of the limited amount of water that they had there to start with? I
don't know about the rest of you, but I do know that I do not
support a North American continent looking like a version of Europe.
It seems to me that we are continuing our development in that
manner. It has already happened, I feel to most of the states. Do we
want Canada to look like that? Some of us would say yes. Some
people are embarrassed about our vast stretches of undeveloped land,
and calling it primitive if we do not develop all of our resources. Is
development the best and only goal that we can consider for earth?
I hope not. I strongly support the idea that we leave large portions
of this land undeveloped. If we used part of the principles that
aboriginal people originally lived by in the Yukon, which was
subsistence on the game which grew wild in the area, you would do
this in a sustainable manner. Somehow we have to tie our use of
resources in a sustainable manner with the amount of people who
need those resources.
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Ethics, Science & Wildlife Biologists:
A Personal View
D.H. Mossop
Yukon College, Biology

My role in this discussion is one of a 'study animal'—a role long-time
wildlife management biologists find extremely awkward indeed. In
the spirit of a workshop, my objective is mostly to learn. I have pursued some reading about ethics, I have discovered research literature
in these areas I didn't know existed, and I have been thinking honestly about what it all means to the professional wildlife biologist.
The result has been highly revealing thoughts about my professional life, the preparatory education I enjoyed, observations from
watching my colleagues over the years and applications of some
general concepts about ethics research and principles to what we do
and how we go about it. My basic discovery is that "technically"
there are some highly unethical things going on. Professionals in the
conservation movement have become unethical almost by accidentaccidentally unethical? And worse, this is being used to attempt to
cripple the movement itself.
Identifying The Problem
An overriding discovery is a paradox. We are largely untrained in
the discipline of understanding ethics, in fact we are schooled to
studiously ignore it. Yet we work in a field charged like few others
with the pursuit of ethical actions.
Where do ethics fit into this pursuit? Its surprising to ship away
the antiseptic technology and consider the very roots of the
conservation movement and resource management. How ethics-laden
the process was and how little stuffy science was involved! Aldo
Leopold (who we all like to think we emulate), Thoreau, these were
people who talked of "living in a world of wounds," of "a planet
duty. . ." and dared suggest "A pair of wood thrushes is more
valuable than a Saturday evening band concert"!
The themes are things like love, respect, reverence—and not necessarily for human welfare (Sagoff, 1985). There are things simply
worthy of respect and love and treasuring (in the old sense of the
word). The important thing is that the public bought in, the seed
grew. The conservation movement is a tree; these statements as the
roots, the public continues by paying various "professionals" to
occupy the limbs. The best known is called 'wildlife management'.
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So are these value sentiments from the roots still alive and well
out in the limbs? Try this: ask your local wildlife biologist what he's
doing for you with your tax dollars. What emerges is a tirade of
study design, sampling matrices, G.I.S. coordinate entry
compatibilities, and on and on. The average person ends by numbly
wondering what FUELS this? The enterprise can be astounding. And
be ready to have it DEFENDED. (As a matter of fact one of the
biggest sins for a wildlife biologist is to be unable to DEFEND what
they are doing.) Listen carefully to that defense. In my experience it
is rare indeed for any of those sloppy, fuzzy passions to raise their
non-technical heads.
Most professional management biologists are actually
embarrassed if you point out that their game is built on such mush jello - not theirs! We've got this wonderful situation where our
conservation professionals seem to go about denying that they are
pursuing moral goals - somehow they are studiously deluding
themselves about the roots of a tree of which they are only a small
branch.
What Does Ethics Mean In Biology?
It's impressive how the reality of what 'ethics' is can be so different
in various professional situations. Most, unlike wildlife biologists,
deal with the subject directly: They agree on some basic VALUE
which then produces a MORAL CODE which in turn results in
ETHICAL actions. The similarities then get fuzzy: In the Social
Sciences for example ethics seem to apply only to the subjects during
the collection of data but are silent on almost everything else, (for
example, on how data are used). Contrasting this is the 'business'
field where a truly impressive literature exists. Ninety percent of
business schools now teach the subject; 20 research institutes carry
out work in the area. The difference is that the 'value' being pursued
is, of course, self-interest. The subject is treated mostly as a problem,
altruism is a wrinkle, a problem to be circumvented as cleverly as
possible.
What about wildlife biology? Phil Pister a retired field ecologist
who spent a career defending "useless" little fish in disappearing
California desert ponds recently expressed the turmoil in this
profession by observing that there seem to be different 'kinds' of.
biologists. (A and B biologists: apparently the same animals, but
driven by totally different values.) His suggestion is this phenomenon
may be unique to field biology. The confusion in the public (who of
course fund this process) is inevitable.
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In the classic metaphor applicable to saving biodiversity the
house is burning and there is only time to save one thing—the old
family albums which have no real monetary value or the video
games which have immediate value. Field biologist take equally
strong ETHICAL stands on both sides as we know: It is unethical to
save shrimp and let people go thirsty (or the exact opposite); It is
unethical to kill seals to save fish.
How did we get into this mess? A great contributing factor is
that biologists are simply not expected, in the course of their formal
education, to think through the process from value through to ethics.
We don't know, for example that value constantly translates into
moral code whether we are aware or not. Most of us don't know we
have one (except that it is probably honourable if we do). Moral
codes cannot be avoided, and if you don't know what the code is you
are following, the public is getting awfully good at (and tired of)
ferreting it out for you. (This in spite of a mind-numbing avalanche
of 'science' proving why nothing is hurt when such and such
happens or can be 'mitigated', or analyzed beyond believing.)
Even more frightening, we seem unaware that if we don't
develop our own moral codes, they can be almost subliminally
dictated to us. Most of us work in a highly hierarchial government
system for administrative bureaucrats whose agendas are often
(usually) far removed from those of strict conservation pursuits.
Budgets, career advancements and program approvals are the whips
we encounter but the driving force behind the whips is a moral code
not of our choosing, being foisted on us. Add to this the fact that few
outside the profession realize how strictly ideological conformity is
demanded. It's amazing for those outside to watch moral comments
between management biologists (about the ethics of wildlife decisions
for example) immediately become personal attacks. So we end in the
ludicrous position of defending a moral position we couldn't even
verbalize if we tried and one the public is certain is not the one they
hired us to pursue in the first place.
Solutions
A schizrophenia has tied the conservation movement in wasteful,
counterproductive knots. Wouldn't it be refreshing for the public to
simply deal with an honest pursuit of a moral code? For example to
hear upfront the code most often implied: "if these (fish, birds, bugs)
can't be converted into $$$, get rid of them" ... or simply "what good
is it?"
This has happened to us mostly by accident. Ninety percent of
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wildlife biologists don't know the ethical basis of their pursuit, are
not open to moral development and have never been expected to
even think about these things.
Education. A Wildlife Biologist's education has seemed dedicated
more to brying to the level of paranoia to impress on us how awfully
scientific this game is. Its almost as if in teaching a relatively new
pursuit that basically grew out of the art-related game of NATURAL
HISTORY, a certain embarrassment has to be dealt with.
And it's worked: We constantly blindly bury ourselves in
'science' so we don't have to deal with mush: eg: pretend accuracy
beyond anything even remotely approaching the ability to measure
observation from nature. The statistics many of us are so proud of
understanding commonly measure accuracy in thousandths, we
measure things in groups of 10 or 100. I sense avoidance behaviour
here sometimes - is that morally right? Ethical thought simply has to
become part of the suite of disciplines that is taught, and more
importantly it has to become acceptable to continue developing moral
thought and ethical discourse in the profession, around the coffee pot
etc. It has to be OK to value the wonder of nature, etc . (can you
imagine!)
Honesty in applying moral codes can only become natural when
we can state clearly what that code is AND where it comes from. If
we believe that "birds have no monetary value, the land that
supports them can be used for other things," the refreshing change
is obvious, no blurred values between what the public thinks the
professional should be and the way he seems to be acting..
Moral code for the profession. We constantly are victims of having
our moral values dictated to us from without.and the tragedy is that
most of us don't even know this is happening (or if we do we think
that its normal). The common scene of a biologist being "blamed" by
the public for some decision that led to ecological failure is the case
in point. The problem is that the moral code assumed to be part of
the professional ecologists 'baggage' (i.e., he works for the resource,
he 'likes' birds etc) is not true because the moral code is an unknown
"superior's" code.
We constantly respond unethically to moral questions by
answering them with technology: completely innocently. That's how
we've been taught for crying out loud. Using the scientific method on
morals just doesn't work, and it sounds awful when you try. It just
sounds bad: it sounds like propaganda, like avoidance, like denial,
like patronizing; it sounds like lies.
But if you don't realize the question you were asked was an
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ethical one and you only know how to respond to scientific questions
how can you do otherwise? Its innocent and it can be FIXED. The
biologist and the concerned "environmenalist5" are like trains on
different tracks., going the same way and coming from a single
mainline!
Professional protection. It comes as a surprise to most in the public that
field biologists mostly have no professional 'family' outside the
workplace. This puts the biologist in a very vulnerable position for
separating his professional and personal moral code from that of his
employer. It is a position the employers of professional ecologists
really appreciate and have been VERY effective in maintaining.
Observe the many professions which (mostly for ethical reasons)
have professional societies which function to protect them when they
take moral stands (and to discipline them when they do not). Then
consider the conservation professionals who function in an atmosphere probably more charged with moral and ethical consideration
than most others..with n o n c y o u ' r e on your own! The British Columbia biological professionals and a few other group are trying. It is in
fact, enlightening to note that the very first statement of intent of the
fledging B.C. "professional society" is a statement of ethics.
It seems clear that until the education of biologists includes a
good suite of ethics courses, until a moral code is acknowledged (or
at least open to discussion) among our paid conservation biologists
and until a professional group emerges to defend that moral code,
the wildlife biologist will be the frustrating (and frustrated) enigma
they seem in the overall conservation movement.
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Science, Ethics and Wildlife Management
Norma Kassi
Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation Member
International Gwitchin Steering Committee
I would like to thank the organizers for asking me to take part in this
workshop because within my nation we have been battling with
science and ethics and questions such as that which are in conflict
with our beliefs nowadays. I also would like to acknowledge my
elders as well who are giving me the opportunity to be here today
and to be able to share with you some of the ideas which have come
from them.
I would like to share with you too, a couple of stories of when
I was being raised on the land. It is sometimes very difficult to talk
about our beliefs and our spiritual way of life, which I guess is ethics.
I really do not know the full meaning of that word. It is difficult to
explain that, we have to live it. You have to be there, you have to
believe it, you have to experience it, you have to see it.
I was raised in Old Crow Flats, an area where there are
thousands of lakes. It is a birth place for a lot of birds and animals.
Further north up to the Arctic slope, that whole area is a birth place
for a lot of birds and animals. In the spring time we go there to trap
muskrats or to just live on the land because it was basically our
survival. We could not just live in town all of the time. It was also a
time when we got a lot of cultural and spiritual training. Most of that
time, about four months on the land, we were very quiet. Only our
language was spoken.
Louise Profit-Leblanc in her talk this morning put it very
eloquently about how you are in the homeland of someone else. This
is not your homeland now, it belongs to the birds and the animals,
the rabbits and caribou that live here. You must be quiet and respect
them. That is how we lived out there. Everywhere we walked we
walked with a lot of respect. Every animal that we saw we greeted
silently.
My grandfather was a very powerful teacher. He used to carry
me on his back and he used to take me places and show me places
where I would eventually go by myself. Places that I would have to
take care of as I grew older. I would have to teach my brothers and
sisters to take care of these specific areas because maybe it was a
home of the beaver or of the rabbits. Those are sacred areas and we
really tread carefully when we go near them. And those are areas
that I now have to teach my family about, my children and my
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grandchildren.
One story that I would like to share with you is about one time
when I was about six years old. My mom and I went out to check
our traps for the day. We went out early in the morning. My
grandfather, my aunty, and my baby sisters stayed home.
We had our five dogs with us out there seeing our traps. My
mom is hard of hearing. I had to stand at the handle bar, as long as
someone is standing at the handle bar the dogs will not run away,
that is the way they were trained. My duty was to stand at the
handle bar and once in awhile to grab the shovel or the trap sticks
and bring them to my mom.
Over in the bush I could hear all kinds of ruckus and noise. I
could see that the dogs were getting scared so I ran up to my mom,
pulled her jacket and said that there was lots of noise over in the
bush and that I was scared. She looked at our leader who was pretty
smart. She knows when to go and when not to go. She grabbed me
and threw me into the toboggan and we took off home. By then my
grandfather fired three shots which is a warning to us that we have
to come.
There were all kinds of branches breaking and lots of howling.
I heard grandpa talking to my mom and my aunt, telling them that
they had to stay inside and stay quiet especially those that were in
their moon cycle. You've got to stay away, stay in the tent and no
one is to go out.
In the bushes were wolves, lots of them. All we knew is that
there were lots of them. At that time too there was still no caribou.
Anyways those wolves stayed in the bushes about four days. My
grandfather sat outside the whole time and finally on the fourth day
early in the morning he walked over there and I thought I would
never see him again. He walked into the bush and he talked to them.
Pretty soon all of the wolves were moving out. They started going
down onto the lake. We could hear the willows and everything
breaking. It was an experience that I will never forget. Not once did
any of those wolves ever try to hurt us. They never came near our
camp they just stayed over there. My grandpa just sat there and with
his own quiet powers was able to communicate with them.
Two days later my grandfather said that there was not going to
be any caribou here this spring, we have got to move. He knew that
the wolves were following the herd and that there was not going to
be caribou here. So we moved. We only got a couple of caribou that
spring and that was it.
From that time on I have always had tremendous respect for
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those animals. Everywhere I went and everywhere I walked if I saw
them. I am a wolf by clan system. I am a wolf. In our language we
say that we sleep to the wolves. They are my guide and that is what
I believe.
I guess basically a lot of you know what I am getting at. I just
want to express how deeply that I hurt inside because of the so called
management that is taking place of the wolves these days. I think it
is very wrong that we have to do that. We are ignoring the historical
reasons why the caribou or the animals are going to different places.
The connections have been broken in various areas and we keep
breaking them and if we keep breaking them we are going to end up
with nothing.
We could learn from other countries. There are all kinds of
experiences in other countries where these kinds of things happen
and there are no animals left. It just really, really hurts inside. I hurt
a lot when I hear oh we just killed a lot of wolves, we just killed
eleven wolves yesterday. It is going to have a very bad effect on us
later on. That is the kind of future we are setting for our children.
Another thing that I want to talk about is when we heard the
devastating news that Congress wanted to develop oil and gas in the
Arctic Refuge where the caribou were calving. Birds, ducks are laying
their eggs. Wolves, bears and all kinds of animals are in there. That
area our people have taken care of for many thousands of years. We
never go there. We never go over the mountains to go there because
it is a very scared area. Even in times of famine when our people
were starving and they moved over the mountains to Arctic Village
to hunt and follow the caribou, we never, ever, go over those
mountains to go to the birth place of the caribou. It is very, very
sacred. We are not even allowed to look a caribou in the eye. We are
not allowed to do things like that. I was raised with that kind of
knowledge to respect these animals.
We began our lobby to try and save that area. It has been a
hundred years since our people gathered. Chiefs and elders got
together and told us that we have to find ways to deal with this
issue. So that is what we did, we met in Arctic Village and at that
time they designated six of us to be international speakers to begin
to lobby on this issue. They picked six people who could speak their
language, who were raised on the land, and who were able to give
that message. After we did that, the elders took three of us aside and
told us very quietly in a council session you guys are going to open
up the Gwitchin now. The Gwitchin are going to become known all
over the world. I never even thought about it in that way. There are
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going to be a lot of people coming here and you had better be
prepared to be able to walk right with them and to work with them.
Then we went full bore and I was flying all over the country
trying to save the caribou, lobbying and trying to drum up as much
support as possible. As a result of a lot of effort from the
environmental groups the Porcupine Management Board and a lot of
people, we managed to hold off a bill in Congress. We succeeded in
that way, but now our elders are wanting to call us back because we
have a problem. We have some profound problems which were
exactly what they warned us about.
We have environmentalists, we have everybody flying around
that area studying the caribou, killing the caribou for studies. Not
only that, they are studying the polar bears, the wolves, the birds, the
caribou, the moose all at one time. Besides that, environmentalists
and people are coming to that area from all over the world and our
elders are becoming really concerned.
We used to have a lot of respect for people like biologist who
came to visit our land, we used to really welcome people who came
to visit us, but now our people are feeling scared out there. Since
September 1989, for example, and this is just Yukon biologists alone,
go up to my community and shoot 15 to 20 caribou cows take their
livers and then give it to community people. The community people
will take the meat just out of respect, but do you know what happens
to that meat? It gets hung up in the cache for dog food because it
was not killed respectfully, it was not taken respectfully by our own
people.
I have also witnessed out in Crow Flats once with my brother,
he killed a caribou with a collar. All under the collar was covered
with worms, it was tight. I do not know how that caribou lived, it
was skinny and segregated from the others.
We are seeing these kinds of things and what is worse we are
seeing that the US. biologists and the Canadian biologists have gone
into the Refuge again. What they do is they fly in their big
helicopters a day or two after these caribou have been born when
they are just little, little guys. They fly over them with these huge
helicopters and they net them. They said that they did that to
seventy-five calves. That is going to have a detrimental effect on that
caribou herd. Those kinds of things are really bothering our people
and is not sitting too good as you can see with me, or with a lot of
people in my nation.
I know that I am saying a lot of things that are not sitting too
good with many people, but that is how we feel. We talk about how
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it conflicts with the way we were raised and the way our beliefs are.
We really welcomed some of the studies during the Mackenzie Valley
Pipeline. It started way, way before that, before my time I know, but
it just keeps on going. Every year these people are taking more
caribou. Every year there are new students at the University of
Fairbanks or other universities, they take more animals.
There has to be some kind of negotiating process where they sit
down with our people who have taken care of those animals for
years. We have to sit down and put our knowledge together. We
have that knowledge. If they are studying the animals in the Arctic
Refuge for if and when development takes place, why do they not
ask us? We know that those animals stay in one place because there
are specific types of mushrooms, or what ever they eat there. We
know that they carry scent in their feet so that the wolves can follow
them and share them too. We know all kinds of things, but they
ignore us. They do not sit down with us and discuss these things or
let us know what it is they are going to do, nor do they even try to
work with us.
How long is it going to go on? How long will we have to deal
with this kind of attitude? I just hope that out of this workshop we
will be able to come together and be able to come up with some kind
of solution to all of this. I just want people to know that as a First
Nations person, as a Vuntut Gwitchin, that I do not really believe
that the management of animals going on these days is appropriate.
It is absolutely backwards.
People need to manage themselves. People need to be managed.
We do not have enough animals left. Here in the Yukon we have a
beautiful area and we do have some animals left and we need to take
care of them.
On a lighter note, I am really glad that this type of conference is
taking place right now. We had a very good presentation last night
by Wade Davis and this morning by all of the speakers. Now it is the
time to bring these ideas to the Yukon. I am really happy to be a part
of it.
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Public Lecture:
Two Political Perspectives on
Protected areas and Wilderness
A Territorial Political Perspective
Hon. Bill Brewster
Minister of Renewable Resources, Yukon Government
One strawberry said to the other, "we are so sweet we are always in
a jam." Ladies and gentlemen, I am in a jam. I continually have lobby
groups for those that do not want any mining, I have lobby groups
that want nothing but mining. I have others that want nothing but
wilderness. So far I guess that I have satisfied nobody because everybody gets mad at me. I think that I have been fair to all groups. This
is a very serious thing and I think we all have to agree that we have
to get together, we have to start talking. I have pointed out to several
people that in my twelve years in this business of politics, I have
never really seen both groups sit down and talk to each other. However I have felt that probably in the last three months, that people are
now saying the same thing as I am, that we have to start talking.
We have a great country u p here. The organizers of this conference should be congratulated for what they have done. I would like
to welcome all the people from outside the Yukon who have come
here to try and learn what we are trying to tell those in southern
Canada. We are different and we will do our best to stay the way we
are and I hope that everybody will stay with us.
It is very interesting to see that one of the workshops here has
been talking about B.C. parks and northern B.C.. That is a very
interesting subject. Quite often as events occur here in the North we
are very fortunate that we will learn from the mistakes in southern
Canada. By their examples we will be blessed with historic hindsight
and we can do a better job here.
So protecting special areas in Yukon wilderness is certainly one
of our goals. We all have to work together on this. We can not all be
going in our own direction. Some of us have to give ground and I
include all organizations and all groups. Because there is no way if
we keep going the way we are that we are going not to hurt the
Yukon. And hurt everyone in Yukon. We have to turn around and
maybe give up a few things that we do not like.
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The reality that a lot of people have is that the Yukon is a
wonderful place that can be wrapped up into an umbrella and kept
hidden from everybody else. Not in this modern world. We must get
into the modern world or we will we have no chance. There is very
little land left anywhere in the world except on the big island of
Hawaii and in Iceland where glaciers meet.
Everybody wants a little bit of what we got left. I can name quite
a few organizations and quite a few that are entitled to it. We have
to work through this. Here in the Yukon, competing interests can
range from the federal government, territorial government, to the
First Nations to mining, oil and gas, pipe lines, community access
roads, tourism operators, municipal planners and parks.
It is very, very difficult for a minister or a government to turn
around and go through these groups and see which group is prepared to give a little ground. Everybody is fighting over who has the
half glass of sand, whether this one has it or what if we have a half
glass of empty sand. I can not answer that. That is what you people
are here for and what the Chamber of Mines is for and others. I regret that they did not come today. I do not know the reason, that is
their business. We have to start talking. When people came from so
far to be at this conference, then we should turn around and everybody in Yukon should get to these meetings and voice their opinions.
I can recall being at a round table conference when the Vice
President of Shell told me the big problem is oil, mining, they get
control and they get careless. They start to destroy the environment,
then all of a sudden people rebel. The environmentalists get control
and oil and mining start to retreat. Then all of a sudden the economy
goes and as he said we have to walk down the middle of this so that
everybody is half satisfied.
All governments have learned the hard lesson of relying on one
project or one industry. It is a reality however that mining has been
here for a long time and mining will continue. Therefore we have to
work between mining and wilderness, environmentalists and parks.
This is a great, great problem.
There are many people here who may be critical of the speed by
which protected areas are being created in Yukon, but there has to be
a recognition and an appreciation that some things like the setting up
of new parks and protected areas will take time. A lot of this time is
being devoted to the planning and identification that is necessary to
establish a park. I believe that we all agree that it would be a mistake
to rush in and arbitrarily set aside areas when such action might
cause even more problems in the future.
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We believe in and have been exercising a planned approach for
some time. Such an approach includes conducting a mineral
inventory and an economic assessment to make sure that we do not
create conflicts by locking up mineral deposits and preventing future
developments. We cannot just rush out and say we want this area or
that area set aside as a park or protected area. We have to be patient
and work with the land claims process. The completion of land
claims must remain our priority. That precludes alienating significant
land for parks before land claim selection is finalized. We are making
progress. Even though it may not be as swiftly as some organizations
would like.
Last year we conducted an inventory of potential park candidates
for the Porcupine, Peel landscape. This year we have been working
in the Pelly region and the upper Yukon Plateau landscape. Once this
work is completed we will have identified potential park candidates
in all but three of the Yukon park landscapes.
Areas that are part of our inventory of potential sites will then
be subject to a resource assessment process that will aim for representative protection while offering minimal conflict with the resource
extraction sector. We believe that the resource assessment process will
help us avoid the conflicts of the past, where areas of potential
mineral value have been closed off to development because arbitrary
and often unilateral decisions were made on the location of park
boundaries.
This work will still enable us to meet the targets and intent of the
endangered spaces campaign to conserve Canada's biological
diversity by protecting a representative sample of each of the
country's natural regions by the year 2000. Major strides towards a
complete system of protected areas have been made through the land
claims process during the past year. The government of the Yukon's
participation in the land claim negotiations has resulted in the Bonnet
Plume being nominated as a Canadian Heritage River and the setting
aside of the Nisutlin Bay Migratory Bird Sanctuary. Also the passing
of the Yukon Land Claim legislation by the federal government will
see the Tatshenshini River be nominated as a Canadian Heritage
River System. The Vuntut National Park and associated special
management area is a protected area that has arisen out of the land
claim process.
Further, the claims process has provided me with the
opportunity to advise you that there will be a new territorial park.
The Fishing Branch Ecology Reserve south of Old Crow is located in
an area that used to be referred to as the Fishing Branch River
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Wildlife Sanctuary. The Fishing Branch Ecological Reserve will be
managed cooperatively with the Vuntut Gwitchin. It will be the
Yukon's second ecological reserve. The first was the Coal River
Springs, east of Watson Lake.
The upper Fishing Branch River at Bear Cave Mountain contains
unique springs, salmon habitat, Grizzly Bear habitat, as well as signs
of human habitation predating the most recent ice age. The signs of
human habitation are considered to be among the oldest
archaeological remains in North America.
Back at the end of September, the World Wildlife Fund issued a
news release on the Yukon's grade for wilderness protection. I was
out of the territory at the time and when I returned, I was very
disappointed to find that the contents of the news release, issued in
Whitehorse, did not reflect the overall positive action presented in the
1993 Endangered Species Progress Report.
I mention this, not to cause argument, not to cause hard feelings,
but I believe that the inconsistency between the news release and the
report must be noted, when the report shows that the Yukon had the
third highest percentage of protected areas, 7.6%, after Alberta, 9.5%,
and British Columbia, 7.8%, and the highest per capita expenditure
in the country of funds on new initiatives for protected areas.
In spite of the fact that we were left with a sixty million dollar
deficit budget by the previous government and departments have
had to cut their budgets, the park system planning budget of the
Parks and Outdoor Recreation Branch is higher this year then it was
the year before.
There are many alternatives for protecting Yukon wildlife, lands
and special areas and I mentioned earlier that every effort is being
made to recognize these areas. We were penalized for policy changes
that would permit mining in parks. Those of you who are familiar
with Yukon will recall that our government campaigned on the basis
of a four year plan. That plan, which has received wide distribution
in the Yukon, directs government to work with First Nations,
communities and organization to identify critical habitat and
environmentally sensitive areas and to prepare a strategic plan for
implementing habitat protection and enhancement programs through
the establishment of multiple use parks as well as other habitat
protection measures.
The four year plan does not say that there will be mining in all
parks. What it does provide for is a practical approach to planning
that allows us to address all the resource values of the time of the
specific area that is under consideration for park status.
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Surely it makes sense to consider all interests that can be accommodated than it does to automatically preclude key groups and
ensure controversy right from the start. The government of Yukon
remains committed to consultation with all affected parties and all
aspects of park creation including site selection and management.
Consistent with this principal, any discussion on parks will continue
to be made within the forum that ensures that all interests are given
proper consideration. The Yukon government continues to take positive steps that will lead to a system of protected spaces by the year
2000. There is no doubt that our system and everything else that the
Yukon does will be the best in North America.
In closing I would like to mention a few problems we have that
most people in the Yukon recognize. The Yukon Government owns
less land than anyone else. Even our parks, and I was completely
amazed at this, a lot of our campgrounds are owned by the Federal
government. We lease the land.
The land claims have to be settled. We have to have security. The
government, mining companies and the wilderness people have to
know what they can and can not do. I really wonder if people realize
that we started parks nearly twenty years ago and yet we are third.
The rest of Canada has been at it over a hundred years and yet we
are ahead of them. We are a small population, we have had to work
with land claims, we all agree with that. We have fourteen First
Nations that have to have their land.
In turn, the Federal government owns most of the land. Every
time we try to get a piece of land it takes one or two years. I went
through a session with an abattoir that has taken me a year to get an
Order In Council, a simple thing. I know that in government you
walk into cabinet, they sign it and you walk out. We have not got
that signed yet.
I am pleading with the everyone here, the Chamber of Mines and
everyone else, get together and sort things out. We need support
from everybody. We need support from every organization. My door
is always open. Some people say we do not consult. I do not know
what consulting means. If it means that I have to go around and
knock on everybody's door then I have to admit that I cannot do it.
In fact my deputy minister would probably hang me if I was away
that long and I would enjoy that more then sitting in the office.
People have to come to us. I do not think that there is anyone in the
Yukon that can say that I have not fitted them in to see me. I may
not always agree with you, in fact I may like to have a little
argument with you, but I listen and as we listen we learn. I would
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like to thank-you all and I will be very interested to see what comes
out of this forum. Thank-you very much.

Long-tailed Jaeger on Herschel Island Territorial Park, Yukon (J. Peepre).
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A National Political Perspective
Hon. John Fraser
Speaker of the House of Commons, Canada
(Ed. note: Mr. Fraser is now Canada's Ambassador for the Environment)

Mr. Minister, Mr. Speaker Nordling, colleagues, honoured guests,
ladies and gentlemen and Mr. Deputy Mayor, who said such nice
things about me earlier today, I would like to express my thanks to
the Yukon Chapter of the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society
and to the Yukon Conservation Society, for the kindness of your
invitation. It is an honour and a privilege to be here this evening.
This is not the first time that I have been in Yukon. I have had the
very good fortune to spend some time with your minister yesterday.
We were talking about some of the history of this place.
My grandfather Fraser came over the Chilkoot Pass in 1898. He
stayed and my father and my uncles and my aunt were all raised in
Atlin, where my grandfather was the gold commissioner, government
agent, and magistrate. When the First World War came along most
of the family went away and went overseas. Many years later, when
I finished law school, I came here. This will come as shock to some
of you, working for the Geological Society of Canada, a mining oriented organization, I ran a string of pack horses starting from the
Pelly River Ranch, up through the Glen Lion Mountains and around
for nearly five months that summer. Some years later, I walked over
the Chilkoot Pass and then went up the MacMillan River chopping
wood for some trapper friends that I had known many years before.
I have taken a very great interest in the Yukon, not just because
of the environmental and land use issues that are here, but because
I grew up listening to stories about this place. When I came here later
I grew to love it and I have never forgotten it. They say that if you
spend a winter here you will never go out. I guess I got out in the
nick of time, but I must tell you that I am prepared to come back.
I want to say something to your minister who spoke with us tonight. I was very impressed with what he said. I was impressed with
his frankness, because nobody in public life can always tell everyone
what they want to hear. Lots of people try but doesn't usually work.
I have and it may be because of my father and my uncles and
my grandfather, but I have a tremendous regard for men and women
who have outfitted in this country with horses, who have taken pack
strings across this immense land again, again and again, because they
are truly and if they are successful and competent, they are very
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much truly people of heroic proportions. People who love this land
and people who have an understanding of what wilderness and the
outdoors is all about, in a way some of us who have perhaps grown
up living easier lives, could never have to the same degree.
I was impressed tonight, most impressed, at your ministers
insistence that there must be greater consultation and greater rapport
between all people who love this land of ours, not just here in Yukon
but everywhere but have different views of what it is that we ought
to do with it. Or at least different views of how we should do some
of the things that must be done.
The preservation of our environment is a goal to which all of us
in this room are very much dedicated and the goal that I have given
great priority both in my personal and private life.
The establishment of protected areas is of great importance for
their presence insures that future generations will be able to
appreciate Canada's natural heritage. I have been a fisherman and
hunter all of my life and I have watched what has happened to
places where I used to fish over the years. I have seen great forests
disappear. I am not talking about trees, I am talking about forests. I
have seen small streams where I have fished as a boy and towns
along coasts of my province which were long ago put in culverts,
paved over and subdivided and gone. I can go now places where
even twenty or twenty five years ago, it was not uncommon in an
afternoon's steelhead fishing, for instance on the Maurice River, to
see bears and moose. I fished in those days with a rifle, because a
Grizzly Bear was only too likely to come up behind an angler who
was intent on casting a fly to just that little current on the other side
of the river. But there was a magnificence about that wild state.
Today you can drift the Maurice River and you are to return
what steelhead you get because we savaged the stalks at the mouth
of the Stikine River. When the first European settlers landed on the
shores of North America, they were confronted by a seemingly
impenetrable wilderness. Their immediate task was to push back this
natural frontier.
Many years ago Stewart Udall, the American Secretary of the
Interior, wrote a book called "The Quiet Crises". He talked about the
attitudes that were brought by Europeans to this continent. Attitudes
that were extraordinarily different in their exploitive nature from the
attitudes of the native people who lived here. In that book, which
was written over a quarter of a century ago, he outlined, to a
remarkable degree, the crises that was coming upon us, which we
now know about, but which many people did not know about at that
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time. He of course did not know about ozone depletion, acid rain,
global warming and other things.
From the time of the arrival of the European settlers, and my
Scottish ancestors were among them in 1759, but that was following
others by over a hundred years, the next two centuries our national
economy was based largely on the development of our natural
resources. There was little or no concern about the environment at
the time and the bounty of the land, perhaps, seemed limitless.
There is a letter extant in the records of the National Archives of
our country, written by Sir John A. MacDonald as Prime Minister of
Canada, before the turn of the century, in anguish and dismay, as he
watched the great pine forests in their truncated state being taken
down the Ottawa River by the tons and tons each month. He said
that at this rate it is only a matter of time before the forests will be
all gone. I do not need to tell you that Ontario has run out of forests
to cut. Those two lines that cross in every line graph and are crossing
here in this part of the world, in my province at least, between what
is available to cut and the appetite for it result inevitably in the loss
of jobs. And serious difficulties in those parts of our country and
those small communities that depend so much on the forest space.
Over the last several decades there has been a growing public
concern over the disappearance of wilderness. Chief Johnson said this
afternoon that he was not sure that we should, he being one of the
First Nations, call it wilderness because after all his people have lived
in it long before we got here.
Let me put it another way, the disappearance of natural,
unspoiled environment, land and water. People began to realize that
unless our natural areas are preserved and protected one of Canada's
greatest attractions would be slowly eroded and most surely, just as
a cathedral in Europe is part of the tradition of those who inhabited
the land for generations, a thousand year old tree is a cathedral
symbol to us, for that is our heritage.
Conservation groups, such as the Canadian Parks and Wilderness
Society and the Yukon Conservation Society, were formed, for the
most part, not to stop development, but to promote the preservation
of the environment and the creation of new reserves to protect our
wilderness and our wildlife. I say not to stop development, despite
the fact that accusation is loosely thrown around along with others,
from the other side, that are just as loosely thrown around.
I was born in Japan of Canadian parents. I was born into the
forestry industry because my father was selling British Columbian
forest products to the Japanese. My first jobs, before I was fifteen
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years of age, were in logging camps. I worked in saw mills. I boomed
logs on the Fraser River. I surveyed, then later, acted for the forestry
industry for many years. In politics I worked very hard with others
to reestablish, finally, a Federal Department of Forestry. I say this
because I am not against the forest industry. I know that we have to
harvest trees. When I say that some of the trees that are there as our
heritage ought to be preserved because they are our heritage, that is
not inconsistent with a viable, careful and responsible forest industry.
I also know that there must be water sheds on the remaining west
coast of North America, some of which are saved for our children
and our children's children.
It is my belief that we are beyond the need to discuss whether
or not we should create new parks and protected areas. The issue we
must address is how. Conferences such as this provide a forum for
discussion and help to define the issues and challenges that we face.
However, it is simply not enough to just identify the issues. Each of
us, as individuals, have a moral obligation to find solutions to meet
these challenges. There was a discussion this morning on ethics. The
whole challenge that we have to face is most clearly a moral and
ethical issue. Some people say it is economic. We heard one of our
guests, a Doctor of Philosophy, discuss that this morning.
I have spent my life looking at cost analysis, cost efficiency,
projections and the wise papers of economists. When they try to put
everything in the terms of their view of economics, they move
inevitably away from the moral and ethical issue that we face. When
they try to go through the rather futile business of translating moral
and ethical issues into dollars and cents, I am tempted, of course, to
remind them that I once studied economics. I got a first class and I
have never trusted the beggars since. If we work together, we can
and we will find a way to preserve our wilderness heritage.
Some facts that are important. Last December, on behalf of all
Canadians, former Prime Minister Brian Mulroney signed Canada's
ratification of the Earth Summit Biodiversity Convention. Article 8 of
which calls on each signatory nation to, and I quote, "establish a
system of protected areas or areas where special measures need to be
taken to conserve biological diversity". You will remember that at the
time this was done, our United States friends refused to do it. They
have since done it to the very great credit of the Clinton
administration.
During that same month on Parliament Hill, I had the privilege
of hosting the Speakers Forum on Canadian Wild Lands to discuss
how our nation could achieve this goal. (Ed Shultz was there at that
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meeting). Through panel discussions and workshops we were able to
identify the issues, challenges and possible solutions for establishing
such protected areas.
I share the protected areas' vision of Canada. It is my belief that
the setting aside of a network of protected areas is critical for our
national well being. This action would also provide leadership and
direction for some of our global neighbours.
The changes that we as members of the human race, have
brought on the planet earth, have begun to threaten our own quality
of life. Indeed the biological indicators of the planet are already
exhibiting the tell tale signs of severe ecological mismanagement. The
results and impacts of our consumption patterns are clear; over two
hundred and sixty plants and animals are officially declared as
endangered, threatened or rare, because of habitat loss, pollution or
over harvesting. In the next fifty years, some have estimated, unless
we change our ways, that a quarter of the worlds plant species will
vanish. Some one said today that about 45% of our medicinal needs
still come form natural plants.
Our activity now threatens the survival of other species with
whom we share the biosphere, as other living species become extinct,
it is legitimate to ask how much time is left for the human species.
The environmental community continues to warn us that a run away
decline in biodiversity, triggered by human activities, is under way.
This past spring, Maurice Strong, former Secretary General of the
Earth Summit and a very distinguished Canadian, shared his
perception of the world tomorrow with Canadian parliamentarians.
He said this:
I believe that if we continue on our present course, life as we
know it will not survive the twenty first century. Indeed, our
grandchildren, even in this blessed nation, will be experiencing a
very severely deteriorating quality of life. The present course we are
on is like a cancer headed for terminality. We simply cannot survive
the pathway we are on.
While this trend may not be as evident here in this magnificent
part of Canada, at this time, the fact that decline is happening
elsewhere has profound implications for the future of our planet,
nation and our way of life.
To help confront the global environmental crisis, the World
Commission on Environment and Development, the Brundtland
Commission, urged the transition to sustainable development. It is
crucial that we make this transition, for if we do not put our
economic activities in balance with the environment, there will never
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be global prosperity.
To facilitate this progression to sustainable development, the
Brundtland Commission provided us with a clear direction. One
measure to achieve sustainability is the need to complete a net work
of strictly protected areas such as national and territorial parks to
represent the planet's major ecosystems. The Commission has urged
us to identify and protect critical species, wildlife habitat and unique
ecosystems before we allocate land to development.
The establishment of protected areas in Canada is one instrument
to accomplish this international objective. Despite over one hundred
years of creating National Parks and protected areas, only 4.8 percent
of this magnificent country is preserved in a wild or natural state.
However, we have taken determined steps to realize the creation of
new protected areas. That, of course, is the purpose of this
conference.
In June of 1991, the three official parties in the House of
Commons unanimously adopted a resolution calling for the Federal
Government to work with all provinces and territories to complete
their protected areas network by the year 2000.
I have been in the House of Commons for twenty-one years. I
have been there in tumult and sometimes worse, but there are times
when those you send there exercise, perhaps with the hand of the
Great Spirit upon them, great wisdom. That was one of only two
days in twenty one years that I can remember it happening.
In addition the Canada Green Plan states that our national goal
is to set aside 12 percent of Canada as protected space. It was interesting, today, to see the distinction between percentage and
representation.
In the North, the Arctic Environmental Strategy has played an
important role in preserving and enhancing the integrity and
biodiversity of our arctic ecosystems. The plan emphasizes the
cooperative approach, involving territorial governments, federal
government departments, our First Nations, industry and environmental organizations. It is only in this way, in the spirit of
cooperation , that we can preserve our fragile biosphere.
We have challenges ahead of us, but we are making some
progress. It is not enough, when we are speaking together as
environmentalists, and conservationists and politicians, to just give
a litany of all of our woes and a long list of all of the terrible things
that we have to face. After all, if that is what you leave people with,
they go home and go to bed and do not want to get up in the
morning. As I was saying, there are challenges ahead and we are
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making progress. Indeed, the Yukon now contains protected areas
that are models for Canada.
Two living examples of what Brundtland spoke of are the
establishment of Vuntut National Park and Ivvavik National Park.
The government and the Inuvialuit worked to establish Ivvavik
National Park as part of the Inuvialuit Claims Settlement Act, in
order to protect the critical calving grounds of the Porcupine Caribou
Herd, one of the worlds truly great wildlife spectacles. Here
government and First Nations identified a wilderness and wildlife
area that must be protected in advance of development. Justice
Thomas Berger wrote in 1988, that the creation of Ivvavik National
Park, at the request of the Inuvialuit, demonstrates that "the Native
people have been in the forefront in developing measures to protect
the arctic and subarctic environment." This is true for many wilderness areas in Canada.
In an issue that I am all too familiar with and which took many
years of my work and the work of many others, the Haida led the
effort to preserve the temperate rain forests on South Moresby
Archipelago, the traditional homeland of their people for thousands
of years. I remind you all that at the time, friends of mine in the
forestry industry said that this is the end of logging in British
Columbia. Of course it was nothing of the sort. I mention that to
indicate that even in something which now has been accepted as one
of the more generous and sensible things we did, at the time the
arguments were difficult and acerbic.
On the second great occasion in the House of Commons, (I told
you that I would come to it), I knew that a motion was going to be
debated in the House of Commons with respect to South Moresby.
It just happened that I decided that day to take the chair and to stay
in it. This was in May 1987 and that motion, which resolved that the
Federal Government work with the British Columbia Government to
establish a National Park Reserve on South Moresby and to guarantee
the role of the Haida in managing the area, met with the unanimous
consent of all members.
It is no secret and it is nothing new to say that environmental
problems do not respect political boundaries. Some of our notions of
sovereignty are quickly becoming anachronisms in the quest for
global solutions. Fortunately there is a growing international
consensus that protected areas contribute to sustaining human life
and other life.
Over the course of today's events you have heard about the
various ecological, economic, recreational, scientific and inspirational
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qualities of protected areas. I view these areas as central to preserving
an essential element of the Canadian identity, our wild lands and our
seascapes.
We possess as a people, almost 20 percent of the world's wilderness, particularly in the Yukon and Northwest Territories. Many
industrially-developed countries can no longer find wild landscapes
that speak to their origins. In Yukon we can still feel the pulse of the
natural world and we can still sense the heritage that we take from
our First Nations.
Canadian ecologist, Dr. Stan Rowe, has said that countries that
count themselves civilized need the symbolism of wild places to
remind them of their sources and in a deep way of their continued
coexistence in the world. In places such as Yukon, wilderness is
abundant so we may question the need to establish more protected
areas. The North, once considered pristine and untouchable, is vulnerable, being particularly susceptible to environmental contaminants
and atmospheric change and change in general. Minister Brewster
referred to that a few minutes ago.
Today massive alterations of the environment threaten to undermine the ecological fabric of our nation. We must ensure that we put
in place a protected areas network, here, and in other parts of
Canada so that future generations have access to some of the finest
natural areas on the planet. Justice Berger said some years ago, "If we
are to protect wilderness areas in the North, we must do so now.
Available areas will diminish with each new industrial development
on the frontier."
I take nothing away from the difficulties that face us when we
try to move with dispatch. I am reminded of what Churchill once
said when he was told that it was impossible to build a floating
harbour for the invasion in the time available because, and then they
listed all of the difficulties, and he said, "Do not speak to me of the
difficulties, they will speak for themselves. Get on with it." I say this
because time is of the essence and it behooves us all to have a sense
of urgency about the task before us.
Looking to the future, Berger further remarked, "This wilderness
has come down through the ages and it is a heritage that future
generations living in an industrial world even more complex than our
will surly cherish."
I believe that the anxiety shared by so many citizens about our
global conditions, provides the greatest cause of optimism for the
future. It is important to remember, that with all of our
imperfections, we may be the most adaptable creatures on earth. We
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are capable of change when required, in attitudes, in habits, and in
practices. We must make the move towards conserving more wild
lands and representing each of our 434 natural regions in a protected
areas network. This will give tangible evidence of our commitment
to conserving life on this planet. It will give us some hope and some
hope for our children about tomorrow.
Let us remember in closing the words of a remarkable author
who grew up in Canada on the prairies, Wallace Stegner. He wrote
a most beautiful book called "Wolf Willow". He spoke in haunting
terms and in the most evocative way of his youth growing up on the
prairies many decades ago. He was in love with that grand land that
had not yet been spoiled and he said this, "We simply need that wild
country available to us, for it can be a means of reassuring ourselves
of our sanity as creatures, a part of the geography of hope."
I believe that the ultimate choice of a great people is whether,
when it comes to choices, they choose wisely. We have a choice, to
spoil or to drastically change everything, or we can preserve some
special places. Once saved, our children and our children's children
will wonder how the saving of these places was ever so bitterly
debated. First of all we have to save them. We have a choice and we
shall be measured as a people, native or non-native, but all of us
Canadians, on the wisdom of how we choose. It will take common
sense, it will take some courage, and it will take some wisdom, that
is our challenge. I am confident that it can be done.
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Plenary Session:
Managing Change
Acceptable Change: People, Values and
Management
Susan Bratton
Philosophy Department, University of North Texas

I would like to start today by confessing the fact that I am thoroughly aware that I am out of habitat. In fact my native range starts
at Shaconagee at the foot of the Great Smokies, goes up the Blue
Ridge, along the Shenondoah, across the Potomac to the Susquehanna, down the Chesapeake, out to Hatteras to the Marshes of the
Glynn and back to Natahalah Gorge and Thunderhead. So, I feel
somewhat like an alligator on an ice flow, I can swim just fine, but
someone broke the thermostat.
There is spruce fir forest in the areas which I work, but I usually
have to climb all day to get there. It is not at the back door. To
ensure you that I identify with everyone here, it is a concession for
me to wear a mildly starched shirt. I can guarantee you however, that
there is relatively little starch in my soul, perhaps none.
What I would like to discuss today, is the history of ethics and
our ideals in managing US parks and protected areas. I am going to
use some very straight forward examples and I would like to go over
some of the things that did not work. I think it is educational and it
helps to create a current view that is practical and is dynamic enough
to really help to resolve problems.
Starting in 1872 and going up to the turn of the century, park
designation in the United States was not particularly dynamic in
perspective. Parks were not viewed as reserves for working
landscapes and there was definitely a strong division between the
idea of a working landscape and private property, and a national
park. National Park areas tended to be viewed as static, in fact I call
this era the Paradise Garden Mode, the idea that there was a
wilderness, that it had always been like this, that European people
could enter and it was another world. The management at that time
was largely to keep the bad guys out. Parks were managed
somewhat as museums, as areas where you preserve nature. At first
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US cavalry and later park rangers tossed out poachers, put out forest
fires and conducted a major campaign against wolves and mountain
lions on the grounds that these were bad animals, that they hurt the
big game. It was very much the museum guard type of situation.
In the early days, the type of features that received priority for
protection were very magnificent geological formations like the
Grand Canyon, exceptionally scenic mountain ranges, natural features
that had symbolic value like bison in Yellowstone and the very large,
and magnificent biota such as the sequoias, and virgin forests. The
first park designations did not have a feeling for ecological dynamics
or even ecological diversity. That slowly developed through the
beginning of the twentieth century.
There were some major surprises in this: first these landscapes,
including the ones under preservation, do change. Some of this
change is directional and some of it is cyclical, as shown by these
examples:
1) Olympic and Rainier National Parks. Within the parks the
forest are still in relatively good shape. Something that was
recognized, certainly by the nineteen sixties in this century, was that
these types of ecosystems are dynamic. There are ice slides, fires,
there is grazing, there is predation, there is change within the system.
Park rangers, try as they will, cannot stop the types of events that
cause disturbances of this type. Personally, I would not want to be in
front of tons of ice and boulders going down the slopes of Rainier.
These slide areas do regenerate.
Wind fall is also important for reestablishing forests. The size of
the light opening determines what will regenerate on the site,
sometimes producing groups of big trees that simultaneously
regenerated. This is a form of natural change and it is not necessarily
wrong, even directional change is not wrong. In fact these types of
disturbances are necessary to the diversity of these mountain parks.
What the park service did not grasp, and I think what
conservationists did not grasp at that time, is that change outside the
parks is as important as change inside the parks in retaining some of
the resources that protected areas are supposed to protect. In the case
of Mount Rainier for example, there is now substantial evidence that
the National Park has lost mammal species. This is probably due not
to the management of those species in Rainier, but to the
management of those species and to habitats outside the park,
particularly the extensive logging.
This concept of being concerned about the entire region is just
developing in conservationists' thinking, it has really greatly
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expanded in the last twenty years or so. There are a lot of issues
concerning landscape management as a whole. Many smaller
creatures, particularly ones requiring very moist habitats, are affected
by logging. The desiccation caused by clear cutting and other types
of forest management may wipe out forest floor specialists. Others
species may need very wide ranges, or you may need to maintain
contiguous populations along an entire mountain range to make sure
that they survive within the preserves.
The ethics of management in your protected area needs to be a
subset of your entire land ethic. You may not manage your protected
area or care for it the same way you care for the general landscape,
but you cannot use one ethic in the protected area and another ethic
outside. If you really expect to protect your fauna, you must develop
ethics sensitive to regional ecosystems and population processes. This
is the lesson that we are learning the hard way in the US, - especially
by losing populations of vertebrates.
Another thing that has come to our attention, particularly in the
last two decades, are the ecosystem linkages. In the case of old
growth in the Pacific Northwest, the down timber is extremely
important to maintaining habitat in the streams. This is important to
other elements in the ecosystem, and to the economy of the local
region, this is true even within the protected areas. What the logger
does influences spawning conditions for fish which in turn effects
fishermen (and bears). Again, the land ethic that you have for the
entire landscape is important. I would make the point here that we
are not just looking for ethics to manage "resources", we are also
looking for ethics for living in or with the landscape.
So, is anthropogenic disturbance, human caused disturbance,
always wrong, is it always bad? What are you going to do about it?
I am going to say that it is not always bad. And I present a case from
the Great Smokies concerning a landscape that was probably created
by human interference with natural ecosystems that has positive
values. I present, and I am open to arguments on this, the idea that
human initiated change can be right from an ethical perspective,
wrong from an ethical perspective or, for practical purpose, value
neutral.
2) Grassy balds were present within the Great Smokies when the
park was established. The balds were considered very scenic and
were one of the reasons why the park was designated. They provide
vistas of the surrounding ridges, they preserve gorgeous flora, such
as the flowering shrubs around the edges of Andrews Bald, or the
hybrid forms of Azalea on Gregory Bald unknown anywhere else in
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the world. Quite a number of herbaceous species found only in open
areas on the high ridges, including some that are endangered. Gray's
Lily, found primarily on Roan Mountain TN and NC, appears almost
entirely on grassy balds.
Initially people viewed these balds as a natural type of
ecosystem. They decided that the best thing they could do was to get
the locals and their grazing stock off of them. Nobody did any
historic study at the time that this management decision was made.
Right after Great Smoky National Park was designated, the grass and
shrubs grew up on the balds, immediately after the sheep were
removed. The moment local cultural management practices were
terminated, the balds underwent radical biological change.
When I arrived in the Smokies in the seventies we began to ask
how these sites had been historically managed, not only by native
Americans, but by European settlers. There are Cherokee Firebird
myths about the formation of the sites, and there is a chance that
they were burned prior to the arrival of Europeans. However we
found evidence that areas like this had been cut either actually to
open them for grazing, clear the vistas, or in some cases because the
settlers needed wood to run their moonshine stills. We had definite
evidence of this at Spence Field. There was also evidence of heavy
grazing pressure. A lot of these folks were Scots and Irish who
practised transhumance just as they had at home, and took their live
stock up to the tops of mountains in summer. We found that the
open edges of the balds appeared to have been maintained by
grazing rather then by fire, at least since the eighteenth century.
When the US National Park Service decided that these areas
needed preservation, there were a couple of balds still in active management. Hempfield Bald was maintained by cattle. The part of
Hempfield that fell within the park boundary has succeeded to
shrubs, while the part outside is still a grass bald, with relatively low
vegetation.
We did, in evaluating management for the areas, decide to
experimentally replicate the historic technique with grazing. We used
light electric fences, not historic. We found that an animal that had
not been there very often historically, the goat, was the most efficient
for removing oak trees. And we discovered that cattle do not like to
eat Azaleas, which is probably why the Azaleas were left, as they
were not particularly palatable to the traditional grazing stock.
The ultimate outcome was that once the parks' cultural practices
that were maintaining these areas, were abandoned completely, it
became very expensive, if not impossible to bring them back,
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especially five miles into the back country. Eventually the decision
was made to cut two of the balds to keep them as historic areas as
examples of the cultural type of vegetation, and to maintain them as
endangered species habitat. They have a number of nationally listed
rare plant species that occur around their edges.
The final point is that what you have absolutely extinguished is
the cultural tie, not just the natural ecosystem. The culture also has
values. It may have been about to disappear anyway because grazing
sheep is no longer economic in the area. In some cases however,
human use might add diversity, or it may provide certain benefits
within the ecosystem. This includes things like hunting which might
help to regulate local game populations. We must weigh this before
we terminate all human activity other than canoeing or backpacking.
3) I would like to go on to a third example and this is one that
I am working on currently, understorey flora and fauna in the eastern
US. Recently in the Appalachians we have been working on a
problem that concerns old growth and logging and does not concern
owls. There are some virgin stands left in the Appalachians,
particularly in Great Smokies, one of the reasons that the park was
set aside. These have absolutely gorgeous understories particularly
at the lower elevations. Their spring wild flower bloom supports
carpets of flowers, Trillium, Phacelia, and Spring Beauties. Areas that
have been logged over also have flowers, but the diversity is much
lower and the cover is often much less. The more often that they
have been cut over (and especially if they have been treated with
herbicides, it seems that the wildflower cover gets lower and lower.
Some herbaceous species are quite tolerant of the human induced
disturbance, such as Blood Root, Jack-in-the-Pulpit. There are a
number of forest herbs, however that seem quite intolerant of clear
cutting or having the canopy open over large areas. Many of these
plants are dispersed by ants and a lot of them are native to very
mesic forest floor with rich leaf litter on them. We can actually
identify these. In fact, Trillium, a disturbance sensitive genus will
grow in cut-over areas, but is often much reduced in population size.
Dutchman's Breeches is very disturbance sensitive in the southern
Appalachians and will sometimes disappear completely from a cutover watershed. Some of the sedges, ironically, need the more stable
habitat. Certain species, such as Black Cohosh, may actually
regenerate in open tree gaps as a small herb and then grow to
maturity in closed forests. They may need that gap-phase succession
to regenerate properly. Other likes Dwarf Ginseng, which is rare in
the Appalachians, seem to disappear almost completely from cut over
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water sheds. You will find few or no wildflowers left if a stand has
been commercially logged.
Occasionally you will get patches of flowers where the forest has
been disturbed. We are not sure how long it takes for the
understorey to regenerate, but certainly ninety to a hundred years is
not enough. A guess is a hundred and fifty to two hundred years to
get your wild flowers back.
Almost no research had been done on this on this prior to the
last decade. Foresters called these plants step-overs and no one had
paid the slightest attention to how they were doing relative to the
cutting regimes.
Another related issue is salamanders survival. The Great Smokies
has the greatest diversity of salamanders in the world. These
creatures like moist forest floors with lots of logs and rocks. They are
not tolerant of acid rain and they are not tolerant of large forest
openings. A recent study indicates that it takes around seventy years
or more to recover your salamander fauna on a clear cut.
We have just completed a study, not yet published, which
attempted to determine whether salamanders can occupy wood lots
that are isolated by farm fields. The answer is most do not. So far we
have not found a single salamander in an isolated wood lot sample
area. If we go down onto the Blue Ridge Escarpment, where there is
continuous forest, and forest of the same age and roughly the same
type, there are salamanders present. There will be more in old
growth than in logged stands. All of this has been recently
discovered and has not been considered to date in the management
plans for the areas around Great Smokies.
It turns out that this type of problem is widely dispersed in the
eastern US. In the lower valleys of the Susquehanna, certain wild
flower species are almost confined to the valleys as they come up to
the Blue Ridge Mountains. This includes some Trillium species,
Dutchman's Breeches, and Squirrel Corn.
We went out to check to see if the fact that stands were younger
or older made a difference to these species, or if fragmentation did.
We found that several species, including Dutchman's Breeches, Trillium and Virginia Blue Bells, were highly sensitive to disturbance.
Some of them did not appear in very fragmented wood lots, even if
in older stands.
Virginia Blue Bells is sometimes present on the flood plains, in
small clumps with a couple of mature shoots. We think that at one
time the Blue Bells were spread out in great meadows from the
mouth of Chesapeake Bay from Harris to Harrisburg, along the flood
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plain of the river. Our fragmentation is much more severe than
anything you have here. Certainly we have relics of what the flora
originally looked like, but it is only recently that we have had any
concern for the entire landscape matrix.
Fragmentation causes other problems in the US, including exotic
species invasion and, in some cases, over browse by White Tail deer,
who not only come along and eat the tops off of the Trillium, but can
at high population, pretty much obliterate the forest understorey.
This is especially a problem in high field forest edge environments.
One of the ironies of trying to manage this in the Susquehanna
is that much of the area that is breaking up that forest is now in farm
land and it contains some other very important resources. The flora
along some of the major creeks has been decimated. Many of the
people who are farming in these areas are Amish and Mennonites.
The Amish still use horses to till and Old Order Amish do not use
automobiles.
The major run of the tourist traffic is not oriented to the natural
areas, it is seeking the local culture. There is an entire tourist business
based on Amish farming. In terms of discussing change, the Amish
are not lost in the nineteenth century. They do adopt technological
innovations in their farming, but their game rules are different than
the surrounding culture. The principle for them is that they will not
accept technology that they think is a threat to their community or
family. They will use a telephone, but will not have one in the house,
because they think that it breaks up their family connections. They
will ride in a car, but they do not keep one themselves because they
think that the automobile will break up the community. I will give
them many points for wisdom in evaluating modern technology, and
notice that their ethics, their values, include relationships. Their
relationships to the land and to each other are accommodated in the
ways they view change.
I would also point out here, when you are dealing with values,
that it is possible to have conflicts between values. Landscape
managed by the Amish and the state of the wildflowers may not be
totally compatible without some discussion about who is getting
which creek bank in the long run. The Amish are often quite
cooperative about this, but they may be unaware of some of the
changes that their own agriculture would cause. We have to determine on our goals in a case like this and seek compromises.
When we are choosing values or are deciding what is important,
part of the issue is not just that list of things we wish to preserve, but
the way the historic and human values are expressed. I will present,
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I am sure, a controversial example, and discuss wolves for a minute.
In the U.S. National Parks in the early days, wolves were rated
as bad and evil animals. This was not good for the wolves in the long
run. They were killed out in Yellowstone by government hunters and
rangers, not by fauna collapse. It is obviously somewhat better to say
that we want biodiversity and we want to keep say wolves in our
protected areas. I would make the point about this though, that we
sometimes can get into making lists of values or determining change
that seem to emphasis things. We want wolves, we want undisturbed
mountain peaks etc. etc. This may lead us to some problems. I might
point out that if we just want a handful of wolves, we can keep them
in a zoo.
To tell you a little story about the wolf issue, Great Smokies,
right now is trying to get Red Wolves started in the park. In a
conversation with the regional chief scientist I mentioned that as far
as I knew, Red Wolves were not native in the Smokies, that there
were no historic sightings of them. He told me that the Fish and
Wildlife Service had guaranteed him that they had been there, I told
him that I would like to see the historic report, and that I had
interviewed the last person who had seen a wolf alive in the Smokies
and I was sure that that person was discussing a Timber Wolf.
We then got into a discussion about what would happen if one
wished to bring back Timber Wolves to the park, which I am personally convinced are the right native species. He hesitated and said
that there was no chance that a Timber Wolf reintroduction would
ever displace the Red Wolf reintroduction for the simple reason that
the Timber Wolves would be too much trouble. They are bigger animals and are in larger packs and everyone wants the smaller, mildermannered, little Red Wolves that hunt in pairs like respectable (middle class?) wolves are supposed to do. This is a case of wanting any
wolf that is willing to stay calm long enough to get adjusted to the
big enclosure, but not being willing to tolerate wolfness—the state of
being a wolf.
This type of thinking leads to management collisions at times.
The Red Wolf may indeed not be the right wolf species for the upper
elevations in the Appalachians which are very northern in species
composition and are more properly Timber Wolf habitat. There were
also Fishers there historically which have since been expiated.
Keeping wolfishness might also be a value, but one has to
accommodate the behaviour of the species. Wolfness includes the
movement of the packs and their free roaming nature and predatory
nature. It includes both the way you evaluate your protected area
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and the land outside of it. A wolf is not just a thing, it is a state of
being, a living organism, perhaps even a spirit moving through the
landscape.
There is nothing wrong with going over questions that include
the symbolic value of wolves or wolfishness, or human relationships
to these creatures. Humans and wolves have hunted in the same
territory for not just hundreds of years, but tens of thousands of
years and have been relating to each other. (That is why I think
wolves look so cynical every time they see a human being.)
Your values can incorporate more than just lists of species or
natural areas. They can incorporate aesthetics, and human experience
—maybe it is important that you take a dogsled out into an area
where there is not another soul for three mountains over. Also,
values can be established concerning relationships, the way humans
are relating to the environment, or the way human cultures are
relating to each other.
There is nothing wrong with putting in your values list the
maintenance of good relationships between the different human
cultural groups in the neighbourhood. That is a perfectly fair value,
it may come high on a list for a preserve area. This kind of concern
was neglected entirely in the early days of U.S. parks. In fact those
few native peoples who were left, were often thrown out, as were
some mountain farmers and others whose cultures it would have
been well to maintain. There is nothing wrong with a values
approach, as long as values are broadly defined.
A last couple of issues here, watch your scale. Notice that
another problem we have gotten into, in U.S. parks, is going for the
big and conspicuous. All of those step-overs, as important as they are
aesthetically, were ignored. (Certainly native herbs, butterflies and
the herb gatherers are all important parts of the regional ecosystems.)
Artificial boundaries create problems. You need to be concerned
about integration with your landscape. The sweep of the mountain
range, the home territories of the major predators, and the scattered
populations of a diminutive wildflower all need attention.
The last comment is that using pure science in determining
acceptable change is risky. Scientist sometimes do not know what is
going on outside their specialty, sometimes they are just projecting
opinions in technical language, and occasionally they are prone to
government coercion. Human cultural values, aesthetics, and
relationships, all count, and all are useful ways in determining how
much change you think should occur in and around your protected
areas. And I will end with that.
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A Retrospective on the Tatshenshini Campaign:
World Class Wilderness Versus World Class
Ore
Kevin McNamee
Director, Wildlands Program, Canadian Nature Federation

Introduction
On behalf of the Canadian Nature Federation, I wish to thank the
Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society and the Yukon Conservation
Society for organizing this Northern Forum on Protected Areas and
Wilderness. The non-partisan approach of this forum is central to
addressing the issues and challenges of creating and managing
northern protected areas, particularly if Canada is to protect its
portion of the planet's natural environment.
I also wish to acknowledge the kind financial support of Wildlife
Habitat Canada that allowed me to address this Forum today. Both
the Canadian Nature Federation and Wildlife Habitat Canada are
national conservation groups working to secure the protection of
Canada's landscape. Each has a particular interest in northern Canada
and are exploring ways to contribute to the conservation of its
biodiversity. If they were here, representatives of Wildlife Habitat
Canada would press us to not only consider protected areas, but to
ensure that we adopt conservation strategies that ensure the
conservation of the entire landscape. Clearly, this view strongly
reflects the philosophy of First Nations.
I have been asked to provide a retrospective on the international
campaign that led to the June 1993 decision by the BC government
to protect the Tatshenshini-Alsek watershed in northwestern BC. On
June 22, 1993, Premier Mike Harcourt announced that the entire
watershed of the Tatshenshini-Alsek region will be permanently
protected by a 9,580-square kilometre provincial wilderness park that
will ensure the preservation of the area's unique wildlife, biodiversity
and wilderness recreation values.
The decision ended a proposed by Geddes Resources Limited to
develop an open-pit copper mine in an area called Windy Craggy.
The project called for the storage of more than 225 million tons of
acid-generating waste rock and tailings behind an earthen dam
within a high intensity earthquake zone; the construction of a
100-kilometre road through the wilderness along the Tatshenshini
River; the construction of a 250-kilometre pipeline to ship copper
concentrate to Haines, Alaska; and the discharge of 360,000 gallons
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of slurry effluent into the waters of Lynn Canal, Alaska.
The Tatshenshini and Alsek rivers are the now-protected
biological corridor between Kluane National Park Reserve in Yukon,
and Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve in Alaska. Their
headwaters flow from Kluane in the Yukon into British Columbia,
through British Columbia, join 10 kilometres east of the US border,
and into Alaska's Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve and the
Tongass National Forest before entering the Gulf of Alaska.
So who is the Canadian Nature Federation to give this perspective? The Canadian Nature Federation was proud to co-sponsor
a resolution passed by the 18th General Assembly of the World
Conservation Union (IUCN) in December 1990 in Perth, Australia.
The General Assembly recommended that the governments of British
Columbia and Canada designate the Tatshenshini-Alsek watershed
as a national park, and that the area be given the highest international status possible by declaring it a World Heritage Site.
We were a founding member of Tatshenshini International,
which was formed in January 1991 for the purpose of promoting the
creation of an international wilderness and wildlife preserve to
protect the entire Tatshenshini-Alsek watershed. In part, we joined
this continent-wide campaign, which included 50 environmental
organizations representing over 10 million people in both Canada
and the United States because our sister-organization, the National
Audubon Society, was gravely concerned about the potential impact
of the Windy Craggy mine on Alaska's Glacier Bay National Park
and Preserve.
We are a partner in the Endangered Spaces Campaign, and I am
one of the original authors of the Canadian Wilderness Charter which
launched World Wildlife Fund Canada's Endangered Spaces
Campaign in 1989. As I will explain later on, the need to protect the
Tatshenshini-Alsek watershed was endorsed by World Wildlife Fund
because the area must be protected if the campaign goal of
representing each of Canada's natural regions by the year 2000 is to
be achieved.
The Canadian Nature Federation also testified before the
Standing Committee on Energy, Mines and Resources in November
1991 for the purpose of addressing the challenges of the
environmental agenda on mining. While we acknowledged the need
for mining in Canadian society, we called for a better way of dealing
with land use conflicts, particularly where mining and protected area
issues are concerned. In addition, we called on the committee to
support the early identification of candidate protected areas as one
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measure to reduce conflict between preservation and industrial
interests.
We are also one of the founding members of the Whitehorse
Mining Initiative (WMI), having been invited by the Mining
Association of Canada in November 1992 to help examine how a
number of stakeholders could begin to develop a common vision and
strategy for mining in Canada. Our president sits on the WMI's
Leadership Council, and I am a member of both the Working Group
and the Land Access Issue Group.
Finally, the Canadian Nature Federation worked with the
Speaker of the House of Commons and the federal Environment
minister to organize the Speaker's Forum on Canadian Wildlands,
which was held on Parliament Hill in December 1992. Among the
issues discussed was the need to reconcile mineral and protected
areas interests. This provided Robert Keyes of the Mining Association
of Canada with one of the first opportunities for the mining industry
to address a national audience of over 100 participants on protected
area issues.
The Tatshenshini Campaign
An earlier speaker talked about the need for society to develop an
appreciation for the intrinsic values of wilderness areas. One key
aspect of the campaign was that many of us travelled the Tatshenshini-Alsek River, and grew to understand, appreciate and support
the protection of the river's intrinsic values. We ensured that
politicians, the key decision makers on both sides of the border,
travelled down the river. For these decision makers the Tatshenshini
was no longer an abstract concept, summarized in a two-page briefing note. This was flesh-and-blood wilderness and wildlife.
Critics of the decision to protect the area characterized the
environmental lobby as simply out to kill the Windy Craggy mine—
period. For example, the July 5,1993, editorial in The Northern Miner
accused environmentalists as having a fondness for killing mining
projects. There is no question that a major catalyst behind the park
campaign was the potentially catastrophic environmental impacts of
the proposed mine. But the ultimate goal was the preservation of a
spectacular range of unparalleled scenic, wildlife, wilderness and
recreational values acknowledged to be of global significance for
several reasons.
The Tatshenshini River is the biological corridor that cuts
through a barrier of mountain and ice, connecting the natural values
of two World Heritage Sites, Kluane National Park Reserve in Yukon
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and Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve in Alaska. For example,
this corridor connects coastal and interior grizzly bear populations,
and is one of the three major salmon-bearing rivers on the northern
Pacific coast.
Protection of the Tatshenshini was central to the goal of the
Endangered Spaces Campaign, whose goal is to represent each of
Canada's 422 natural regions within a network of protected areas,
thereby protecting at least 12 percent of Canada's lands and waters.
In British Columbia, protection of the Tatshenshini was required torepresent one of their unrepresented landscape regions of the
province's provincial park system—Landscape Region 59, the St. Elias
Ranges. It was identified in the province's 1990 protected areas
strategy, entitled Parks and Wilderness for the 90s, as a candidate
protected area.
The need to protect the Tatshenshini as part of the federal
government's Green Plan commitment to preserving 12 percent was
acknowledged by two of the major parties in the House of Commons.
On April 8, 1992, Paul Martin of the Liberal party and Jim Fulton of
the NDP recommended the following motion for debate: "that the
government evaluate the benefit to all Canadians of including the
Tatshenshini Alsek watershed for protection as wilderness, thus
allowing the area to become part of the 12 percent of Canada
preserved and protected in its natural state as recommended
unanimously by the House on June 17, 1991."
The Legitimate Concerns of US Interests
Preservation of the Tatshenshini watershed was also compelled by
the need for Canada to uphold its international obligations to protect
our portion of this internationally shared transboundary ecosystem.
Critics of the decision deplored the intervention by Vice President Al
Gore and other prominent American politicians and environmental
groups. However, these expressions of outrage ignored the legitimate
concerns of the Americans over the Windy Craggy mining proposal.
Located 25 kilometres upstream from the US border, the Windy
Craggy mine could have a devastating impact on natural resources
and processes in that country. The Americans' legitimate concerns
were reflected in the four international accords that compelled
Canada not to take any actions to harm the natural features of the
Tatshenshini on the US side.
For example, under Article IV of the Boundary Waters Treaty of
1909, Canada has an obligation to ensure that "boundary waters and
waters flowing across the boundary shall not be polluted on either
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side to the injury of health and property of the other." The Pacific
Salmon Treaty of 1986 identifies chinook and early-run sockeye
salmon stock originating in the Alsek River as depressed and
requiring special protection. It requires management actions to
conserve and rebuild salmon stocks, which commonly includes such
activities as habitat and water quality protection.
When it added Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve to its List
of World Heritage Sites, the UNESCO World Heritage Committee
"expressed serious concerns over the prospect of potential impacts of
the proposal to exploit the Windy Craggy mine," and called on
Canadian authorities to "establish and incorporate a new protected
area" in the Tatshenshini/Alsek River area. From the time the US
nominated Glacier Bay as a World Heritage Site, Canada had an
obligation under Article 6.3 of the World Heritage Convention of
1972 "not to take any deliberate measures which might damage
directly or indirectly the natural heritage situated on the territory of
other State Parties to this Convention."
In pursuing their objections to the Windy Craggy project,
members of the US administration were also acting on a provision of
the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Act, which encouraged the
Secretary of Interior to seek co-operative agreements with Canada
which serve to protect the entire watershed of the Tatshenshini-Alsek
River.
Opposition by US and Canadian environmental groups, and
concerns of US permitting agencies, focused on acid mine drainage,
seismic activity, and international fisheries. Because rock at this site
has a 40 percent sulphide content, Geddes proposed to submerge acid
rock in a five-square-kilometre tailings pond under three metres of
water. This water would be held back by two earthen dams, which
must be maintained in perpetuity. This would be difficult because the
mine and the impoundment pond would be located in one of the
most seismically active areas in the world. Breakage of the dam
would release acid-bearing waste into the river system, with
devastating consequences.
For Canada to ignore the concerns of the Americans would also
have been the height of hypocrisy. In 1987 the Canadian government
informed the American Congress that it could be held in
contravention of four international agreements if it proceeded with
plans to exploit the oil resources underneath the coastal plain of the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. The refuge protects the critical
calving grounds of the Porcupine caribou herd, which migrates
through Canada's Ivvavik National Park and is of importance to the
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native people of Old Crow, Yukon. Critics of American involvement
also ignored the fact that part of the project was to be built and
permitted in the US, and would have direct and indirect impact
there. The Canadian Nature Federation congratulates the province of
British Columbia for acting on, and upholding Canada's international
obligations to protect the planet's outstanding natural heritage.
What Jobs?
Let's put to bed the myth that the June 1993 decision killed a mine
and caused the loss of between 2000 and 2500 jobs. Geddes Resources
Limited contends the mine would have employed 500 construction
workers for three years, 530 full-time mine and mill workers over the
20-year life of the project, and 1500 additional indirect jobs to support
the project. But there was no guarantee these jobs would ever
materialize because the Windy Craggy project was never assured.
Even if the park was not created, there was no guarantee the mine
would be permitted by either Canadian or US authorities.
Consider: two different Geddes Resources Limited mine
development proposals did not get past stage-one of the BC Mineral
Resources Development Process; Canadian and US authorities
identified 250 unresolved deficiencies in the current project proposal
during the stage-one review; the Commission on Resources and
Environment (CORE) identified 86 potential sources of environmental
risk, of which 12 were considered to have potentially severe
consequences, and all were related to the potential breakage of the
tailings pond and the release of acidic waste; and the odds were once
every 12 years for severe impacts on fisheries (severe was defined as
permanent or large scale habitat destruction, lethal to significant
portion of population where avoidance was not possible). CORE
concluded that the World Heritage Convention would drive
American interests to ensure that there was no prospect of damage
to salmon habitat and other marine life, and that under the current
plan, this assurance was not possible.
The bottom line is that after four years of intense scrutiny by US
and American agencies and an independent review by CORE, the
Windy Craggy mining project was judged a potential environmental
catastrophe. Optimistically speaking, there were at least four years of
further review ahead. The US Environmental Protection Agency told
Canadian authorities in 1993 that it would have to prepare an
Environmental Impact Study on the whole project because of its
potential impacts, and because at least 30 permits were required on
the US side in order for the project to proceed. In addition,
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representatives of the Clinton administration and Congress were
pressing for a referral of the project to the International Joint
Commission.
There was every indication that the project would not have been
permitted in the United States, as virtually every federal agency that
reviewed it raised serious concerns. So let's do away with this myth
that environmentalists killed 2500 jobs. These jobs were speculative,
years from materializing, and given the high level of environmental
and international political concern, not likely to come about.
Critics of the June 1993 decision also portray it as one of wasting
billions of dollars of provincial wealth. However, they totally ignored
the fact that the healthy natural condition of the Tatshenshini-Alsek
River was already providing economic benefits to society. For
example, the river supports important commercial, subsistence and
sport fisheries for sockeye, chinook, coho, pink and chum salmon and
other important resident fishes, valued in excess of $8.5 million
annually. Lynn Canal, where Geddes proposed to dump effluent
from the slurry pipeline, sustains harvests of salmon, bottomfish,
shellfish and other fishery resources valued at $41 million annually.
And the fishing and subsistence economy of Yakutat, Alaska, is
worth $32 million annually. The BC government's decision to reject
the Windy Craggy project ensured that these locally based economies
will be sustained free of impact from potential acid mine drainage,
which the CORE report found to be a probable occurrence. This is an
economic element never considered or debated, and ignored by mine
proponents.
First Nations
Allow me to make some personal reflections on the
Tatshenshini-Windy Craggy issue, particularly as it dealt with First
Nations, the mineral industry, and government leadership. When it
came to dealing with the First Nations people who live and occupy
this area both currently and historically, there were three levels of
failure on this issue. There was failure on a nation-to-nation basis: the
leadership of the BC Government failed to communicate the nature
of its decision to the leadership of the Champagne and Aishihik
Indian Bands, and to clarify what it meant to withdraw the land from
development without prejudice to their land claim.
There was a failure to communicate on the bureaucratic level, in
that documents prepared regarding this area were not circulated to
the Champagne-Aishihik Band for comment. The nomination papers
for the World Heritage Site status were only made available to the
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band through the federal civil service.
Finally, environmentalists did initiate, but failed to sustain, a
strong dialogue with the Champagne Aishihik Band. We did not
identify common issues of concern, possible strategies to resolve our
differences and achieve common goals. We did not involve the First
Nations people in any of the meetings of Tatshenshini International.
Only late in the game did the Yukon Conservation Society and the
Yukon Chapter of the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society work
to maintain a strong dialogue with the First Nation.
There were other attempts, but none were sustained. For
example, in the fall of 1991 we learned that the Champagne-Aishihik
people were upset with our campaign because we were recruiting
supporters from across North America without seeking out and
involving the native people with an interest in protecting the
Tatshenshini. These were the very people who see this area as an
integral part of their homelands and have said so since 1973.
Similarly, we were asked to provide information to the Champagne
Aishihik Band on how they could pursue and benefit from the
tourism values conservation groups were saying were associated with
protecting wilderness and wild rivers. This was important given the
day-to-day realities they face in terms of unemployment, poverty,
cultural assimilation and related social problems.
Informal discussions were held, but we did not build a trusting
relationship, and what progress was made was torn apart by
blow-ups in the media. I can say that on more than one occasion we
did agree that we had to involve those Champagne-Aishihik people
concerned about protecting the Tatshenshini, and our position
statement did acknowledge their claim to this land — but we did not
act on it as much as we could have.
Why not? The international conservation groups working on this
issue were driven by the urgency of the situation. With the election
of new governments in British Columbia and the United States that
were protection-oriented, we saw an unprecedented political
opportunity to preserve the Tatshenshini, so we drove for a political
decision. And because our attempts did not produce a reinforcing
relationship with First Nations, the campaign continued towards our
defined goal of getting the government to establish a protected
wilderness area.
Groups like the Canadian Nature Federation, World Wildlife
Fund, Sierra Club of Canada and other national groups involved in
Tatshenshini International have found common cause with First
Nations on a number of issues, such as logging on Gwaii Haanas, the
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threat of oil development in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge,
military overflights of Innu homelands, and the opposition of the
James Bay Cree to Hydro Quebec's proposed dam. But in these issues
we knew where we stood. On the Tatshenshini, we did not have a
clear understanding of the position of the Champagne Aishihik
people on the Windy Craggy mine.
Listening to the elders speak at this Forum has helped crystallize
for me part of the problem. For years the Champagne Aishihik
people were concerned about the impact Kluane National Park
Reserve would have on their culture and way of life. This park was
imposed on them. Now that they have dealt with the park in their
land claim negotiations — wham -another large wilderness park is
established on their territory without consultation or their
participation. It's Kluane all over again, including the World Heritage
Site nomination.
Mining Industry
There are two levels of concerns evoked by industry over the decision not to proceed with the Windy Craggy mine. First, there was a
visceral response by the mining community to the removal of the
Windy Craggy copper deposit from future industrial development.
Secondly, there was a strong level of concern over the nature of the
process that led to the June decision. Regarding the first point, I
believe that industry's vocal response to the decision, and their
attempts to characterize it as a negative message by the BC
government to mining investors the world over, could end up being
a self-fulfilling prophecy.
For example, a June 28, 1993 editorial in The Northern Miner
screamed that the message of Windy Craggy was blunt and
unequivocal:
"DON'T BOTHER INVESTING
IN
MINE
EXPLORATION IN BRITISH COLUMBIA." This is a clear
over-statement of the impact of the decision. It is ultimately The
Northern Miner's interpretation of the message of Windy Craggy that
will hurt international investment. If they were concerned about that
investment, they might have thought about criticizing the decision
itself, including the inability of the company to answer its critics.
They could also have countered the decision by telling the
international investment community that the BC government had also
issued 16 mine permits, and released a mineral strategy earlier in the
year. Ironically, that same edition of The Northern Miner circulated a
10-page circular promoting mining in Chile.
Let us not assume that the level of conflict over the Tatshenshini
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is true for most other proposed protected areas. Indeed, the
Environmental Mining Council of BC did a cursory overlay of
candidate protected areas with mineral deposits of high value and the
only high area of conflict they could identify was the Windy Craggy
area. So let's assume that Tatshenshini is the exception to the rule.
The issue raised most by industry representatives I have talked
with is the nature of the process that led to the decision itself. We
heard at meetings of the Whitehorse Mining Initiative that when
industry looks to invest in Canada, they see a mature industry where
a lot of the known ore bodies have been developed. However, we are
a politically stable climate where the rules are clear, and where it is
still worth it for people to invest.
But the changing rules that have resulted from a growing
environmental agenda, including protected areas, has shaken that
confidence that the old rules still apply. Critics cite the fact that
government did not allow the environmental review of the Windy
Craggy project to run to a conclusion, and that it did not convene the
six months of hearings recommended by the CORE report as evidence of that.
While there may be some merit to their concerns, it is not clear
to what extent, and under what conditions, the mining industry is
prepared to support the establishment of parks and protected areas
where mining is prohibited. The environmental community needs to
know where the mining community stands on the national
commitment to complete a network of protected areas that represent
each of Canada's natural regions. What does it value most - access to
all lands for all time, or certainty of process and land use so that it
knows which lands are closed and which are open to mineral
development? If certainty is the answer, then let's get the candidate
protected areas on the table so we can assess where the conflicts are,
and focus on resolving real ones and protecting areas where none
exist.
Government Leadership
If we are to get past the rhetoric generated by issues such as the
Tatshenshini-Windy Craggy debate, governments must demonstrate
leadership in trying to bring some certainty to the process. The
Yukon minister of Renewable Resources told this Forum several
times that the Yukon government is committed to completing a
protected areas network by the year 2000; it may or may not allow
mining in protected areas; and it is critical that all sides get around
the table and talk.
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Great idea, but who will make this happen? The government
could assist in this by convening a round table on sustainable
development to resolve such issues, and it could provide clear
guidelines on what is and is not allowed in territorial protected areas.
The Yukon government would be well advised to learn from British
Columbia and Ontario. These two provinces changed the rules to
allow mining in provincial parks, and quickly discovered that this
was unworkable and unacceptable to the public.
If the British Columbia government had publicly identified the
need to protect the Tatshenshini as part of its provincial parks
network years earlier, perhaps the company would not have invested
millions of dollars in mineral exploration. This speaks to the need for
governments to more quickly identify candidate protected areas, and
to put in place a system to evaluate both the natural values and
mineral potential of proposed protected areas as soon as possible to
ensure informed choices are made in short order.
Conclusion
There is a strong perception that protection of the Tatshenshini was
a political tradeoff by the Harcourt government for Clayoquot Sound,
and an attempt to win back the favour of the environmental
community. I reject this assertion in that protection of the watershed
stood on its own merits, and was required under four international
agreements. While the timing of the announcement may have merited
this response, the environmental community clearly does not accept
a political world where one wilderness is traded off for another.
Geoffrey Simpson, national columnist for The Globe and Mail,
demonstrated how out of touch the national media can be on regional
wilderness issues. He asserted that preserving a northern wilderness
like the Tatshenshini is acceptable because it has no impact on
people, whereas wilderness areas in southern Canada such as
Clayoquot Sound should be developed for their economic riches. This
simply reinforces the feeling of northerners that southern-based
conservation groups are focusing on northern areas to appease our
urban conscious. This could not be further from the truth - many of
the groups working on the Tatshenshini have a strong focus on
protecting lands in southern Canada, and in trying to get private
landowners to take responsibility for conservation. Protection of the
Tatshenshini is an important aspect of our overall landscape
conservation programs for all of Canada.
From Tatshenshini we perhaps learned that we need: (1)
candidate protected areas identified immediately so that industry has
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a clearer understanding of the game and does not end up investing
in lands slated for protection; and (2) we must improve our working
relationship with First Nations, focusing on better communication to
understand their fears, needs and aspirations for the future and for
their homelands.
Ultimately, the Tatshenshini issue was one of world-class
wilderness versus a world class mineral ore body. There was no
room for compromise because one could not accommodate both,
given the nature of the proposed open-pit copper mine. While our
international campaign achieved its wilderness objective, we are now
challenged to map out a decision making process that will more
strongly reflect the principles of a sustainable society in future issues.
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Map reprinted with the permission of Tatshenshini Wild
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A First Nations Perspective on the Tatshenshini
River
Lawrence Joe
Champagne and Aishihik First Nations

Good morning everyone. This was an issue that was rather difficult
to prepare, because, as you are all aware, it seems to change daily. I
am a Champagne- Aishihik Band Councillor. Our administrative
headquarters are at Haines Junction, about a hundred miles west of
here. We are a First Nation made up of in excess of a thousand
people, primarily of Southern Tutchone descent. I see there are many
people here from our First Nation. There is also a strong Tlingit
presence within our First Nation as well.
Our traditional territory is approximately twenty-two thousand
square miles. Of that twenty-two thousand square miles, about five
thousand is within the northern portion of British Columbia. It totally
encompasses the Alsek and Tatshenshini basins within B.C. Within
this twenty-two thousand square miles, our aboriginal title is intact.
It has not been removed or extinguished in any manner.
The people of the area, as my elders tell me, were called 'the fish
people'. They were named that way because of our reliance upon the
salmon of the area. We had many villages within B.C., B.C. was used
as a travel route, it was used as a trading route, it was used for
hunting and fishing. In fact it was also used for guiding as early as
the 1890's when Jack Dalton and E.J. Glave, the first visitors to our
land, came through the country. They hired Indians from the Dalton
Post area to guide them down the river in a dug out canoe, so we
have been in the business for over a hundred years.
At the same time we were also very active miners and
prospectors in the region. In precontact days, we were known as the
copper traders in some cases. In precontact days, the area around
Tats Creek, I believe, was used as a marble quarry and the marble
was gathered there for carving. In the area a bit farther up stream,
around Nukha.ik, another one of our villages, there was a flint
quarry in the area. Later after contact, after the gold rush, we very
actively pursued the gold of the area. And in fact many of our
people, many of our ancestors staked discovery claims in many areas.
They were aware of the Windy Craggy area. They staked discovery
claims in the Squaw Creek area. They staked, in fact it was my
grandfather who staked the controversial claim on the Tatshenshini
up stream from Dalton Post, so we have been in business for a
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number of years.
This area is a fascinating area as we are finding. It is a bi-cultural
area with Tutchone and Tlingit mix. And the history and how it has
evolved over time is something that we are very actively working on
right now.
It appears that my friend Ron Chambers is ready to join us. Ron
has been a park warden for twenty-two years. Ron has spent a great
deal of time in the area, he knows the land far better than I and he
is here to try and to share some of our history and some of our
culture with you. Ron is here today with his daughter, Tina.
Ron will share with you two dances that are from the area and
then he will provide you with some brief discussion of the area as
well. Ron in the past has walked these trails, the trails that he was
advised by our elders would take one day from Dalton Post to
Nukha.ik, I think it took him a week to finally find it. The trails had
grown in, the landscape changes, it is so dynamic, but the trails are
still there. (Ed. Note: Lawrence Joe's presentation continues after the
Traditional Dance by Ron Chambers)

Traditional Dance
Ron Chambers
Champagne and Aishihik First Nations, Warden, Kluane National Park Reserve,
along with his daughter, Tina Chambers

We are going to do a couple of dances to start with. One is the
Willow Grouse Dance, depicting the Willow Grouse in the spring
time doing the mating dance. The other is the Ptarmigan Dance
which is the Tlingit dance opposite of the Southern Tutchone.
When they came to the Shawshe area to trade in fact in the early
1800's, the Tlingit would come in the early spring around April and
they would either shout and burn a bush or when they had the rifle,
they would fire shots in 'the air to announce that they were coming,
so they did not surprise the people of the village. The village would
get busy to receive the traders who had come over the pass from the
coast. When they did that, everyone would put on their finest dress
costumes because they had visitors who had come over the
mountains. This had been going on for generations. These were high
times, there was a lot of excitement, there were trading times, and
there were stories to be swapped. There was also stories of the white
people coming in along the coast and these stories were brought in
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by the Tlirigit.
The Tlingit were the powerful west coast neighbours of the
Southern Tutchone people of the Dalton Post area and the Shawshe
area. When they came over, the Tlingit controlled the passes to the
west coast. Something that I do not think a lot of people realize,
because of the control that the Tlingit had along the west coast, they
kept the Russians out. They also deemed it worthwhile to travel all
the way along the Yukon River to burn Robert Campbell out, which
is about a three hundred mile trip from the coast. To come inland
was necessary to send him down, because they could see the threat
of another trading company moving in up the Yukon River. The
power of the Tlingit's kept the Russians out and they also slowed the
Americans down for awhile.
My contention is that the Russians sold Alaska because they did
not have full control of that part of the country. The Tlingit's kept
them on their toes all of the time, but they did respect traditional
lands of the people inland. As a matter of fact, they felt very
powerfully about it. In circumstances like my great- grandfather, who
was a chief in Dyea of the Chilkoot, he married into the inland
Tagish people, so that he could maintain the trade strength by
marrying into the families inland. That is how important he felt that
it was to maintain those bonds.
When they came over, they brought all of the goods, clothing,
and the latest news, as I said. One of the elders that I had talked to
years ago, Johnny Fraser, one of our older traditional chiefs who has
since died, he was telling me a story when I asked him what he had
heard about the white people before they had ever seen them.
He said "Well from the Tlingit we were quite big people, some
of them well over six feet, heavy set people, dressed in costumes
similar to what I have and also war lords along the coast as far as
California, these people were pretty impressive but, they were
impressed by a group of people who were the Russians, who had
long red hair, blazing red beards, some of them quite tall and big and
had guns and canons and everything else."
He was describing this to a person who had never seen white
people before and not only that, his reference to white was to utilize
snow. Snow is the reference to white. Now if you can imagine the
description of this Russian who impressed this Tlingit who also
impressed this Southern Tutchone, as to this person who was white,
who had a blazing red beard and long hair and was pretty wild
looking and these people were just over the mountain. So, when
Dalton and Glave showed up the whole village ran into the forest.
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My contention is that this is where the stories of the abominable
snowman come from.
Anyway, just before I dance here, my daughter, Tina, her name
is copper in our language and copper is the trade piece. As Lawrence
had mentioned, copper was traded as one of the powerful trading
materials our people had. It means value, it accrues in value and that
is her name, Tina.
I will do two dances. What they were was almost a competition.
When they got together into trading, they would dance for days
sometimes. I have no intention of doing that now, but just to let you
know they did do that. They did compete a bit, they would often
send out their best dancers to dance against each other and it was a
pride to represent your people on each side. It was all friendly and
it was done in a matter of business. To me that is how I like to
approach it all, I would like to present it in a matter of business, its
friendly relationships. I do not doubt that there were a few deals
struck that people would question later, but on the other hand, they
still respected each other for years later. I also do not doubt that
somebody said "Hey" when he really saw the value of what he had
purchased. We will do that dance and then Lawrence can continue
the rest of his program.
I would reciprocate with the Tlingit ptarmigan dance to her
willow grouse dance. My headdress represents the Tlingit style of a
headdress. It represents the Wolf Clan with the sub moiety which is
the Eagle, which is part of our clan which is also Killer Whale, so
there was intermarriage between the Tlingit and the Southern
Tutchone. Some of the words in the southern part of the country are
a mixture of both languages. In years gone by, the elders would say,"
Which way do you want to say that this means?" "Tlingit or
Southern Tutchone?"
So we did mix our languages between each other, part of it for
trade and part of it for marriage. Bilingualism is not new in Canada.
In the past some people have seen my drum before, but I will explain
again. This drum was put together for the Circumpolar Conference,
which is the group of countries representing north of the sixtieth
parallel throughout the world, including Russia, Sweden, Greenland,
Canada, and Alaska, all of these places north of sixty.
They get together and talk about some of the things that you
talked about here earlier, culture, economics, the ozone, all of these
types of things are part of their subjects. This drum was
commissioned to be used as an opening and closing instrument for
their sessions. This particular drum I put together and when it was
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put in storage in the Territorial Government office it dried and split.
So I took it back and made them a new drum, but the design on the
drum is of the Raven. In our culture the Raven created everything.
It is also called the Crow in the Yukon. Raven and Crow means the
same thing to our people in that instant.
As the creator, one of the early stories go that he opened his
mouth and the sun shone out and everything started to grow. When
I put this drum together, one of the inspirations that came to me was
that the Raven's mouth is not as open as it used to be. He is starting
to close his mouth and if we do not do things right and fix things up,
the Raven may close his mouth altogether. That to me is the message
of the drum, the message of the Raven. Gwanachis.
Part 2 : A First Nations Perspective on the Tatshenshini River
(cont'd.)
Lawrence Joe
Champagne and Aishihik First Nations

Ron Chambers and his daughter are examples of how we are facing
change in our First Nation. Our First Nation is undergoing a cultural
awareness awakening of our past. Both Ron and Tina participate. We
have dance classes up in Haines Junction, we have sheep horn
carving classes, things of this nature, so that people are aware of their
past and have the strength to go forward in their future. It is where
I get a lot of my strength and our elders give us that strength to go
ahead.
Those people in the Yukon or sitting here, perhaps they have
floated down the river known as the Tatshenshini, they thought that
they saw wilderness, untouched wilderness. In fact, this wilderness
has been very much travelled over. I have learned in my experience,
no matter where you go, if you know what you are looking for, you
can find evidence of previous occupation. Poke your head through
those alder bushes and there are likely cut stones. If you know where
to look, there are huge villages in there. There are remnants of years
past through those stone tools, things of that nature. We have been
there for thousands of years.
It is a rather difficult place to do any archaeology though, as
Sarah Gaunt, one of our researchers, has found. It is almost
impossible to find unless you know where to look.
As I mentioned, those of you who had floated down the
Tatshenshini you thought, in fact floated down a different river. The
names of the rivers changed, about 1914,1 believe. So the River that
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you thought was the Tatshenshini, in fact was known as the Alsek,
in Tlingit way. In Tuchone way it was called Shawshe Chu, in
English it was called the Dalton Post River. And those people who
have gone on with Tatshenshini Expediting on the Blanchard River,
have truly floated the Tatshenshini River.
What we are going through right now, we mentioned the
traditional knowledge workshop yesterday, is a renaming of many of
these places so that they have their significance, because these names
do have significance, they are the guides to the land.
I mentioned earlier the strength that we have from the
foundation of our past. In the Yukon that has allowed us to proceed
and finally negotiate a Yukon claim. We have successfully concluded
our claim in the Yukon, it is presently waiting for the new
government to pass legislation in Ottawa. This claim in Yukon gives
us the security in knowing our rights are constitutionally entrenched.
It gives us the security in knowing that we will participate in
management within our territory, in renewable resource
management, in land use planning, in development assessment,
heritage management, and numerous issues. There are opportunities
there as well for joint management. In fact in one of our land
selections, at Shawshe, or Dalton Post, we own that land, but we
have agreed to jointly manage it with the Yukon Government.
The other security we have is that we have guaranteed quota
allocations, be it for fish, be it for wildlife or be it for rafting
opportunities on the river. And the other security we have within
Yukon is that there is a constitutional requirement for consultation.
In fact there is a definition within our agreements for consultation.
Within British Columbia, where this new park lies, we have none
of the above. We have filed our claim in 1990, but we are stuck in
treaty commission process now. The treaty commission that will
facilitate our claim some time in the future, but they are not up and
running. One thing that we do have though is that our aboriginal
title is intact. Although we have no agreement, not even one for
interim measures, we can rely upon case law I guess. Even case law
as it is evolving in B.C. and in Canada ensures that we should be
consulted. The recent Calgary appeal decision, further the Sparrow
decision these court cases are allowing for the evolution of our rights.
Throughout the Windy Craggy debate, we have been fence
sitters. In the background we did a lot of work documenting our use
of that area. Kevin McNamee earlier alluded to the fact that we were
approached somewhat half heartedly about working within
environmental committees. We resisted those efforts as we resisted
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the efforts of the miners as well, we did not want to be in anyone's
pocket. It is our decision to make in the area. We participated in the
environmental review process, expressing concern with the salmon,
expressing concern with the impact on our cultural resources and
other concerns as well.
I have been a band councilor for Champagne- Aishihik for over
three years now. Prior to that I saw myself as a resource manager.
But in those three years as a band councilor, my perspective has
changed significantly. I have had to come to deal with the social
issues and the social problems that our First Nations faces as do any
other First Nation in Canada. We have numerous problems with
child abuse, sexual abuse, elders abuse, substance abuse, and family
violence. These are problems that in many ways there is a direct
relation between jobs and our problems. I think that part of the
problem, when we are considering this Windy Craggy debate, is that
we do not view there being very many jobs within parks. In fact B.C.
has suggested that they may set up 1/2 a person year or perhaps a
full person year to manage the entire park area. So that would leave
tourism to take u p the slack. Well Champaign-Aishihik has not had
much success in the tourism area lately. There is a tourism summit
going on right now, which CYI is boycotting.
One of the issues that they wanted to raise in the tourism
summit was that this existing government has shot down our tourism
aspirations. They shot down a 29 million dollar convention centre,
office complex, but that is an issue for the courts right now.
So when this decision was made on June 22nd of this year (1993),
it was made without consultation, even though the Commission on
Resource and Environment had identified a period of 6 months for
consultation. They made it a clean decision to give some certainty to
the industry. One thing that they did do is to make the decision
without prejudice to our aboriginal treaty negotiations. They also
mentioned that they would establish an international advisory body
to consider the interests and aspirations of our people.
At the same time, our elders were happy that the decision was
made for a park in the area. They had met just previously to discuss
the Windy Craggy mine and they came out very strongly against the
mine. That is not the first time that our people have had to consider
mining that might jeopardize the salmon runs. Back in the thirties,
the village of Klukshu had to meet and in fact vetoed gold mining in
the Klukshu area because they wanted to catch the salmon upon
which our culture relies upon so much. So Champagne- Aishihik
supported the park designation, but, and we remain consistent on
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this point, we would like to see our rights, our interests addressed as
part of a comprehensive claim settlement.
Because we have seen what can happen, especially through
Kluane National Park, what can happen when legislation is enacted,
well-meaning it may be, but it does prejudice our rights. In Kluane,
even though it is only reserve until our land claims are finalized, our
land selections were very much limited. Our harvesting rights are
limited within Kluane Park. In exchange we have economic
opportunities, and we have employment opportunities. As well we
have joint management initiatives within the park.
In the decision there was some uncertainty among us about what
exactly does "without prejudice" mean? So myself and our chief
negotiator, David Joe travelled to B.C. to meet with B.C. government
officials to clarify what "without prejudice" means. I am still not sure,
but one thing that has happened as a result of our trip to Vancouver
and Victoria last July, is that we now have an increase in
involvement in the operational levels and in the planning levels of
the B.C. Government.
There was a world heritage site nomination being proposed by
the B.C. Government, circulated last August for review amongst
government agencies. We obtained a copy, somewhat late in the
review process. We were able to provide our constructive comments
so that the new document that was going forward, placed more
emphasis on the cultural values of the area. The document went
forward primarily for its natural features but, there was strong
recognition of the cultural value of the area. I think that it is
important to note that this document was reviewed for technical
accuracy, but, there has never been any implied or expressed support
for the document.
In October, just over a month ago, Chief Paul Birkel and David
Joe travelled to Vancouver to meet with the Aboriginal Affairs
Minister, John Cashore. The intention of the meeting was to find out
exactly what "without prejudice" means, we are still not clear. It was
also to reaffirm our view that there should be no legislation enacted
that would prejudice our claim. Dave and Paul left the minister with
a copy of a framework agreement of how we could see reconciling
our rights in the area. They left that meeting with the understanding
that the minister would travel to our territory for follow- up
discussions. Two days later the B.C. Government passed legislation
that very clearly prejudices our claim to the territory. There was no
communication in there whatsoever.
In the interim, the world heritage site nomination, the prime
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minister of our country requested a deferral of this nomination citing
their judiciary duty to consult with Champagne-Aishihik.
We were very pleased, even though we know like Al Kapty said,
that her actions were most likely politically motivated, it was
electioneering, we were all pleased to see that someone has finally
acknowledged their legal responsibilities to our people.
I am pleased to see that Tony Penikett, the leader of the official
opposition, is here; Alan Young from the Conservation Society and
other people who have supported the deferral of the heritage site
nomination. The miners were also happy, but for an entirely different
reason. I am hoping that sometime early next month, we will have
time to clear the air on this issue, because, if not, we will end up in
a conflicting situation.
Earlier, Kevin McNamee also talked about the frustration, or the
lack of a process, in which to push these park initiatives forward. At
the same time, I think that it is important to remember that within
northern areas, in fact throughout British Columbia, there is
aboriginal title intact. It has not been extinguished in any manner.
This is an issue that must be addressed up front, this is not a
burden, but it can facilitate the process of having protected areas. So
the message I leave you with is, that within northern areas where our
title is in tact, the most effective way to establish a park or protected
area, is as a part of land claim legislation. We have seen that happen,
be it with North Yukon Park back in 1984, Kluane National Park,
Vuntut Park, Tatshenshini Heritage River Nomination, and Bonnet
Plum Heritage River Nomination. All of these parks or protected
areas have gone forward strongly supported by the aboriginal people.
One benefit of putting it into land claim legislation is that no
matter which government is in power, our legislation remains
paramount. The regional governments can pass whatever legislation
they want, our agreement remains the guiding force. They can pass
conflicting legislation, it does not matter, we are paramount. In fact,
I sleep better at night knowing that these lands our elders have seen,
will continue to be there for my children to see and for my
grandchildren to see.
These areas are strongly supported because we have had an
opportunity to reconcile our rights with government goals and
government objectives. In any case, as an absolute minimum, there
is a duty to consult. It is the honour of the crown. I would like to
thank-you for your time.
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Workshops:
Protected Areas and Wilderness
Co-Management Case Studies:
What Works, What Doesn't and Why?
The Integration Of Traditional Ecological
Knowledge And Scientific Knowledge In The
Assessment Of Cumulative Effects: The Experience
Of The Hudson Bay Programme
Glen Okraineiz
Canadian Arctic Resources Committee

In February of 1992, the Canadian Arctic Resources Committee, the
Rawson Academy of Aquatic Science (RAAS), and the Environmental
Committee of Sanikiluaq launched The Hudson Bay Programme, a
three-year, 1.5 million dollar, collaborative research programme. The
Programme is divided into two phases, each with a specific, yet

Hudson Bay Programme
Study Area
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related, goal: to identify key cumulative impacts of human activities,
particularly hydroelectric developments, on the marine and freshwater ecosystems of the Hudson Bay and James Bay bioregion using
scientific data and traditional ecological knowledge; and to examine
and propose cooperative processes for decision-making among
governments, developers, aboriginal peoples, and other stakeholders
that will foster sustainable development in the bioregion.
Under Phase I, a multi-disciplinary team was assembled to
produce an independent, well-researched examination of cumulative
impacts of existing and proposed hydroelectric projects and other
megaprojects in the region within a context of regional socioeconomic circumstances and broader circumpolar and global
environmental factors.
More specific objectives of Phase I include the following: to
provide an overall description of the Hudson Bay environment, and
an understanding of this bioregion's ecosystem (the interactions
among humans, biota, and environment); to assess the potential
sensitivity of this region to cumulative impacts, induced by changes
both within and external to it; to define conceptual and information
deficiencies from the perspectives of traditional knowledge and
science which limit our ability to assess problems associated with this
region; and to discuss and present the findings as part of an iterative
process of information sharing among all interested parties but
particularly among Cree and Inuit.
This paper will report on the findings of the science study and
the Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Management Systems
study. Conclusions drawn from the integration of these two sources
of knowledge about the Hudson Bay bioregion will form the basis of
the Phase I final report on cumulative impacts. This report will be
summarized, and implications for decision-making and development
in the Hudson Bay bioregion will be discussed.
The Hudson Bay Bioregion
Hudson Bay is one of the largest inland seas in the world. Although
it dominates the map of Canada, it has received scant attention from
scientists and policy makers. It is surrounded by three provinces
whose jurisdiction stops at the sea edge, but whose influence extends
over the entire ecosystem by virtue of provincially controlled and
encouraged industrial activities and land usage. The northwestern
coastline, and the islands—all part of the Northwest Territories—
shape the flow of arctic waters into, and out of, Hudson Bay. The
marine ecosystem is a federal responsibility, so that while the
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management of Hudson Bay itself is in the domain of one level of
government (federal), inputs from the watershed are largely the
domain of other levels of government (provincial). As well, the
settlement of the Nunavut claim and the process of devolution will
add to the complicated political nature of the Hudson Bay bioregion;
this includes James Bay, Hudson Strait and all interconnecting
channels.
To complicate further these politically muddy waters, Hudson
Bay receives the run-off from one-third of Canada: much of southern
Alberta and Saskatchewan, all of Manitoba, northern Ontario, and
northwestern Quebec. To what extent do anthropogenic activities in
these distant portions of the drainage basin influence the health of
the Hudson Bay ecosystem?
The final component of this complex puzzle is its global scale.
The long range transportation of airborne pollutants (from as far
away as southeast asia, or as near as southern Ontario), global
climate change, and depletion of the ozone layer, all have as yet
unknown effects on the health of the marine environment of Hudson
Bay.
How significant are these physical inputs to the health of
Hudson Bay? How do local, regional and global effects interact - do
some cancel others out, or do they compound them? What are the
long-term implications for the flora and fauna and for the people
who depend on a healthy ecosystem as a primary food source?
The Hudson Bay Programme
The lack of answers, both about the future of Hudson Bay and about
the future of the people who rely on it, contributed directly to the
inception of the Hudson Bay Programme. The absence of a long-term
vision within the various governments who are responsible for the
Hudson Bay bioregion was another significant factor in its formation.
To find some answers, and a new paradigm, CARC joined forces
with the Rawson Academy of Aquatic Science (RAAS) and the
Environmental Committee of Sanikiluaq, to develop, fund and
implement the Hudson Bay Programme. This collaborative study has
been made possible by strong support from charitable foundations
which recognized that the Hudson Bay Programme was stepping into
the breach in an era of vital importance, and doing so in an
innovative and timely fashion.
The Programme is divided into two phases, each with a specific,
yet related, goal:
Phase I:
to identify key cumulative impacts of human
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activities, particularly hydroelectric developments, on the marine
and freshwater ecosystems of the Hudson Bay and James Bay
bioregion using scientific data and traditional ecological
knowledge; and
Phase II:
to examine and propose cooperative processes for
decision-making among governments, developers, aboriginal
peoples, and other stakeholders that will foster sustainable
development in the bioregion.
To date approximately 40 to 50 billion dollars has been spent, or
committed to, hydroelectric development on the rivers feeding
Hudson Bay. In addition, billions more have been invested in land
uses such as forestry, agriculture, and mining within the Hudson Bay
drainage basin. Despite this large expenditure of capital on economic
development, there has never been a study of the possible impacts on
Hudson Bay resulting from all this activity.
In fact, none of the economic developments that affect Hudson
Bay have ever been subjected to a federal environmental assessment
on a project by project basis, let alone from the perspective of
identifying potential cumulative impacts. One purpose of the Hudson
Bay Programme is to fill the vacuum created by governments in this
crucial area.
The Hudson Bay Programme is on the cutting edge of research
in at least three respects:
1) in assessing the cumulative impacts of development on a
large and complex ecosystem;
2) in utilizing traditional ecological knowledge in the
assessment of cumulative impacts; and
3) in developing an action plan for
implementing
environmentally sustainable economic development in the
bioregion.
Phase I - Cumulative Impact Assessment
The study of possible cumulative impacts is necessary in order to
determine whether, or not, changes have already been set in motion
that are detrimental to the long-term health of the marine ecosystem
and the people who rely on it. In addition, such a study would help
to assess the severity of the changes expected, possible policy
responses to mitigate or avoid an impact, and the effect of additional
industrial developments in the Hudson Bay bioregion.
A cumulative impact assessment can be seen as a method of
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diagnosing the health of a patient who has been subjected to many
different potentially harmful substances, and assessing the extent to
which the patient can be further exposed before irreversible damage
occurs. In the longer term, the results of a cumulative impact
assessment can be used as a planning tool to develop strategies to
encourage forms of economic activity that are environmentally
sustainable.
In the past, developments which have affected Hudson Bay were
conceived, planned, approved, built, and operated, on a project by
project basis. Thus, the hydroelectric developments in the
Churchill/Nelson, Moose and La Grande river basins have all been
conducted independently of each other. There is now a growing
consensus that in spite of the large size of Hudson Bay, it is possible
that the effects of one development could be compounded by, or act
in concert with, other developments. This realization is formalized in
the text of the final guidelines for the preparation of an
environmental impact statement for the proposed Great Whale
hydroelectric development in Quebec. The study of cumulative
impacts had also been included in the draft guidelines for the
Conawapa project proposed for the Nelson River in Manitoba.
The Scientific Study
The Hudson Bay Programme did not conduct scientific field research.
Instead, the goal was to scan the published literature and consult
with leading experts in an effort to identify biophysical factors that
are likely to be significantly affected by the cumulative influence of
hydroelectric and other developments within and outside the region.
Work related to this task emphasized key factors influencing or
controlling the health and integrity of the marine, freshwater, and
estuarine ecosystems - often referred to as valued ecosystem
components (VEC). This review has also identified gaps in the
available scientific information base and critical research needs.
The first step in the process of review was the preparation of an
annotated bibliography focusing exclusively on the Hudson Bay
bioregion. This was assembled, with financial assistance from
Environment Canada, largely through cooperation and contributions
from the provincial governments and public utilities in the provinces
of Manitoba, Ontario and Quebec, several federal departments, as
well as academic and private research institutions. This bibliography
was used in the preparation of the science overview paper, and will
be of lasting value to researchers. It is being loaded onto the
electronic database run by the Library of the Department of Indian
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Affairs and Northern Development, and will be accessible through
any of their regional offices.
The science overview paper was used as the basis for a Hudson
Bay Programme workshop in May 1993 that was a critical step
towards the assessment of cumulative effects in Hudson Bay. Experts
were invited from all levels of government, the three electrical
utilities, academic and private research institutions, aboriginal groups
and non-government organizations. They received a status report on
the early findings of the Traditional Ecological Knowledge and
Management Systems (TEKMS) study, discussed the scientific data
base available in Hudson Bay, developed hypotheses about potential
cumulative impacts, and selected the most critical topics for which
detailed technical papers should be commissioned.
Six technical papers were commissioned covering the following
areas of interest: effects of stress on human health in the bioregion;
relationship between selenium and mercury, and implications for the
foodchain; climate variability, climatic change, and implications for
the future of the bioregion; estuaries around the bay and the use of
type examples to describe and integrate their physical and biological
components and processes; shifts in subsistence economies and their
significance in terms of the total economies of bay communities; and
the effects of hydro-eclectic development on sea ice, currents, and the
marine environment in Hudson Bay. Abstracts of all reports produced to date by the Programme are included in Appendix A.
The science paper, proceedings of the first workshop, and the
technical papers provided the basis for a second meeting to discuss
cumulative effects, held in the December of 1993. The results of the
second scientific workshop aided in the development of the form and
substance of the Phase I science report.
The science report is directed to a broad audience which includes
knowledgeable, but not necessarily technically expert, people. The
first draft of the science report is being prepared as this paper is
being delivered. While the results, therefore, cannot be reported here,
the overall thrust and direction can be described. The science report
will include: a descriptive statement of the biophysical environment;
key processes that occur and what they relate to; what trends appear
in observations and reporting; what implications arise; and how and
what is most useful to focus on as priorities.
The heart of the report will define the major issues, including
both natural changes and those directly caused by human activities.
The sorts of issues under consideration may include, but not be
limited to, the following:
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

contamination of the food web (atmospheric transport, mercury
and some other heavy metals, and persistent organic
contaminants);
lifestyle & human health (smoking, alcohol, nutrition);
resource depletion (habitat loss and exploitation);
ice stability & travel (discharge modification);
climate change & variability (including changes in UV radiation);
permafrost & shoreline stability (climatic warming, isostatic
rebound, river regulation); and
effects of settlement, communication and travel on birds and
mammals (noise, disturbance).

The report will discuss, explain, and suggest causes and effects,
where this has been established, and summarize trends where
sufficient information is available.
Traditional Ecological Knowledge
A feature unique to the Hudson Bay Programme is that in tandem
with the scientific approach to cumulative impact assessment,
traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) will be gathered from Inuit
and Cree living in communities around Hudson Bay. The integration
of both these streams of knowledge into the assessment process is a
significant undertaking. In addition to ongoing consultahon between
the principal investigators within the Programme, the two workshops
on cumulative effects provided important bridges between science
and TEK.
Until a few years ago, the Inuit of Sanikiluaq had not considered
the possibility that their way of life might be threatened by activities
beyond the horizon. Since then they have worked hard to learn about
the potential problems which the future may hold for them because
of old and new economic developments.
The Belcher Islands lie 90 kilometres off the east coast of Hudson
Bay in the vicinity of polynyas (open water leads in the winter ice
cover). The local Inuit have long benefited from this location because
of the richness of sea life in and around the polynyas. But, the same
waters that provide food could now bring sickness. This is a real
cause for concern in Sanikiluaq.
The community did not have the resources to study the potential
threat to their way of life posed by cumulative impacts. The federal
government was not studying changes in Hudson Bay in a
comprehensive way, or including Native peoples in the studies which
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were being done; neither were the hydro utilities. This was why the
people of Sanikiluaq became involved in the Hudson Bay
Programme. The Environmental Committee of Sanikiluaq guided the
development of, and oversee the carrying out of, the Traditional
Ecological Knowledge and Management Systems, or TEKMS, study.
Why is traditional knowledge useful? Inuit and Cree have relied
on the resources of Hudson Bay for thousands of years. During this
time, a collective body of knowledge has been gathered from
observation and experience that has been passed down through the
generations. This oral tradition goes beyond simple documentation
of events. It represents an understanding of a dynamic ecosystem and
the complex relationships that govern the behaviour of animals, fish
and birds. This collective knowledge forms a data base for predictive
modelling, forecasting, and selecting harvest areas.
As TEK is not organized in a manner compatible with the
digestive tract of western scientists, it is often dismissed as
"anecdotal evidence" or, at best, a description or perception of the
environment. This is changing; gradually. There is a new breed of
scientist now willing to examine TEK without the constraints
imposed by the reductionist approach. The scientific community is
beginning to recognize the benefits of the knowledge of aboriginal
peoples.
The goal of the Programme is to help the Inuit and Cree people
of Hudson Bay bring forward their knowledge in such a way that it
can be integrated into the cumulative effects assessment. The focus
is on documenting changes that active harvesters and elders have
observed. This goes beyond most published TEK studies that have
been conducted to date, which have emphasized land use and
occupancy by aboriginal peoples. In the past, most TEK research has
focused on where people hunt, trap and fish; the quantity and quality
of the harvest; and continuity of resource use. TEK has several useful
features as a data base. One is that data can be independently
verified by separate interviews with people who harvest in the same
area. Changes over time can also be enumerated by collecting
information about one area from several generations of users. The
collective memory offered through oral tradition can also provide
insight for periods of time prior to the birth of the oldest elder.
A key to collecting and utilizing TEK in assessing cumulative
effects is to avoid entering into the exercise with preconceived
notions of what to expect. The reductionist approach of hypothesis
testing is not appropriate to TEK collection or analysis; rather it is
important to seek the information and let patterns of change emerge
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through its compilation and organization.
The TEKMS study started with a workshop in Sanikiluaq in
September 1992. People from Inuit and Cree communities in northern
Quebec, Cree communities in northern Manitoba, and Inuit
communities from Keewatin, and Baffin Island attended. It was the
first time ever that aboriginal people from around Hudson Bay and
James Bay had met to discuss any common issue, let alone the
environment. It was discovered that there are a lot of common
concerns beyond the environment, and everybody gained from
sharing and talking.
During the ensuing winter months, traditional ecological
knowledge was collected by visiting communities around Hudson
Bay and meeting with active harvesters and elders on the
environment and their way of life, focusing particularly on changes
they have observed within their lifetime or between generations.
Following analysis and plotting of the data, a second round of
meetings were held with the communities in the fall of 1993 to verify
the knowledge documented.
In February 1994, there was a second workshop hosted by the
TEKMS study to bring together the TEK information into a final
report. Thirty-five people participated in the meeting including
regional coordinators and two members from each of the six working
groups, as well as members of the elders and technical advisory
committees. Information synthesized from the study meetings and
workshops will serve both as a basis for assessing cumulative
environmental effects of human activities, and as a tool to critically
examine developments in the bioregion. Study results also intend to
provide aboriginal peoples, scientists and policy-makers with the
opportunity to forge new relationships leading to sustainable
development in the Hudson Bay bioregion.
The TEKMS study is tightly focused. Traditional knowledge has
been collected in order to:
• describe important biological, physical, and human ecological
processes influencing the behaviour of ecological communities in
Hudson and James bays;
• identify ecological changes occurring in Hudson and James bays,
and surrounding lands;
• assess the effects of human activities, including hydroelectric,
mining, and forestry developments on economically and
ecologically important species.
The draft summary TEK report is now in the final stages of
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preparation. It will focus on three important themes: what people
know about how the environment works; the changes people see
occurring in the environment today; and the effects and adjustments
people and wildlife are having to make in response to those changes.
Integration Of Science And TEK
The culmination of Phase I will be the joint workshop to be held in
Winnipeg on the 29-30 April 1994. It is in this forum that the results
of the science and TEKMS studies will be compared, contrasted, and
collated to form the basis of the Phase I final report. This document
will summarize the key elements of the Hudson Bay Programme,
drawing its substance from the joint analyses of the two studies
conducted in Phase I. It will set out the goals of the Hudson Bay
Programme, and the specific objectives of Phase I. It will include a
definition of cumulative effects in the context of the programme, and
an outline of the methodology used. Linkages to Phase II of the
programme will also be discussed.
The heart of the Phase I final report will be a chapter on
cumulative effects in the Hudson Bay ecosystem. This chapter will
draw upon the science report, the technical papers, the report of the
TEKMS study, and the proceedings of the joint workshop to
synthesize the conclusions the Hudson Bay Programme is able to
draw about cumulative effects in the bioregion. We will also
document the principle sources of stress considered to be influencing
the Hudson Bay ecosystem, with attention given to factors that may
generate system wide or significant local or regional stresses.
Processes, species, or relationships that are indicators of change in the
Hudson Bay ecosystem will be identified. The level of scientific and
traditional knowledge about key indicators will be described. In
addition, indicators that appear to be critical, but about which more
information is needed, will be identified.
The focus will be on the biophysical environment but, wherever
possible, the holistic nature of the Hudson Bay Programme's
approach will be reflected by reference to social, cultural, economic,
or political systems.
The Phase I final report will also lay out the research, policy, and
planning priorities that should be undertaken to ensure that the
Hudson Bay Programme is the beginning, rather than the end, of a
process. The common theme will be promoting the use of traditional
knowledge in addition to scientific knowledge in the Hudson Bay
bioregion.
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Towards A Sustainable Future. . .
The Hudson Bay Programme is not the vehicle to oversee a long-term
process which will achieve a full understanding of the cumulative
environmental impacts of economic development on the human and
natural ecology of Hudson Bay. Instead, we hope to be the catalyst
for stimulating the creation of a partnership that will undertake to
continue the work we initiate on cumulative effects, on the collection
of traditional ecological knowledge, and on the implementation of a
strategy of sustainable economic development.
The Programme will hopefully "jump start" the political process
and help to create an atmosphere of cooperation between
governments, public utilities, aboriginal organizations, communities
and other residents in Hudson Bay. Hopefully, Phase II will help
these players to work as a team for the long-term betterment of all.
No small challenge. No easy task. And one that cannot be done
without a partnership approach to a shared resource.
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An Alaskan Perspective
Thomas J. Gallagher
University of Alaska Southeast, Juneau
I would like to contrast quickly the native perceptions of the world
and how it focuses on today and on living and on what is important
in that way. And I would like to look at what has happened in
Alaska, courtesy of our legislation.
In an area of 370,000,000 million acres divided into federal, state,
and native land, you can see that it is very highly dismantled.
Ecosystems have been cut apart, one managed by one agency and
one by another.
I would like to talk about what I think has been successful in
trying to put this back together, so that it makes some sense. Back in
1914 there was an effort by our Bureau of Land Management, who
then managed 99.7% of this area. I say "managed" in quotes because
they basically felt like they held title although obviously this land is
occupied by the native peoples of Alaska. Their proposal was to
bring it all together. They argued that there were 33 federal agencies
up here doing something, it is a little mixed up, we are in each others
way. Why don't we just give it to an Alaska Development Board? On
this board will sit the Guggenheims and the other big names from US
history, who will manage this to extract the resources. We will not
populate the state, for logging we will bring in the Finns, and for
fishing we will bring in the Norwegians and we are done with all of
the timber and it is all removed. Then we will send them home and
Alaska will remain a storehouse to be used by industry.
That was in 1914. By 1930, fifty-two federal agencies were
operating in Alaska. Franklin Roosevelt proposed, with his National
Planning Board, to bring it all under one common plan, which was
basically terminated because of the war.
In 1960 we had the great earthquake that shook Anchorage and
the federal government came back with a billion dollars and a
redevelopment authority which led eventually to our native claims,
the Alaska Native Settlement Claim Act of 1971. That act is then
precipitated who gets what. Out of that a big commission proposed
subdividing the land. The native lands are around villages and they
tend to be the more smaller spots, the state lands are kind of a matrix
running through there, and then the federal lands are basically large
integrated tracts. Running up through wetland you find US Fish and
Wildlife Service Refuges and running along the backbone of the
ridges you find our parks. You have heard quite a bit about
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conversation here today, about how our parks tend to go to these
kinds of places where western culture finds wilderness.
What I want to do now is to talk about some things that seem to
work. Under the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act of
1980, there were proposed co-management areas. Co-mans as they
were nicknamed. One of them that was actually funded was the
Bristol Bay Region, thirty one million acres. Money was provided to
do what I call the super plan. A plan that incorporated all of the
other sub-plans that are required by the state and done by Fish and
Wildlife Service, by Parks Service, state lands have to be planned.
This wraps them all up into one big plan. I would say that the first
principle of good co-management, is picking your bio-region, so that
it is really something that you can draw a line around.
I talked to several people up here and I believe that Canadians
are far ahead of us in terms of identifying these bio-regions within
the North.
The second thing is that this plan has a breadth of goals. It has
economic goals with a tremendous fishery out there in the billions of
dollars a year, lots of minerals, lots of native values and the
perspective was one of sustainable development even though it was
never called that in the plan. That term is a little more recent.
A second kind of effort that seems to make sense in terms of comanagement is developing a really clean process or iterative,
repetitive process that brings people together at all levels, federal,
state, local, native and across this bio-region. The best example that
I can think of for that is the Colorado's Joint Review Process (CJRP),
probably something that none of you have heard about, but it is a
process set up by the state of California to handle large mines. It has
been watered down over the years and I can not explain why. What
it does is it particularly allows everybody to get at the table. It sets
up a round table environment and through lots of iteration it clarifies
the goals, and gathers information.
The third thing that is really important to the process is creative
problem solving. The CJRP is very good at getting people together to
solve problems. Another thing that it does is that it is very good at
encouraging participation of non-technical people in basically a
technical process. Lots of translation goes on. In Colorado it is not
translation to native people, but is translation to local communities.
I think that the process itself works very well.
Again, iterative, lots of feedback loops, the State of Alaska's
Department of Natural Resources, when they do what they call area
plans, uses as many as ten iterations of feedback before they come to
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conclusions. That is a pretty good indication that you are getting a lot
of involvement.
Another strategy, I have talked about the super plan like at
Bristol Bay, the super process like in Colorado, we have a super
agency in Alaska that is probably pretty subtle, but none-the-less, it
oversees our other agencies. We give our land to Natural Resources,
we give our fish and wildlife to Fish and Game and the air and water
quality is under the Department of Environmental Conservation. The
first thing we do in co-operative management is to get those three
talking to each other. It is a very turf oriented, very defensive
situation. That is something that we have to remember, agencies do
not get along either. They are different cultures, they have different
values that they develop over time and it is really necessary to bring
them together. What Alaska has done is to set u p what is called the
Division of Governmental Coordination. It basically oversees what
these agencies do in the coastal zone. Only in the coastal zone,
because it is funded by the Coastal Zone Management Act. It is a
federal act that says that people in the coastal zone have a right to
participate in decisions that affect them. What I would say is, that for
the coastal zone, people in the division of governmental coordination
allow a great deal of participation of native people and getting their
values into the process. It is sort of a super agency.
The last thing is just a super authority. I would not want to call
Justice Berger a land czar, but none-the-less he is a kind of a super
authority, he is a kind of a super leader in terms of some of the
thinking. His individual leadership, combined with the comanagement groups within the Inuvialuit Final Agreement here in
Canada, is a real good example of how one person out front and then
a whole team of people from these various parties working together
can create a super authority. We do not have anything like that in
Alaska. The Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act
[ANILCA] left us with the Alaska Land Use Council, but it is
hopeless, so politicized that it does not do anything.
The last thing and probably the most important, is that I do not
think, that we in Alaska and maybe here in Canada you have done
much better, is to get down to some basic value differences. Here I
hear a lot more conversations about what people really care about.
Two weeks ago I had the good fortune to be invited to speak at
a conference on value orientation. The model was set up by Florence
Klukholm who was a contemporary of Margaret Mead and some
others. The basic issue of the model is understanding cultural
differences so that co-management respects both cultures. The
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strategy with the value orientation model was basically established
in the fifties. It is a model that uses an oral questionnaire to
determine five spheres. It has been quite capable in distinguishing
between cultures, and between very subtle things like between men's
cultures and women's cultures, between this agencies' culture and
that agencies' culture.
The things that it looks at are three components of time, past,
present and future. Western culture tends to be much more present
and future and native culture tends to be much more past than
present.
Person to nature, whether we are subordinate to nature or
whether we are going to dominate nature, and whether there is a
reciprocal agreement. As we talk here today I think that we could get
a good discussion going about whether environmentalists from
western culture are really subordinate to or dominant over nature in
terms of creating isolated tracts that are going to be managed for
wilderness.
Relational, that has to do with how you relate to individuals or
to patrilineal, to extended families, and lineal is top down. Activity
is looking at whether you are interested in doing, doing, doing,
workaholics or whether you are interested in being, or whether you
are in the search.
The last is human nature, whether we are good, bad, or
indifferent. I get a kick out of doing some studies with cross cultural
terminology and the word guilt does not show up in any of Alaska's
native languages, so it is a real problem when you go to court. You
do not know innocence from guilt. Rich and poor are terms that do
not translate, but I thought that is probably a fundamental thing to
get down to what are some of the cultural differences, or to get an
understanding of where they might come from. I think that for a lot
of people it is really useful to have gotten in and figured out where
we sit on this.
I only learned about this model two weeks ago, but I am
convinced from the people who were there that this is a tool that you
can use to understand yourself and to understand others. It comes in
many formats, there is an oral kind that just involves twelve
questions, and there is a hundred and fifty item one where you score
form one to six on a Lycard scale. In any case there are many
instruments. Thank-you.
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Incorporating Traditional Values And Indigenous
Knowledge In Resource Management In The Arctic:
Abstract of Related Paper
Thomas }. Gallagher
University of Alaska Southeast

Arctic towns and regions in Alaska and Canada typically have a high
percentage, from 20% to 55% of Native (aboriginal) people in the
population. Although Native people may be numerically dominant,
management of natural resources critical to their traditional ways are
managed by agencies of the federal and state/territorial government.
Agencies manage resources according to a regional-scale plan
prepared using a formal process. The first two steps of this process
- establish goals and gather information - provide the logic for
development of alternatives and eventually for management
decisions. Values and information are complementary and both are
essential to the decision process. For Native people to affect these
plans, their values and information must be understood and
incorporated. A range of conditions in the Arctic, from the difficulty
of travel to the variety of spoken languages - make interaction
between agencies and Native people difficult. The Kluckholm Model
appears to offer a specific method for delineating the value
orientations of the various Arctic groups and of the management
agencies. The potential for applying aspects of the model to
information sharing is explored.

Nisga'a Memorial Lava Bed Park: An Example of
Co-Management in British Columbia
Mike Murtha
BC Parks, Northern Region

Before I talk about our experience with Nisga'a Park I want to
acknowledge what Lawrence was saying about the Tatshenshini and
the lack of consultation. He is one hundred percent accurate, I have
no argument and nobody in the B.C. Government would argue with
what he was saying.
I am going to talk for a few minutes about what is currently an
exception in the B.C. park system, our only co-managed park,
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although we hope it is going to be the start of a new trend. In an
ideal world, I would not be the one giving this presentation, it would
be my Nisga'a colleagues, but they could not be here.
I am wearing my Nisga'a badge. That is my authorization that
they have given me to speak on behalf of the whole committee when
we deal with Nisga'a Park. Just a little background to the park,
because we do not want to go into the specifics, it is just the lessons
that we have learned.
The park is comparatively small, it is only 19,000 hectares. The
primary feature that is most apparent is a lava flow, the most recent
one in B.C. According to Nisga'a oral tradition, that lava flow is
dated back to the 1770s. It is about two hundred and twenty years
old. According to the geologists who have done radio carbon dating
of charcoal that is found within the lava flow, it is dated back to the
1770s so there is a nice blend there of traditional and technical
knowledge. They are bang on within a couple of years of each other.
It is an interesting history to this one, because in standard park
form back in the sixties we established a reserve over this area for
future park purposes. Then in the early 1970s, we developed a park
proposal. We ran it by a few of the other government ministries and
we never thought to talk to the Nisga'a people. In those days we just
did not talk to native people at all, in fact we did not talk to the
public either. We were ready to designate that park in 1971-72, but
the Nisga'a people even then had political clout and they said no.
That was the land claim that became the Calder Case, which was the
land mark case that started all of the land claim negotiations in
Canada. So they very effectively blocked this in 1972-73.
Once or twice in the years since we tried to raise the issue, but
they very politely told us that they were not interested. Then in the
late 1980s our previous premier was visiting the communities up
there and the message came back to us afterwards, that the Nisga'a
Tribal Council would like to talk to us. So, three of us went out to a
meeting in Terrace, not quite knowing what to expect, given the
history of the poor relationship we had had. We walked into a
meeting with Frank Calder himself, the famous Frank Calder, and
several of the chiefs and the executive director and the secretary. In
the period of an hour or so we had our eyes opened wide. They
wanted a park and they wanted to co-manage it. As far as they were
concerned this was the first meeting of the joint management
committee. Well we were certainly not prepared for that, we thought
that we were making an initial contact. We ended up scrambling
pretty fast, gulped, and without any chance to contact senior
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authorities, we said OK we will take a chance and we will commit to
that. That was the start of it. Those people who met in that room,
appointed ourselves a joint committee.
We never asked for approval to establish a joint committee. We
took our two letterheads, glued them to a piece of paper and wrote
underneath it, Joint Nisga'a B.C. Parks Committee, and to this day no
politician has questioned it. That is how it got off the ground and it
really is an exception. I do not think that we will ever be able to do
that again.
After we got the committee together, we then worked on the
designation of the boundaries, for example, which area did we want
and what were we prepared to negotiate with the forest companies.
That was the majority of the work we did for the next two years.
The interesting thing at the very first meeting, after we got over
that initial hour and we realized that we were working together, we
made a commitment at that stage to each other. Remember this was
the period when South Moresby was just being established, just
gotten a commitment. The Haida and Parks Canada were still
negotiating a memorandum of understanding. They had the joint
opening statements in draft form and reams and reams of legalese
following it. Ourselves and the Nisga'a just a made a commitment to
each other that day, that we did not want to deal that way. We did
not want to get into a lot of legalize and drafts and said lets just go
on a hand shake and we will see just how far we can make this
process go. Just on the basis of a hand shake. That was about 1989.
In 1992 during the tribal convention, the park was officially
designated and the memorandum of understanding (MOU) was
signed. That was the first written commitment that we made to each
other after three years. We were operating very much on the basis of
trust and respect for three years.
The park is now established and operational for over a year and
a half. It is a provincial park. It is jointly managed and it is
established without prejudice, those words that Lawrence keeps
asking us to define. In the memorandum, the way that the parties
committed here, "The creation of the said park does not establish or
deny any rights, title or interests of any party and is without
prejudice to the Nisga'a comprehensive land claim." That is all it said
and that is what the B.C. Government and the Nisga'a Tribal Council
committed to. So you see it is still pretty loose and pretty open the
way we operate.
This MOU is an interim measure, it is not a final settlement of a
land claim. What we are committing to, is a joint operation of this
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park until the land claim which is currently in negotiation, is settled.
What the "without prejudice " statement means is that the park is on
the table during negotiations. There is no assurance that it will
always be a provincial park. It could well become Nisga'a land in its
entirety, although the Nisga'a people have verbally said that they
would like to continue operating as a park. They would like our
involvement to continue, but there is no written commitment to that,
it is strictly verbal.
The committee, as I said, is made up generally of people who
met that first day. Myself and two others are operational staff in the
district and there are usually four or five Nisga'a people involved. It
is pretty fluid in the tradition that we had established there.
Sometimes the Nisga'a Park rangers will join us, sometimes our park
supervisor will join us, and sometimes the Tribal Council President
will drop in if there is an issue of interest to him.
We work by consensus, so if you read the MOU, there is
absolutely nothing in there about a dispute resolution mechanism.
The position of the Nisga'a Tribal Council members is that is a very
negative approach to life. It implies that you expect disagreement. We
made a commitment that we would settle everything by consensus
and that has been the case so far. We have had only one minor issue
where we had differing viewpoints. We talked it over for a year and
finally resolved it at our last meeting a month ago. I just want to
emphasize that we view ourselves as full partners in a fifty-fifty
partnership.
I talk about it as Nisga'a Park, that is our abbreviation. The full
title is a bilingual name, Nisga'a Memorial Lava Bed Park, or in the
Nisga'a
language,
ANHLUUT.UKWSIM
LAXMIHL
ANGWINGA'ASANSKUL NISGA. It is a very long name and when
it comes to carving the entrance sign, it takes a lot of wood. That
name was chosen by the Nisga'a people themselves. Back in the 70's
we were calling it Nass Lava Bed Park. We now have in there the
word Nisga'a so it is clearly an association with the Nisga'a people.
We have in there the word memorial because even though I say the
prime feature is a lava bed, it is actually a burial ground. That lava
flow buried two villages and killed two thousand Nisga'a people. It
is sacred ground, so the word memorial is put in there as a message
to explain the meaning of the site to future visitors.
We have a booklet that we issued at the time of the park designation that is quite interesting. This booklet is fully bilingual, we
translated it into Nisga'a and we have both languages in there. The
information signs that you see in the park are fully bilingual. If you
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go to the standard information sign, it tells you where the trails are,
where the parking lots are and even the toilets. Everything is
bilingual because we want to get across a very strong message here.
Although there is an interesting geological feature, the prime story
here is the Nisga'a association with that land and what that lava flow
did to them two hundred and twenty years ago. They survived as a
culture, as a people, the language is still alive and can still be used
to portray modern messages including informational signs. To the
extent that we can we are going to make everything bilingual in that
park, all the material that we can hand out if possible.
I pointed to that badge jokingly before. That is a copper symbol,
you heard Ron Chambers talking about the Tlingit copper symbol.
The Nisga'a are Tsimshian-speaking people, they also use the copper
symbol and that is the emblem of the Tribal Council. It shows up on
here. In the park itself all of the signs have both the BC Parks and
Tribal Emblem on them. The trucks have both emblems. Park rangers
in standard B.C. Parks uniforms have a second flash on the shoulder
which is that copper symbol. Even the garbage cans have both
symbols on them.
I think it was Lawrence Joe who was talking about the
importance of using original names because of the stories associated
with them and there is a respect in acknowledging the people who
were here before the Europeans arrived. Outside the establishment
of the park itself, there is a commitment between the Nisga'a Tribal
Council and the Federal and B.C. Governments to revert, as far as
possible, to traditional names. We are certainly starting to use that
within the park. There is a mountain which we know as Mount
Vetter, that is very prominent. The Nisga'a name this Sganisiim
Xlaawit and that is what this mountain is going to be known as from
now on.
The Nisga'a people are incredibly accomplished teachers and
have completely changed my thinking and B.C. Parks approach to
this park, and have taught us in very subtle ways.
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Co-Management Workshop Discussion
Prepared by Barney Smith
Yukon Renewable Resources and
Rosemary Kushniruk, Champagne and Aishihik First Nation

Introduction
This summary lists lessons provided by participants in a two hour
workshop on co-management case studies. The goal of this workshop
was to identify lessons from experiences in co-management and other
collaborative activities which could be useful in defining and
managing northern protected area.
We were fortunate to have a wealth of experience in
collaborative, cooperative, and co-management activities in northern
settings in the 70 workshop participants (Appendix A). Initially,
specific individuals were invited to provide lessons or observations,
but many others added comments over the two hour workshop.
Fifty-six lessons were recorded on two flipcharts during the
workshop. Seven themes emerged as these individuals lessons were
sorted. These themes provide a structure for this summary, under
which lessons have been paraphrased. Although many participants
nodded in appreciation as lessons were stated, there was no attempt
to find consensus on individual lessons. All workshop participants
were mailed a draft copy of this summary and were encouraged to
correct, clarify or add lessons. Within 30 days, four responses were
received.
As moderator and rapporteur of this workshop, we were struck
by three things. First, there was a positive tone to comments. Second,
participants spoke with enthusiasm about their personal learnings.
Finally, we were struck by how many case-studies there are and how
much sincere work is underway. It is clearly time for synthesis.
Six presentations proceeded this discussion. Summaries of these
case-studies can be found in the proceedings.
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Theme A: Begin
Do not wait for land claims negotiations (to begin or end).
Start from day one, before you define the areas to be protected.
Be aware of damage that occurred in past to First Nation people
due to government policies and actions.
Conservation groups and public interest research groups can
promote cooperative research.
Be prepared to be flexible
Listen to what people say; new concepts can emerge without
notice.
Co-management is like a 'dance' where each performance is
different, despite attempts to choreograph them. Much of the
dance is impromptu, like jazz dance. To extend this metaphor,
involve people who enjoy dancing, who like to create, and who
like people.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Theme B: Government Agencies Must Be Committed To New And
Emerging Paradigms (Ways Of Working)
1.
First Nations make it clear that they participate as equals.
2.
There is a good chance of failure if governments try to follow the
letter of the law in agreements rather than make a full
commitment to a new way of working.
3.
There can be not true co-management until First Nation
governments have equal standing with the dominant culture.
4.
It is very easy for bureaucrats to drive or steer the process - "nod
and signature support" vs 'full, informed, buy-in."
5.
Agencies need to change the way they think.
6.
Governments should not use comanagement groups to "rubber
stamp" decisions.
7.
Protocols which are based on ways of decision-making other
than consensus decision making imply that you anticipate
disagreement.
8.
Build trust by respecting commitments.
9.
Anticipate 'turf battles' between agencies.
10.
What is written in agreements is not always best from a resource
management perspective (e.g., guaranteed char quotas in one
agreement are leading to damage to stocks).
11.
Live to the spirit of the agreement, not the letter.
12.
Review literature and documentation on your protected area and
edit them so that references to First Nations people is changed
from the past tense to the present tense.
13.
Long-term planning, to be legitimate, may need to be 50-100
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14.

15.

years.
Ensure that management of land crosses administrative
boundaries - don't permit piecemeal management as in the
United States.
Establish independent authorities that can overrule turf battles.

Theme C: Much Learning Is Needed
1.
Non-natives and their institutions have the steepest learning
curves. First Nation people and management systems are usually
consensual and sharing has always been valued.
2.
Meeting time is costly - it is important to help committees learn
to be productive and efficient.
3.
Comanagement is novel - there are no paradigms to work with.
Recognize novel events and build new institutions.
4.
Education of agency staff in new protocols is critical.
5.
Secretariat roles are critical and are much more extensive than
secretarial. Special skills identified include:
i)
how to handle the power and responsibility of the role
ii)
how to "weave a new fabric" rather than "observe collisions
iii) knowledge of science, communications, cartooning
iv) familiarity with various communities
v)
persistence
vi) translation skills
vii) how to spot good potential secretariats from the "wouldbe's"
viii) moderating and facilitating roles
ix) understand control and precedent-setting shifts
x)
strategies to efficiently provide administrative and technical
support
xi) how to work with people with limited literacy (English) and
numeracy skills.
6.
Need to raise peoples' awareness that they can participate.
7.
Use appropriate logos
8.
It is difficult to get community people to learn and be involved
(see the Porcupine Caribou Management Board's communication
plan).
9.
Cross-cultural training is needed to provide understanding of the
First Nation perspective.
10.
Mistakes will happen; take the full opportunity to learn from
them.
11.
Education in co-management protocols is important for everyone
- not just staffs and secretariats. All stakeholders need intimate
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12.

understanding or else they can't/won't participate.
Everyone involved in co-management will have a steep learning
curve, not just First Nations. This is a truly novel process and no
one has all the answers.

Theme D: 'Cultures' Within First Nations, Communities, And Agencies
Within Government Can Be A Significant Obstacle
1.
Co-management is a big cultural step.
2.
Anticipate communities to have different cultures - don't apply
the same model.
3.
Anticipate differences between organizational cultures.
4.
Protect areas for their cultural as well as their biophysical values.
5.
Research to determine cultural values and traditional knowledge
often seems to be underfunded and added by agencies as an
after-thought. Instead, these cultural values and traditional
knowledge should be documented before boundaries are defined.
6.
Take time to understand cultural differences.
7.
Need to know and use cultural history in decision making.
8.
Think about previous government messages and policies to local
people (e.g., 'keep out of parks,' elders charged for traditional
activities, traditional ecological knowledge less valued than
western scientific knowledge).
9.
Each community is different - large institutions need to change
with the community.
10.
Double standards accepted in government cultures do not
translate well to local people. For example, use of all-terrain
vehicles and patrol cabins by wardens in wilderness park but not
by locals.
11.
Communities need to take charge of their institutions; if its the
other way around, there's no creativity.
Theme E: People Are Very Sensitive To Not Being Invited To Participate
1.
Recognize principles of women's equal participation and
women's cultural values. Include women in co-management
committees.
2.
Involve people of different ages, particularly youth, 20 year old
adults, and elders who are typically underrepresented.
3.
Ensure that community people participate in committees.
4.
All people who live in the area need to help determine future.
5.
Select Board /Council /Committee members with care, then work
with what you get.
6.
Use resources in the community [our notes here are vague. . .]
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Other organizations in the workplace need to be drawn in.
Collaboration between government agencies is important.
Wilderness guiding industry is young, can help in building
support for protected areas, and would like a greater voice.
Act on local peoples' concerns.
Third party interests need to go on the table along with
government and First Nations.
Involve local rangers in parks/protected area management
planning.
There is uncertainty about how best to meet the interest of those
outside of government and First Nation beneficiaries.

Theme F. The Design Of Communication Approaches Is Critical
1.
Watch language - too technical, too condescending, too fast.
2.
Use traditional names
3.
Anticipate oral cultures - avoid a lot of writing and use videos.
4.
Map-based workshops with biologists and elders have been
effective to come to consensus on what we think/suspect is
going on in an area.
Theme G. Success Or Failure Depends To A Large Degree On How Well
We Deal With Value Differences
1.
Recognize and help participants learn about their value
orientations and differences between people in terms of value
orientations.
2.
Mutual education; this process is not about bringing community
people 'up to speed' on technical issues.
3.
Klukhohn - approaches to exploring value differences are useful.
4.
Be open; expect to change your own values.
5.
Change the way we interact with our environment.
Theme H. Elders Are A Very Important Part Of These Processes
1.
Be patient with elders; wait for their message.
2.
Elders' knowledge is a gift.
3.
Elders' knowledge is not like a library - you need to listen
carefully.
4.
Elders can answer data gaps in an efficient way. Combined
information (western scientific and traditional knowledge) is
powerful and is beyond reasonable criticism.
5.
You need to build up credibility with elders.
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Useful Reading And Case Studies
British Columbia, Chilko Lake Study Team. 1993. Consensus Report of the
Chilko Lake Study Team.
Gray, Barbara. 1989. Collaborating. Finding common ground for multiparty
problems. San Francisco: Jossey Bass.
Ross, Rupert. 1992. Dancing With A Ghost.
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Protected Areas and Industry
How Should We Assess Resource Values
Compensation: Corporate Expectations, Public
Obligations
Moderator
Kirstie Simpson, Environment and Conservation, Northern Affairs
Rapporteur
Rob Mchure, CPAWS - Yukon

Valuation Techniques
Skeeter Wright
The question of valuation can really be boiled down to a simple
inquiry: What's it worth to you? If I'm selling anything from a pen
to a house, my task is to convince you that the $1 or $100,000 is a
good indication of the value of the item. If you want the pen and
have $1, you may decide to buy the pen; if you have the $100,000
you may decide to buy the house. If you don't have the money, then
you don't have the choice of whether to buy or not. The question of
value is a question of choice. Sometimes it's a choice of whether the
purchase price indicates the value of the item, sometimes it's a choice
of whether you want to commit that much of your budget to buy the
item. Either way it's a choice based on value.
So how do you decide if the pen is worth a dollar or the house
is worth $100,000? You compare prices of other pens and houses or
you may decide that you like the look of the pen or house so much
you're willing to pay the price to get it, whether it reflects the market
price or not. Either way you make a choice based on a valuation
technique.
I won't discuss market margins and such. It's boring and last
night Mr. Fraser said he doesn't trust economists. I know some nice
economists. I just don't trust their economics.
This forum is about protecting pieces of land. One of the choices
we have to make is what to do with a particular piece of land. Do we
let the trees, fish and wildlife, fisher folk, hunters and berry pickers
do their thing on that piece of land or do we clear cut the trees and
dam the river or dig big holes in the ground to get minerals? These
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are the choices we're faced with. So how do we decide if it's worth
more as a berry patch or a gravel pit, as wildlife habitat or as a mine?
Many people here may initially say - leave it as wildlife habitat.
Fine, we certainly need more wildlife habitat. However, please
remember that most of you arrived here in a car or truck, drove on
a road and parked in a parking lot. We are sitting in a building
heated by oil, lit by hydro electricity and wearing clothes that came
from a factory. That may sound a bit harsh, but please keep in mind
that, while some of us would prefer a simpler lifestyle, we certainly
take advantage of the niceties that are available.
One summer day, I was on Shingle Point in the Beaufort Sea,
sitting in a cabin with 5 generations of an Inuvialuit family, eating
mucktuk, drinking tea and talking about outboard motors, SBX radios
and the beluga hunt. One man there had worked on the oil rigs when
there was offshore drilling in the Beaufort. He appreciated the time
he spent working on the oil rig because of the money he made. He
enjoyed the time he spent hunting much more, but he would have
liked to have time and opportunity for both, the money from the oil
rig and the time to hunt, to be out on the land.
The people in that cabin on Shingle Point had a very strong
commitment to their traditions, their heritage and their culture, and
they also appreciated the benefits of the industrial world because
they saw value in both the traditional and "modern" worlds. What
I heard when I was there was that we have to be careful when we
choose what to do, and what changes we make. Change by itself
wasn't bad, they appreciated the outboard motor and the SBX radio
so they could travel easily and talk to other camps and check on
family members. But they also valued the time they spent on Shingle
Point, the time fishing and hunting - the time following traditional
pursuits.
So that brings us back to value and to the need for finding a way
to assess those values. Once we do that, we may be able to do a
better job of making choices; of deciding what to change and what
not to change.
A number of speakers at this forum made the point that the bush
is not a wilderness, it's a home. Its been home to aboriginal people
for generations. So, I'll use the term natural area today instead of
wilderness.
To assess the price paid, or the cost, if a particular project
proceeds in a natural area, we may consider the changes within the
natural area over time; the changes to the area such as the number
of animals and species at different trophic levels, the expected change
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in those numbers over time and the projected impact the proposed
development project would have on those measurements.
Another method of evaluating natural areas entails viewing the
area as an ecosystem. We could measure the ecosystem's well-being
or state as one would evaluate an economic system. It would be
similar to a cost-benefit analysis, but would use measures of energy
or biomass instead of dollars. How much biomass is in the
ecosystem, how much change is found per unit time, is the amount
of biomass subject to cycling? How much energy is converted by the
system into biomass. System-wide indicators such as change in
biomass, change in species populations or types, trophic level
distribution or variety could be used. One researcher, Amir, proposed
using ecological prices and system-wide indicators derived from
ecological indicators to measure the impact a project would have on
an ecosystem.
Amir assumed the existence of a functional and organizational
analogy between ecological and economic systems. The analogy is
based on both the economic and ecological systems being open
economically or thermodynamically and having resource allocation
problems. An open system is characterized by two things. One is the
objective function that ranks the system's states. The second is the
technology or technique by which inputs are transformed to outputs.
The behaviour of the system one observes is the interaction between
these two components within a resource limiting environment.
The method uses quantitative system-wide indicators to measure
the "worth" of the output of the ecosystem. The worth of a particular
state or status of an ecosystem is established in Amir's technique as
its value to humans. The value of the services provided to humans
by an ecosystem in one state is compared to the value of the services
provided if the ecosystem is in another state.
One example would be a lake that has lots of algae but no fish.
The reason phosphates in soap is a problem is that they cause algae
to grow, which eventually kills the fish. Humans generally can't do
much with a lake full of algae, but can benefit from a lake with lots
of fish by going on a fishing trip and benefit from the fish caught. So
there are two different states a lake could be in, overloaded with
algae or full of fish; two different values to humans. Similar
situations can be found for most ecosystems.
So, if you have a choice of whether to use phosphates or not,
what would you choose? What do you value? If you think fish are
important, you decide not to use phosphates. In a similar way, when
you assess a proposed project, such as a mine or a new park, you
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figure out if you're better off with the project or without it.
Amir and a lot of other people have tried to come up with a
system to help us make a choice about whether we are better off with
one thing or another. There are a number of other techniques that
have been developed, but I won't bother going through all of them.
However, there is one that has been used a lot in the states, has been
accepted for use in court cases and has been used here in Canada. It's
called the contingent valuation technique. (See Barbara Campbell's
presentation).
We have heard from some speakers that we need to consider
things other than money. Of course we do. But we also have to be
able to deal with questions about money. If one person offers you a
job cutting wood at $10/hour and someone else will pay you $30 an
hour, you consider the money and any other things that are related
to the job. If it's $30 an hour to cut the last old growth forest on the
coast, maybe the $10 an hour to cut dead wood in a forest fire site
begins to look good. You consider the money and other things. The
contingent valuation technique tries to do that.
The contingent valuation technique is touted as the answer to a
project assessor's problem of valuing intangible goods. Intangibles are
things like a view of the mountains or a lake or how important a
child's happiness is. Tangible goods are things like pens, houses or
a bag of cookies. Contingent valuation (CV) allows for a monetary
value to be placed on goods not traded on the public market. That
means it is a way of placing a monetary value on something it's hard
to put a price on.
CV even allows the public to place a value on goods never used
or experienced. Barbara Campbell referred to them as option, bequest
or satisfaction of knowing it's there. The advantage of CV is that it
uses a monetary scale to measure monetary and non-monetary values.
It's capable of establishing a monetary measure for qualitatively
measured goods as well as quantitatively measured ones.
Public surveys are used in CV to establish a price the public
would be willing to pay to have access to a particular public good,
such as a park, clean water, clean air or a view of the mountains. CV
is also able to establish the amount of compensation the public would
demand if it were to lose a particular public good such as clean
water or a park. There is much debate as to the means by which the
public is asked to establish the price it is willing to pay to get the
particular item, or the amount of compensation demanded if the
public already had the item and was asked to give it up. But the
basic technique is widely accepted and has been used in United
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States litigation.
A lot of research has been done on CV and something very
interesting was discovered. I was in one of those research studies a
while ago. Twenty of us were in a class room. Half of the people in
the room were given a really nice pen; really nice, not one of the
cheapo ones. The people in the other half of the room were shown
the pens, but not given any. Those of us that were given the pens
were asked to write down on a piece of paper what we would sell
the pens for. The people on the other half of the room, the ones that
had not been given pens, were asked how much they would pay to
get one of the pens. Now remember, these were nice pens, very
fancy. We had been told to bring some money with us that day
because this experiment was not just a test, it was real. If I was
willing to sell my pen, someone in the other half of the room would
have to pay for it. That is if we could agree on a price, they would
have to pay it and I would have to give up my pen.
So all the people with pens wrote down how much money they
wanted to give up the pens, the other people wrote down how much
they would pay to get a pen.
It turned out that the people with the pens put a high price on
the pens. They wanted lots of money if they had to give up the pens.
I know I put a really high price on that pen because I thought it was
a great pen and wanted to be sure I got a good price for it. The
people without the pens weren't willing to pay too much to get the
pens though. The people with the pens wanted lots more money than
the other people were willing to pay to get a pen. I've still got the
pen.
Similar tests have been done with other groups of people, and
the results have all been the same. People with the goods want a lot
of money in return for giving them up. People that don't have the
goods are not willing to pay too much to buy them. So - willingnessto-pay does not match compensation-demanded. But, this does not
mean that CV cannot be used. It only means that willingness-to-pay
does not equal compensation-demanded.
Some cases in the states have used CV to determine the amount
of compensation people have had to pay for blocking the neighbours
view of the mountains or of a lake by building an extra floor on their
house. It has also been used to establish what a company had to pay
the residents of an area when it built a factory and polluted the air
in the neighbourhood.
To make this relevant to those of us that will have to deal with
the valuation question here in the Yukon, I'll use an example of a
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proposed mine that would destroy some moose habitat and pollute
a couple of streams. That sounds pretty bad. But if that development
project doesn't go ahead, we won't be able to afford to buy a fishing
rod to fish in the streams that are left clean or have any money to
buy either the camera or the shells to use when we see the moose.
There won't be anyone working so no one will have money to buy
the food and rent the videos that keep the food and video store
people working.
This example is obviously extreme, simplistic and to some degree
improbable due to current legislation. The point is: We need to find
some way of figuring out if it is more important to have a place
where we can drink the water from the streams, where we can hunt
and fish or if its more important to have a job so we can afford the
fishing rod, the clothes, the rifle.
If you think about it, you'll find we need both. That means we
have to find a way to balance the value of the protected spaces with
the value of the mine, the logging operation, the hydroelectric dam,
with the jobs. Balance means that both sides of the question continue.
The easiest way to balance the values is to minimize the negative
effect one has on the other. We may be able to stop the mine from
polluting the creek, but we may not be able to salvage the moose
habitat if an open pit mine is established. But first we have to
recognize the value of both of them; the moose habitat and the mine.
Many of us here recognize that to have a healthy economy, we need
a healthy environment. Just ask the people in LA what they pay for
water each year or how much more they pay for a house in a clean
air neighbourhood compared to a house in the smog area.
To have a healthy environment, we also need a healthy economy.
We have to be able to afford the filters, the monitoring devices, the
mine abandonment plans. In other words, we need to keep the
people that only think about the economy from destroying the
environment. We also have to keep the people that only think about
the environment from destroying the economy. They are not two
different things, they're linked. If one goes, it will drag the other
down with it.
In closing, I'd like to mention one other valuation technique. It
has to do with certainty. If I buy a lottery ticket and the prize is 1
million dollars and I know there are 1 million other people buying
lottery tickets, I'm not willing to pay too much for that one ticket. On
the other hand, if there are only 100 other tickets being sold, my
chances of winning are a lot better and I'd be willing to pay a lot
more for the ticket. I'm not certain of winning, but my chances are a
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lot better at 100:1 than 1,000,000:1.
If a mining company is thinking about doing exploration work
in the Yukon and if any piece of land they spend time and money on
to search for mineralization may become a park or some other type
of protected area, the odds aren't good enough to invest a lot of
money in exploration. On the other hand, if the mining company
knows which places are protected and which places are available, the
odds of being able to open a mine on a mineral find is much better.
Therefore, by reducing the odds you increase the certainty and
thereby increase the value.
The same is true about the wilderness tour operators. If they
know an area is available for wilderness tours, and know that the
area is protected from any significant developments, they will be
willing to invest in developing tours in the area. You have only to
look at the scrambling going on for permits to run trips on the
Tatshenshini River to see the truth in that.
If the people in the Yukon figure out where the protected areas
are, the mining companies and the wilderness tour operators will be
willing to invest. The economy will benefit from the investments, the
environment will benefit from the protection of natural and cultural
areas and we all will benefit from a healthy environment and
economy. That would be valuable. Therefore, if you can establish
some level of certainty, you can establish a value.
There are different ways of establishing values. Most of us
recognize that there is value in both sides of development and
protection questions. What we need to do is minimize the damage
one option has on the other, then measure the value of each before
making a choice.

Protected Areas and Industry
Stewart Elgie
Sierra Legal Defence Fund

We seem to be focused to a large extent on how we determine value,
how we determine compensation and how much ought to be paid.
I am going to focus a little bit more on the issue of why we should
compensate at all, when we compensate and on what basis.
I feel a little bit humble on being a non-Yukoner and not being
as familiar with some of the cultural and local community issues that
really underlie this issue.
We have been debating this issue in British Columbia very hotly
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for the last few years too as many of you will know. Perhaps there
is something that can be said from our debate that will have some
value up here.
What I am going to talk to you a little bit is when we create
protected areas, what do we do about claims for compensation for
those who have existing resource interests within a protected area?
Mineral interests, timber interests, et cetera. This is not perhaps a
sexy subject, but it is a critically important subject.
On the recent Tatshenshini Wilderness Park in B.C., there were
claims for compensation being touted in the paper in excess of a
billion dollars for turning that into a park. I looked at World Wildlife
Funds protected areas budget summaries in their 93 report and saw
that, that was approximately 3 times the entire National Parks budget
for the Federal Government last year. And approximately 300 times
their parks acquisition budget. Similarly the South Moresby National
Park cost about 108 million dollars. Well that is about 3 times British
Columbia's parks budget for one year and about 30 times their parks
acquisition budget for one year. So you can see as this issue of
compensation is in the minds of many provincial governments in this
deficit ridden area, perhaps the major obstacle to the creation of
protected areas in their minds. If we have to pay full compensation,
how do we afford parks? So the issue is one of some importance, I
think.
Let me start off with a story that I think is important to
understand how this debate has unfolded. It is the story of a friend
of mine when I moved to Alberta in 1990, and memories of the
National Energy Policy were still vivid in their memories. He was a
new comer to a small town in Alberta. He went into the local pub
and swung open the door, saddled up to the bar and sat down
beside some old timer. He looked at him and said, "You know, that
Pierre Trudeau is just a horse's ass, isn't he?" The fellow looked over
at him, sized him up, and just decked him. He hit the wall, kind of
slid down with stars in front of his eyes, shook himself up a minute
later and he looked up and said, "What is the problem? I thought
this was Conservative country." The guy looked at him and said, "It
is, but it is also horse country."
What that story tells us is, that it is important to identify your
starting assumptions. And that is what the compensation debate is all
about, getting your starting assumptions right. It seems to me that
there are two important assumptions that often do not get revealed
when we talk about compensation in creating protected areas. One
is the idea that a resource licence or a mineral claim equals private
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property. Their interest is the same as your interest in your home. I
am going to talk about that issue. The second issue is that we live in
a society where property can not be taken without full compensation.
Those are two important issues or assumptions and I ask you to keep
them in the back of your mind for a second.
Let me talk first about what I do know about it and that is the
law in this area. I will tell you about the two most important cases,
the first one is a case called Tanner. That deals with a fellow, Mr.
Tanner, in British Columbia, who received a crown mineral grant in
1937. In 1973, the area of his grant was included within Wells Gray
Provincial Park. By 1978, it became clear that he was not at least in
the foreseeable future, going to get permission to develop his mineral
claim within that park. He sued, he sued the government for full
compensation for his mineral interests. I think he was after four and
one half million. It went all the way up to the Supreme Court of
Canada, by 1985. The courts move with lightening speed, only seven
years to get there. The Supreme Court, Mr Justice Esty, decided that
he was entitled to compensation. Let me read a couple of the
important passages. One of them is, Mr Justice Esty refers to the long
standing presumption of a right to compensation must be
remembered. And he refers to a 1920 English case by Lord Atkinson,
and says, "Unless the words of the statue clearly so demand, a statue
is not to be interpreted so as to take away the property of a subject
with out compensation." So the English House of Lords has told us
that there is a presumption that when the government takes property
there is a right to compensation.
The second important fact is that the B.C. Park Act at that time
actually put a provision in place that said when your property is
expropriated you will get compensation. So the statue said it too,
there were those two factors. Now the original grant to Mr. Tanner
had said that his grant was subject to laws of general application in
the province in regard to mining. The Supreme Court of Canada
determined that the B.C. Parks Act, which was passed after that, and
said that there shall be no mining in Provincial Parks, or at least in
certain types of Provincial Parks, was not a law in relation to mining.
Therefore the condition in Mr. Tanner's crown grant did not include
government legislation dealing with parks and mines, it only talked
about the mineral act. As a result, he was entitled to full
compensation.
The second interesting case arises in Vancouver Island,
Strathcona Provincial Park, one of the oldest parks in Canada. I think
B.C.'s oldest park, this is a case called Cream Silver Mines. In that
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case again there was a mining claim in Strathcona Provincial Park
and mining was allowed in Strathcona for many years. The tides and
the winds of mining in parks changed several times in B.C. between
1977 and 1987, but the result was, that by 1987 it was clear the Cream
Silver Mines was not going to be allowed to develop their mineral
claims within Strathcona Provincial Park, and they also sued for
compensation.
The B.C. Court of Appeal decided they did not have a right to
compensation. Let me read you some of the interesting passages from
that case. Madame Justice Southern says that neither the statutes or
the regulations for the park act provide any scheme of compensation
for the expropriation of a recorded mineral claim located within a
park. So there, there is no statutory right to compensation. The
legislation does not answer the question. She also says that in this
case the mineral claim should not be treated as an interest in land.
Let's get into the legal technicalities here between what is property
and what is property in land. I have property in this cup, but that is
not property in land. And property in land is properly the most
sacrosanct thing under our British legal system. So this is not to be
treated as a property interest in land. The issue before her then, was,
was the Crown advised to pay compensation in the absence of any
legislative requirement for compensation.
Here is what she said. If the argument were accepted, the Crown
would be in law obliged to pay compensation for all takings for all
types of property, no matter what the legal nature of that property
and no matter how the taking occurs. Acceding to that argument
would be an impermissible intrusion by the courts into the domain
of the legislation under the guise of applying a plain rule of
construction which owes its origin to a time in England, very
different from our complex modern regulatory state. Here, B.C., over
the last thirty six years, the legislature has invoked an intention to
put the question of development within parks into ministerial control
and it has invoked no intention to impose, except as expressly
provided in the park act, any burden on the public purse from the
exercise of that control, no matter what form the control may be. In
other words, there is no implicit right to compensation for taking of
a mineral claim, at least that property interest, and since the statute
says nothing, she ought not to assume a right to compensation into
that statute. What she has really done is to reverse the presumption
of the Tanner case. Tanner presumed that there is a right to
compensation unless the statute takes it away from you. She seems
to be saying their isn't a right to compensation unless there is some
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indication in the statute that there is.
The one difference is that in the Tanner case the statute also
clearly said there is a right to compensation. What lawyers do is to
try and distinguish two cases so they seem to make sense, and that
is how you make sense of those two, I suppose. The interesting point
is that very recently, leave to appeal the Cream Silver decision to the
Supreme Court of Canada was denied. In other words the Supreme
Court of Canada is letting this decision stand, which is perhaps an
indication of where their views are today on that issue.
One of the interesting points, is I believe that the mineral claim
Geddes Resources has over the Tatshenshini River Valley is the same
type of mineral claim that Cream Silver Mines had in Strathcona
Provincial Park. It is the same type of legal interest. The result
logically would be then, if I am right on this, Geddes Resources has
no legal right to compensation in the Tatshenshini. I say that without
being certain, only acting on what other people have told me as to
what their mineral interest is. That does not answer the question as
to whether ethically or morally or as a matter of public policy, they
ought to get some type of compensation. It simply answers the legal
question.
Let me turn to the real issue then. The courts are spending all of
their time trying to draw technical legal lines between property rights
in land and non-land property rights. Between what is a taking or an
expropriation and what is merely strong government regulation. In
truth though, these are not like property rights. These are commercial
interests of different natures in our public lands. Like any commercial
interests, or any property interests, it is subject to the laws of the day,
and laws of the day change as time goes on. To say that government
cannot affect a property interest without paying people is absurd in
our society.
Most of us live in cities that have zoning laws. When those
zoning laws change, we do not compensate every property owner in
the community whose potential use of that property has been
affected by a change in the zoning laws. We could not, that would
paralyse municipal politics. New stringent environmental laws have
come in over the last twenty years, which significantly affect what
people can do with their property. If you do not comply with the
Federal Fisheries Act there are many things you cannot do with your
property. It does not mean that we should compensate you for the
lost value, it simply means that society's values have changed. We
have to make public policy decisions and those decisions affect what
people can and cannot do with their property, their licences, with
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their claims, etc.
More importantly there is no right to compensation in Canadian
Society. We voted no to that about a year ago. The U.S. has a
constitutionally entrenched right to compensation for takings of
private property no matter what the public policy implications.
Without getting into whether that is right or wrong, we do not have
that in Canada. We can take away the right to compensation by
statute any time. There is no right to compensation, it is up to the
legislature, it is up to a matter of public policy.
The real issue then is an issue of expectations, it is an issue of
whether or not a person's expectations when they undertake certain
activities, or acquire certain interests, ought to be fulfilled by
government policy decisions. We try to translate that abstract notion
into something more realistic.
Here in the Yukon, it seems to me that the debate is that mining
companies want to create a climate of certainty. The argument goes,
therefore, if you are going to turn a potential mineral claim into a
park, you ought to compensate fully persons who have begun to
develop that claim, so that there will be a certainty that those who
begin to invest will reap the rewards of their investment. So a
certainty as to a right to continue to develop your mineral interests.
That is a valid point and it is too bad that there is not someone from
the mining industry here to make it.
A solid investment climate is an important public policy goal. It
is not the only public policy goal, but it is an important public policy
goal. To say that it is an absolute goal, though, goes too far. It seems
to me that there are two fundamental flaws in seeing that as an
absolute goal, certainty for investment climate. One is the idea of
certainty. There is and cannot be any expectation of certainty of
future laws in this country. No one acts under the assumption that
the laws we have today will continue to be the laws we have
tomorrow, a year from now, ten years from now, thirty years from
now. That is just absurd.
Secondly is that the mining industry is an industry of risk
inherently. I understand from what I read that there is about a one
in five thousand chance that any initial exploration activity will turn
into a profitable producing mine. What ever the risk it is a big risk.
So it is an industry of risk used to living with risk and making risk
investment decisions. They live with risk when they begin to invest
in a mineral property that consumer values will change by the time
that may become a producing mine. Copper is a good example,
changes in telephone line technology have significantly influenced at
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least the North American market for copper in this country. For those
who began to invest in copper deposits years ago now find that
consumer preferences, as expressed in a market price, or market
demand for the mineral have changed. That is a risk that people live
with in making mineral investment decisions. They have no choice,
that is the market place.
However there is also a chance that public values will change.
Those are the same people, the consumers and the voters. They are
just exercising their preferences in different ways. In one way they
are exercising it with a purchase decision at the store, in another way
they are exercising it in the ballot box. But either way we are taking
about changing public values, whether expressed through the market
place or through the ballot box. There is a certainty that those will
change too, changing public value is probably the only certain thing.
For the last thirty years it has been a certainty that public
concern for environmental interests have been increasing. And the
courts, to some extent, have recognized that. There is a court case
about compensation for a mining claim out of New Brunswick's
Supreme Court a couple of years ago and the court said that resource
exploration and development involves a high degree of risk. The risk
includes fluctuations in prices and demand for the product, changes
in legislation and government regulations relating to prices, royalties,
production quotas and environmental protection. Those are all real
risks involved in making any investment decision. So to assume that
we live in a climate of certainty and that political or public value
certainty is incorrect. It is not a reasonable expectation. To ask to be
insulated from changes in public values is in fact to ask the public to
insure you against that risk. To make them a public insurer of one of
the risks in your decision. Now that is great if you can get it, but
whether it is reasonable is another issue.
It seems to me that the argument beneath this is, that there are
other countries in this global free trading world who are willing to
insulate against that risk. Who are willing to assure us that changing
public values will not result in not receiving full compensation for
your mineral investment, that we welcome you with open arms. That
may be true in some places, but it is not true in many. One of the
attractive things about our country is that there is a climate of
relative political stability, and that we have been a country for 126
years now. We do not have annual coup d'etats. We do not have
guerilla gangs roaming the hills. There is a relative degree of political
certainty here that is not found in other countries.
It is absurd when people talk about running off to Chile because
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it is so much more welcome there. Chile has one of the worst records
of expropriating public property. They made massive expropriation
decisions and nationalized a whole lot of private investment there. To
say that the norm around the world is to insulate investors,
particularly resource investors, from the risk of changing values is
incorrect in most cases. Even if it is correct though it reflects a
mentality that is a dangerous mentality in a world of global free
trade.
That is what I call a race to the bottom. In other words who ever
is willing to sell their natural environment and their labour and their
social standards the cheapest defines the purchase price in the world.
Whoever will sell their public health standards, whoever will sell
their natural environment cheapest, means every- one else must
compete with that lowest bidder. That is a very, very dangerous war
to get into, because the losers are the general public. You cannot win
that war and you should not play it, but to some extent it is a real
issue.
Let me discuss the second flaw. The second is that the idea of
providing certainty in the investment community looks only to the
issue of legitimate economic expectations. It does not look at other
legitimate expectations within our society. It assumes that economic
and investment expectations are the main and perhaps the only
expectations that we ought to be ensuring about. Professor Hargrove
touched on this in his opening address yesterday, that we cannot
only look at economic values, that we have to look at other values
when making pubic policy choices. Values like the expectation people
in the Yukon have about a place on public lands where they can fish,
or where they can hike, or where they can trap, or where they can
canoe. Those are all valid expectations too. Should not their
expectations perhaps be also compensated when public lands and
public waters are turned into mines, or turned into clearcut areas?
Their expectations about the use of those lands have been frustrated
too.
After all, we want their spiritual and moral investment in our
community just as much as we want the economic investment of
others. Those are both essential elements of making a whole and
healthy society.
To put the point even more bluntly, in the 1920"s and in the
1950's, when areas of Banff National Park, Jasper National Park and
Waterton National Park, were shrunk to allow for resource
exploitation in previous park lands, should we have compensated
park users whose statutory expectations of having a national park
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were frustrated for resource exploitation? And if not are we really
saying that we only compensate for the creation of parks and not for
the elimination of parks?
I do not purport to answer that question, because it is a tough
question, but I am trying to say that it is not an easy issue. There are
many expectations in society on public lands and they are frustrated
all the time by protected areas decisions.
We have to think about who we should compensate and when
we should compensate. The real issue is, what is fair? In British
Columbia there was a commission that looked into this for a long
time, the Schwindt Commission. They issued a report on August 21st,
1992, which may be of some interest to those of you who work in this
area. I recommend it. I do not agree with everything in that report,
but I generally agree with the conclusion that they came to on
mineral investment. Their conclusion was this: that for the
exploration phase of mineral development, when the risk is still very
high, if protected areas are created over a mineral claim at that point,
then there ought to be a reimbursement for reasonable money spent.
Clearly they spent money in reliance on that, they ought to get that
back, but I would add to the Schwindt Report that they ought to be
compensated after reclamation is complete, or else the cost of
reclamation ought to be reduced from the compensation price.
Secondly, though, when you have a producing mine, and I
would add to the recommendations, a mine that has all of the
necessary environmental approvals and all necessary permits, then in
that case they ought to be compensated at a higher level. They have
put a lot of money into this and then there is an expectation from the
share holders that there will be some return on this. I do not agree
with Doctor Schwindt that they should get full market value at that
point. That is giving a hundred percent compensation and essentially
forcing us to buy back public lands at well above our willingness- topay price, at what Skeeter would call the willingness-to-pay price. I
do think that they should be compensated at a fair-market-rate of
return for the money they have invested at that point. So not only
their investment decision, but also a fair market rate of return on
their investment so that the other uses they could have put that
money to at least will be compensated for. Again, though, that
compensation has to include environmental clean up costs. That is
just one lawyer's opinion of what the answer ought to be, but the
issue is what is fair.
I will sum up with just one finishing observation and that is that
I agree with the resource community that wants to maximize the
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certainty of the investment climate. I do not think that we can create
a hundred percent certainty, but we should maximize the certainty.
The way to do that, though, is to acknowledge changing public
values as a reality of the investment climate for all businesses.
It is a virtual certainty, as a result of the work of some of the
people in this room, that 12% of each ecoregion in the Yukon and in
Canada, will be protected, hopefully by the year 2000. At least 10%
will be in the hands of first nations people here in the Yukon too.
That is a virtual certainty in terms of public values. If the mineral
and resource industries want to maximize their certainty, rather than
hiding from that and not participating in forums like this, I would
recommend that they cooperate and work towards trying to establish
a network of protected areas so that there will be increased certainty
in terms of investment in the remaining parts of the Yukon. In other
word, if public values want protected areas, let us identify them, let
us get them in place, and that will maximize my certainty in what
areas I can invest in and expect a return.
I throw that out as a challenge to the mineral industry to talk
about where they stand on it. Thank-you.

Workshop Discussion
One of the key things is choice, what we do with the land.
There is difficulty in putting monetary values on things that
are not normally expressed in monetary terms.
One of the most difficult choices is that we want our relatively
high incomes and we need the environment to be protected.
Certainty question: Where certainty is increased there is more
value for industries investment.
Compensation is a major stumbling block to establishing
protected areas.
The public cannot reasonably be expected to be the insurer for
industries risks.
There is more political certainty in a country like Canada than
in other countries industry talks about investing in. Industry
has to recognize the change in public values.
There has to be an allowance for flexibility in area
withdrawals so that mining can have some window of
exploration in certain areas.
Should small projects be treated differently than mega
projects?
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Workshops:
How Will We Make
Decisions?
How can environmental ethics help us make decisions on the care of
ecosystems? How can we involve the public in discussions about ethics
and environmental decision making?
Moderator:
Dr. Susan Bratton, University of North Texas
Rapporteur:
Tony Penikett, M.L.A.

How Will We Make Decisions?
Larry Duguay
Policy and Planning Branch. Yukon Department of Renewable Resources

I would like to begin with a short anecdote. Wednesday nights I
attend an Environmental Perspectives course that Bob Jickling gives
at the College. Last Wednesday Bob and I met outside class and he
asked me how I was doing with my presentation. I advised him that
I had a number of ideas but hadn't really gotten organized yet. He
smiled and told me not to worry, that he was sure that whatever I
said would be sheer poetry. At first I thought he was being complimentary, but later it occurred to me that he didn't say whether he
was expecting an epic poem, a sonnet or, more likely, a limerick.
In any event the last laugh is mine, because the thought stuck in
my mind and I've decided to begin my presentation with a brief
passage from Tennyson's "Ulysses". The poem finds Ulysses at home
again after many years of travel and adventure. Tennyson presents
Ulysses as being less than enthused with his return. And so, while
reminiscing about his adventures he says at one point:
"Yet all experience is an arch wherethrough gleams that
untravelled world whose margin fades forever and forever when I
move. . . ."
While Tennyson may have intended this passage to reflect
Ulysses' rather self-indulgent desire to "adventure on", it has always
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struck me as a phrase which captures some sense of the process of
learning and of the limits of our ability to achieve understanding. For
me the passage is both realistic in its recognition of these limitations
and validating in its underlying assumption that process can have an
inherent value, in and of itself.
So how is this relevant to the subject of "how we will make
decisions?" I believe that we must begin by accepting that decision
making is, and will remain, an imperfect process which is driven by
a value system which may change from time to time as our community a n d / o r particular circumstances dictate. Within that context,
we must recognize that change is a fact of life and that our
continuing challenge is to understand, adjust and articulate our
underlying principles in a manner which reflects the values of our
community. Once that is accomplished, it is then necessary to
develop a process and supporting mechanism to enable, or if you
will, empower us to make decisions in a manner which is consistent
with those principles and / o r values.
From this perspective, it becomes equally important that we take
care in creating, and continue to monitor and evaluate, decision
making processes and mechanisms, to ensure that the implications of
underlying principles are being properly translated into our day to
day lives.
As many of you will be aware, over the past five years the
Yukon has developed, debated and passed two pieces of legislation
that both articulate underlying principles, and demand the creation
of new mechanisms for their translation and implementation into
community life. It is how we are attempting to accomplish the latter
task that will have a significant impact on how decisions will be
made in the future. The legislation to which I am referring is the
Yukon Environment Act (passed in 1991) and, more recently our
"Land Claim Settlement" Act.
Originally, I had intended to address both pieces of legislation,
but as I began to prepare it became obvious that this would not be
possible within the allotted time. I am, therefore, focussing my
remarks on the Environment Act. With regard to the linkage between
the two, I would only suggest that you keep in mind the land claims
provisions related to cooperative management, as discussed in other
workshops, as I work through my comments.
At present, we have only scratched the surface of what will have
to be done to fully implement both the Environment Act and the
claims settlement. It is in this context that we are like Ulysses; we
have some experience, a sense of direction provided by our
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legislation, and a commitment to developing a process which will
enable the effective translation of our principles into our lives. We
have all of that, but "miles to go before we sleep."
So what is special about the Yukon Environment Act?
In the general context, the preamble to the Act details the
underlying principles for environmental management or, stated
differently, the environmental "value system" presumed to be shared
by our community. It is the preamble which, provides the context for
interpretation of all of the specific provisions contained within the
main body of the legislation.
Taken as a whole, the preamble reveals a range of values which
include more traditional anthropocentric ones, but also ones which
reflect a recognition of the inherent value of a healthy local and
global environment. These include specific recognitions:
•
that the maintenance of the Yukon's economic, social, cultural,
aesthetic and spiritual "way of life" is dependent upon respect
for and protection of resources;
•
that our resource base is a "common heritage" which must be
preserved for future generations;
•
that a healthful environment is indispensable to human life and
health, and that people have a right to such an environment;
•
that the Yukon environment is part of the global environment;
•
that "the Government of the Yukon is the trustee of the public
trust and is therefore responsible for the protection of the
collective interest of the people of the Yukon in the quality of the
natural environment";
•
that individuals have a responsibility for the consequences of
their actions as they relate to the environment, and;
•
that "comprehensive, integrated and open decision-making
processes are essential to the efficient and fair discharge of the
environmental responsibilities of the Government of the Yukon"
In providing the context from which the specific provisions of
the Act must be interpreted these "recognitions" and, in particular,
the recognitions of a public bust docbine and the requirement for
comprehensive and integrated decision making, represent major
commitments on the part of the Yukon Government, to be held
accountable to the community at large for decisions made, or actions
taken, related to the environment.
With respect to the public bust docbine, if it is considered in
conjunction with the Environmental Bill of Rights (Part 1 of the Act),
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it reveals a unique legislated acknowledgement that the environment
is everyone's business, and that government recognizes a public, and
not just political, right to scrutinize its actions and to hold it
accountable. Over the long term, implementation of the Bill of Rights
within the context of the public trust doctrine, has the potential to
cause profound change to occur in how we will develop public policy
and, by extention, for how decisions regarding the environment of
the Yukon will be made. This will only be necessary and occur if we
fail to develop the processes and mechanisms that are required to
give full effect to our environmental legislation. I think it is fair to
say that the Yukon Environment Act has put "teeth" into the
government's commitment to be held accountable for managing the
environment in a responsible manner.
I would like to briefly "flag" a number of specific provisions
contained in the main body of the Act which have direct implications
on "how we will make decisions" in the future. As already
discussed, the Bill of Rights states that:
"The people of the Yukon have the right to a healthful natural
environment", and that;
". . .it is in the public interest to provide every person resident
in the Yukon with a remedy adequate to protect the natural
environment and public trust."
The Act also make specific provisions to allow government to:
utilize a legislated round table, the "Yukon Council on the
Economy and the Environment," to undertake policy reviews
and development;
a legislated requirement to complete environmental audits and
a State of the Environment Report;
an ability to enter into environmental partnership arrangement
with a full range of governments and private interests;
a framework for integrated resource planning and management,
and;
rule making provisions to ensure full public participation from
affected interests in the development of regulations under the
Act.
The dual themes of cooperative management and open policy
and regulatory development are consistently applied throughout
these sections of the Act. The underlying presumption is that these
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provisions, once they are implemented, would provide the
mechanism for decision making referred to earlier in this
presentation. If fully operational this collective "mechanism" would
provide a "fail-safe" to ensure that government policy and
regulations give full effect, to the extent that Yukon has jurisdiction,
to the environmental Bill of Rights. Ideally, the mechanism would
ensure that government action related to the environment would
occur in a manner which is fully consistent with its public trust
obligations. Should government fail to act in such a manner, those
same provisions provide the public with the option of seeking
alternative remedies.
In concluding, I would like to again refer to our friend Ulysses.
Like him, we all, not just the Yukon, find ourselves contemplating a
journey which is only now beginning. We live in a time where it is
becoming increasingly clear that we must change our way of
interacting with the environment, or face dire consequences. The old
ways of making decisions have not worked. We must consider
alternatives. It is too early for us to say exactly how we will proceed,
but we are proud in the Yukon, that we can at least say with some
confidence that we know where we want to go, and can point with
pride to a number of tools which we have constructed to help us get
there.

Some Canadian Perceptions of Environmental Ethics
Jane Vincent
Yukon College

There has recently been heightened interest in the ethical aspects of
environmental decision-making. A survey was conducted in order to
discover what people think environmental ethics is about, and what they
perceive associated problems to be. Replies received from respondents in nine
provinces and two territories gave rise to a list of concerns which include:
conceptualizing the term, the blurring of distinctions between ethics and
science, moral development and integrity of professionals, and the
importance of language, education, and media. Each concern is discussed,
and recommendations are provided as to how environmental ethics may be
incorporated into decision making.
An increasing number of Canadians are realizing that the ethical
aspects of decision making must be addressed. This heightened
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interest is partly a result of the increasing conflict between
environmental interests, resource consumption, and economic
interests. However, while many people acknowledge the importance
of ethical questions while pursuing "progress" or economic growth,
they are as yet uncomfortable with the term "environmental ethics,"
and unsure about its application to real issues.
It is important that we examine ethical aspects of
decision-making. Too often, wildlife management decisions are
defended by appealing to objectivity, statistics, and hard scientific
evidence. Science is not value neutral; however, values of scientists
and values of society are frequently not discussed.
In order to discover to what extent environmental ethics are
considered in the field of wildlife management, a survey was
conducted. Departments and organizations concerned with
environmental and wildlife management were sent a letter asking for
their comments on environmental ethics and the application of ethics
to present issues (Appendix A). The goal was to find out "what is
happening out there?" Do any jurisdictions have a framework for the
practical application of ethics to decision making?
Letters were sent to wildlife directors and policy planners in
every province and territory. They were also sent to organizations
concerned with wild animals and habitat, including trapping
associations. A more detailed document entitled "Science, Ethics and
Ecosystems: A Yukon Background," which described the origins and
the direction of the survey, was enclosed with each letter (Appendix
B). From the responses, I was looking for peoples' ideas as to how
environmental ethics are/should be applied to decision making.
Some responses offered explanations of the philosophy behind
present policy-making as well as suggestions for change. Initial
responses led to referrals in the academic community, provincial
education ministries, and other observers and critics of wildlife and
habitat management.
This survey provided a sample of Canadian perspectives; I was
looking for insights from the community of practitioners that may be
helpful in formulating ideas about how environmental ethics might
be applied to decision making. With one exception, all of the
responses came from Canadian institutions. The other response was
relevant in that it raised general issues of importance to wildlife
managers.
Many thoughtful comments from respondents gave rise to a
series of issues and concerns, further questions, and some suggestions
about incorporating environmental ethics into decision making. In the
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discussion which follows, I would like to discuss each of the issues
which arose from the responses. Respondents obviously had different
interpretations of the term "environmental ethics"; however, they all
agreed that it was an important and timely issue. The blurring of
distinctions between ethics and science was identified as a concern.
The moral development and professional integrity of practitioners
was mentioned by several respondents as an area where more
research and policies would be helpful. Many of the comments
essentially recognized a need for analyzing the public and
professional education Canadians are receiving. Finally, there appears
to be a sense in which attitudes and beliefs about wildlife are
changing and we are experiencing a shift towards greater
consideration of ethical concerns. Perhaps this paper represents an
example of this shift.
The Nature of Environmental Ethics
The first problem that became evident was the need for more clarity
in conceptualizing the term "environmental ethics." From the
responses, there appear to be two general interpretations. For the
purpose of this paper, I will refer to them as "ethics as code" and
"ethics as process."
"Ethics as code" involves the understanding that there are
acceptable behaviours, based on standards of "care" and "respect,"
which serve as a guide governing decision-making and personal
conduct. These are guidelines which may be informal but generally
understood, or more formal and expressed as a written code. For
example, one provincial Minister of Environmental Resources wrote
that in his department ethical considerations included "the humane
treatment of animals, discouraging waste, and making conservation
a priority in decisions about the sustainable enjoyment and use of
wildlife." Some words associated with this interpretation are:
"sustainable development,"
"stewardship," and
"resource
management." These words imply a particular type of code leading
to a particular goal. "Ethics as code" appears to be the more common
conceptualization of environmental ethics.
Ethics can also be interpreted as an intellectual process for
investigating and evaluating ideas about values. This more
philosophical interpretation views ethics as providing a framework
for thinking about such ideas, for analyzing a particular argument,
and for questioning the assumptions underlying a particular decision.
Aldo Leopold wrote that "nothing so important as an ethic is ever
written" (Leopold: 1949). Leopold felt that ethics is a process that
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each individual uses to formulate his or her relationship with the
world. According to Leopold, an ethic is a product of social evolution
and cannot be objectified in a code. In this sense, ethics are not static,
but are the product of ongoing introspection and public discourse.
These different conceptions of environmental ethics, as code and as
process, were reflected in the various perspectives of the respondents
to the survey.
Respondents from the environmental or wildlife management
professions tended to demonstrate greater identification with ethics
as code than with ethics as process. For example, one Minister of
Natural Resources wrote that his department has:

... developed a code of development, ethics, and practices. This code has
been defined as a set of rules, principles, values and/or beliefs by which
an individual, business, agency, government department, or organization chooses to operate under.

This particular code was developed in great detail in several
manuals which were forwarded to me along with the respondent's
letter. Other jurisdictions appear to have similar codes of ethics,
developed in varying degrees of detail.
A smaller number of the respondents identified with the
interpretation of ethics as a process. For example, one provincial
Minister of the Environment wrote:

The discourse on such [environmental] issues now includes reference to
the options for future generations, bequest and existence values, and a
growing recognition that the environment has inherent value apart from
the benefits that are provided to humankind. As a consequence, we have
shifted our planning and decision making processes to properly reflect
these values. . . whereby social goals become economic goals, and
economic goals become environmental goals.

As a result of persistent public pressure to address ethical
concerns, this jurisdiction has begun a process of evaluating decisions
and actions in a manner reflective of increased public concern with
environmental issues.
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One respondent, uncomfortable with the phrase "environmental
ethics", felt that this term suggests that there exists a subset of ethics
which addresses only the environment. Use of the term
"environmental ethics" thus segregates decision-making and ethical
conduct into those actions which effect humans and those which
effect our environment:

This dichotomy reflects an unconscious decision that humans are
somehow divorced from the ecological environment and that certain
kinds of decision making will not impact on the environment.

This interesting comment challenges the assumptions behind the
phrase "environmental ethics." This person also offered an
alternative and wrote:

Instead of introducing a new catch-phrase like "environmental ethics,"
I would prefer to see a shift in philosophy and the use of less
ambiguous terminology. I offer an alternative title, "Ethics in
Decision-Making: Implications for Ecosystem and Species Management."

This comment is reflective of the ongoing struggle to deal with
the human dimension of ethical questions and the potential role of
environmental ethics.
To summarize, environmental ethics may be viewed either as a
code or set of guidelines governing appropriate behaviour, or as a
process for questioning assumptions, examining arguments, weighing
competing claims, and making judgements in order to come to a
decision.
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Environmental Ethics is an important issue
Not one response to this survey dismissed the importance of
environmental ethics. Many respondents agreed that environmental
ethics as a process was a new and emerging field, were supportive
of the research project, and requested a copy of the results. Most
respondents said that environmental ethics were a part of their
decision making process, and yet they did not have a framework or
method for incorporating them. I found this interesting, particularly
when government departments are well-known for having pages of
rules and regulations on every topic pertaining to their department!
One respondent, a university professor, provided an insight:

The disputes, and struggles to influence government or corporate
decision making will not be cast in terms of different ethics even if they
are motivated by them. The politics of decision making takes on other
vocabularies.

According to this person's view, people are not comfortable with
abstract or ideal concepts such as what is ethically more or less
desirable; they would prefer to concentrate on the empirical
dimensions of issues. This uneasiness to deal with questions of
value is further illustrated by one biologist who said:
"In 25 years of education and work experience I had never been
trained or expected to deal with questions of values. As an
experiment, I tried to initiate conversations with my co-workers
regarding the values underlying a recent wildlife management
decision. I was inundated with statistics and survey results but
it was extremely difficult to get anyone to talk about values"
The above quotation illustrates what appears to be a common
tendency of people who are asked questions relating to values to
respond with answers consisting of what are perceived to be
objective truths. Perhaps this dependence on empirical evidence is
why some departments, while recognizing the importance of
environmental ethics, are not comfortable with the nature of the task
of considering ethical dimensions of environmental decision-making.
Perhaps the intellectual tools and processes have not been developed
for evaluating ethics in decision making. This theme is examined
further in the next point that arose from the responses - that there is
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a blurring of distinctions between ethics and science.

Aspen in winter frost (J. Peepre).
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There is a blurring of distinctions between ethics and science
Are there distinct boundaries between ethics and science or are they
one and the same? This question seemed to be at the root of the
discussion provided by several respondents. For example, one
respondent wrote that:

There are many instances where the total picture of scientific validity is
poorly understood. In these cases a sense of ethical responsibility to society has to be our guide.

While acknowledging an ethical dimension to decision-making, this
author seems to be suggesting that ethics are a "back-up" to science.
The deeper question of what ethics are inherent in the "scientific
validity" is not addressed. Another respondent holds a different
view:

There appears to be a need to identify boundaries, this time they are for
scientific activity. Unfortunately, this may be an impossible task because,
contrary to popular belief, science does not operated in a societal
vacuum. Scientific inquiry is a culturally-based means to explain pattern
and process in the world around us.

In other words, science itself is embedded in a social setting, and
therefore represents a particular ethic; we need to recognize and
question the cultural assumptions and biases behind the practice of
science.
One of the respondents was a co-author of an article entitled
"Ethical and Scientific Judgements in Management: Beware of Blurred
Distinctions." The authors argued that those in the wildlife
management profession must guard against disguising or masking a
value judgement under the veil of the legitimacy of science. The
Wildlife Society recognized this provocative paper as Best Article of
the Year, 1992.
Perhaps what we can gather from these examples is that ethics
is not a new term or concept; a set of values underlies all that we do.
What seems to be relatively new is the attempt to recognize that
scientific activities and decisions are embedded in ethics, and to bring
ethics out of hiding and discuss them.
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Moral development of professionals
A psychology professor who responded to the survey has extensively
studied the moral development of professional foresters. His research
indicates that the personality structure of many professional resource
managers, combined with the technical and analytical training which
they receive, does not lead to moral or ethical sensitivity. He finds
this very disturbing.
According to his research, many professionals showed contempt
for public groups, had difficulty in accepting ideas that differ from
their own, and carefully suppressed dissent within their ranks. He
termed this group the "amoral orthodox" and stated in his response
that: some genuine expression of environmental concern in natural
resource policy will be resisted at all levels within organizations by
the amoral orthodox.
While it is inappropriate to make general statements based on
these results, they are disturbing and suggest a need for further
inquiry. This research also confirms a point mentioned earlier: that
amongst many professionals there remains the problem of their
recognizing and dealing with values. Another respondent agreed that
many professionals are poorly equipped to deal with ethical
questions and said that there is a crying need for radical changes in
professional education.
The question of professional integrity
Several respondents were concerned about professional integrity. For
example, one said: "ethics come into play when managers have to
decide what to do with scientific information which conflicts with
their interests or objectives."
What happens when an individual's moral code conflicts with
that of his or her organization? A comment from another respondent
further illustrates the problem:
"organizations impose ideological conformity on professionals
working within them; this has the effect of suppressing any
moral qualms a professional might have about resource
decisions."
People need to have the opportunity to express alternative views;
there needs to be some protection within organizations for
conscientious objectors.
While many practitioners are sensitive to ethical concerns, there
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seems to be an uncertainty about how to deal with such concerns.
This is illustrated by the following excerpt from a speech delivered
at a conference of wildlife managers:
Wildlife management is a profession greatly in need of moral and
ethical parameters. We need some clear, ethical voices representing
broad wildlife and environmental interests; voices that offer
professional advice to the public and to us, the practitioners.

Although many wildlife professionals are concerned with, and
sensitive to, ethical issues, they have not been equipped during their
education or their work experience to deal with ethical questions.
Other wildlife managers wrote of the need to develop a practical
guide, or code, to assist in the application of ethics to decision
making.
A reluctance by both the public and professionals to deal with
ethical issues
One respondent wrote that while working for the State of Alaska
during one of its wolf control programs, he found it very difficult to
get either the agency biologists or the public to recognize and deal
with the values problem of the wolf-control issue.
Why is it so hard for people to deal with values? Perhaps, as
mentioned earlier, people are uneasy with what many perceive to be
a subjective task of examining the role of ethics in decision-making.
One respondent wrote that "reasoned discussion of disparate
views among wildlife professionals will be both a challenge and a
sign of a continually maturing profession."
Within the education system there appears to be deficiencies
whereby people are not taught to think about the values that underlie
actions. This uneasiness about dealing with ethical issues may also be
a result of the general public's cultural background. The dominant
Euro-centric view, that nature's purpose is to benefit humans, has
been prevalent for many generations in North American society.
Many people have not been equipped, in their education or in their
upbringing, to consider the breadth of values, utilitarian and
non-utilitarian, of wild animals and landscapes. Education programs
should enable people to think about the nature of values and to
debate the relative merits of competing value systems. Education
should also enable students to identify, evaluate, and judge the biases
inherent in information that is presented to them.
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The use of language; discourse is frequently manipulated by media
The media frequently provides information which the public uses to
make judgements. A couple of concerns were noted in regards to the
media's presentation of environmental issues. One respondent
observed that ethics, either as code or as process, can influence how
the scientific information is presented in the media. Another concern
was that ethical considerations are often veiled behind barrages of
statistics:

Ethics can influence how the scientific information is presented. We
have all heard it said you can prove anything you want with statistics.

Numbers and information can be presented in such a way as to
reflect conclusions consistent with the author's values. Another
respondent noted that media attention thrives on conflict which is
counterproductive to the presentation of complex arguments and to
enabling thoughtful discussion amongst people with different views.
The public should be enabled to participate in, and thus become
increasingly critical about information presented in the media. For
example, we need to be aware that statistical information does not
answer ethical questions. While scientific information can be useful
in making decisions, it is not possible to make a value judgement
based on science alone. We should question: Do the statistics provide
the whole picture? Is there adequate support for the claims being
made? What are the interests of the power elite? How has the
argument been manipulated? If value decisions were made explicit
in the media, the general public would be better able to engage in
discussions about values.
To enable more public discussion about values, we need to
become familiar with language which reflects ideas outside of the
dominant society's obsession with economics. For example, words
such as "non-consumptive" and "non-monetary" are often used to
describe aesthetic or intrinsic values. It might be easier to discuss
various ethical positions if people were more comfortable with
vocabulary relating to values other than economics.
Importance of education
Much of the above discussion has pointed at the need to educate
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both the public and the professionals in a manner which encourages
open discussion of questions of values and ethics. I received several
responses from provincial education ministries. Many are struggling
with how to deal with issues relating to environmental ethics in the
classroom. Some are working to develop environmental education
programs that raise questions about values; questions that help
individuals to clarify their own values and guide them in the
development of a personal ethic. One respondent wrote:
"We believe that environmental management decisions and
environmental ethics must be brought into an educational forum
if we are to develop an awareness and appreciation of the issues
and to encourage active participation among informed
individuals."
The recognition that material related to environmental ethics
should be included in public education appears to be relatively
recent; I received several drafts of curricula for courses to be
implemented in 1993/94.
Most of the draft curricula incorporate the ethical material into
a science or environmental science course. However, one ministry felt
that the packaging of this material into a single course would tend to
isolate its importance which, in turn, would greatly lessen its
effectiveness. This ministry is striving to include environmental
education and ethics into all of its courses.
Implementing this relatively new approach of including ethical
material and encouraging discussion of ethics, obviously requires
educating teachers; for many this will be a different approach from
what they have become accustomed to. One education supervisor
wrote:
"developing this education manual will not only teach children
about environmental ethics but will help us clarify some of our
own thinking on the subject."
This points to the need for the enhancement of professional
education. Teachers need professional development to provide
opportunities for engaging in the ongoing process of evaluating
competing claims. This will enhance the teachers' ability to engage
students in the same process.
The feeling that the education of teachers, resource managers,
and indeed all professionals, should enable practitioners to
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understand the nature of environmental ethics, and thus the role of
value questions in decision making, was repeated in several other
responses. Education is the key to enabling more Canadians to
consider and discuss the ethical aspects of environmental decisions.
Codes are changing
Many departments are struggling to incorporate ethics into
decision-making and to distinguish ethics from science. For example,
a wildlife manager from New Brunswick wrote:

Environmental ethics are not applied in a formalized way, however
overall concepts of stewardship, reduced exploitation, and reverence for
living things has pervaded through government policy and public
consciousness in part because of an increased awareness of linkages
between ecosystem health and function and our own well being.

This comment is fairly well representative of the majority of
responses to my survey. One policy planner felt that we are now in
a transition period. The old ethic, which focused on consumptive use,
is now frequently challenged; these challenges reflect the changing
values of the public. More and more people believe that animals,
ecosystems, and landscapes have other values such as intrinsic,
aesthetic, and recreational values.
Another respondent felt that there are two dominant ethics in
our society: "utilitarianism" and "environmentalism." Although both
generalizations cover a broad range of perspectives, the point is
illustrated with the example that some believe it fundamentally
wrong to destroy the last remnants of old growth forest, while others
see only board feet going to waste. People are increasingly insisting
that values alternate to the dominant utilitarianism be considered as
society engages in the search for new and more viable ethics.
As an example of this shift in public thinking, several
jurisdictions are working to adopt a public trust philosophy whereby
lands, water, and wildlife are held in trust by government for future
generations. The public trust doctrine provides a legal tool for the
citizen or public group to challenge in court a particular resource
decision, and could have a major impact upon the way in which
government agencies carry out their mandate.
Conclusion
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The following quotation from a letter suggests that the preservation
of wildlife is important to many Canadians:

The presence of wildlife is a potent symbol for Canadians. It serves as
a token of their identity, of their past, and, although fragile, of their
future. More and more people want to leave wildlife as an important
component in their mythical Canada - free from suffering and certainly
from human intervention. That is the message from all the public
opinion surveys.

In order to balance the competing interests for wild animals and
wild places, and the pressure from an increasing population to
develop resource extractive industries, we need to consider
questions of changing values and their implication for evolving
ethical systems. Codes are changing as many people re-examine
the relationships between humans, animals and the environment.
As a result of this re-examination, the ethics of environmental
decision making are more frequently challenged.
This survey has yielded some valuable insights as to the role of
environmental ethics in wildlife management and education.
Thoughtful decisions ultimately result from weighing a range of
ethical and scientific judgments. The concerned comments which
were included in these letters from nine provinces and two territories
indicate that across Canada there is an increased realization that
when making wildlife and environmental management decisions we
must consider questions about what is ethically appropriate.
Management decisions are fundamentally about values. While some
would say that pure science is value neutral, it would be difficult to
argue that the application of scientific information to decision making
is not embedded in value judgements. This survey has shown that
many practitioners across Canada believe it is important that we
understand and discuss the values which underlie particular
approaches to wildlife and resource management. Serious
examination of the ethical dimensions of issues will indicate the
maturing of the resource management professions.
Summary of Recommendations
1. Recognize and discuss the ethical assumptions which underlie
scientific research and management decisions. The value positions of
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individuals and groups making decisions should be openly stated
and discussed.
2. Professionals must recognize the existence of disparate views,
seek to understand them, and engage in reasoned discussion about
them. By ensuring that these discussions have a public dimension,
professionals can, by example, encourage the public to recognize and
engage in the ethical dimensions of wildlife and environmental
decisions.
3. Within organizations and government departments, provide
the opportunity for professionals to express alternative views and
provide protection for conscientious objectors to particular policies.
4. Departments should develop a practical guide, or code, to
assist practitioners in the application of ethics to decision making.
Ethics are not static; codes for practice should be continually
reviewed and revised if necessary.
5. Education at all levels should enable people to think about the
nature of alternative values and to debate the relative merits of
competing claims. Efforts should be made to encourage the
intellectual process of "ethical thinking" and the use of language
reflecting ethical ideas.
6. Education and ongoing development of wildlife and
environmental professionals must include study of the value
dimensions of decision making and environmental ethics.
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APPENDIX A
The Demographics and Details of the Survey
Initial letters were sent out in late June to wildlife managers in every
province and territory of Canada. In July and August, 1993, research
was done to obtain names and addresses of federal, provincial, and
territorial organizations and departments who are in a position to
directly influence wildlife management decisions in Canada.
Recommendations from some of these respondents led to further
inquiries to people involved with education and non-profit
organizations.
The survey was conducted in the form of a letter. The department, or
organization, was asked the following questions:
•
•

•
•

What does the term "environmental ethics" mean to you?
Do you know of any instances where the field of environmental
ethics has had an impact on wildlife or habitat management
decisions?
How does yourorganization/department apply ethics to decision
making?
Can you suggest other people I could contact who are interested
in this field?

APPENDIX B
Science Ethics and Ecosystems: A Yukon Background
Many critics of wildlife policies now realize that dwelling excessively
on the imprecision of science fails to recognize that controversies
surrounding policy choices are frequently and fundamentally about
values - beliefs about what is right and good. Managers, and others,
can increasingly expect to be held accountable for the ethical
dimensions of decisions concerning wildlife. Further, as the relatively
young field of environmental ethics continues to emerge, public
expectations for thoughtful attention to values and ethical
considerations will grow.
An example of this tendency is found in the recently drafted
Yukon Wolf Conservation and Management Plan. The nine-member
planning team responsible for the creation of this document was
chosen to reflect a broad range of environmental interests.
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Throughout their Plan, this group recognized the centrality of values,
acknowledged the importance of ethics, and made specific
recommendations about the need for further inquiries in this area. In
this sense, the document is forward looking and draws attention to
the need to broaden management considerations.
Specifically the Yukon Wolf Conservation and Management
Plan recommends that: "A comprehensive program should be
developed by the Department of Renewable Resources to examine the
ethical considerations of how human/wildlife relationships relate to
wildlife management, wolves, and wolf reduction programs in the
Yukon. This could be achieved through commissioned papers,
monographs and conferences. (11.3, p. 16). To this end the Canadian
Parks and Wilderness Society -Yukon Chapter, Yukon College, and
the Yukon Conservation Society is hosted the Forum on Northern
Protected Areas.
Because of the new, emerging, and sometimes divergent nature
of environmental ethics, planning a research program of this type is
a challenging task. We are exploring new territory. Part of this task
will be to examine the nature of "ethics" itself and may include
topics such as: the relationship between social values and ethical
discourse, subjectively and objectively derived ethics, the importance
of context and dialogue in emerging conceptions of ethics, and the
limits of acceptable change. Also part of this task will be to explore
the relationships between ethics and science and traditional
knowledge. What are the limits of scientific inquiry? Where does
science end and ethics begin? How do these fields of inquiry
compliment each other? And, how can traditional knowledge help to
broaden our understanding of both science and ethics? The third part
of this task will be to explore how such research can be applied to
the care of ecosystems.
Emerging interest in ethics also brings important implications for
education. Again, the Yukon Wolf Conservation and Management
Plan identifies the need: "in order for people to participate effectively
in management decisions affecting wolves and other wildlife, it is
critical that they be in possession of as much information as possible.
This includes not only biological information, but local knowledge
and the ethical considerations as well" (pl5). Further, the Plan
advises: "The Yukon Department of Renewable Resources should
work with the Department of Education and Yukon College to
develop balanced environmental education components for each
traditional subject area in the regular school curricula in the Yukon.
This material should enable students to judge the biological, ethical
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and traditional questions involved in wolf and other wildlife
management issues" (10.2, p. 15). This important recommendation
gives rise to the following questions: How can students be enabled
to judge ethical and traditional questions (in addition to the biological
questions)? What will they need to know? How can this be fairly
taught? What kind of curriculum support is available/will be
needed? These, and other questions like them, will need to be
examined on a continuing basis.
The Forum on Northern Protected Areas and Wilderness will
provide a starting point for a research program designed to
investigate ethical dimensions of environmental decision making.
Presentations and workshops can help to identify important questions
and introduce current perspectives. In a broadly educational sense
this will be very useful. The Forum also provided a provide an
opportunity to examine the more specific educational needs of
students in Yukon schools and their teachers.
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Environmental Ethics And Education
Florian Lemphers
Downstream Coalition
with Debbie Gobi, Karen Leask and
Heather Thompson, Yukon Department of Education
and Elaine McLeod, Council for Yukon Indians
The concepts presented in this paper are a synthesis of prior
discussions held between the workshop panelists intermingled with
extracts from the workshop proper. As such, this report is not
exhaustive and cannot begin to capture the rich exchange of ideas
that evolved.
Of particular note is the very significant point raised during the
discussions on the importance of cultural perspective. The North is
replete with anecdotal and documented reports of over zealous
scientific researchers who come, who study or test, who go south,
never to be seen again.
Native communities can and will be active participants in
scientific study, if and only if scientists realize that they do not
"own" their study material or the results of their study.
Environmental research involves all of us, real people, living real
lives all within the environment and not apart from it in some
pseudo-objective stance. Native community leaders, elders and the
like can be willing participants in research. The relationship however,
must be cultivated in a spirit of co-ownership, trust and a
fundamental respect for community.
The panel members were all educators who have had experience
with grappling with environmental issues in schools. They were not
there representing government public policy but instead sharing their
experiences with environmental education in the classroom in order
to provide a real life context that was both meaningful and
stimulating.
The framework for discussion centered around three inter-related
questions. The text of this framework is presented below. It should
be noted that during the workshop real life issues such as mining in
parks , predator control and pollution were used as anchor pins in
the discussion.
1.

Why Are Some Environmental Issues Easy To Discuss In A
Classroom Setting While Others Are Much More Difficult?
Why is it that issues that are far away are easier to talk about while
other issues close at hand are not ? Are "near" issues somehow more
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difficult to talk about than "far issues"? Is there another dimension
also involved in determining the difficulty of discussing issues, that
being whether an activity can be person centered or group centered?
I would define a person centered environmental issue, where a single
person can act and see the results of their action, in concrete terms:
By taking the bottles to the recycling center I am recycling; by
picking up that litter, I am making the place look nice.
In contrast, a group centered environmental issue can involve
conflicting belief systems or value systems because I do not live in a
homogenous society. Groups of people within society are made up
of people with differing beliefs. When environmental issues have to
involve a group centered action, to clean up this d u m p or that
sewage system, or protect that area, constraints are placed on the
functioning of some members of the group, members who hold
divergent views. These constraints are in many forms including such
things as regulations on activity, legal and moral sanctions when the
activity is deemed incorrect, taxes, or economic rents, or mitigative
action.
As is evident, the concepts I propose are not mutually exclusive.
I cannot neatly categorize them because of the multidimensional
characteristics involved with any particular issue. What I can do
however is propose that the basic dimensions of near/far and group
centered/person centered, can be combined on a two dimensional
grid. The "Cartesian" grid which may be useful in examining the
underpinnings of environmental ethics and education and in giving
us insight into the anatomy of the difficulties faced by educators in
the classroom setting. The boundaries of an environmental issue can
then be used to define areas on the grid. An issue may have, and no
doubt will have, components that are found more in one quadrant.
The grid then becomes a very simple mapping of ethical issues in
what I call a relevance space:
Near

Far

Group
Person
There is inherent difficulty in discussing environmental issues in
schools because schools mirror the diversity of societal values. Society
is not homogenous and therefore there is a plurality of views on
what ought or ought not to be done. Some views are more commonly
held across groups while others are polarized into a "green" view or
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a "business" view or a "scientific" view or a "mining" view, etc. It is
no wonder therefore that the pluralism in values affects the degree
of difficulty in talking about various subjects.
It was mentioned earlier that the multidimensional aspects of real
life issues pose some difficulty in the analysis. This should not
dissuade us from attempting to understand complexity using simple
models. It should instead continuously remind us of the very rich
fabric of society, and of the belief systems that are either explicitly or
implicitly at work. Some other dimensions of environmental ethics
education would be such things as age of the students and therefore
their conceptual abilities, the socioeconomic background of familial
structures in the community at large, and the degree of ethnic
homogeneity in a community.
Now that we have proposed a simple framework in order to help
us understand, it is important to examine the distinction between
ethical and scientific discussion. This leads us to our next question.
2.

What Are The Distinctive Differences Between Ethical Vs
Scientific Discussion Of Environmental Issues?
Science concerns itself with description of things, and relationships
between things and extracting generalized theories or laws which
allow us to predict patterns or relationships between things. Science
without concern for ethics can permit any form of behavior
whatsoever because science purports to be value neutral. The
scientific method can be applied to research on pathways of
contaminants in the environment or, as has been done to
experimentation with live human beings in concentration camps.
Environmental science, therefore has focused on things and
relationships between things in the environment. It describes
organisms and their relationships in ecosystems and tries to predict
how certain interventions may change the system or if s components.
Some people view environmental scientists as akin to environmental
accountants dutifully counting, describing and logging relationships,
developing theoretical models of how things are working or deteriorating. It is a curious phenomena that physicists cannot mathematically predict the gravitational interaction between three masses but
environmental scientists often try and predict interactions between
thousands of components.
The observation that systems can widely diverge in their
resultant behavior as a result of very small differences in initial
conditions poses even more of a challenge to environmental science.
The study of environmental science, though, has value because of the
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very fact that it exposes us all to the richness and diversity in the
global environment.
Ethics concerns itself with not so much with description and
explanation, but with the evaluation of how I ought to act. When I
say the word evaluation, I think I mean it in two senses. First, it is an
assessment of some act against certain criteria or standards. Second,
it can be an assessment of how I come about developing criteria and
standards.
3.

How do educators have any idea what these values or
standards are?
Are they supposed to try and guess? Is there some guide or general
rulebook of standards? Obviously there is not or the matter of
environmental ethics would be simply a matter of looking up
whether an action is permitted or not. What is the source then of the
environmental "values" I do have? Societal "values" with respect to
the environment have changed particularly in North America and
Europe. For example, in the Yukon it was quite permissible in the not
too distant past to lay down wide swaths of oil, soot and other
substances on one of our major waterways ( the Yukon river at Lake
Laberge) to hasten the thaw of the ice on the lake in order that the
riverboats could travel earlier or, for that matter, to dump refuse
including garbage, metal drums, and other materials directly into
rivers and other water bodies.
Standards have changed, thankfully. In some cases those changes
have been captured into public policy as legislation or regulation. The
problem is, though, that in many cases there is no consensus on
environmental issues and the respective policies or legislation. There
are patchworks of embodied policies across and between countries.
There is a very large difference between the nations in the developed
and developing world. There are regulations which are differentially
enforced. Yet there is only one world.
So far in this discussion we have examined some of the
dimensions of environmental education and the matter of policies or
standards. The final question is derived from the discussion and
examines some of the inherent difficulties that have been alluded to
previously.
4.

What Are The Burdens And Benefits Associated With
Converting Discussion Into Action?
The final question relates to the concrete action in the classrooms by
teachers and students. What actions are "proper" and according to
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what standard are they judged so? Where do these standards arise
from, if they exist?
The stated goal of many educators is to teach students to think
critically, to evaluate alternatives and to learn skills which will be
useful in developing themselves as human beings. Some have stated
that the role of "values" education in school should be in teaching
students "how" to value rather than telling them "what" to value.
Let us for a moment however examine a more neutral subject in
the school setting. When I teach social studies in school why do I do
it ? The answer given is because it is in the curriculum, because it
constitutes a set of skills which has been deemed "valuable" to
students. The answer leads, of course, to another question, "why is
social studies of value to teach?" Is there a conceptual difference
between the ethical evaluation in saying that social studies is of value
to teach, and the ethical evaluation in saying that minimizing
pollution of the environment is important to teach?
I propose, based on the concepts introduced, earlier that a local
"near" issue that is tied to a concrete person centered task is easier
to discuss and hence convert into action? Local action tied to a group
centered issue is a substantially more difficult matter to address. This
of course comes along with the risk that educators face of appearing
to be not "balanced" in their teaching or getting "slapped on the
wrist" for being controversial.
On the other hand "far" issues that are person centered or group
centered can also be converted into action. The timing and connection
between cause and effect however can lead to a profound sense of
irrelevance, i.e., Of what use will it be if I simply stop using these
cfc's if everyone else still is. . . .
One may get the impression that far issues are not worthwhile
to discuss at all. On the contrary many of the far issues can be very
readily discussed with students and involve thinking critically about
global ecological systems and problems on a large scale.
Finally how does the cognitive development of students impact
on the subject matter on which they are taught and how does the
students level of development tie in with what "action" may/should
be taught. Educators have no easy remedy. . . .
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Workshops:
Moving Towards Solutions
Completing the Protected Areas Network
How will we complete a system of protected areas in the North?
Will land claims agreements be sufficient to complete the task?
What role should parks play in relation to other types of protected
areas? What laws and policies need to be improved or changed?
Will protected areas alone be sufficient to conserve the North's
biodiversity?
Moderator
Kevin McNamee, Canadian Nature Federation
Rapporteur
Catherine Kennedy, Vegetation Specialist, Renewable Resources

Overview And Status Of Northern National
Park Proposals
Jim Johnston
Chief, New Park Proposals - North National Park System Branch, Parks
Canada, Ottawa
Introduction
Canada's national park system dates from 1885 when the first
national park, at what is now Banff was established. The first
northern park was established at Wood Buffalo National Park in
1922. National park lands are under federal ownership, and are
managed under the National Parks Act, the strongest legislation
available to protect lands and resources.
The national park system now includes 36 parks/reserves
protecting approximately 225,000 sq km, approximately 2% of
Canada. National parks are symbols of Canadian identity, guardians
of nationally and internationally significant resources, and contribute
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to Canada's international obligations related to protected areas and
the preservation of biodiversity. They are also important contributors
to local and regional economies as well as serving as internationally
recognized tourist destinations.
A natural regions framework, originally prepared in the 1970's
provides the basis for systematic establishment of new national parks
in Canada. Thirty-nine natural regions have been identified to guide
park establishment, each distinguished by observable differences in
vegetation, physiography, and environmental conditions. Each of the
natural regions is to be represented within the national park system.
16 regions have yet to be represented. When the system is complete,
national parks will likely cover nearly 3 percent of Canada.
Following lengthy consultations, Canada's Green Plan was
announced in 1990. It set a goal to establish 5 new national parks by
1996 and complete the national park system by the year 2000. These
are specific, measurable, visible and popular commitments.
National Park establishment is a long process that can take many
years to complete. It involves five main steps:
STEP 1. Identify And Study Representative Natural Areas.
Identify and study natural areas that are representative of the natural
region.
STEP 2. Select A Candidate National Park Area For Study.
Select one of these representative natural areas as a potential national
park based on further study and consultations.
STEP 3. Conduct Feasibility Studies And Consultations.
Assess the feasibility of the area by undertaking detailed studies and
consultations.
STEP 4. Negotiate A New Park Establishment Agreement.
Negotiate an agreement for the establishment of a new national park,
with the province or territory in which the proposed park lands are
located. In areas subject to land claims or if a land claim agreement
is in place, negotiations and an agreement with native organizations
are required. In the provinces, an agreement for the transfer of
administration and control of the lands is required.
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STEP 5. Amend The National Parks Act
Formally establish the national park in legislation by amending the
National Parks Act in Parliament. The national park establishment
process has the following characteristics:
Systematic. The process is clearly defined and transparent. This
facilitates the communication of the principles of the system and the
process that will be followed. Clear defined objectives and steps in
the planning process are critical to the success of any land use
planning activity.
The park establishment process is also transparent. The process
operates in the open, information is shared and public input is
actively solicited and considered in decision making. A variety of
interests support the creation of national parks. The support of such
interests is critical to new national park establishment. In northern
Canada in particular, Parks Canada has increasingly found common
ground with Aboriginal Peoples on the establishment and
management of nationally significant protected areas. The
comprehensive land claims process offers a way for Government and
First Nations to work together to preserve natural areas that are vital
to sustaining traditional ways of life and which also contribute to the
achievement of national conservation goals.
Other interests in the North, through their actions and statements
have also demonstrated their support for national parks. For example,
the Government of the NWT has on more than one occasion
indicated support for completing the system of national parks within
the NWT. Other interests who often express concern over park
establishment have also lent their support. In the case of Vuntut
National Park, for example the oil and gas industry working through
the Nature Conservancy of Canada donated oil and gas rights
underlying the park as a goodwill conservation gesture.
National and regional environmental organizations also play an
important function in the park establishment process. Strong role for
public consultation Parks Canada's approach to park establishment
(and in subsequent management and planning) is one of ongoing
public involvement with an emphasis at the community level. The
approach is based on full presentation of information, consideration
of the range of land use options available and consensus decision
making.
This approach can be time consuming and costly. It has the
potential to stall projects indefinitely and the outcome is not always
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within the control of Parks Canada. Recent success in the North with
two new parks (Vuntut and Aulavik (Banks Island) established
within a year shows that the investment of time and resources is
worthwhile.
Local decision making and benefits Park establishment is
essentially a community based planning approach. The purpose is to
complete a national system, but the focus for success is at the local
level.
This is similar to the experience of park professionals around the
world. The concerns and aspirations of local people and their
organizations must be taken into account if a national park or
equivalent reserve is to be established and effectively planned and
managed.
Overview and Current Status
With that as background I would now like to review current national
park proposals in the North.
North Baffin Island (Natural Region 37, NWT)
Consultations have been underway since the early 1980's with
the communities of Arctic Bay and Pond Inlet and with the Tungavik
Federation of Nunavut (TFN), regarding a national park to represent
the Eastern Arctic Lowlands natural region.
In 1992 lands for national park purposes were withdrawn under
the federal Territorial Lands Act for a future national park.
The TFN land claim, which represents almost twenty years of
negotiations, came into force on July 9, 1993 and with it a provision
that Parks Canada conclude an Inuit Impact and Benefit Agreement
(IIBA) with Designated Inuit Organizations within three years of the
date of the land claim coming into force (i.e. July 9,1996) to establish
North Baffin National Park. The IIBA will serve as the park
establishment agreement.
The TFN claim is unique amongst comprehensive land claims
negotiated to date in that it specifies deadlines by which actions
related to park establishment must be achieved.
Work is now underway to meet this obligation. Two
communities are involved - Pond Inlet, located on Eclipse Sound, and
Arctic Bay located on Admiralty Inlet to the west of the proposed
park. One of the major challenges will be to ensure an equitable
distribution of park related benefits between the two communities.
The proposed national park includes three separate land areas:
Bylot Island, with its spectacular glaciers, rugged mountains, cliffs
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and significant seabird and snow goose colonies; Oliver Sound, a
long narrow fiord with deep clear waters and steep high cliffs and
the Borden Peninsula, with a landscape of coastal lowlands, deep
valleys, high plateaus and spectacular eroded Iandform features.
The waters adjacent to the park are home to narwhal, beluga,
seals, walrus, polar bear, bowhead whales, and millions of seabirds.
Tuktut Nogait (Bluenose) (Natural Region 15; NWT)
In 1984 the Inuvialuit Final Agreement was signed which settled
the land claim of the Inuvialuit of the Western Arctic. The claim,
amongst other things, established Northern Yukon National Park,
provided for Inuvialuit ownership of certain lands and provided a
mandate for each community to prepare a community conservation
plan.
The community of Paulatuk completed a Conservation Plan in
1988 and assigned first priority to the long-term protection of the
calving ground of Bluenose caribou on lands south and east of the
community. In 1989 the community in a request to the Minister asked
that a national park be established to protect the calving ground. The
Minister's response was positive and following meetings with
Inuvialuit organizations, a park feasibility assessment was launched
and consultations commenced with Paulatuk.
Consultations continued through 1990 and 1991 and in 1992
negotiations between the Paulatuk Park Committee and Parks
Canada on an agreement to establish national park were begun. Park
establishment negotiations are continuing.
The proposed park is important for caribou, and also includes
habitat of rare and endangered species including grizzly bear and
peregrine falcon. The park landscape is essentially undisturbed and
is of considerable interest to science. It was not subject to glaciation
and therefore served as a refugia for plants and animals. This
characteristic also makes the proposed park area of considerable
interest for archaeology. Studies undertaken as part of the park
feasibility assessment demonstrate a long history of human use and
occupation, not only in coastal areas but inland as well.
In addition to scientific values that proposed park has important
scenic values including waterfalls, canyons and tundra hills. The area
has a moderate potential to generate and sustain tourism including
wilderness travel and ecotourism activities, especially in areas close
to Paulatuk.
The Tuktut Nogait (Bluenose) park proposal, in addition to its
biotic, abiotic and cultural resource characteristics, also possesses
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unique characteristics and challenges from a park establishment
perspective.
The origin of the proposal has its roots in the community. As a
result there is a breadth and depth of community support that is not
always present in other park proposals. Community interest is the
catalyst for this proposal. It replaces an earlier park candidate based
on Bathurst Inlet that was abandoned because of lack of community
support and concern over high mineral potential of the proposed
park lands.
The proposed park cover three land claim areas. This adds
complexity to negotiations, as claim provisions are different for the
three areas, and different claim beneficiaries have different concerns
and aspirations.
Wager Bay (Natural Region 16; NWT)
In 1978 an area centred on Wager Bay area was formally
proposed a national park as part of the "Six north of 60°" project, a
national program to consult the public on the possible creation new
national parks in the North.
Over the subsequent 15 years the Wager Bay park proposal has
been discussed and studied and at times remained dormant due to
unsettled land claims. The possible benefits of a national park in the
Wager Bay area to area residents have not been clear which has also
made progress difficult.
With the recent settlement of the TFN land claim agreement, and
the completion of technical studies, the opportunity exists to initiate
full public consultations which should lead to negotiations on a park
establishment agreement.
The proposed park area is based on Wager Bay, a drowned rift
valley, which extends inland from the west coast of Hudson Bay to
create a veritable inland sea. Glacial polished islands and shorelines,
colourful cliffs and extensive tidal flats backed by rolling tundra
gives the area its special appeal.
A reversing falls at the head of Wager Bay is a noteworthy
feature. The area supports a wide variety of wildlife including
caribou, polar bear, wolves, and seals. The extensive tidal flats along
the bay are important habitat for waterfowl. The park area is rich in
archaeological and historical resources. Over 200 archaeological sites
containing features such as tent rings, fox traps, food caches and
inukshuks have been recorded. These resources indicate that the area
has long been an important hunting ground.
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Residents from regional communities still travel to the area to
hunt and fish. Historical resources are represented by an abandoned
Hudson's Bay Company post. Consultations with local communities
are planned for 1993-94.
Although the area is remote, there is a range of land use issues
that complicate the park establishment process. These include high
mineral potential for a small portion of the proposal, interest in
tidewater access for mineral developments outside the proposed park
with an associated impact on park lands, and interest in potential
hydro power generating capacity from a river located within the park
proposal.
East Arm Of Great Slave Lake
Lands were withdrawn under the Territorial Lands Act for
national park purposes in this area in 1970. Although extensive
consultations have been held since that time regarding the
desirability of establishing a park in this area, the issue of park
establishment has yet to be resolved. Great Slave Lake is larger than
two of the five better known Great Lakes of southern Canada. The
East Arm is the most impressive part of the lake.
The proposed park area is characterized by dramatic landforms
created by three great peninsulas that extend through the East Arm.
Local relief is more than 300 metres. The proposed park area
demonstrates textbook examples of geological features and includes
dramatic waterfalls on a number of rivers that flow into Great Slave
Lake.
The proposed park area includes the transition from boreal forest
to barren lands. Five ecozones are found in close proximity and the
area possesses high biodiversity for this latitude. Environment
Canada's State of the Environment Reporting unit classifies this
natural region as the most threatened of all northern natural regions.
The park area supports impressive seasonal wildlife resources;
particularly significant are barren ground caribou.
The East Arm proposal is the most accessible of all the northern
national park proposals. Access from Yellowknife by boat or aircraft
is reasonable by northern standards, and the East Arm area has high
potential for visitor use and tourism. Activities such as sightseeing
travel by boat, camping, fishing and nature study are all possible.
Opportunities also exist for hiking.
A range of issues require resolution to permit this national park
to advance. Public consultation efforts to date, although well
intended have not proved successful. The park proposal has also had
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to overcome initial skepticism that has influenced subsequent
consultation efforts. Park management in Wood Buffalo National
Park, with which local residents are familiar, also influences
perception of the proposed national park at the East Arm.
The comprehensive land claim process, the context in which the
park was being negotiated, failed to secure ratification in 1989. This
was a setback to the park establishment process as the claims process
offered an opportunity in which to consider the full range of issues
affecting park establishment. The land claims process offered an
accepted, cooperative method of dealing with the issue that has
worked successfully elsewhere (e.g. Ivvavik, Vuntut and North
Baffin).
An additional issue influencing progress on this park proposal
is the existence of the land withdrawal which provides interim
protection to the proposed park lands. The withdrawal freezes the
land, and prohibits further disposition of crown lands. As a result the
lands have a measure of protection that may be perceived by some
as adequate. Given this perception, some participants in the park
establishment process may feel that there is no need for a further
level of protection that could be provided by National Park status.

The Northwest Territories Park System
Robin Reilly
Director Parks and Visitor Services, NWT
The Northwest Territories park system is the youngest in Canada,
and I think it makes perfectly good sense for it to be much more freewheeling and much more opportunistic. And in fact, if you look at
the history of park systems anywhere in Canada, almost all of the
land that is acquired by any province or territorial government was
not acquired through any systematic bioregional approach. It's been
acquired opportunistically, piece-meal along the way, and then at
some point you get a critical mass of stuff, and you say, "What the
heck am I going to do with all this stuff?", and sort out some way of
rationalizing it, and figuring out how to manage it, and how to fill
in the pieces.
So, given that the NWT is trying to be much more free-wheeling,
and really, if you think that conservation has some urgency to it, then
it is important to get things done. Sometimes when I talk with people
in the Yukon, I think that perhaps they spend a little too much time
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trying to be theoretically correct at the expense of acquiring land, and
as opposed to maybe being a little more opportunistic, and forgetting
that they are youngsters on the block too, and acting like wiser and
older people.
In NWT parks, we're at twenty-five years. So, we have to start
getting a little more methodical. The reason that the NWT worked,
and keeping in mind its opportunistic nature, the reason the NWT
Parks is twenty-five years old is not because someone signed a great
accord twenty-five years ago. It is because the Federal Government
had set up some small parks in the Northwest Territories before
1967-1968. All of a sudden, 1967-68, the Territorial Government
became a legitimate creature, ipso facto, it then became the owner of
some parks, and there it was, done. And so, in a sense, in terms of
real history, it's a meaningless date. But in terms of being
opportunistic and getting people to think about the fact that we don't
just have a bunch of little pieces here that have no relation to each
other, the whole twenty-fifth anniversary thing we did this year with
public presentations, and lectures, and posters, and handouts, and all
this kind of stuff, has taken it from being on, in the mind of the
person on the street, a year ago, I think the average person would
have said that there isn't a system of territorial parks. Today I think
the same person would say there is a system of territorial parks. It
just comes from taking this grab bag of stuff and finding ways of
weaving it together. And weaving it together is good at a certain
point, because then when there are threats to one piece of it, people
think of it in terms of the whole creature, as opposed to when you
are just a grab bag of independent things.
I would also point out that if you look at this meeting, it's a
great meeting. It's wonderful to see all these people here, but I don't
think it's really representative of the mass of our society. There are
lots and lots of peoples of Canada that aren't in this group, little
ones, and older ones, and different backgrounds, and this a pretty,
you know, kind of rarefied group of people with very similar
backgrounds, in my humble opinion. And when you are doing things
that are like this, these park things, unfortunately we are dealing
with democracies, and budgets, and people deciding whether to give
the money to health care, or what, and so I think you have to be able
to sell things on more than one flank.
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Alberta's Special Place 2000
Kyle Clifford
Alberta Parks Service
Earlier speakers were talking about the level of maturity of the parks
system, of the Canadian Parks Service being well over 100 years old,
and the NWT recently celebrated a 25th anniversary. In Alberta, we
made a big deal out of our 60th anniversary which was last year and
you can use that as a focus for interpretive programming, environmental education and what not. It was just, almost simultaneously
last year that went in a big way with a strategy, I guess, for finalizing
a network of protected areas in the Province of Alberta.
In Alberta, the existing protected areas network consists of five
national parks and we're fortunate in that they were set up when
they were, I guess the last one would be 1922, and they constitute 8.1
percent, 2.18 percent of the Province of Alberta so it's quite a leg up
if you're trying to achieve the "12 percent solution". In addition to
the national parks in Alberta, we have three wilderness areas. They
are probably the highest level of protection allowable. They are
adjacent to the national parks and in those parks, we do not even
maintain any of the trail systems. They're not particularly well used,
but for those who do, they like the idea of going to a wilderness area
in Alberta that isn't maintained to any particular level. We have one
wilderness park under its own legislation, Wilmore Wilderness Park.
There are 14 ecological reserves and those were designated in the
last decade. There's been a real slow down on the potential for new
ecological reserves. We have 65 provincial parks, about a dozen of
which are of significant size from a resources perspective, the rest
primarily being recreational campgrounds. There are 130 natural
areas which are usually of regional significance without any facility
development. So that's the network of protected areas. Over and
above that we also have a system of roughly 250 provincial recreation
areas, campgrounds, highway stops, ranging from anywhere from 20
to 130 overnight campsites. Most of the existing protected area
network, I would say, was designated prior to World War II and this
initiative gives us an opportunity to re-examine what the current
status is and get on with a completion of the network of protected
area.
Special Places 2000, the name. Initially we had earlier drafts
called "Protected Areas 2005," we were giving ourselves an extra five
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years, but it was our minister of the day, Honourable Don Sparrow
who suggested the name, "Special Places 2000." Protected areas are
not very saleable in Alberta. We're kind of a reluctant bride, I guess,
when it comes to the Endangered Spaces campaign. Alberta never
did agree to be an active participant, Alberta never signed a
Wilderness Charter, and Alberta is the only province in the country
that hasn't joined the Heritage Rivers program.
We drafted this paper, "Special Places 2000" just over a year ago
and it was presented last November at a Tri-council Meeting in
Almere, Quebec. And I'd like to give some credit right now for this
particular document and moving it forward to a World Wildlife Fund
and hopefully in the Province of Alberta to Canadian Parks and
Wilderness Society and specifically the Alberta Wilderness
Association as well. When the Canadian Wildlife Service was looking
at designating a portion of the Suffield Military Reserve in the Mixed
Grass area. . . portion of the province. The opportunity was seized by
the World Wildlife Fund in conjunction with the Wildlife Service to
bring over His Royal Highness, The Duke of Edinborough, to
announce the dedication. Monte Hummel was there. In Alberta, they
made a special effort to get ministers responsible for parks, wildlife
and environment to attend that session down in Calgary. The
Environment minister at the time was Ralph Klein, the Honourable
Ralph Klein, who's now our premier, and basically ask them what
the number of parks was going to be and you know, you talk about
playing politics, well they had an impact, the ministers came back
and they said well we don't necessarily want to endorse what is
being sort of being foisted on us, but can we create a made in Alberta
version of this and that's basically what "Special Places 2000" is. IPs,
I guess, parallel to the Endangered Spaces Program.
Seen from goals of the program, the four goals being protection,
outdoor recreation, heritage appreciation and tourism, and special
natural features of Alberta. I'll talk about it a little bit more later, but
we did go through the process, once this document was released, of
public consultation. The protected area right here that we're looking
at, the site must be legislated, the protection of natural heritage
values is fundamental and the management plans must ensure long
term protection. This issue of "site must be legislated" has caused
some internal discussion against it in the bureaucracy in Alberta.
There are other departments who suggest that the legislated aspect
isn't necessary, that zoning or management are sufficient.
In the document we tried to give people a framework in which
to look at the protected area spectrum. In Alberta, we use the natural
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regions and sub-regions, classifications similar to ecoregions that are
used by the provinces and territories. One of the first steps we
undertook was to do an update of these classifications and get some
consensus both within government and with the provincial
environmental groups that are principally interested in this past
event. We thought that by having a fairly solid basis of science to
start off with, that would help us down the road when it came to the
actual selection of specific sites.
Within the natural regions, if s based on a hierarchy system
starting with the geology, land forms, hydrology, soil, climate, plants
and animals. Emphasis is placed on land forms more so than climate
which tends to be the principle basis for the eco-region systems. You
start with the natural region, and there are six in the province, go
into the sub-regions, which there are 19, and then three levels of
natural history themes. We've targeted our gap analysis, if you will,
at the first level of natural history, with the various sub-regions.
In terms of the protected area targets, we've stressed the
absolute. . .. numbers, there are those within industry and government departments, that insist that we try and provide the exact
measurement in square metres as to how much land you actually
have to have in order to meet that particular target, where you came
up with that etc., so we're trying to use it as a system to point to
where the gaps are, and whether it should be a 500 square kilometre
area or a 50 square kilometre area.
Where we stand, and this is pretty much consistent with World
Wildlife Funds recent annual calender update, you can see the range
anyway is from zero to 25 percent of the red areas up in the
northeast part of the province. You can see the Canadian Shield, the
Foothills, and the parkland areas have very little representation
currently. The areas with the highest are the green and that's due to
the buffalo and the mountain parks as well as the provincial wilderness areas. So the alpine area are very well represented. And then
we have ranges in between, again, part of the targeting system.
How much of Alberta ~ currently we're suggesting that between
nine and ten percent of Alberta — is currently within protected areas?
A suggestion with the analysis that we have done is that we require
roughly three to four percent more of the land base and completed
network then it would be somewhere between 12 and 14 percent of
Alberta. Thaf s primarily for the protected areas, over and above that
there's recreation tours and areas of appreciation, of which there are
overlaps because certain areas can be used simultaneously for certain
purposes.
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The document, Special Places 2000, was released last November.
It went through public consultahon processes over the course of last
year. We undertook that by mailing out cards, 13,000 cards were
mailed out in the province from a mailing list of those who had
shown interest in environmental matters in the past. We set u p a 1800 telephone number. We advertised in all the provincial papers, we
set up focus groups where we invited representatives from provincial
association, both environmental as well as industrial. They were all
invited to send representatives to sit at the table, roughly 12 at a time
and what they were reviewing was this draft document of the
protected areas proposal.
For the general public, we provided open-houses across the
province and when it was all said and done, we had received
roughly 500 written responses. The written responses were all coded,
pulled together and the Advisory Committee has been reviewing
that. I should mention there was an Advisory Committee meeting set
up specifically by the minister, chaired by an MLA, vice co-chaired
by a previous minister of Environment in Alberta with a
representative from Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society, forest
industry, the tourism industry. It was a six person committee.
Workshop Discussion
(Ed. Note: See also summary presented by Kevin McNamee in final plenary session.)

Legislation and Land Claims
There was concern about the permanence of parks and the legal
framework,
1. The Yukon Territorial Park Act allows for mining in parks at the
discretion of the minister; this is an obstacle to real protection,
2. The Yukon Environment Act has no regulations yet, but suggests
public "trust" and public review,
There was a preference expressed for parks formed under
Land Claims; Land Claims will strengthen parks that are
formed under this regime,
Some speakers cautioned about using the Land Claims
process only, that the land claims process will not by itself
assure protection of biodiversity,
One land claims limitation was identified: the Claims process
is a closed process between two parties, conservation
interests unable to review or comment on protected area
options,
We have barely begun to use territorial legislation to its
potential,
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Use Habitat Protection Area framework to help complete
protected areas network,
Communities could "push up" designation of local protected
areas, ie nominate them and move them through the
designation process.
Core Protection
What are we trying to protect? a purely protected area should be the
bedrock of protecting biodiversity in every ecoregion. The following
is a summary (suggested by Stewart Elgie) of core protection and the
Yukon at present:
What is the purpose of core protection? It is ecological
protection. In the Yukon at the present time, this can be
achieved through the National Parks Act, Land Claims and
the Yukon Parks Act.
Core protection infers a sense of permanence, through
statutes, regulations, etc., which cannot be changed at the
whim of a politician. Another way to express this
permanence is "sacred." How protected is it? In the Yukon,
this kind of protection can be achieved through the National
Parks Act, but the Land Claims process is best, because the
protection becomes enshrined in the Canadian constitution.
How protected is the area from internal threats? This can be
achieved in the Yukon by the National Parks Act and Land
Claims. The Yukon is not protected at all from internal
threats by the Yukon Park Act. In fact, the Yukon Parks Act
is so weak, you could drive a Mac truck through it; Section
8.2 allows for development within certain zones where it is
deemed fit by the minister "to be in the best long-term
economic interest of the Yukon."
How protected is the area from external threats? In the
Yukon, there is no protection from external threats. In
summary, there is nothing in Yukon legislation that ensures
"core protection."
Consultation
In the experience of attempting to save parks in the B.C.
Vancouver/Lower Mainland region, it was shown that many
small communities don't support local parks,
The national park experience in the eastern arctic has shown
that without community consultation, there is no protected
area,
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The government creates data, but is not always free to
divulge all information -data should be opened up to
enhance negotiation,
Agencies are one row back; they have to communicate
through federal or territorial negotiators.
Amount of Land Protected
There are fixed limits to the national park budget -level of
protection is important,
There will be more protected areas in the Yukon, either
through the federal government alone, or in conjunction with
bands or YTG,
In Alaska, there is 35% of all land under some form of
protection; 23-25% of all land is under the strongest
protection,
The opportunities in the Yukon are almost limitless,
compared to the provinces,
Could more land be protected under the Special Management
Areas provision? Yes, if there was political support. Little
support is forthcoming for further large SMAs from
territorial or federal governments,
There are now 11 areas designated as Special Management
Areas; of these, 3 are heritage areas,
The first 4 bands have settled their claims -YTG thinks they
went very far and may not go so far with the remaining 10
-for example, there are both time and money pressures
-future claims will probably not be as rosy,
Relating endangered spaces to representivity, it should be
noted that Bear Cave Mountain is not representative,
Don't focus on the 12% at the expense of the 88%,
Representative protected areas are one part of the land use
mosiac, a key part of the range of protected areas,
The minimal need is to look at a NETWORK of options, not
just focus on parks,
It depends how involved the agency wants to be -the input
of the federal parks agency has usually been welcome in the
Land Claims process -federal parks has obtained funding
through Land Claims,
It is in the Parks Canada mandate to consult locally,
Parks Canada was part of the negotiation process in Kluane
and Vuntut, key people are allowed to participate.
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NGO Roles
The role of CPAWS and YCS is to push outside the Land
Claim -in some areas native groups will exceed expectations;
in other areas there will be less support,
N.G.O.'s like YCS and CPAWS are being shut out; they have
not been allowed to participate in the park framework policy,
They have only been able to participate on a park by park
basis, after the boundaries have been set,
"Multiple use" parks seem to be coming in, this should be
stopped before it spreads,
Representivity is one of the few commitments we do have on
behalf of the present Yukon government, they should be
constantly reminded of this commitment,
NGO's need to get independent data or direct data collection
to fill in gaps to get government to form new protected areas,
NGO's need to identify priority areas and identify funding
sources for data collection.
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Understanding Benefits of
Protected Areas and Wilderness
What is the contribution of protected areas to sustainable living in
the North? How can the links between tourism, wilderness and
protected areas be strengthened? Do we have the tools to resolve
land use conflicts, what needs to be changed?
Moderator:
Hector Mackenzie, Yukon Mountain and River Expeditions
Rapporteur

Ken Madsen, Friends of Yukon Rivers

The Value Of Wilderness, A Socio-Economic
Perspective On The Trans-Border Protected Areas
Of Yukon, Alaska And British Columbia
W. Brent Liddle
Kluane National Park Reserve, Yukon

"There is no substitute for wilderness, what we have now is all we will
ever have" (Parks Canada, 1985). This quote, from a National Parks
Centennial publication, represents the essence of the Forum on
Northern Protected Areas and Wilderness. One of the challenges
facing resource managers of parks and protected areas is to make the
park visitor, and more particularly regional residents, more aware of
the intrinsic value of wilderness to the scientific community to our
culture, to our economy, and to our society. As managers of a world
class conservation and recreation resource, we do a reasonably good
job of trans-border protection, operations, planning and other aspects
of park management. What we do not do quite as well is reaching
out to the public to make them more aware of, and more sensitive to,
the resources we are mandated to protect, preserve and present.
During times of economic restraint, jobs, jobs, jobs, is the rally
cry of the voting public. Preservation of large tracts of lands,
particularly mineral-rich lands, is widely considered a "lock-up" of
resources to benefit but a few. What the general public does not
realize is the long term socio-economic impact created by the
protection of these lands.
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Wilderness adventure tourism is one of the fastest growing
sectors of the tourism industry, and wilderness is a key feature in the
attractiveness of this region as an international destination. The
increasing scarcity of wilderness around the world and the shift in
international tourism markets towards outdoor adventure travel have
placed the Pacific Northwest in a very competitive position in global
tourism markets. The long term benefits to both Canada and Alaska
from cooperative product development and marketing should be
further examined.
Not tourism marketing solely for the sake of increasing visitation
and economic benefit for the region; but more to encourage compatible
and appropriate use of our wildlands by a supportive public as well as
communicating the responsibility of society to protect and preserve the
plants and animals with which we share a place. If parks do not
make a more concerted effort towards environmental interpretation
as a management tool to alleviate problems of park use before they
arise, we may fall prey to a despondent public who see no value in
park other than a "mountain playground."
This is particularly important for the internationally significant
natural resources of Kluane, Wrangell St. Elias, Glacier Bay and
Tatshenshini. This outstanding trans-border protected area within
Yukon, Alaska and British Columbia represents an 8.5 million hectare
"super park" which may be the largest international park in the
world and one of the largest protected ecosystems on the planet. For
two affluent, industrialized nations, the creation of such a large tract
of protected land is a tribute to the visionary politicians of our time.
However, if we do not place as much time, effort and energy into
broadening the public's awareness, understanding and appreciation
of this resource, we may lose what we are supposed to protect.
The International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
prepared a set of guidelines for promoting the effective management
of trans-frontier parks and reserves in 1988. Continuing with the
spirit of this report, a Northern Parks Agency Workshop was formed
in 1989 to address issues which parks in B.C., Alaska, and Yukon
share. A set of objectives were developed, these are as follows:
• To expand cooperation in operations, planning and other aspects
of park management.
• To discuss trans-boundary issues affecting park agencies.
• To improve regular communication between agencies.
• To explore subjects of common interest and develop techniques
for sharing information between agencies on a regular basis.
• To develop cooperative agreements for improved visitor
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enjoyment of northern parks.
One of the guidelines from IUCN's report should be added to
this list of objectives, namely to design joint education programs to
emphasize "the symbolic message that international peace parks
should represent." More specifically, to educate the public on the
intrinsic value of wilderness for present and future generations. This is
a task yet to be tackled in a meaningful way by UNESCO or park
agencies and remains of paramount importance as we near the 21st
century. The responsibility does not end with protection; we need an
on-going program of education as well.
• International strategies should be developed to address our
educational mandates. The following steps are recommended:
• Review school curriculums of regional residents; identifying
opportunities for integration of 'parks and protected areas'
messages, including that of First Nation's history and culture;
• Develop post-secondary education and training opportunities in
British Columbia, Yukon and Alaska, utilizing parks and
protected areas as field research stations;
• Review interpretive and visitor activities programs offered to the
visiting public and regional residents, identifying a need for
specific extension programming on endangered spaces and
species, ecosystem management, co-management with First
Nations, etc.;
• Define opportunities for jointly promoting sustainable use and
enjoyment of these protected areas;
• Develop co-ordinated approaches for co-marketing and joint
programming.
In summary, the St. Elias region could represent a world class
wilderness destination, and a model of a trans-border protected area.
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Improving Public and Political Support for
Protected Areas
Moderator:
Bob van Dijken, Yukon Conservation Society
Rapporteur.
George Smith, Conservation Director, CPAWS (National Office)
(Ed. Note: See also summary by George Smith in thai plenary session.)

Workshop Discussion
Politicians are people too, meet with government frequently,
• Recognize that Aboriginal Title comes first,
• Find common ground, build alliances with all stakeholders,
• Understand the needs and interests of others.
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Plenary Discussion:
What Do We Do Now?
What do we need to do to complete a northern protected areas
network? How can we gain better public support for protected
areas? How can environmental ethics become a regular part of
decision making for the care of wilderness and protected areas?
How can we work together, what common interests do we have?

Introduction
Juri Peepre
CPAWS-Yukon

Welcome to the final panel discussion of the Forum on Northern
Protected Areas. Rapporteurs from the workshops will give a
summary of the key points and recommendations that they feel came
out of each session. Then our panel members will summarize what
they think this conference was about, and what they think it
achieved.

Part I: Workshop Summaries
Completing the Protected Areas Network
Kevin McNamee
Canadian Nature Federation

How will we complete a system of protected areas in the North?
First a couple of things to think about: What are we protecting? We
are trying to protect representative areas, we are trying to protect
wildlife habitat, areas of biological productivity, (so they may not
necessarily be representative), and also sacred sites, places of
importance to aboriginal people. When we talk about completing a
system of protected areas we have to think about a number of factors.
Will Land Claim Agreements be sufficient to achieve or to
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complete the protected areas network?
There were a number of examples brought up showing that we can
make progress using the land claims forum to try and get new
protected areas. You heard that throughout the weekend. I should
also point out that these were not consensus points, they were points
that were brought out by individuals.
The point was also brought up that: No, land claims were not
sufficient to do the job. There are in Yukon some precedents in the
four settlement claim areas, but maybe we should not expect
substantial progress on protected areas in others for a number of
reasons.
We may want to look at land claims as not necessarily getting
the protected area itself, but getting some general desirability clause,
such as in the T.F.N, land claim, where there is some land withdrawn
and then steps articulated as to how we will get to the final protected
area. So seek some desirability consensus in there.
We should also remember that in land claim discussions,
protected areas are not the focus. Sometimes they are very ancillary
to the discussions because there are much stronger social and
economic needs that communities are negotiating for.
We should also remember that the proponents of protected areas,
candidates or conservation groups, or others, are not always at the
table. And sometimes even the representatives of the protected or
park agencies are not directly at the table, so there are some
drawbacks.
Other ways to pursue protected areas might be through parallel
processes, by working with local communities to identify sites of
cultural significance, natural areas of significance, and of flora and
fauna.
What role should parks play in relation to other protected areas?
The point was made that we should look at parks as the protective
mechanism to achieve representative areas, and that they are very
strongly protected. We should also embrace other things, such as
national wildlife areas, under the Canadian National Wildlife Act.
Special management areas have proven to be, in some cases, a good
way to achieve protection; habitat protection areas. Another way to
look at some of the less strictly protected areas is by providing
buffers around the more strictly protected areas.
What laws need to be improved or changed?
The National Parks Act was suggested as a model because there was
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a permanence to the boundaries. Ministers could not just change it,
it had to be changed by an act of parliament. If it is a National Park
set up under a claims agreement, you need more than an act of
parliament. Parliament by itself could not change it. Also it stresses
ecological protection. The Act has measures to deal with internal
threats and under some of its provisions, it compels park managers
to deal with external threats.
The Yukon Parks Act. The point was made: no multiple use in
parks. The point was made that section 8.2 of the Yukon Parks Act
is large enough both literally and figuratively to drive a Mack truck
through. The minister of the day could allow economic development
in parks.
Would protected areas alone be sufficient to conserve the North's
biological diversity?
No.

Traditional Knowledge
Skeeter Wright
The traditional knowledge workshop provided a variety of
perspectives from a number of aboriginal and a few non-aboriginal
people. When I thought back to what I heard and what I witnessed
during the workshop, I knew that I was going to have a lot of trouble
trying to paraphrase, or trying to put it into simple point form, so it
could be presented here today. I can not do it. What I would like to
do is to present a few of the things that did get through to me, some
of the lasting impressions I had from it.
The first, of which there are three, is that there were some very
strong statements made about how important it is to consider cultural
aspects of things when looking at a protected area. Especially, the
importance of oral history and the place oral history has in a cultural
component here in the Yukon with Yukon aboriginal people. Not
only is it very important, but it has generally been put on the back
burner. If it is thought about at all, it is very much an after thought.
And it has a very low priority in the planning process that is used in
protected areas today. The importance of the cultural aspect has to be
not only considered, but placed up front. Oral history is the best way
of doing that.
A second, but related message, is that wilderness is a wrong
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word. It is a wrong word to use. It is not a wild land. It has been the
home for many people for many years. Some other terminology is
going to have to be used because the connotation of wilderness just
does not work, in places here in the Yukon, and in most other places
that may be better termed as natural areas or less touched areas or
less impacted areas, by the industrial world.
The third, and again a related message, is that all of us,
aboriginal and non-aboriginal people, have to work together. We
have to learn to nrust one another. A number of people in the Yukon
have been involved in an adversarial situation for approximately
twenty years now, in the negotiation of the Yukon Indian Land
Claim. The very term conveys mistrust and concern what the person
on the other side of the table really is trying to do, drying to get. A
couple of the elders in the workshop made it quite clear that we have
to get beyond that point. We have to learn to nrust and work with
one another.
A common theme throughout the workshop that affected me was
that people are a part of the ecosystem. We do not look at the
ecosystem and say that it is over there, how are we going to manage
it? We are part of it and we have to recognize that. And again there
were a number of elders who referred to the importance of including
people in the ecosystem and in the considerations about the system.
I am not an aboriginal person and even the way that the
traditional knowledge workshop was presented, does not reflect my
cultural background. I would certainly appreciate if anyone of
aboriginal descent could either add anything or make any corrections.
Thank-you.

Improving Public and Political Support for Protected
Areas
George Smith
Conservation Director, Canadian Parks Wilderness Society

We identified the needs that are required to improve the support for
protected areas in the North.
A very strong need that came out first and foremost in the
session and kept coming up, is to build alliances throughout the
environmental community in the Yukon, to build alliances with the
government at all different levels and with First Nations.
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The second need, as we defined it, is to understand that a lot of
work has got to be done to make sure that the people who are
pursuing these goals understand the interests and needs of others
involved. This is particularly true with respect to aboriginal land
claims. Also, a lot of work has to be done in terms of reaching out to
those people who might traditionally be regarded as adversaries,
such as the mining industry, such as the Chambers of Commerce.
They are not necessarily enemies, and framing their participation and
their activities in that perspective simply is, in the long run, cutting
off the possibility that they are not. And it cuts off the possibility of
moving forward with those people.
The third need is understanding the interests within the
environmental community, making sure that you understand where
you are going. Pull together your own activities to make sure that
you are using your energies very carefully. As well, try to
understand other stake holders interests, so that you are very sure
where you are going.
It was also brought out that it is very important to recognize the
individuality of people both within your own organization and
outside. It was brought up a number of times that there are people
in government, there are people in the mining industry, people in the
aboriginal community, people in what ever sector you are talking
about in the Yukon, who, as individuals, care a great deal about the
environment. These people may not be perceived as such initially. It
is important that individuals are worked with from no matter what
sector of society they are from. If you simply deal with people as
members of only one or the other sector, the chances of moving
ahead are significantly dimmed.
In terms of specific tasks, the first to come out was the need to
lobby. If you want the interests of the protection of the environment
put forward you have a lot of work to do and you have to keep
doing it, in front of government and the other sectors all the time.
One specific task is to create an effective forum with the other
sectors that enables you to get your interests across, effectively and
in a creative atmosphere. In British Columbia recently the
environmental organizations set up what is known as the
Environmental Mining Council. This was particularly pertinent
during and after the Tatshenshini issue. We felt that it was important
that we get together amongst ourselves and then talk directly to the
mining community without the filter of the media, without the filter
of government, or anyone else. That is just one example that could be
used.
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The last thing, in terms of tasks, was the need to meet with
government regarding structures and effective processes to get on
with the job. Rather than expect someone else to go out and do it,
simply meet with government as soon as possible.
There are a number of tools toward that end, towards improving
the support for protected areas, reaching out to other people:
publications, videos, educational campaigns involving people at local
levels, all making sure that you actually get out and talk to the
government minister involved.

Understanding Benefits of Protected Areas and
Wilderness: Will This Help Resolve Land Use
Conflicts?
Hector Mackenzie
Yukon Mountain and River Expeditions

We did not resolve many land use conflicts, but we did discuss a
variety of methods of dealing with them. The discussion focused
largely on mining as an example of land use conflict. We discussed
a number of the established processes and the vehicles for dealing
with land use conflict.
There was general agreement that we do not have a clear
understanding of what integrated resource and land use management
would be, or a clear understanding of the regulations under which
any development would be reviewed. There was some confusion
about the overlap of many of these processes. Many of the processes
now are subject to either political interference or they may just
simply be a reactive process.
There was a discussion on conflict resolution, but that was
perhaps seen as part of the reactive process. Once we were in a
conflict resolution situation, any development was going to be
viewed with some difficulty.
We talked about EARP (Environmental Assessment and Review
Process) and DAP (Development Assessment Process) and also the
BC example of CORE (Committee On Resources and Environment)
was introduced. We spoke a little bit about the Yukon Council on the
Economy and the Environment and also the question of the absence
of regional land use planning in the Yukon was raised.
The last speaker suggested that we look at a range of different
kinds of protected areas. We discussed them, not so much on their
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range of opportunities for protection, but more from the point of
view of the range of uses to which they would be put to.
We also discussed buffer zones: the importance of building in
buffer zones with these kinds of protected areas so that they do not
just simply exist as isolated islands of wilderness, or isolated islands
of natural areas.
There was a plea from Louise Profeit-Leblanc to put a human
face on the problems and not to disappear off into the bureaucratic
corridors to discuss these things in private, but to bring them out into
the open, make it quite clear who the players are and what they wish
to achieve. She asked us to avoid at that stage of the discussion
animosity between the people who are trying to discuss the problem.
She related it to the family situation. I thought that was a very
healthy and interesting point of view to begin with. Thank-you.

Science, Ethics and the Care of Ecosystems
Awn Senkpiel
Yukon College

The first two sessions set out to explore the relationship amongst
science, ethics, and wilderness. In particular, a number of questions
were asked of the fours speakers. Are ethical judgements different
from scientific ones? How can ethics be applied to the care of
ecosystems and protected areas? Will public expectations for
thoughtful attention to values and ethics grow?
The First Session: Part I
The first speaker was Mr. Dave Mossop. Most of his observations
were based on personal experiences as a small game biologist
working in the Yukon. His work, he noted at the outset, had forced
him to reach an awkward conclusion: there are highly unethical
practices occurring in both the conservation movement and resource
management. He suggested that "conservation professionals" had,
largely by accident, become unethical.
This observation led him to speculate as to possible causes. He
noted that most of his contemporaries had, like himself, entered the
field for fundamentally "more" or "political" reasons. Most had felt
some kind of "planet duty" - a desire to protect "nature" from
human intervention. However, Mossop went on to add that while
this sense of moral duty had driven them towards careers in
conservation and biology, the training they went on to receive was
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essentially technical. In short, as a group they were all largely
untrained in ethical and moral problems. Indeed, they were trained
to ignore ethical matters in favour of "scientific explanations." Doing
"the right thing" came to be equated with "doing good science."
Mr. Mossop then went on to describe how his realization of the
increasing "technocratization" of his field had forced him to pursue
questions of ethics and value largely on his own. His sense was that
ethical considerations begin with questions of value and that it was
in different "valuations" that conflict occurs. On the one hand, there
are those who value economic development over the preservation of
nature. On the other, there are those who value the preservation of
nature over economic development. One position determines whether
it is, for example, unethical to save "shrimp and let people go
thirsty" or "destroy shrimp so people can drink." Mr. Mossop
suggested that in North America the dominant ethic was the
economic-that if something can't be converted to money it isn't
valuable-and that this value was constantly being "encoded" or
translated into moral structures and administrative systems.
Consequently, this puts many biologists at odds with the government
systems within which they work. The result is a difficult moral
position for the conservation-minded professional biologist.
These observations let Mr. Mossop to conclude that biologists are
exceedingly vulnerable. They are largely on their own as they try to
work through ethical matters for which they are poorly trained and
attempt to maintain ethical standards that are at odds with the
system that employs them. Such a situation can only improve if the
training of biologists changes through the incorporation of ethics and
if, once trained, they can seek support of their peers possibly through
the organization of a professional society.
The second speaker graphically demonstrated the very significant
differences between western scientific notions of wilderness and
nature and their management and those of the Yukon's first nations.
These differences were not only evident in the "message" Ms. Kassi
shared with the audience, but in the manner in which she shared it.
Put simply, by recounting her own first-hand experiences of the
"scientific management" of the Porcupine Caribou Herd, she
suggested it was "management" itself that was a major problem, a
potentially lethal threat to the wellbeing of the animals.
Ms. Kassi began her talk by thanking her elders who had given
her permission to speak and share her and her people's experiences.
She noted that much of what she wanted to pass on to the audience
was hard to "explain," that you "had to live it." She said that she had
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grown u p on the Old Crow Flats. It was the birthplace and home of
a lot of animals. It was a very quiet place. The people moved very
quietly when they were there; they respected that it was the home of
someone else. So they walked quietly.
One time, when she was about six years old, she and her mother
went out to check some traps. Her mother was hard of hearing and
it was here job to listen carefully. This time she could hear lots of
ruckus in the bush. The dogs were very nervous. There were wolves
all around them. Her mother threw Norma in the sled and they had
the fastest dogsled ride in the world back to the village.
All the people stayed inside for the next few days, especially
women in their moon cycle. During this time, her grandfather went
out and talked to the wolves. When he came back he said there was
not going to be any caribou, that the people must move. "We learnt
from the wolves," Ms. Kassi said.
Ms. Kassi went on to express her deep hurt over the so-called
management of the wolves. She said people ignored the real reasons
for the caribou's decline. She also spoke about the proposal to
develop Alaska National Wildlife Refuge lands and how this news
devastated her people. They never, she said, went over the mountains
into the birthplace of the caribou-it was very, very sacred. Consequently, the Gwich'in met at Arctic Village and decided to oppose
this move and appointed six people to go to Washington to speak to
Congress.
The problem of science, Ms. Kassi suggested, was profound. All
the time the environmentalists fly round and round studying the
animals: the caribou, the birds, and the wolves. Every year since 1979
biologists have killed 15-20 caribou and take their carcasses to the
village. The people used them as dog food because they were not
killed respectfully. Sometimes the caribou are collared and when
people find them they are skinny and infested with worms. Other
times, helicopters fly over baby caribou and they are netted. Every
year there are more student, more scientists. "We used to respect
them, now we fear them". Ms. Kassi concluded with a question and
a plea:
Why not involve First Nations people? How long do we have to deal
with the ignorance of those who pursue knowledge? I really don't
believe the management of animals is right. People need to be managed.
In the question period that concluded the first session one
member of the audience noted certain threads common to both
presenters. For example, there seemed to be two, opposing "ethics of
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nature" within our society: one of guardianship and one of
commerce. Science seems more aligned with the latter. Following on
Mr. Mossop's observations, one person suggested that the "can"
questions of science and technology were often easier to answer than
the "ought" questions of ethics.
The relationship between science and these two ethics was
pursued even further by the audience. While several people were
concerned about the negative portrayal of scientists working on the
Porcupine Caribou Herd, others talked about the "intrusiveness" of
much science, particularly of the phenomenon of "studying an animal
to death," and the need to develop new, less destructive
methodologies.
Interestingly, the "environmental movement" itself came under
some criticism. One member of the audience spoke about the
growing pressure for conformity within the movement, that many
environmentalists were close minded and expected an almost
religious observance of the "party line." One couldn't help sense a
desire on many participants' parts to see, in society at large, a gentler,
more humane discussion of these troubling issues.
The Second Session: Part II
Ms. Johns-Pennikett's talk, which started the second of the two
sessions on science, ethics and judgement, focussed on the need to
develop an "ethical approach to wildlife management." She
suggested, developing a theme put forward by Ms. Kassi, that landuse planning, as it is currently practiced, needs to be rethought. At
the very least, the values on which it is based needs to shift towards
non-human interests and needs. There is, she suggested, a consistent
pattern of placing human interests over others'.
Like Ms. Kassi, Ms. Johns-Penikett tried to give the audience
some sense of the fundamentally different view of nature that existed
amongst First Nations people. Moreover, she did this by reference to
the wolf and the Yukon Government's wolf-kill program. She noted
that her mother had talked to her about the wolf. He was, she said,
called "little brother." When the wolf killed, he did not feed just
himself but other animals as well: foxes and ravens and magpies. So
to kill the wolf was to jeopardize these animals' well-being as well.
This forces us, Ms. Penikett suggested, to recognize that other
animals have their own inherent value. Understanding this should be
a goal of our educational efforts, just as the protection of animals
should be a goal of our management efforts.
The failure to do this-to shift our focus and curtail our inter363

ventions-will be catastrophic. Human demands on the environment
will increase. "The result will be a North America that looks like
Europe," Ms. Penikett noted.
Dr. Gilbert's talk focussed on his work as an independent small
game biologist and the Yukon wolf-kill program. He noted that his
work had led him to two conclusions. First, there was a profound
gulf between traditional First Nations' knowledge and western
science. These two knowledge systems embodied fundamentally
different valuations of nature and the wild. Second, we must be very
careful in our use of science. There are things we cannot, ought not,
do to ecosystems for any reason, including the "pursuit of
knowledge." He cited instances of radioactive labelling as an example
of "bad" science.
Dr. Gilbert also noted his reasons for finding the Yukon wolf-kill
"disappointing." These included the breakdown in the consultative
process, the wolf-kill plan's failure to incorporate First Nations'
interests and viewpoints, and, in particular, the government's
reluctance to consider non-lethal forms of control. The result was a
breakdown between ethics, legislation and science. We must, Dr.
Gilbert urged, use planning to limit the impact of "laissez-faire
economic activity" of the sort that seems to be encouraged by the
current Yukon government.
In the question period that followed Ms. Johns-Penikett's and Dr.
Gilbert's presentations, several members of the audience pursued the
point by both First Nations' speakers. As one person asked, "Isn't the
big problem us, both our insatiable appetite for material goods and
novel experiences?" Several people noted "our need" for wilderness,
that it was an important "spiritual tonic" to the problems of our time.
As this point the rapporteur asked a question: to what extent are we
willing to temper our appetite for natural experience —to what extent
are we willing not to answer the "call of the wild" —to ensure the
preservation of the wild? That is, is our valuation of wild great
enough so that we will forego our experience of it?
At this point, the discussion took a somewhat philosophical turn.
What is the right relationship between people and nature? Might part
of the problem be western man's apparent separation from nature?
Were they to recognize their interdependence on nature, might they
treat it better? Dr. Gilbert noted that "history is on the First Nations'
side." They lived for thousands of years in the northern environment
without damaging it, while we have managed to compromise it in a
100 years."
Dr. Hargrove, the moderator, made several contributions during
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the question period. He noted, for example, the importance we
assigned to "sense of place" and suggested that perhaps we needed
to replace "representational thinking" with "narrative thinking." He
also talked about the concept of "bioregionalism," suggesting that it
might be more useful than notions of "sustainability." While the
latter merely "keeps things going," the former "makes them work."
It also allows one to address all the different valuations of
place—spiritual, economic, cultural and aesthetic.
Some Concluding Observations
The two sessions on science, ethics and judgement shed important
light on a number of issues. First, they indicated the very real need
to develop a shared lexicon that will promote informed discussion
and shared understanding of the "ethics of wilderness preservation."
Throughout the two sessions it was very clear that what was meant
by such basic terms as "science," "ethics," "value," and "judgement"
varied from speaker to speaker. And if there was a range of opinion
as to what these terms meant, there was even a greater range of
opinion about such concepts as "wilderness," "wildness," and
"conservation." Indirectly, these difficulties underscored the
importance of Mr. Mossop's recommendation for more training in
ethical matters. They also suggest, as well, that this training should
not be limited to those seeking employment in conservation or
resource management, but extended to the entire populace.
Despite the lexical difficulties that hampered discussion, a
number of themes were common to the four speakers. First, there is
the apparent amorality of "technical" science as it is currently
practiced. This has had two negative effects. First, it has resulted in
the "demoralization" of many of its practitioners who, like Dave
Mossop, speak of a state of moral confusion or paralysis. Second,
there is a growing distrust amongst first nations' people for science
and its practitioners. This was unambiguously stated by both First
Nations speakers. Both argued that science was part of the problem,
that science must "butt out." This obviously upset some members of
the audience who viewed their scientific activities as fundamentally
good. Nonetheless, a number of people saw the curtailment of
science—of the pursuit of knowledge;—as a needed goal of "management." Clearly, the evaluation of science is itself changing. It seems
inevitable that scientific training must change if science is to remain
relevant. At the least, practitioners are being asked to be more
knowledgeable about and sensitive to the ethical and cultural
implications of their actions.
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As well, it became very obvious that there are competing ethics
of nature "out there" in the community. There are not only the
profoundly different ethics of First Nations and "white" people, but
there are profoundly different ethics within the latter group, what
was called the "nature" ethic and the "commerce" ethic.
Consequently, not only are battlelines being drawn amongst the
various "interest groups" but the lines are many and overlapping.
Indeed, the essentially political problem of securing consensus on
matters of nature and its management seem almost as intimidating
as some of the ecological problems currently threatening the planet.

Environmental Ethics and Education
Florian Lemphers
Downstream Coalition

We had a very, very fascinating session and it would be impossible
to report what everybody said, because there must have been fifty or
sixty people who said something. What I can do is try and sum up
what was said and give you some quotes from what happened. We
had an innovative format. Dr. Eugene Hargrove was the moderator
and resource person. Then we had four educators who presented
their points of view in terms of real life, dealing with children and
environmental ethics in the school, some of the successes they have
had, some of the failures and some of the conundrums they have had
to face in terms of dealing with environmental education in the
schools.
The initial question which started the discussion was: Why are
some environmental issues easy to discuss in a classroom setting
while others are much more difficult? We set a context of looking at
some environmental issues as being near and some as being far
away. Sometimes it is easier to talk about far away stuff than it was
to talk about near stuff.
The other dimension that we looked at was that some
environmental issues were person centred issues and others involved
functioning of a group. A group meaning a society. Because a group
had to take some action on some kind of activity, then it implied that
there would be different value systems that would conflict. We do
not have homogenous value systems in our society. We have people
who believe in different things. Therefore it puts educators in a very
difficult situation.
It was noted that you could not judge something as being
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incorrect or wrong, that there was a failure to the whole idea of
cultural relativism. Somehow we had to replace that function in
dealing with environmental ethics education in the schools.
The second component on what was discussed was: What are
some of the distinctive differences between ethical versus scientific
discussion on environmental issues? And how do you bridge that
important gap between traditional knowledge, that arises and
produces very valuable data, but somehow does not end u p being
incorporated in scientific theory?
It was brought up that the importance of showing balance in the
presentation resulted in various methods of presentation.
In relation to the first issue of "why are some environmental
issues easy to discuss in the classroom setting while others are more
difficult?", the whole issue of mining came up. People looked on the
mining issue as being a near issue that was group centred in the
sense that it involved conflicting value systems. Inherently, because
of that, it was much more difficult to deal with in a classroom
situation.
One of the things people talked about was the importance that
the educator has to give both sides of what is being presented in the
classroom, that there has to be a certain fairness in what is being
presented. The difficulty of doing that is when you choose some
subject to talk about as opposed to not talking about another subject.
When you do that, you are making a value judgement. You are
making some kind of choice. One of the examples thrown out was in
fact when you choose to have something in your curriculum, such as
social studies and you choose not to have something else, that is a
value statement. We consider this is a valuable thing to be discussed.
An example of an issue which illustrates the scientific, ethical, and
incorporation of traditional knowledge, was the whole area of the
wolf kill and wolf management.
The third area that was talked about was what is the proper
actions that should be brought forward in a classroom situation?
What are some of the risks and some of the good points of doing
that? The point was made that environmental issues cannot be
isolated from the classroom because children, through exposure to
television, to radio, to newspapers, will see these environmental
issues coming up. Teachers have to be able to handle those issues
when they do arise. They have to be able to present them in some
kind of balanced fashion.
The difficulty of converting into action meant of course that some
teachers felt at a loss in terms of how to handle discussion on certain
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topics because they were controversial. There was a fear of: "It's
controversial. I do not know whether to present it because I might be
unduly influencing those students that I am dealing with." Thankyou.

How Will We Make Decisions?
Tony Penikett
M.L.A.
First of all, I have to report that we did not answer the question put
to us very completely. We had two excellent presentations from Jane
Vincent and Larry DuGuay, both of which are written up.
Jane's paper dealt with Environmental Ethics: A Canadian Perspective and the extent to which ethical considerations are taken in to
account by resource managers across the country.
She included in her survey questions about the definitions of our
environmental ethics and the difference between environmental ethics
as a code and as a process. She cited various people who talked
about the blurring of the line between ethics and science. She cited
other people talking about the scientific ethic of value-free theories
and theory free facts. She mentioned that one person had done a
fascinating thing: studied the moral development of professional
foresters, something we all wanted to hear more about. She raised the
question of professional integrity and the reluctance of the public and
professionals to deal with ethical issues. And finally, she broached
the questions of media manipulation, the importance of education
and how values and codes seem to be changing in the country.
Larry DuGuay began by quoting Tennyson from Ulysses, which
led, as I will mention later, to some unfortunate diversions. He spent
most of his paper talking about the Yukon Environment Act;
definitions contained in the act, the act as a management tool, the
way in which the act was developed over the last five years and the
way in which it, along with other legislation like the land claims and
self government legislation, wildlife legislation, and parks legislation,
are supposed to work together.
He used Ulysses poem to talk about how we began the journey
with some experience and some sense of direction, but how we had
a long way to go. There was a revisionist view on that which I will
mention later. He did mention the Bill of Rights in the Environment
Act and how that allows citizens to act and to hold governments to
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account for what they do. He mentioned also that within the Act the
Council on the Economy and the Environment is established in law.
I think, the first round table in Canada which actually has a statutory
base. Larry also mentioned the obligation imbedded in the legislation,
for continuing public consultation, as sets of regulations under the act
are developed. He concluded by reiterating his dual themes, of
cooperative management and open policy development, being
consistently applied.
Our session ended with a very short discussion and question
period which included lively interventions by Florian Lemphers,
Aron Senkpiel and James Allen. Aron pointed out that perhaps the
problem with the European approach to the North and the wilderness, actual comes from athtudes like those of Tennyson. The
adventure ethic, as he might describe it. I thought immediately of the
Hudson Bay Company, which began as a Company of Gentlemen
Adventurers.
We concluded with a comment by James Allen pointing out the
absence of elders from our discussions and how we were missing the
benefit of their wisdom in these discussions.
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Part II: Forum Summary
Monte H u m m e l
President, World Wildlife Fund Canada
I have two messages from this conference, one of which I am taking home
and I intend to do something about it. I am repeating what Louise Profeit
LeBlanc talked about and what Skeeter Wright talked about and was
mentioned elsewhere, and that is the importance of including First Nations
cultural concerns in our criteria for establishing protected areas, especially
before any more wisdom of the elders is lost.
We conservationists spend a lot of time and dollars on geological studies
and biophysical classifications, but not much on understanding sacred places
and the importance of these places to First Nations. So I think that we have
to integrate these cultural concerns into our larger matrix of very technical
classifications for the establishment of representative protected areas.
The second message I am taking home from everyone. I took the first
one primarily from the traditional knowledge workshop which I thought was
really wonderful. It was a very compelling afternoon. The second message
that I got from everyone here is that it is important to focus on (and I admit
to my own view here), the positive and how far we have come, and what we
agree on. There is now a very broad based support for establishing more
protected areas, whether we call them parks, or wilderness, or natural areas,
or sacred places. I think we have a better understanding of the significance
of these words, but I still think there is some consensus around the general
concept. We now have friends everywhere. We have friends in the First
Nations, we have friends in government, and I would like to think we have
friends in industry as well. I hope, despite the fact that there was not more
industry representation at this conference, that there are still people out there
in industry who would have liked to have been here and to have participated
in this meeting. I think we have support at the grass roots and in leadership
positions in all of these sectors.
It is time to identify our friends elsewhere, everywhere and work
together focusing on the psychology of success, focusing on what we agree
on. If we have low expectations of each other, or if we are cynical, or
suspicious, or hostile, then the protected areas agenda and goals will not
happen. If we have high expectations and assume the best in each other, and
if we work together under the assumption that we can succeed, then I think
we will. Thank-you.
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Norma Kassi
Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation Member,
International Gwitchin Steering Committee
This conference has truly been one of the best conferences that I have
ever attended in Whitehorse. Even though we did not have the kind
of representation that we needed to have from industry, we did a lot
of work on the other side where we developed and begin a dialogue
with people from a lot of different places.
I have learned so much here the last couple of days, from our US
visitors as well, coming u p here and sharing what has happened in
their country and what they had to from their hearts so we do not
have to go through that in the Yukon. There has been quite an
education process here as well from the First Nation people who
participated in this conference. The people who organized this
conference I would really like to thank-you. You did a very, very
good job.
In two workshops that I participated in, the Science, Ethics and
Judgement workshops, it became very clear to me that there is a lot
of conflict between scientific people, biologists, educators and First
Nations people and we are now getting together and beginning to
realize that. We are now going to be working together and that is
what I hear from this conference, and I really value that. I hope that
it does happen.
I would like to give you an example of the type of conflict I have
as a Gwitchin First Nation member from the Arctic, the conflicts that
I have today with scientists and biologists. The example being that
since we opened the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge for a lot of
attention, the Gwitchin Nation has gotten a lot of attention. The
Arctic as a whole has gotten a lot of attention. We were warned by
our elders that this would happen, that we would get too many
people coming there, we would get a lot of scientists, that is exactly
what is happening now. Right now we are being faced with a lot of
caribou and animals being killed for scientific information, scientific
data. Every year the Yukon biologists themselves take fifteen to
twenty cows from Old Crow or the Dempster Highway area.
Wherever the caribou are they kill them and then they take liver
samples or kidney samples or something like that. They then give the
caribou to the community. This does not sit too good inside for many
of us in the Gwitchin Nation. We have a hard time condoning and
supporting that kind of a study. Our people are already reporting to
us, as well as the Inupiats, that there are collared polar bears that are
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found dead. There are collared caribou that are being segregated
from the herds, things like that.
What is really bothering us now, is that biologists are attacking
the calves. They fly over with helicopters when the calves are born.
They catch them and they net them to take blood samples. They do
this process with seventy-five calves at six weeks old, again at
twenty-four weeks and then they collar them as well. It is very
traumatizing for the animals. That sort of thing really bothers us. We
really need to sit down with these people and talk about what they
are doing. They need to consult with us.
In northern Yukon we need to look at that. As Gwitchin People,
we want a period of grace, we want those animals left alone for
awhile. We need them to go through their normal cycles. Though we
really value the scientific lobby groups that have gone down to
Washington to assist us, their information was understandable for
Congress. We need their information, but we feel that for now, they
have enough information. There should be a grace period and we are
asking for that.
On behalf of the Gwich'in Steering Committee, this is the "what
to do" part of it. I am making a recommendation that the five major
groups making these studies, the Yukon Territorial Government
resource biologist and scientist, the GNWT, the Canadian Wildlife
Services, the US Fish and Wildlife, and the University of Fairbanks,
we would like you people to send representatives to our 1994
International Gwitchin Gathering in Old Crow, in June of 94. We
would like then to talk to each other. We would encourage, at that
time, that our own elders give you first hand, scientific information.
I would like to give you our phone number. The International
Gwitchin Steering Committee is made up of people from the Northwest Territories, the Northern Yukon and Alaska. If you have further
studies to do, we would like you to contact our office at phone
number 907-276-7986. We would like to talk to you before you
conduct any more studies in those areas.
A lot of people came to me afterwards and asked how could
they get First Nations involved, how could they get it into the
education system, how do we look at these conflicts between students
and educators? All that I can suggest is that if they are going to teach
in an area such as the Yukon Territory, maybe they should learn the
true history of this area and begin with the First Nations people and
the knowledge they have and implement that knowledge into the
education system. It can be done. We know there are a lot of our
own scientist, our own educators, who are willing to participate with
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you in the education system.
I also gathered through this conference that a lot of people are
afraid to speak up on what they really believe in. People wear one
hat, then they take it off and put on another hat.
I would like to speak to the women in particular. We need to be
more vocal. We can understand mother earth better because of our
feminism. We have to speak up honestly about what is really inside
us here. We need to start vocalizing that. If we want our children in
future generations to have wolves and to see wolves, bears and
caribou out there on our land, we had better speak up now. We have
to let our true feelings out and not sit on it and let institutions and
government control us any more. We cannot let that continue. We
have to speak from what is inside, be honest and let that go. That is
the only way that we are going to make changes, particularly
environmental changes to save mother earth.
While I still have one minute left, I have to do some lobbying,
there are some big guns in here. I really appreciate the opportunity
to do this. A lot of people think that the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge is being put to rest, that it is done with, that we have won
when we have not. That issue being too quiet is scary for our people
right now.
I was in Washington DC a few weeks ago. People there are
trying to put it on the back burner. In the meantime, there is a
powerful group called the Arctic Power originating out of Alaska. I
believe that several of you from Alaska have heard of them. They are
headed by the previous governor, whose name is Stephen McAlpine.
They are down there in Congress always lobbying and the Inupiat as
well wanting to open their land in the Arctic Refuge are down there
lobbying to do that.
I would like to ask the people who are here, the big guns from
Ottawa, we have a new government in place now, I want you to go
down there and begin to educate the new government on this issue.
I also want you to encourage the new prime minister of Canada to
put it on the international agenda when he meets with President
Clinton and Vice President Al Gore.
We encourage them to push legislation. The two pieces of
legislation in Congress are HR39 and S39 and they have to be pushed
with this administration in place. We encourage you to write to
Congressman Layman who is the co-sponsor of the pro-wilderness
bill. I would like your support in those areas.
The other day I got a letter from my friend David Suzuki whom
I worked with on a board. I would like to read to you part of his
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letter. It is about science and all of the things in conflict up here. It
says:
I have worked with aboriginal people across Canada, in Brazil, Japan,
Australia, and Malaysia, and find that they all share a radically different
perspective about the world around them. They never see themselves as
separate from the animals and plants on which they depend. They often
revere and respect those living things and see them as necessary for
their physical and spiritual well-being. Scientific knowledge can never
match aboriginal knowledge in practicality and profundity. It is
patronizing in the extreme to place scientific information above the kind
of insights that aboriginal people have. Theirs is the acquired knowledge
over thousands of generations and countless generations. I urge any
group to place this kind of information on the highest level and put so
called scientific knowledge where it belongs as fragmented and
incomplete and of a far lower order of relevance and importance.
David ends with "As a scientist, I am willing to defend my
statements before any group." Sincerely, David Suzuki. Thank-you
very much.

Robin Reilly
Northwest Territories, Parks and Visitor Services
I want to focus on those questions about what is here and now as a
final parting word here. Obviously that's a personal thing, my sense
of here and now is going to be much different than someone who's
a First Nations person. Probably someone who's a long term Yukoner
has a different here and now too, but when I think of this protected
areas as park sort of things, I think, well what is it about here—and
I mean just northern Canada generally. It's important to keep those
differences fresh because when you pick through other programs and
policies and campaigns you need to evaluate them in those ways.
Otherwise, you're liable to be using the right tools for the wrong
things.
We have a very large land mass that we're dealing with relative
to a lot of other places and just the way we think about protection
and the scale of the land mass is probably different. I'm not saying
I know how it's different when I talk about these things, but I suspect
it's different and that's why it needs some collective analysis. The
same time as the land is huge, the population base, the total size of
it is very, very, very small, and it's easy for somebody even coming
from British Columbia to forget that the whole population of the
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Yukon doesn't fit into a busy shopping centre on Saturday.
We also up here, don't have a protected areas framework that
grows out of interaction with the renewable resource sector, and
what I mean by that is in most of Canada, if s been. . . our policies
and stuff have cut their teeth on forestry issues or sometimes farming
and ranching issues. And in the marine parks things, sometimes on
fishing issues. Here mining is a big piece of the action and we have
to think about, what is it that mining in the nonrenewable context
means.
The First Nations difference here is obvious and I need not go on
at any length on that. Obviously if s fundamentally central to how
things are done, why things are done, what things are done in a
much more profound way than has been the case elsewhere.
As far as ecosystem protection goes, especially if you're dealing
with large predators and such, the land mass up here required to do
that tends to be much, much bigger as well, just because of the cycles
within the eco-systems.
Finally, when we think about Banff and people being overrun
with millions of skiers, I thought Stanley Njootli was interesting
when he was talking about Vuntut Park and he was saying 'well of
course, for lots of the time of the year if s 60 below zero and for
another time of the year if s filled with bugs, and for another time of
the year if s one thing or another', anyway if s not necessarily likely
to be overrun with thousands of people, but again, as Norma Kassi
said, that's a qualitative thing as to how many people is too many
people. If s different in any case.
What are some of the things that are different here? The whole
land status here is very different, particularly in the Northwest
Territories where the legal frameworks for who owns what land, who
has what jurisdiction over which things is very different. In addition
to the long term interests of the native peoples here, in some
jurisdictions like when Don Huston's was talking about
Newfoundland, he was talking about white peoples that have been
there for 400 years and twelve generations. In the North, especially
in the Northwest Territories but here too, we don't really have that
kind of presence either and that makes a difference. We also have. . .
when we talk about pan-northern things, like getting together as a
group here, we have terrible transportation between ourselves here.
In fact, as Louise Profeit LeBlanc was saying last night, even though
there may be more jets, it's still hard to visit because transportation
is really difficult and expensive and as anyone who hies to work
between the Northwest Territories and the Yukon knows, if s just as
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easy to work between P.E.I., and the Yukon as far as the costs of
getting there and back and the time to do it. So that makes some of
these pan-northern things tricky.
Communication is a bit better now. Things like Television
Northern Canada are important, when we start thinking about how
to deal with a northern vision of protected areas. We can have great
expectations about all the fabulous areas that should be set aside up
here, but of course setting areas aside isn't just a matter of drawing
lines on maps, there's consultations, there's management, there's just
the whole doing of it. Frankly the Northwest Territories don't
necessarily have the tax base to support a lot of that kind of work so
what do you do? The plus side to that is, I do think that nationally
the whole country, there's a certain affection for the North that might
make it easier for us to draw upon some of the rest of our resources.
It might be easier for the Yukon to draw upon the Toronto taxi driver
more easily than Saskatchewan. So in that sense we have some
advantages.

Ed Shultz
Council for Yukon Indians
My anticipation of what this forum was going to bring is exactly
what I am seeing before me, a host of different individuals in this
room from various backgrounds, different interests, different ideas
and concepts, of what the environment is and how we should protect
it. How to pursue very strong and tough questions regarding ethical
values, educational values, and the needs and aspirations of us as a
collective society. I thing it is important that we realize that we are
all sitting here and that we have been able to meet over the last two
days.
Unfortunately we did not have a strong showing from the
industrial section of our society, which I was hoping would be here,
to participate and to exchange ideas. I think, when you get people
together who have varying opinions, even if you have an
understanding of what the differences are, you already have a head
start on the game.
I do not know what to say other than that. We as individuals,
regardless of which organizations we represent do have a responsibility, not only to ourselves, but also to our future generations and
to the other people around us. No matter what background you come
from, what gender balance you are, if anyone sees a child who is
starving because of no access to food, you would certainly do some
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thing to help that child. If we saw a child who was sick from
drinking the water, it would not matter of what background they
came from, you would do something about it. I think that common
thread gives us something to begin with.
In terms of the analysis by some people that land claims
agreements may not always be the most appropriate or best forum
for developing protected areas, I do not know. I guess I come from
a different opinion. I think it is a fine avenue to start with, in terms
of establishing a network of protected areas within Yukon. I think
that it allows for the full participation of all parties involved. I think
that we should not have to reinvent the wheel. Thank-you very
much.

Forum Closing Prayer
Louise Profeit LeBlanc
Yukon Heritage Branch, Native Heritage Advisor
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Participating Organizations
Academic Studies, Yukon College
Alberta Parks Service, Edmonton
BC Parks Branch, Northern Region
BC Forest Service, Cassiar District
Canadian Arctic Resources Committee
Canadian Nature Federation
Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society
Canadian Parks Service
Canadian Wildlife Service, Yukon
Champagne and Aishihik First Nations
Chilkoot National Historic Site
Conservation and Protection, Dept. of Indian and Northern Affairs
Council for Yukon Indians
Dawson First Nation
Department of Education, Yukon
Downstream Coalition, Yukon
Ducks Unlimited, Yukon
Ecology North, Yellowknife
Economic Development Department, Yukon
F.H. Colins High School Global Education Project
Fish and Wildlife Branch Renewable Resources Department, Yukon
Friends of Glacier Bay, Alaska
Friends of Northern Rockies
Friends of the Stikine
Friends of Yukon Rivers
Glacier Bay National Park
Herschel Island Territorial Park
Inuvialuit Game Council, Aklavik, NWT
Iwavik National Park
Klondike National Historic Park, USA
Klondike National Historic Site, Yukon
Kluane First Nation
Kluane National Park
Lakehead University
Libraries and Archives Branch, Yukon
Nahanni National Park, NWT
Newfoundland Provincial Parks
Northern Affairs Program, Department of Indian and Northern Affairs
Northern Alaska Environmental Centre
Northern Environmental Network
Northern Research Institute, Yukon
Outdoor Recreation Council of BC
Parks and Visitor Services, Economic Development and Tourism, NWT
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Parks Branch, Renewable Resources Department, Yukon
Porcupine Caribou Management Board
Raven Recycling Society
Selkirk First Nation
Sierra Legal Defence Fund
Soil Survey Unit, Agriculture Canada
Ta'an Kwach'an First Nation
Tourism Development Branch, Yukon Department of Tourism
Tweedsmuir Widerness Centre
University of Alaska Southeast, Juneau
University of Alaska, Fairbanks
University of North Texas
Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation
Wilderness Tourism Association
Wildlife Management Advisory Council, NWT
Wildlife Management Division, Dept. Of Renewable Resources, NWT
World Wildlife Fund
Wrangell St. Elias National Park
Yukon College
Yukon Conservation Society
Yukon Heritage Branch

*Note: Individuals participating from the listed groups may not have been
officially representing their organization.
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